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This volume contains the passers presented at a conference at thn

University of Surrey, Guildform_ England, July 1980. The conference,

u years in the planning, wasa--a canorrqttTe effort of the Association

the Teachimg-oE the Social Sctiences :Orley, England) . the Bundes-

mentrale fur Polirfcchebildun& (Mann, Germany), aad the Social

Smience Educationinnsortinm (Bocabiatr Colorado) . While many persons

contributed to the - planning and_zimebemontarinn of the canferent:e, special

mention should be-made of the cantrtita.zions of Judith Gillespie, Dieter

Schmidt-Sinns, Henry Macintosh, -Townley, and Marcia Hutson.

Approximately 70 persons attended, -r-- conference; their names znd insti-

tutional affiliations are listed the end of the book. The partici-

pants were about equally divided among the three nations.

The conference was titled "International Perspectives on Social/

PoliticalEducation." The term "social/political education" was a com-

promise, intended to encompass that area of pre-university teaching

referred to in the.DnitedWates most often as "social studies" and also

as "social science education"; ::=7. England as "social science," "social

studies," and sometimes as "socilogy," which is the social science other

than history and geography most frequently taught; and in Germany most

commonly as "politica; educatias." The various terms were often used

interchangeably at the conference_

The language of the conference was English, and great credit should

be given to the German.participarrs who put up with this Anglo-American

provincialism. The Germans were :7:irther put upon as the editors per-

sisted in anglicizing the transle=f.ans, although we did stop short of

squeezing out all of the Germanic During the process, we came

to realize anew that language diffenences are not merely differences in

words, they also represent differennes in concepts and modes of thought;

for some words and concepts, there no one-to-one relationship between

1?nguages. Some of the papers underwent changes as the authors revised

and the editors edited, but the alterations were not so great as to lose

the flavor and the exciting exchange of views that took place in the

conference.



Reakeres should note that many` chapters in book cite =her

papers plammemted at the Guladfurd conference. IM emery case, such cita-

tions re5mr zo the original papers, and they ar-Auted as such the

end-of-c hommer references. However, although a fbir of the papers under-

went subs-InantiaI revision immtween the conference jai the prepararzon of

this book,. in.v,eneral the ba-sir points .refenreti==ct in the %.:or-rfce

citations -inumm!,,been preserved in these revised ame. edited chapmems.

Such refemeummm,-may be followed up simply by reading the chapt-0.7.==con-

tributed by /ilm__=authors cited.

It shows also be noted that some of the papers in this volume are

also being poill-T-shed in the July 1981 issue of Teaching Political Science:\

The editing=Ethose papers by Judith Gillespie was a great help to the

editors of ttrIs volume.

Boulder, Colorado

March 1961
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1. OVERVIEW

By Irving Morrissett

This overview is intended to give the reader a synoptic view of the

volume, pointing to some of the themes that run through many of the chap-

ters and to similarities and differences in the views of the chapter

authors. A supplement to the three synthesis chapters at the end of the

book, it has been written with the advantage of much more time to review,

compare, and the papers in their edited form. The synthesis

chapters, which appear here substantially as they were presented at the \

conference, quite properly include the personal impressions and views of
1

the three authors at the close of the conference.

The four major sections of the book, as did those of the conference,

form a logical progression (although not the only logical progression!).

The first section is concerned with the content and theories that under-

lie social/political education. The second deals with what is known

about the pyschological and social makeup of students and with how.stu-

dents learn. The third describes knowledge and practices related to.

curriculum development. The fourth describes theories of, and knowledge

about, how schools Ware related to society and to social justice. As-will

be apparent to the reader, the authors dealt with the planned themes in

very different and individualistic ways, often crossing over the thematic

lines.

The most persistent theme that runs through the chapters--scarcely

a chapter fails to' touch upon it in some way--is the question of the

extent to which schools are, and should be, institutions for socializing

students; that is, for reproducing in students the prevailing knowledge,

values, and modes of thought of society, as opposed to changing and

improving society. Probably a majority of authors and conference par-
,

ticipants would like to see the schools as places where society could be

critiqued, analyzed, and exposed to change. But many' felt that this is

an unlikely outcome in most situations, because society at large and the

governments that control most of the schools are primarily interested in

preserving the existing social structure. Schools seldom participate in

making changes, especially radical changes, in existing social structures



and modes of thought. (An exception is West Germany after the war, but

in that case it was the government that took the lead, with the schools

following, in the effort to mold social institutions and_thought into a

social- democratic framework.)

There is little or no quarrel with the view that socialization, in

the sense described above, is a necessary and appropriate function of

education and that it places a substantial obligation on all parts of

schoolingin all places and for all subjects. Children must learn to

read, write, calculate, and behave in ways that are compatible, to a

large extent, with the culture in which they happen to live. The :ques,--

tion raised by many educators is:. To what extent, if any, is i_- feasi-

ble and-desirable to allow or encourage young people .t9-analyze and

criticize and try to change that culture?

'While much of the discussion about social justice and social change

takes place within the framework of existing modes of thojight and social

norms, some of the authors question the very bases of the common inter-

pretations of the social order, criticizing the positivistic nature of

social knowledge and calling for educational-programs that investigate

how knowledge is acquired and how existing modes of thoughts restrict

alternative interpretations of the world which may be equally defensible.

This view of knowledge and the nature of knowledge has become prominent

among educational theorists in Germany, _during the last decade, under

the name "critical theory." Cherryholmes deals with this view at length

his paper, but while Hilligen also points to the importance of criti-

cal theory and most of the other English and German authors mention it,

Cherryholmes alone among the Americans gives it attention.

After the theme of how education should be related to social change,

the next-most-important theme was probably that of discipline or subject-
,'

oriented curriculum vs. interdisciplinary or problem-centered curriculum.

Discipline-centered courses areitiy far the dominant form, and are domi-
/

nant because they can be order]." and well structured and they are conso-

nant with the training of most teachers. Problem-oriented courses,

usually requiring an interdisciplinary approach to subject matter, are

difficult to structure neatly, and they call upon expertise beyond the

training of most teachers; but they are appealingin theory, at least- -

to those who wish to make education, and particularly social/political

11



education, both "relevant to the real world" and facilitative of social

change. Although educators of the latter type predominated at the con
ference,'they failed;to find i.satisfactory solution to this longstanding

problem.

.Other common themes related to the four topics of the conference

are dealt with in the following sections of this initial chapter.

Theory and Content Bases in Social/Political Education

The three papers in this section take quite different approaches to

the topic, although they also deal with some common themes that recurred

throughout'the conference. The Brown/Townley 'paper describes social

studies in Britain .with respect to its ideological bases, the impact of

recent social changes, and the major content foci. Hilligen digs deeply

into the practical and philosophical requirements for the effective

teaching of polities science in Germany and, by implication, for the

teaching of any social science in any-open society. Cherryholmes briefly

describes the main emphases of social studies in the United States and

then moves on to his major theme, one that also occurs in the other tWo

papers--"critical theory."

Chris Brown and Charles Townley

Early in their paper, Brown and Townley pose the problemthat___________

recurred most persistently throughout the conference: To what extent

should social/political education seek to 'socialize students, in the

sense cf teaching them about the prevailing mores and modes of thought

and,conditioning them to accept those mores and modes, as opposed to

educating them to criticize and make changes? They report that in

Britain Her Majesty's Inspectors have recognized the need for some

balance between the two, that ','education has two distinct and yet 'inter

dependent roles in relation to society. First,the education system is

charged by society . . with equipping young people to take their place-.

as citizens and_workers in adult life and to begin to form attitudes to

the prevailing, patterns in standards and-behavior. . . Secondly there,

is the responsibility for educating 'the autonomous citizen,' a person

able to think-and act for herself or himself, to resist eploitation, to

innovate, and to be vigilant in the defense of liberty."

1;2 3



As already indicated in this statement by Her Majesty's Inspectors,

and as became apparent throughout the conference, "socialization" vs.

"change" does not present a simple bipolar continuum. Whereas sociali-

zation, in the sense used here, means one thing--education for the repro-

duction an&continuation of society as is, whatever is--change can refer

to many things, including development of autonomous thinking in the indi-

vidual, criticism of society, and efforts to change society. Efforts to

change society may, of course, take many directions.

Brown and Townley go on to discuss various ideological frameworks

or philosophies within which the nature and purposes of social studies

have been analyzed,. stressing that, within Britain, tradition has been a

major determinant of the content of social studies--tradition heavily

influenced by aristocratic ideology and strongly perpetuated through the

Britisti examination system. They say, perhaps toodgenerously, that "tra-

dition has constrained. developments in social studies in Britain and

Europe, while rationality has influenced developments more in the United

States."

The effects of social changes--effects that have been small and

transient, for the most part--are noted next. International events such

as the "rise of fascism, academic.concerns about the growth of knowledge

in the social sciences, and-practical concerns that education must help

students cope with an increasingly complex-society--all have had some

smell effects on the social studies curriculdm.-

SInglly, Brown and Townley describe four "models" for social!

political adudatic&-models whIER might also be termed content emphases.

"Knowledge," referring primarqy_to .knowleirge. of facts, is seen as the

major emphasis of.traditfir.al education- in Britain. "Concepts" are

viewed as encgnpassing factual knowledge in- ac dynamic and rational

framework raving more on the social sciences,; and challenging students

-another_

rather than Memorize. The "issues/problems" model presents

another-theme that recurred throughout the conference: To -what extent
4

should social/politidal educ'ation be, taught, through social science

disCiplines, followed bT application to problems,,as opposed to consider-'

ation fitt of problems, to which the disciplines may then make' contribu-

tions? Brown and ,Townley take a dim view of the issues /problems

Approach, emphasizing the likelihood that it will result in sup rficial



examination of poorly defined, ephemeral public issues. "Skills" is the

last model. Two possible emphases are discussed--the development of

skills to help the individual cope with the complexities of modern

society and the development of skills to help change that society.

Brown and Townley see the former objective as the one most likely to be

stressed in any program emphasizing skills; resulting in the unfortunate

outcome that skill development is usually prescribed for less-able stu-

dents to assist them in adjusting to and coping with the existing charac-

teristics of society.

The four "models" of Brown and Townley correspond closely with broad

categories of "objectives" commonly accepted in the United States. These

categories are "knowledge," usually including both factual knowledge and

concepts; "participation," usually including problems and issues but with

emphasis also on faction within or outside of school; and "skills." To

these are usually added a category called "attitudes" and/or "values."

Wolfgang Hilligen,

Hilligen elaborates in his paper a complex set of questions and

presCriptions concerning, the content and,methods of teaching. His

analysis applies particularly to the teachinc, of Tol.i.tical-Science inG
r

Germany, a
.
setting.in whch he sees problems peculiar to that subject and

that setting; but the analysis is also generalizable to other subjects

and other settings.

A major concern of Hilligen, is the problem posed for teachers by
, .

"the exponential increase in knowledge,' a cumulativg gain that has taken

.plage.in the context Of, increasingly complex natiOnal and world socie-

-ties.' He describes the "los8 of a canon " 7-the disappearance of authori-

tative guides to What knowledge is %true and what knowledge.is most impor-

tant. Previously accepted authoritie-s--myth, religion, traditig,7, and,

until recently, the consensus of scholarS--have been eroded in the face

of increasing knowledge and increasing comglexity of society.

Hilligen's concern about the "loss. of a canon" is combined with a

newly discovered interest in teaching in West Germany which has "led to

the emergence-of a new branch of pedagogical and soCial sctdnce, called

Didaktik the.Federal Republic." This term, only'remotely related to.

.its-English cognate didactic, broadly encompasses the "theory, goals,

content, tie4hodsfi-materials, and 'teaching strategies" related to any

14
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particular subject. With respect to the teaching of any subject, it

includes the questions "What?" (selection of content), "Why?" (reasons

for selection of this content), "What for?" (intended objectives), and

"How?" (teaching methods). (In the United States, such a distinction is

not usually made between "Why?" and "What for?")

Thus broadly defined, Didaktik must deal with all possible aspects

of content and method, which Hilligen details at length. With regard to

methods of teaching: How can complex subjects be made understandable

without oversimplifying? How can account be taken of new kniowledge about

perception, learning, and the nature and variety of cognitive structures?

Concerning content related to the nature and problems of society, how

should teachers (particularly in political science) deal with such ques-

tion as: How can democratic principles be taught (particularly in West

Germany, which--unlike Britain and the United States--does not have a

long dembcratic tradition)? How much freedam; flexibility, and citizen

:participation are possible and desirable in a democtatic society? Haw

can the positive potentialities of modern scienceand technology best-be

realized? How can the problems of diminishing natur- al resources,-

inequality -within and among-nations, and-the danger of nuclear extinC-
,

tion be. handled?
.

Didaktik,makes great demands on teachers, ideally prescribing that

they understand their own disciplines, the nature of-all scientific

knowledge, and-the .ithportant relationships of othet disciplines totheir

own disciplines. (since,problems, which must'be dealt with, are all inter-
,

disciplinary). Teachers must know how to find information that-is beyond

their own store of knowledge, must be able to understand and present

alternative views, should be adept at both raising and solving problems,

and should maintain an appropriate balance between authority ,(related tO.

what they know) and-openness to new ideas..

In the following chapters, the translated term "didactics" is used

frequently by the German authois. In =most cases--which the reader can

deduce from the-context--the Germans have used this word in the sense of

Didaktik as explained by Hilligen.

Cleo Cherryholmes

Cherryholmes 'begins with a brief review.of "three traditions" that

have dominated social studies thinking and practice in the United States,



following the well-known work of Barr, Barth,. and Shermis: "citizensh.tn

transmission" (closely related to socialization, es defined above),

"social science," and "reflective thinking." He notes that citizenship

transmission has. been "the most pervasive view of social studies educa-*

tion" and goes on to analyze the lesser roles played by social science

and reflective thinking in the United States.

Cherryholmes then launches into theccentral theme of his paper--a

fundamental questioning of the epistemological basis. of social science

knowledge and .the social studies education that draWs upon that knowl-

edge. This matter was touched upon by Brown and Townley, who noted that

"the traditional epistemological view [which] saw knowledge as objec-

tive, 'given,' and 'out there" came into question in the 1970s. They

quoted Joan Whitehead's triticise of the prevalent approach to social,

science knowledge, which seeks "to institutionalize this approach rather

than engage in questioning the nature and status of sociological knowl-

edge and its place in the school curriculumissues-which are',at the

forefront of the controversy Within the brOader arena.of sociology." :A

course which. treats knowledge-as "given," Brown an Townley stated,

"presents a false image of theworld. This Criticism is particularly.*

.pertinent in social/political education, where the knowledge concerned

is directly about the social world."

Hilligen dealt with the same concern in,a lengthy appendix, intro-
.

ducing the "critical theory of society" as it was developed in the

Frankfurt school. He contrasted critical theory with "critical rational-.

ism," the latter representing the approach of "poitivist'socioldgiste
4

who, following the lead of natural scientists, focus- on analysis of an

existing social- order, eschewing consideration of "norms and values

[which] are held to be 'prescientific,' personal matters-because they

- are not accessible to-the,methdds of isolating and measuring." In Con-

trast, "critical theory is.. . . concerned with inveitigating the rela-

tionship between the individual and the social whole, seen as _being
/

'reciprocal'. . . Society is, investigated with regard,ta what is pos-

sible or better; the 'question as to the 'true'purpose of society' is

raised. ". Thus Hilligen posed an urgent need for "epistemological reflec-

tion."

16 7=



While mIstemological concerns about the origins and uses of social

knowledge in- social/political education were incidental to the papers of

Brown and-Townley and Hilligen, they arethe centerpiece of Cherryholmes's

chapter. Cherryholmes leads into this portion of his paper by analyzing

one of the products of the "new social studies" in America which was most

successful, -judged by its wide usage: American Political Behavior.

Although this text moved sharply away from previously dominant descrip-

tive emphases on government institutions, focusing instead on human

behavior `and social-scientific knowledge, it is faulted by Cherryholmee

for its "nonprobleMatic" treatment of social classes, political ideology,

and other elements of a social. order. "Much of the'contentand theory

of American social and political texts is considered. fundamentally non-

problenatiC," he states. "To avoid efforts to interpret and critically

appraise interpretations is to objectify social.phenomene; and; quoting

Richard Bernstein, ".ObjectivisM' in the study of social. and Political

life iS,nbt.an innocent mistaken epistemological doctrine. It has clan=

gerous consequences insofar as it tends to distort and reify' 'facts'

which are. historically conditioned -- 'facts'. which reveal only_ one among

the many different possibilities that human action may take." Cherry-
,

holmes concludes that "the effect of objectifying social knowledge is to

support implicitly the dominant ideologies of society without reflecting'

on issues of. value-and commitment.",

The outcomes of Cherryholmes's analysis are_radical in the extreme.

They call for a major focus in social/political education on epistemology:_..

Students must learn that objectificatim.and reification are
distortion:: _tff social phenomema, . [A] critical perspec-
tive is needed whereby the lepers of 'value and commitment are
disclosed -and peeled .back: . . ...Beyond textbooks, Classrooms
should be organized so..that interpretation and criticism are
fostered. . . . The_ teacher must be .committed to symmetrical,-
nondaminated classocaom. discourse, the sole -purpose of which
is to-pursue the better argument, . . .. [and'] must enforce
the norms of ciicaarse,and encourage students to identify
deviations from them

Summary

What prospects for changein social/political education in their

respective countries: do these authors see? HiLligen does not deal with

this question. His appended outline of-possible approaches to teaching

political science, in line with the prescriptions in his paper, may



imply some degree of optimism about possibilities--or at least hope--for

change, but his demanding specifications for teaching competence might

'well lead one to despair that any but a few rare individuals could meet

such requirements.

Brown and Townley and Cherryholmes are outspokenly pessimistic about

the possibilitieS of change in the directions they feel are desirable.

"The current state of social/political education in.Britain is one of

haphazard development," say Brown and Townley, "The future does 'not

give cause for optimism. Apart from current economic restrictions, tra-

ditional ideological influences are strong." Cherryholmes, opting for

more radical changes than do Brown and Townley, is correspondingly more

pessimistic. "Major changes-in the immediate. future in U.S. social

studies education do,not seem likely," he says. "Publishers have little

or no incentive to produce-critically' oriented materials, . . .-treatment

of...theories of knowledge . . :[.being] noticeably absent,in most social

"studies methods books in the United States. , . . [The] interests of

teachers are in classroom management, . .. assigning grades, avoiding

controversy.". . ." The National Council for the Social Studies, the

major 'professional organization of social studies educators in the

United States, "avoids. the social criticism which is necessary to under-'

;stand knowledge claims- in the social studies," says Cherryholmes,

Indeed', -that organization "resembles a trade union 'that is concerned

wit he immediate, ^practical interests of it's members.:"

Measured against the far-out requirements for competent social /

political education envisioned.. by - these authors--particularly

and Cherryholmes--the prospects for change toward these goals seem small
.

indeed. Ti4ir analyses.ana prescriptions can, however., be viewed in

another light--as challenging material for ;theorists and thoughtful

teachers to ponder and as ossible-goals toward whi.Ch social/political

education might moue, howev'er slowly.

The Learner and Social/Political Education
A.,

As did the first set of authors, the contributors.of these papers

take very different approaches to-a-common,subject. Torney-Purta

reviews an area of researchthat:hasgrown rapidly In the UnitedStateS

since the mid-1970s--f"soCiAI coinition".theary, which furAshes a useful
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supplement to learning theories focused on the individual,, such as those

ofPiaget and Kohlberg. Fielding deals exclusively and in depth with

various versions of "hidden curricula," showing how they affect the per

ceptions and behaviors of learners. ,Knutter and Knutter-Schrey present

an extensive review of learning theory as applied to political education,

against the background of political developments in Western Germany since

World War II.

Judith Torney-Purta

Torney-Purta presents a rich and comprehensive review of recent

research related to children's social cognition, a term which includes

both the content of what children learn about society and social rela-

tions and the processes by which children learn in social situations.

Her first major point is related .to` theories of cognitivehmoral develop-

ment associated with Piaget and Kohlberg. She notes rece=modifications

of views about theories of cognitive and moral development, deemphasizing

the age dependendy of these stage theories and plading =me stress'on

the social contexts of learning. In a more basic Critique, Torney-Pirta..

states that it is'"unfortunate that the Cognitive/Moral:developmental

position has become so closely identified with moral development," since

"there are otherdmOortantelements . . which do not fall neatly into

the "moral!_ category," These* other:. elements are termed "social -

conventional," which (quoting Tutiel), '!arebehavioral unitoLmilies that

cOotdinate theactionot individuals Tjarticipating in a social.systeei

and which have little or no moral.content ,Torney-Purta'arguesthat

Children can:and .do'distinguish the moral from the so'cial-donventional

and that these two kinds of behavioral goals should be distinznised in

social/political education.

Torney-Purta dealsneXt with "perspectivetaking,"' the ability of
.

children. to 'see things from the viewpoints of _other persons. She

describes four age-related stages' .of persOectiVe taking developed by
D

Fravell, reviews.reSeerchthat indicates characteristics and activities

than affect persOectivetaking ability, and notes that 'perspective

'taking . . has a cloSe relationship to many of the aims and objectives

of social education," including communication. skills and intergroup

relations. There f011ows a:ieviewOf research on how children's percep-

tions of social institutions develop, followed by a brief review of
..
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Bandurais social learning theory, will anphasis on motivational processes

which "have great relevandi for social --inn "

The final group of studies revi _s related to "altruistic and

prosocial behavior." While the authc - no:: specifically relate these

studies to those in the Kohlberg fray K of moral development, there

are apparent similarities--as in the description of possible motivations

for altruistic behaior, which include empathy, social approbation,

expected reciprocity, and a sense of justice. Torrey-Purta concludes

this section by stating:

Prosocial or altruistic behavior is a common thread which
ties together many of the objectives of social education.
The research in this area suigests the vital importance of
providing models of behavior, . . . enhancing opportunities
.for experiencing others' perspectives and empathy, letting
children see the benefits of the prosocial action they engage
in, and_moving,beyond the mere exhortation of good works.-
Bothopeer and authority relations are important, and .a
variety of motivations maybe engaged in.

The paper. closes with tperT-Pic suggestions about how past and

future research on social.cognition might- be used to improve evaluation

of social education programs and the formulation and accomplishment of

objectives related to social perceptions and social behavior.

Roger Fielding

Fielding's chapter elaborates the "hidden curriculum" far beyond

the loose meaning sometimes associated with that concept. Summarizing

and organizing the work of many authors who have dealt with aspects of ".

the concept, he,spells out three types of hidden curriculum,,each type

having the effect oft transmitting to students messages about what they

should do or think--messages which are not made explicit by teachers,

administrators, or text material end which.day,be intended or unintended

on the part Of the school establishment.

The first 'is the."hidden.curricUlum of assessment.'" Students

experience "diisonance between the 'formal' curriculum, and the hidden'

. curricului, with its 'latent, covert tasks inferred as.the basis fOr

reward," and;the-more perceptive students soon discover' which tasks
.

they "need. to complete in 'order get1 the highest possible:-grade with

the least possible effort." The hidden curriculum is "antteducational"

in. that it undermines "the - objectives of the official'Curriculum by lead-
.

,



irg pupils to concentrate on acquiring "survival skills related to pleas-

ing the teacher."

"The hidden curriculuM _xtE schooling," in one view, "consists of a

set of rules, routines, and -procedures designed to Mold, individual.

behavior to, the requirements .of institutional. living." To the "three.

Rs" of the official curriculum are added the "three Rs" of the hidden

curriculum--"rules, regulations, and routines." Beyond such socializa-

tion functions of the hidden curriculum, Fielding notes many messages

about the nature of educe ion itself that have been suggested by various

authors. From Lister: "Education ends when school ends. Knowledge is

divided into packages [subjects/topics]." From Postman and Weingartner:

"The voice of authority is to be trusted and valued_more than independent

judgment. There is al-way's a'single"; unambiguous Right Answer to a' -ques-

tion. ". From Eggleston'S list of seven goals of the.hidden curriculum':

"Learning to accept assassMent by others. Learning how to compete to

please. both -teachers and fellow students."
,

The third form, "the hidden curriculum of the classroom," refer's to,

messages associated with.particular subject matter, which Fielding illu-

strates .by- reference to his--:o4n field of soCiology possible ;kinds

of hidden Messages arediscnssed. The first is that the study of sociOl-

'ogY.'may have the effect, unintended by the teacher ar the system, of

making students critics'of the 'social system. Fielcang.quoteS Meighanis

,analysis of-sUch possibilities7s-thnt sociology lays "eveiyone and every-

thing . . open to suspicion [Ana] . . . threatens the takenforgranted
. -

aspects of social behaVior." The second kind of message quite the oppo ,

site of'the,first!--is that'sociology may cogclition. students to compla-

,centiyaccept views about the social system Which inhibit criticism; for
. _

example, "tacit -acceptance of the idea that society is basically a,

. cooperative system--a value orientation which helps determine the ques-,

tions that one asks ar41 the educational' experiences one designs for stu7

dents." = 6

In his final section; Fielding reveals his own predilection for-'the'

teaching,of sociology: whether or ant social criticism is sometimes A.

part-'of-the hidden curriculum- of the classroom, _he Would like-to see

sociology teaching that fosters social criticism-as a part,of,the expli-

cit curriculum._ SuCh an "oppositional" curriculum would lead inevitably.
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to "challenges to taken-for-granted, common -sense assumptions about the

relationships between teachers and pupils, criteria of high and low

ability, designations of success and failure, and so on." It is "only

when we have -developed such a questioning attitude [that] students

[will] become aware of the possibility of actually shaping their world,
. -

as opposed to being shaped by it." The implications of Fielding's

"oppositional" curriculum for teaching methods, content, and approaches

to schooling are spelled Out at some length.

Hans-Helmuth Knutter and Gabriela Knatter-Schrey

The Knutters first cite some conclusions of German research ia edu-

cational psychology which are applicable to political education, includ-

ing learning capabilities of adults (learning circumstances are much

more significant than age),.the conditions for "economical learning"
f

(foi example, the importanCe of "active pursuit," appeal to many senses,

and clarity of. objectives),. and motivation (for ex,Fample, the importance

of 'purpose, appropriate level of content, and recr.gnizable progress).

This is followed bya brief deport-on research focused specifically on

political education and especially on the question of how a "disposition

toward democracy" canbe fostered-

The Kautters next point to historical circumstances that set polit-

ical education in West Germany apart from that of England. or the United

States,: Germany long hada-tradition of delegatingpalitical 'affairs'ta

those in authority, leaving theorists to pursue their Social philoto- :

phies, whether demponmatiC or'otherwise, without confronting the_reali-

ties of pe-t-tical power. Since World War-II, despite-the genuine desire
%

of nany--Getmans. far. thedevelopment of a democratic society; the
.//

tade of political education-toward the postwar structure in Germany was
I

Uncritical, .divorcing.theoryfram practice.." This was dueto the fact

that:Iduring/theyears immediately following the-war, the Federal Repub-

of Germany-wat'considered a temporary arrangement. Therefore, the

goals of political eduCation had no connection with the national reality."

As the Federal Republic has come to be seen as amore .lasting phe-

nomeaon, political edaCation has moved-toward a closer relationship. with

it, mostly in a supportive tole. Even so, the Knutters see Political

education, as primarily coacerned.with social relations of'a.nonpolitical
,

nature and concerned more about understanding society thSa changing

2)
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In an extensive review of the works of educational theorists who have

written textbooks in Western Germany, the focus is on models of social

learning and on such matters as student-teacher interaction, student

participation, and uses of students' personal experiences.

Curriculum Design for Social/Political Education

Each of the three chapters in this section giVes, in varying

degrees, a view of some of the most significant developments in curricu-

lum aesign in the author's own country in recent years, provides some

assessment of those developments, and suggests directions for future

development.

-Hans Sussmuth

Sussmuth focuses exclusively on developments of the 1970s related

to two major curricdlum guidelines produced by two states in the central

part-of West Germany--the Hessen General GuidelineS for Social Education-
.

_

(HGGSE) and theGuidelines for Political'EducatiOn (GPE). developed in

North Rhine-Westphalia.- Widespread discussiOns.of these two guidelines

have taken place, since they were issued by the-respective-ministries of

education in 1973, among social scientists, educationists, public off i-

cials,,and the. pdblic; some degree of consensus seems to be.shapingsuP,

both in theory and'in-practice:
.

A. major point-of consensus, both in the two sets-of guideline's and
-

in the discussions following from them, is that social/political educa-

tion should'be based, not on separate social science disciplines, but

rather-on some kind of cooperation or coordihation among the disciplines,

"to replace previously separate school subjects such as history, politics,

social sciences, and geography with broader subject areas . . oriented -

toward the study sector 'social education,' not toward an-academic disci-
.

pline." How this general objective is to be accomplished was a subject

of debate, including much discussion about whether the relationships

among the disciplines could or-should be "cooperative" or "integrated"--

akin to the discussions in. the United States about "multidisciplinary"

vs. "interdisciplinety" approaches. Sussmuth reports the 'acknowledged

,conceptual difficulties in relating the disciplines to each other, noting
t

-that "if one judges the situation by existing teaching materials and

history teaching strategies, it-becomes evident that thus faa rigorods-

*23
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didactic- foundation ands teaching models exist only for the-cooperative

teaching of higtory and politics." But he also notes the urgency of

relating the disciplines to each other: "It must by no means be left to

the students to put together the detailed results of the different disci-

plines . . . withdrawal into the isolating independence of the social

science school° subjects is no longer feasible. . . ."

One important reason for integrating social science knowledge,

Sussmuth states, is to "shift the emphasis . . toward a primarily

society-oriented posture." In this connection, he reviews Annette

Kuh's concernfor critical theory in the teaching of history--probing,

like Hilligen and Cherryholmes in their papers, into.the epistemological

basis of'social knowledge, with a view to "emancipation of the individual

and . . . society . . . [from] uncritical attitudes.toward the past."

However, social-criticism is not a major focus of Sussmuth's paper, but

one among many-considerations taking a back seat to his major concern

about the conceptual basig fof social/politicaleducation. Those other

considerations anclUde JeChning many of the thrusts that played a part

in the "new;social studies" in the United States) case studies, stunies

of conflict, decision making, student interests, developing. "self- ,

determination," and focus on such significant Interdisciplinary social

conceptS as process, structure, and causality.

WhileSussmuth does not deal specifically with predictions of

future trends in social /political education in West Germany, one gets

the impression that 'he -feels that a very useful process of= theoretical

and practical discussion is Under way, with results' that are already

useful and which promise still more constructive accomplishments in the

future:

Suzanne Helburn

Helburn presents two main. themes. One is: an' overview of the cur-

rent-status of social studies in the United States today, a status that

has remained,rather'static over many denades'. The:other-is an insight-

ful review of the "efa\Of..the.new Social studies" in the United States,N.. .,..

taking issue with many
4
of, -the generally accepted views about. that era. _

and pointing to its many creative. and- Useful outcomes.,
1 ,

Like othef'contribUtors'..to the conference, Helburn sees socializa-
.-

:tion as the dominant function of the educational system:. "Schools.l. ,

, . A ,,..



enculturate students into the shared values of American ideology and

prepare, them to fit into a society which is hierarchically and bureau-

cratically, organized, where social stability is best assured through a

passive citizenry which accepts authority, dutifully votes, and supports

law and order." Given this function, "social studies . . . cannot train

a population of active citizens who think for themselves, demand a voice

in decision making, and actively engage in social-change efforts."

Helburn sees social studies as typically alieaating students, failing to

engage them in and inform them about the significance of their own life

experiences, and misteaching or failing to teach them about significant

facts and relationships' of economic, social, and political life.

The author sees social studies as locked into a long-lived pattern

of courses which are teacher-centered and-based on traditional mass

market texts which are "dull, superficial, devoid of political deiDate

and intellectual ferment." In this context, teaching methods are rou-

fine and unimaginative, concerned primarily with socializing. students to

the management requirements of theclasSroom and ta\acceptance of the .

existing society and their roles in it.

Helburn sees the-"new social studies" in the United States in the

1960s and early 1970s as-one.in a long series of (mostly unsuccessful)

efforts to "humanize the Curriculum." The main thrust'of her review of

this movement is that widely accepted views aboUt-it contain serious.-
.

errors and that itresulted in many innovations which hold great promise

foe-the future (though probably not the near future):

[The] literature [about the new social studies] gives
theinadequate and_ unfortunate. picture of the reforms of the

1960s-1970s by exaggerating the- importance of social-science
'discipline-dominated projects and caricaturing: hem as unidi-
mensional efforts to convert social studies into social
'science_education. The literature commentary more or less
ignores both the diversity in experimentation and the devel-
opmental:aspects of the period . . . a period of multiple,-
interacting thrusts.

These-assertions are strongly supported. by a detailed analysis of the

many - projects loosely associated, under the term "new social studies."

"In my opinion," says Helburn, 7-the'era of reform we have been

describing was extremely creative of new approaches to curriculum

design;' it represented a flOwing.of afterhatives and a melding togethei

of apparently disparate approaches." She cites numerous examples to
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illustrate this point, including Taba's "strategies to achieve multiple'

learning objectives related' to the intellectual, social, moral, and

psychological development of the; child" and Helburn and DaAs's use of

"discrepant events as unit openers, programmed inst tion to-teach

basic discipline organizers; small-group interacti activities for

values clarification and small-group learning, 4ildj the jurisprudential
_.

model of-conflict analysis. . . . The peri produced technical break-

throughs in applying system design proce res . . . based on the latest

theories, of cognition and human clever. ment.",

,Helburn next reviews_the movement away from the new social-studies,

beginning in the early 1970s, Ling the reasons for this deVelopment

and regretfully characterizi4 it as focused on "basics" and fragmented

by "unidimenSional"'emphases, fostered in part by federal funding pat-

terns, on such subject s as decision making, valuing, and global educa-

tion.. She closes with a catalog of fattors related to the "main social-
.

iiation and screening. functions ofthe-Schools [which] encourage stabil

ity and inhibit change." But she ends, with a small ,:ray of hope for

change, advising reformers to work "on those fringes where our ideas and

strategies are. Welcome," such efforts to be informed by .the lessons

learned from the "new Social studies" as well as by a "realistic, more

accurate view of society, social ohange, and the functions of schooling

in maintaining social .
TIF

Barry Dufour -

Dufour 'comments briefly on,two aspects,of curriculum design in

England--the literature'about curriculum and practice in the sChools.-

He points to literature calling-for-change, based on. descriptions of'
= _ .

schooling and "a general belief"that'changes in the4ttrriculum (are]

necessary and timely"; "theoretical critiques . ,.. based on empirical

re-search," some "tinged with pragmatism," some combining "scholarship

with.detailed and practical discussion of what is and what ought to'be";

and writings baied on neo-Marxism and existentialism offering "support

for a greater degree of pupil;-centeredness, allied 411th a:commitment to-

an existential and emancipatory view of education which is rooted in

creative and expreisive work inside the classroom and outside the

17



school . . . [and presenting] stinging attacks on positivist conceptions

of social science and social learning."

Concerning changes that have taken place in school practices,

Dufour is moderately optimistic:

There is no doubt that real successes were achieved in the'
last two decades in the actual expanSion of social learning
in schools, particularly in-secondary schools:. . . Large
numbers of secondary schools now offer integrated social
studies/social sciences courses under a bewildering variety of
names. . . . -All of this has been supported by the continuing
publication of ner.textbooks- for the specialist subjects and .

of project-topioslyle books for the many forms of integrated
courses.

The new courses have not, however, made much use of curriculUm project

materials, for reasons which the author,briefly summarizes.

fHaving dealt with curriculum literature and school practices, Dufour

turns withenthusiasmto his own prescription for "essential.featUres of

a curriculum design for the real world." He notes that "there have been

two elements in the notion of [curriculum] design - -that whiCh emphasizes

the artistic aspect and "that Which !emphasizes the craft aspect"; ancthe

argues that

for the 1980s, we should make efforts to put art back into
design in our curriculum in the sense of encouraging a clearer
commitment to developing in children creativity, imagination,
self-awareness. . . . I am calling for an increased emphasis
on the humanities and Apressive.arts to counterbalance the
pseudorationalRositivistic, and scientific social science
paradigm that'many curriculum developers encourage in the
1960s and 1970s.

Thus Dufour presents a strong plea for a curriculum that is student-
,

centered, humane, and oriented to the "real world." ,Hecriticizes "wall-
-

to-wall" curriculum development, which specifies all aspects of a learn7,

ing situation; arguing for a 1150750" curriculum, im whiCh half of school

time is devoted to teacher-planned activities and half to activities

initiated by individual students. Relegating unemployed curriculum

developers to the dole, he outlines.-a curriculum based on television,

popular culture, politics, the world. of work, :and other, cultures, in

which teachers use both public knowledge and the personal knowledge that

students bring to the classroom to: .explore they world:"

2



Society, Social Justice, and Social/Political:Education

In addition to the three conference papers prepared on this topic,

substantial written commentaries submitted by the three reactors are

included in this section.

The chapters by Geoff Whitty, Siegfried George, and John Palmer,

each reviewing and commenting on developments in the author's country

since World War IL, present an interesting parallelism. Whitty

.J describes events in England by reference to three reform movements--the

"social studies movement" of the 1940s and 1950s, the "new social

studies" of the 1960s and early 1970s, and the "political education

movement" of the 1970s. George typifi_s changes in social/political

education in Western Germany -since World .War II by analyzing three

texts, published in 1952, 1960, and 1978 respectively. Palmer organizes

a major part of his chapter along the lines of the three "traditions" in

United States social studies popularized by' Barr, Barth, and Shermis--

citizenship transmission, social science, and reflective thinking.

As Cohn and Kershaw point out in later-chapters, none of these three

papers defines the -meaning of social justice--a serious flaw, as Cohn

and Kershaw see it. One can, however, infer something about each

author's views of social justice-- particularly in the case of George,

who describes with approval the establishment of a democratic welfare

state in West Germany after World War II.

All three authors deal with the extent to which social/political

education is supportive of the status quo, as opposed to serving as an

instrument for criticism and change--a theme that ran through most of

the papers in the conference--and all agree on the dominance of perpetu-

ation of the status quo as the major effect in all three countries-and

on a recent parallel trend in the three countries toward a less criti-

cal, more supportive role with respect to the status quo. (This state-

ment should be qualified with respect to Germany, where support of the

democratic welfare state at the present time, however uncritical, repre-

sents support for a vastly different state than that which existed prior

to the end of World War II.)

The three reactors,1true to the form that prevailed throughout the

conference, did not confine themselves to critiques of the papers. John

Haas .noted a number of questions about the three papers, indicating
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agreements, disagreements, and 'supplementary statements, and added a

view unique to this conference about the relationship of the individual

to"society. Karlheinz Rebel sounded a note of constructive conseriatism

concerning some, of.the major issues of the conference and ad,ed a brief

review of the social/political syllabi of six German-states, Ted Cohn

contributed a substantial paper'in its own right, giving a brief compar-

ative overview of social education in the three countries, then focusing

on the "legitimation crisis" in the social/political structures of all

'three countries.

Geoff Whitty.

Whitty comments that "while debates. about the nature and purposes

of social and political education in England have generally had a more

radical dimension than have equivalent ones in the United States, the

practice of social studies education in England places it almost as

firily within the liberal -to- conservative part of the spectrum as is its

Atherican counterpart." Whitty's own paper illustrates. his point; his is

a plea\or radical change, both in the nature of social education and in

the nature of society,. of a kind heard only rarely in the United States

(although perhaps more commonly in West Germany, among the advocates of

critical theory). He also describes the quiet, stalwart resistance of

the English educational system to efforts to infuse it with critical

social/political content, a resistance accomplished primarily by assur-

ing that "social studies",is confined to.low-status courses for less-

able stUdentS.

"There is," says Whitty, "a growing conviction amongst the reformist,

as well as the revolutionary left that social justice is unlikely to be

achieved unless contemporary society, as we know it, is superseded by a

qualitatively different and more genuinely egalitarian form of society."

A prerequisite "to enhance social justice via education" is that efforts

must be "based upon a more sophisticated understanding of schooling and

society than has-hitherto been evident amongst social studies educators

and . . . more explicitly linked to broader struggles for social justice

within, society at large." These points are illustrated by Whitty's

analysis of three reform movements, each deficient in its own way with

respect to his stipulated requirements for successful reform: the

"social studies movement" of the 1940s and 1950s, the "new social



studies" of'the 1960s and 1970s, and the "political education movement"

of the 1970s.

The author gives the Most

of. the 1970s. Beginning with

education:releVant to the real

of every pupil's curricular

space to the political education movement

the principle that "a form of political

world in which pupils live
[mt] be part

experience," this movement is seen by Whitty

as being "increasingly tied up with those whose major interest in it

involves a commitment to preserve rather than_improve upon the form of

society in which we live." The prevailing view that "Britain's current
. -

forms of political and social organization are the ultimate end-point of

human achievement" requires, in the view of those who have taken er

the political education movement, that "the role of education con -

ce6ed in terms of defending them and extolling their v rtues."

Whitty closes with a strong, definitive statementa6out lessons to

z

be taken to heart by liberal and radical reformers of social/political

education: Reform efforts can easily be subverted to maintenance of the

status quo. However, the schools can be used as a means of changing

society; what is needed- is "greater sociOlogical sophistication on the

part of radicalsocial studies educators." Goals should be more clearly

formulated2/Finally, "a conscious attempt to understand the contradic-

tions in contemporary education and the development of educational and

political sirategiesexploit them" may provide immediate handholds

for "those of us who are genuinely committed to the extension of social

justice in society."

Siegfried George

Economic, social, and political developments in Germany following

World War I through Nazism, World War II, and thpost-World War II deso-

lation

German

. years.

are emphasized by George as important conditions shaping West

social and political thought and education in the following

The West German constitution of 1949 declared, "The Federal

Republic of Germany is a democratic and social federal state," and the

implications of this declaration were manifested in both the rapid estab-

lishment of democratic political institutions and the beginnings of a

socialist welfare state. With the coming of the "economic miracle" in

the 1950s, most of the elements of socialism--notably, the nationaliza-

tion of natural resources and basic industries --fell by the wayside; but

r



the welfare,statt was substantially implementec4 providing economic

security for citizens and "more public planning in the areas of economic

and social development."

The developments just descriVeL became a part of social/political

education, with the way open for "teachers of social studies . . to

discuss with their students poSsible changes necessary for the further

development of social justice." The approach to social' education in the

1950s is illustrated by George's description of a 1952 text in which

social issues are-presented through descriptions of the platforms of the

many political parties extant at that time, but with little commitment

on the-part of the authors other than favoring equal sharing of the bur-

dens of the war. Moving on to a 1960 text, George notes that the focus

is on problems in a "primarily informative style"--that is, with little
/

emphasis on analysis or advocacy.

During the 1960s-and early 1970s a number of important developments

took place in German political` education -- including the emergence of

Didaitik (as described above and in Chapter 3),/ a more analytical

approach to social phenomena,-critical theory, an/d a growing interest in '

curriculum development. The effect of these developments on political

education is illustrated by George's description of the 1978 text

authored by yilligen and others, which had the provocative title Set,

Judge, Act. This text covers a "wide scope of social problems," points

to the constitution as an instrument to foster soc al justice and human::-

rights, and incorporates a variety of pedagogical ap roaches. The book-
/

is "not neutral; it not only envisions a rational d scussion of the

stated issues but encourages students to develop their attitudes and

behavior along these lines of political values."

Although developments of the 1960s and the early 1970s nourished a

more critical and analytical approach to social phenomena, they also

stimulated wider public interest in curriculum content--so much so that

a trend develJped in the early 1970s, continuing to the present, which

has led to greater control by the states over curriculum and tends to

discourage open discussion and criticism. "Radicals" have been dismissed

from public service; students, while still interested in social issues,

are much more docile than they were in the early 1970s and more concerned

abciut their personal welfare. George notes with regret that a text he

e's



wrote with Hilligen in/1971, "considered progressive and educationally

sound" at the time
//

cn no longer be admitted to the schools: "Right

now the question of preserving our standard of living seems more impor
.

/
tant than further reforms."

john Palmer

Palmer begins with a caveat that might well be applied to much of

the conference content (and which. is related to Ian Kershaw's stringent

comments in Chapter 18 about the scarcity of classroom teachers at the

conference): that his paper is based on ,the literature produced by

social educators'and' that little is'known about how this literature is

related to classroom practices in the United States. Thus cautioned, we

are introduced `to the central issue.of the, relationship between school

and society via the early-20thcentury wisdom of John Dewey..

Dewey believed it was "impossible to separate the educational

//Process from the society that sustained it." Education, hesaid, is "a

process-of transforming the child until he share-s the ideals and inter

ests of the society . . . not for the existing state ofaffairs but so

as to make possible .a better future humanity." Thus was posed theper

'sistent issue of whether education's task is socialization or criticism

and the improvement of society - -a task that is, of course, at the heart

of social/political education.

Palmer provides an excellent definition of, socialization as "the

process of transmitting from the old to the young stale patterns of

behavior and values and .of grooming the young for filling established

adult roles in the society." And.he, notes that the content of sociali

zation, in emphasizing "unity, equality, and freedom, for example," is

likely to "present a distorted, oversimplified, and false view of Ameri

can society." --

Palmer casts the resulting conflict between 'socialization and change

into the form of Barr, Barth, and Shermis's three "traditions" in Ameri

can social studies. He equates "citizenship transmission" and the

"social science discipline approach" with slightly different versions of

socialization, and presents "reflectiVe inquiry or decision making" as

"the area in social education where the most creative efforts have'been

made in recent years and where changing notions of the nature of society



have had a direct impact oty'approachesto social education." Reflective

inquiry has two modes, the "individual emphasis" being exemplified by

Hunt and Metcalf's Teaching High School Social Studies and the "social

emphasis" by the early work on "public issues" of Donald Oliver and his

_associates.

Palmer states that, despite the promiseof reflective thinking,

most social studies education in recent years has focused on the uncriti-

cal teaching of the disciplines (presumably, with socialization, or'citi-

zenship transmission, as the result), wtch increasing attention to prob-

lems and value positions resulting .rom social conflictsof the 1960s.

One important result of the social'concerns aroused by these problems

------hglbeen increased interest on the part of .the states in solving the

problems and an infusion of federal funds to support curriculum develop-

ment dealing with the problems. Whereas these events might have pre-

sented a challenge and an opportunity to social education to deal criti-

cally with these social problems, the results have so far been quite the

opposite. The late 1970s have. witnessed a 'growing distrust of rational

problem-solving" and of education in addition to increasingly rigid man-

dates fram.state and federal agencies which restrict rather than liberate

educators.

Palmer concludes with a faint wisp of optimism: "The near-chaotic

condition that now prevails in the field may be indicative of a period

of transition characterized by a search for new responses to the new

social and political realities."

John Haas

Haas comments that Palmer's emphasis on socialization, or citizen-

ship transmission, as a dominant force in social,studies in the United

States deserves even stronger emphasis. Haas refers to citizenship

transmission as,"CCC"--conservative cultural continuity--and notes that

it corresponds to a CCC described by Whitty: crown, constitution, and

capitalism. Haas describes it further as relying on "empty-catchwords,

history -as -myth, rituals of democracy, and other propagandistic tools

which mystify the concepts of democracy and capitalism."

In a conference that dealt with society as an impersonal entity and

with individuals only in their relationships to the society and polity,

. Haas made a. unique contribution in distinguishing two aspects of social



life--"Gesellschaft (society)" and "GeMeinschaft (community)"--and two

aspects of individual life: the "person self-defined" and the "person

other-defined." As social educators talk about the individual and

society, the emphasis is commonly on the other - defined, conventional

self and the larger "society tf formal institutions," neglecting the

"self-revealed, 'existential" self and the "society of face-to-face

interactions," both of the latter being legitimate concerns of social

education.

Karlheinz Rebel

Rebel supplements George's accounts of trends ierWest Germany by

deScribing three issues of current concern. The first is the question

of an integrated, problem-oriented approach vs. Lseparate subject-matter

fields. Both approaChes are used and are being dekated, and Rebel warns

particularly about the danger of the integfated approach being undertaken

by teachers(which must mean most teachers)who are not well enough

versed in the different disciplines and their relationships to use this

approach.

He refers next to the issue of the closed (completely planned) vs.

open (shaped by the needs and interests of teachers and students) cur-

riculum and the: to the issue of learning objectives vs. the structure

of the disciplines. The former he considers an open choice; in the lat-

ter, he leans toward the structure-of-disciplines approach, into which

it is possible to "easily integrate societal issues."

Rebel next comments on democracy as "the leading pr in all

parts of our life," but questions some uses of this principle in chang-

ing society. He notes opposition to the idea of "emancipation" by per-

sons who view it as "an attempt to get-rid of our value pattern" and-

attacks on "so-called critical theory, as being responsible for terror-

ism and radicalism in West Germany." A further concern is expressed

about the fact that the "conflict approach" is being "treated as though

it were a value of its own" rather than a necessary tool to manage

social conflict.

A final, contribution by Rebel is hiS brief account of his work in

analyzing the syllabi of six German states (despite the assertion of

George that statesyllabi are of little consequence): "The most aston-

ishing result . . . is that the content of all six deals with societal



issues. All try to develop in students a desire to overcome social

injustice. . . ."

Ted-Cohn

Cohn first gives a brief and useful overview ofd' the roles of social/

political education in the three countries. In the United States, until

very recently, the emphasis has been increasingly an.the ideology and

methodology of being a democratic American citizen; in West Germany, the

emphasis has been on introducing the cognitive content of the democratid

State and the duties of responsible citizenship in such a state; in

England, the emphasis has been on historical continuity and compromise

in the protection of the rights of the individual, with explicit-social/

political education as "a form of compensatory education for the working-

class children."

The author'next turns,to a lengthy analysis of recent developments

in the three countries, positing similar developments related to Haber-

masts concept of a "legitimation crisis." "Bourgeois culture," accord-

ing to this thesis, rests on two sets of contradictory values--actiVism,

scientific rationality, involvement, individualism, and utilitarianism,

on the one hand, and passivity, deference, "subordinate mentality," and

fatalism, on the other. The contradictions can be managed for a while

within a bourgeois democratic state, but changes in social and political

conditions may upset the balance, "delegitimizing" some of the values

and the political structure which rests on them:

The Increased inability of British and American governments,
in particular, to control and manage the economic crisis has
created a crisis of legitimation in the whole concept of a
bureaucratic and centralized state power, and consequently in
the role of scientific rationalism as the keystone of bour-
geous democracy. As a result, there is renewed emphasis
among politicians on . . . the traditional value of subordi-
nate mentality and achievement motivation articulated through
religious dogma. These values are most clearly exemplified
in the ideology of. Margaret Thatcher in Britain and Ronald
Reagan in the United States.

Finally,, Cohn castigates the three major authors of this section

for failing to define what they mean by "social justice," but agrees

with thew that,the are good reasons for pessimism, pointing to "a

period of retrenc went in ,the area of sociaI/political education" in all

three countries.



Syntheses

While the three persons who assumed-the task of synthesizing the

presentations of the conference did not refrain from making their own

original contributions, and might therefore warrant inclusion in this

overview, I shall nevertheless it each of them speak for themselves in

their appointed places at the end of.the'volume.



2. THEORY AND CONTENT BASES OF SOCIAL/POLITICAL EDUCATION IN BRITAIN

By Chris Brown and Charles Townley

"The sociologist may . . make us aware that curriculum
development is in part a social problem calling for social
solutions."--Frank Musgrove

The theoretical basis, for social and politidal education--or

"social stue.es," as we shall refer to the:'field in' this Papermust be

drawn from two sources: first, like the study of education itself, it

draws upon. the social. foundations of education and, second, it depends

upon the nature of its content or subject matter. In this case, however,

'the source is the same in both instances; both lean heavily on the social-

sciences, particularly on sociology and history. In this paper we should

like to focus upOn the concepts of ideology, legitimacy, and soils]:

change to examine the development of the field and to describe four

models which are available to those who are concerned with social

studies.as we enter tha,1980s.

The Development of Social Studies. in Britain.

The Ideological Bases

Contemporary writers on both sides of the Atlantic h- stressed

the relationship between education .and Culture. Ste use (1967) and

Lawton (1975) both see education as a selection om culture, while Wes-

ley and Wronski (1964) emphasized the nec ity for "social analysis."

"The school," they say, "is society' agent to appraise, select,, and

transmit its culture to the oncoming generation in such a manner as to

realize the greatest possihralues for the boys and girls who receive

the heritage." Because this is a complex matter in the field of human

emotions, achievements, and institutions, "it is therefore desirable and

necessary for the social studies teacher to be a student of society."

Such a position is not new. Its theoretical referents date back to the

19th century, and to Emile Durkheim, who regarded education as the "image

and reflection of society." As a process, it was to be looked upon as

"the methodical socialization of the young" (Durkheim 1956).



More recently, in Britain, Her Majesty's. Inspectors have.addressed

this problem directly. They recognize that "education has two distinct

and yet interdependent role's in relation to society. First the educa-
.

tion.system is. charged by society . . . with equipping young people to

take their place as citizens and workers in adult life and to begin to

form. attitudes to the prevailing patterns in standards and behavior. . .

Secondly there is the responsibility'for educating 'the autonomous citi-

zen,' a person able to think and act for herself or himself, to resist

exploitation, to innovate and to e vigilant in the defense of liberty"

(Department of Education an&-"Science 1977). They go'on to conclude that

this socialization el tr requires us to "have in mind the 'virtuous

citizen,' proba living as part of a family, in a largely urban,

technolog ased society, with minority cultures, working in general

toward a social harmony which can accommodate changes and differences."

,/Thus they envisage a changing, pluralist society.

It is against this background of pluralism and: change that we are

being 'forced to reconsider the place of social studies within the cur-

riculum. Alvin Toffler's Future Shock is an example of a recent and

startling account of the changes currently overwhelming Western socie-

ties which also suggests strategies for survival. But Toffler's diag-

nosis and his prescriptions for educational organization and stAtu

curricula, while they may evoke intuitive sympathy, nonetheless lack hn

adequately coherent theoretical underpinning. Such an underpinning can

be found in another sphere of Durkheim's workwhere he suggests that

such changes are characterized by. changes in social solidarity which he

labels "mechanical" and "organic" (Durkheim 1956). Mechanical solidar-

ity, which is typically found in preind4strial society, involves social

integration through shared beliefs, ascribed roles, and prescriptive

socialization which is reinforced by repressive negative sanctions.

While this process would be typical of Islamic countries--for example,

Iran and Saudi.Arabia--it is difficult to generalize about Western indus-

trial nations. For reasons which are developed' below, we would suggest

that this form of solidarity is largely absent in the Unite States,

still exists to some extent in Great Britain, and. in some respeCts,

still prevails in West Germany. Organic solida-tity, on the other hand,

is more tvnical of advanced industrial societies! it emphasizes differ-



ences between individuals (rather than common beliefs), achieved roles,

and a system of social control which is a function of restitutive civil

law. Under the former .system, socializatio- is simple, clear-cut, and

relatively uncomplicated. Under the latter, it becomes far more complex

and problemati%:, since it is no longer possible to identify common

beliefs and values. The United States offers a good example of organic

solidarity, and increasingly so do _many Western European societies.
, a

In education, mechanical solidarity implies value-coridensus, com-

monly accepted aims, and a single ideology. Organic solidarity, on the

other hand, implies a diversity of values, diffuse aims, and several

competing ideologies. The notion of ideology is important because it

enables 'one to explain not
!

only the presence or absence of a particular

curriculum area but also the form in which it appears.

John..Raynor, examining the contemporary British system and leaning

heavily on the work of Raymond Williams, identified four major ideolo-

gies which he labeled aristocratic, bourgeois, democratic, and prole-

tarian (see Table 1). The Williams model is important because it

reminds .us that education is a political activity: "Ali' educational

practices are profoundly political in the sense that they are designed

to produce one sort of human beini or another--which Ad to say an edu-

,cational system always proceeds from some model of what a human being

ought to be like" (Postman 1970). All educational theories are politi-

cal theories. Political, educational, and social arguments are inex-

tricably intertwined--and nowhere more so.than in social studies, where

both content and method may serve either to maintain the status quo or,,---

to support change in a given direction. At-one extreme one has ind6C-
---

trination, the most conservative or reactionary position, and at the

other revolution, the most radical position.

Wesley and Wronski(1964) also recognized theme two polar pos1-
..

tions, but they preferred to use the term " ilosophies" instead of

.------P"ideologies." They identified four p .( osophies which they placed on a

continuum ranging from the most /radical to the Most reactionary:
../

reconstructionism --- progressivism% essentialism --- perennialism

Reconstructionism, as the
.

name implies, is concerned with the

school's active participation in the reconstruction of society. Pro-



John Dewey, it advocates progress through the logical process of scien

tific thinking and the hypotheticodeductive approach. Essentialism

assumes that, at any'point in time in a given society, the curriculum

should be based upon certai0 essential elements. .This is currently

occupying, the attention of those in Britain who are suggesting a core

curriculum for our secondary schools and is thought to have been the

Ideology

aristocratic

bourgeois

democratic

proletarian

Table 1

IDEOLOGIES AND THE CURRICULUM

Social Posi
tion of
Those Hold
ing the
Ideology

aristocracy/
gentry

merchant/
professional
classes

reformers
from all
social
classes

Educational
Aims

19 39

Curriculum Curriculum

"classical"
education;
"education
of gentlemen"

"specialist"
education
for high
status
positions

"general"
education
for all

aristocracy; utilitarian
merchant and education
professional
classes; some
working class

7

"general,"
not geared
to occupa
pational
preparation

meritocratic/
specialist

ostensibly meritocratic/
specialistgeneral but

increasingly
meritocratic
and specialist

npnspecial-r
ist, self
development
of child
(particularly
in the pri
mary school)

practical
education-

1972

" -

common
curriculum;
subject
integration

-curriculum
relevance for-
future occu
pation; prac--
tical courses
for less able
children
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dominant tradition' in American education. Ferennialism assumes that-.

. there are enduring, absolute truths T,7hich education must uncover.

Apart from-their polar orientation, there are few similarities

-betweed the W illiams andtthe Wesley/Wronski models, for one is rooted in

histdry and the other_in epistemology. Both, however, are appropriate

for use in analyzing change in education, inasmuch as social change

takes us from mechanical to organic solidarity. In each case one needs

to. determine the points on the continuum at which social studies may be

legitimate. Clearly it is not consistent with the aristocratic and

perennialist positiotts (unless, perhaps, we include the classics and

religious instruction in the social studies). How far toward the other

pole can one go?

Today progressivism and 'a democratic ideology appear to be consis-

tent with a changing, pluralist; democratic society, but the change is-
,

slow. For example, Bernstein (i967) has characterized Durkheim's model

of change from mechanical to organic solidarity as change from a closed

to an open society. He suggests that as society becomes more open,

schools reflect that openness. The teache:s role has become more frag-

.mented, and,the pupil's role is less fixed. Teaching groups are chang-
............. , ..

ing from a "fixed structural unit ..... to a

"flexible or variahle'unit of the social organization." M7etraditional

architecture is being replaced by openplan buildings, and, with a change

to more "democratic" or "liberal" atmospheres, one even finds pupils

sharing staff rooms in-some-Schools!

There are changes, too, in curriculum content and pedagogy. There

has been n-a change in emphasis from the subject as a clear-cut, definable

,unit of the curriculum to a unit which is "not so mucha subject as an

idea--say, topic-Centered integdisciplinary inquiry" (Bernstein 1967).

The subject becomes subogaiiiate to the idea which governs the particular

form of integration. The changes in pedagogy are consistent with the

changes in architecture and atmosphere. They invoke a change from the

learning' ot facts in a subject-based curriculum. to the exploration,

often through interdisciplinary inquiry, of principles. Thus the role

of the teacher is tending to change from one of a solution giver to one

of a problem solver.



It is important to note, however, that no matter how clear the

direction-of these changes may be, the extent and rate of change is, in

tice, very limited because of traditional constraints. What, then,

determines the extent to which these changes will be implemented and the

basis on which they will be accepted? These questions are particularly

important for social studies because it is in this area, where value

issues are unavoidable, that conflict and controversy appear to be most

dramatic. One has only to think of MACOS (ilati-::*A. Course of y), in

the United States and Australia, and the Schools Co6ncil Humanities

Project and the introduction of school sociology,An-Britain, to ask

when such changes will be considered legitimate.
c

Sources of Legitimacy

It is in the work of Max Weber-IGerth and Mills 1946) that one

finds a theoretical bas legitimacy. His typology of charismatic,

traditional,egal/rational authority provides a model for catego-

rizing legitimacy, or the general acceptance of authority, which we may

apply to educational systems. In developing countries the whole educa -:

tion system may be a function of a -charismatic leader, for example

Julius Nyerere in Tanzania. In long-established societies, like many in

Western Europe--particularly those subject to 'the traditional influence

of the Roman Catholic church--the curriculum reflects the powef-a t

dition, "belief in the eternal yesterday." In such newer industrial--

nations as the United States and Canada, legal /rational authority is

more likely to be the basis of curricular decisions.
.11/.

Without wishing to exaggerate the distinction, we would like to

suggest that tradition has constrained developments in social studies in

Britain and Europe, while rationality has influenced developments more

in the_United States. Rationality, for Weber, implied a relationship

between means and ends, and the term "legal/rational" implied the use of

rules and procedures as the u.ost appropriate means of regu ting action

in order to achieve desired ends. Thus the United States h s a written

constitution--unlike the-United Kingdom, where the common law and his-

torically evolved legislation regulate constitutional matters. Manage-

ment by objectives and the scientific management procedures of Taylor

and Gilbreth, pioneers of time and motion study respectively, had their

origins in-the United States and were not adopted elsewhere until much

42
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later. The same s true of curriculum planning. The rational or objec-

tives model, involving the identification of precise ends and then the

selection of content and methods as means to achieve those ends, emerged

in the United States as early as Bobbitt and Taba. Given the history

/and culture of the United.States, it was virtually irresistible.' Not

surprisingly, that approach has never been applied to any extent to cur-

riculum development in Great Britain.

The curriculum in Britain,-and the social studies curriculum in

particular, can best be understood in terms of historical constraints

and, in Weber's terms, legitimation through tradition. The best example

of legitimation through tradition must, surely, be Latin. Originally an

international language, and important to the professions until the Refor-

mation, it maintained its importance as a humanizing force in education.

Latin was the means of access to the study of ancient civilizations; it

was restricted, like education itself, to the elite. With the develop-

of state education, Latin maintained its elite status and only

ceased to be a requirement for entry into Oxford, University, in the

1970s.

The case of Latin is typical of a wider syndrome of traditional

constraints. The whole curriculum of the state schools reflects that of

the priVate schools--or, as they are known paradoxically in Britain, the

public schools. The public schools have been extremely slow to change

in the 19th and 20th centuries, although one might have expected economic

and technological changes. to influence the.curriCuluM.

In a semifeudal landed society the ruling class did not need
much technological training; the appropriate kind of educa-
tion foraristocratsand gentlemen mainly provided a badge of
rank. The classics-based curriculum served this purpose
admirably. The fact that the knowledge acquired in schools
was no longer useful in any practical way was regarded, as a
virtue; high status knowledge denoted membership of an exclu-
sive social group (Gordon and Lawton' 1973).

-Thus the aristocratic ideology emerged and, subsequently,-influenced

the aims and. content of the state schools when the Latter were estab-

lished. Tradition dies hard; .today, many of those who make educational

policy for the state system were socialized into that ideology through

an education which was not in the state system, with its diluted "public

school"curricUlum, but in the public schools themselves.

35



Without doubt, however, the most significant single constraint in

British secondary education is the examination system of GCE (General

Certificate of Education) and CSE (Certificate of Secondary Education),

which children face at the age of 16.. This system seems to take us back

in British educational history to the period of "payment by results,"

when teachers, assessed and paid according to their pupils' performance,

concentrated and restricted their teaching- to those areas in which their

pupils were to be examined. Today man; teachers claim that they would

like to implement activities which have real educational value but are

afraid to "waste time" in view of the-examination ahead, so they spend

their time dictating notes. Worse, some teachers allow their GCE course

to infiltrate the earlier years; an economics teacher is teaching 13-

year -olds what university;:students encounter, when they embark upon a"'

degree course in economics, or a history teacher, instead of following

the trend to "process" sand the evaluation of evidence, teaches a two-
_

year course in the fourth year and then repeats it in the fifth, for

reinforcement:

The recent secondary school survey from Her Majesty's Inspectorate,-

Aspects of Secondary Education in England (Department of Education and

Science 1979), makes the point quite strongly. Speaking of the "high

priority which schools give to examination,".it reports:

There is evidence that a minority of schools . . . attach
little importance to anything else.-. . . The work attempted
in the classroom was often constrained by the exclusive
emphasis placed on the examination syllabus, on the topics
thought to be favored by the examiners and on the acquisition
of examination techniques.. In almost all the schools no time
was made available in the fourth and fifth years for reflec-
tive work such as might be fostered by independent but care-
fully guided private study peri and the development of
study skills which the pupils m need later in school, or
for future education or employment.

A survey of primary schools (Department of Education and Science

1978), also produced.by Her Majesty's Inspectorate, reported that many

primary schools undertook thematic project work in social studies for

which "material was most often drawn from historical and geographical

sources." The report reflects the continuation of a traditional,

subject-based approach to\social studies through history, geography, and

religious education, despite the work of Bruner on MACOS in the-United

States and 'the Schools Council Project "Time, Place and Society" in
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Britain. Both projects attempted to promote social understanding through

the concepts of the social sciences, but tradition rules. These are

clear-cut examples of the high status/low status dichotomy .which affects

educational priorities in Britain. This is truie.sof"g6Cial studies

courses and-particularif Mode 3 CSE, all of which have little credi-

bility or currency in the_jo&-mar cet.

The Impact Of Social Change

As we have suggested, the development of social studies in Britain

has been constrained by ideology and particularly by tradition. The

idea .of social educatiOa, in any of the forms in which we now consider

it, was totally inconsistent with the aristocratic ideology of the 19th

century. The nearest approach to social education at that time would

have been religious instruction in the Christian gospels.

Change in the 20th century has been slow. Although economics was

introduced in the 1920s, it was studied by a minority of students in a

very small number of schools. And, although the Hadow Report (Consulta-

tive Committee of the Board of Education 1926) suggested that the cur-
.

riculum might reflect the changing industrial society, tradition pre-

veiled. Little happened.

Developments on the international scene, particularly the emergence

of such radical ideologies as fascism, led in 1935 to the establishment

of the Ags,sociation for Education in Citizenship. But pressure for train-

ing.in citizenship had little impact on school practice. Only after

World War II did changes in school emerge, and even then they were con-
.

tained within the boundaries' of traditional subjects. The desire to

produce-a curriculum that was "relevant" to the modern world and apPro-

priate in an egalitarian system which -had just achieved-secondary educa-
,

tion for all led to the appearance of a confusion of such new subjects

as civics, citizenship, social studies, and current affairs.- However,

most lacked an adequate theoretical underpinning. They failed to" dis

lodge the established subjects--history, geography, religious

education- -and they quickly faded, in most cases. History and geography

themselves changed slightly during this period, but most attempts to

develop integrated social studies courses based upon.history and geog-
.

raphy withered when the few enthusiasts who had developed them left the
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schools and traditional historians and geographers reestablished their

positions.

Many of these new courses amounted to little more than indoctrina-

tion. Claims that they encouraged understanding were, in effect, based

on a philosophy which led to the legitimation and acceptance of the

status quo. To some extent this was .true of the move toward social-

science-based courses in the 1960s, particularly those based upon func-

tionalist approaches. At the same time, however, the existence of con-

flict and Marxist perspectives began to explicitly raise the question of

whether such courses were -intended to maintain the current order or to

produce changes within -it. Paradoxically, at the same time, most of

these courses could be accused of reifying the bodies of knowledge on

which they drew.

Not until the 1970s did the sources of knowledge itself come to be

questioned. The traditional epistemological view saw_knowledge as objec-

tive, "given," and "out there," while the emerging interpretive paradigm

viewed it as socially constructed and the outcome of negotiation. Joan

Whitehead (1974), reviewing The New Social'Studies by,Lawton and Dufour

in Social Science Teacher, claimed that the.authors were "seeking to

further legitimate a view of social studies grounded in social science

as an academic discipline. . Hence they'seek to institutionalize

this approach rather than engage in questioning the nature and status of

sociological knowledge and its place in the school curriculum--issues

which are at the forefront of the controversy within the broader arena

of sociology." Thus the authors were accepting social science knowledge

as objective and "given" rather than something which is a social product.

This point has important, implications for one's view of-education and

school knowledge, particularly control of. knowledge.

It'is necessary to distinguish between a (Durkheimian) view of edu-
.

cation as enabling neophytes---to take their places as competent and

acceptable members of an adult society as we know it and a view of

education as enabling neophytes, who may be young, to participate in the

creation of a world that is partly theirs--not given,.but yet to be

made. The American :philosopher Maxine Greene-makes a distinction

between education as a structure of socially prescribed knowledge

external to the knoWer, there to be mastered - -and education as a possi-
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bility for the learner as an existing person who is mainly concerned

with making sense of his own life world. Viewed from the latter stand-

point, the problem of defiaing the curriculum and curriculum content is

one of offering a satisfactory explanation of such questions as:- What

is school knowledge? Who says what about curricula? Why and how do

they say it?
.

As we have seen, social and political education in Britain during

the 20th century has been haphazard and transient. In times of politi-

cal and economic instability there have been calls for more teaching

about "democratic values" or "preparation for adult life," but with the

passing of each crisis the traditional curriculum has prevailed.

In contemporary Britain, pressure for social and political educa-

tion is once more on the increase, as inflation and technological devel-

opments threaten the maintenance of the work ethic and encourage...the

development of political activity outside the institutionalized struc-

tures of politics. While the pattern of current developments is varied

and complex, we can identify four main models of Social and political

education and two underlying values which inform all four models.

The first of these values is instrumentalism. While traditional

subjects are legitimated in the curriculum primarily in terms of their

intrinsic worth, social and political education is defined largely in

terms of acitieVing some behavioral or social change. Mathematics is not

taught with the specific intention of changing pupils' behavior, nor are

such subjects as science' and languages. Not even history is explicitly

justified

some vague

the natilon

justified

level of olitical literacy, "healthier" attitudes toward smoking and

drugs, Ian enhanced capacity to make moral decisions, or greater respect

for othe people. Such phrases as "preparation for adult roles" and

"encour ging the healthy use of leisure" abound in the area of social/

politi al education. The possibility that such study may have intrinsic

merit is rarely considered.

terms of its socialization function, although there may be

wareness that studying history tends to encourage loyalty to

Social and political education,, however, is nearly always

n terms of some desirable outcome.' This might be a greater

when
//

egitimat'ng the subject to pupils and parents. Because political

nd underlying value is relevance. This is usually stressed
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and social education, unlike most other subjects, deals with the world

that pupils and teachers inhabit, it is possible to claim that it has

relevance in a way that history or physics might not. Thus, sex educa-

tion or learning how to apply for a mortgage is more relevant than study-

ing the Romans in Britain or the Canadian Shield. -This justification is

of special importance `in relation to the curriculum of "less- able"

pupils, for whom the study of subjects per se and'the consequent accumu-

lation of examination passes is thought to be both inappropriate and

difficult to 'achieve. Providing a more "relevant" curriculum is then

simply an aspect of maintaining order and authority.

Although these two values are associated to a greater or lesser

extent with all forms of social/political education, the forms them-

selves are varied. Unless a school 41 following some externally pre-

scribed syllabus, the manifestation of social/political education will

depend on the resources and philosophy available in each school.

Nevertheless, we can derive from this variegated practice four types of

models: (1) knowledge, in which the transmission of facts is the central

) concern, (2) concepts, where students are required .,to analyze knowledge

in a conceptual framework, (3) issues/problems, where the selection of

facts-and/or concepts is determined by the existence of "problems" in

the world outside school, and (4) skills, where the aim is to enable stu-

dents to fulfill t)eir adult roles and/or to act purposefully in. the

world. The remainder of this paper will-be devoted to an examination of

these models for social/political education..

Four Models for Social/Political Education

The Knowledge Model
11-

We have already suggested that a traditional approach .to education

involves a considerable emphasis on facts, under pressure from! examina-

tion formats which stress recall. Social/political education frequently

reflects this emphasis even when formal examinations are not/used. It

has consequently attracted the criticism that a course which treats

knowledge as "given".presents a false image of the world. This criti-

cism'is particularly pertinent in social/political education, where the

knowledge concerned is directly about the social world. However, a neo-

Marxist explanation of this situation is that it is no accident that
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schooling is organized around knowledge. If schooling exists to repro-

7-duce the necessary conditions for the reproduction of capitalist social

H relations, then a curriculum based on the transmission of knowledge:

asserts the primacy of existing facts and inhibits the recognition of

alternatives.

In British education, the knowledge-approach tb social /political

education is seen best in. such externally examined courses as 0-level

British'conStitution,.dE syllabuses in civics or social studies, and

the Scottish modern studies. A typical social studies syllabus will

require students to know about types of housing, ingame tax procedures,

mortgages, and stocks. A civics course might require students to know

about election procedUres, the details of the passage of a bill through

Parliament, and even the rituals associated with Parliament, such as the

mace and Black Rod. Although it is now recognized that such courses are

often more boring andirrelevant than "traditional" subjects, attempts

to make them more acceptablein contemporary terms may only lead to fur-
.

ther ,problems.t Thus, social studies courses derived from recognized

disciPliMes, such as sociology or political science, may come to treat'

the concepts and categories/ of these disciplines as facts. Students

learn definitions of the extended family and the nuclear family or list
7

the functions of education or the causes of delinquency as if these were

-a further class of facts to be learned and recalled at appropriate times.

Ho Ilc ever, social and political knowledge differs fundamentally froM

knowledge found in more-traditional subjects. The functions of a con-7

denser, the battle of Malplaquet, and the-square of a hypotenuse are all,

in themseir's, fairly innocuous. They are not part of students-' ordi-

nary lives. But that' is not true of most facts pertaining to soCial/

politi al education. In different ways, social/political facts are part
\of a s udent'\s own experiences. "Types of housing" may be facts like

"typeslof'farming"; unlike farms, however,-houses of one sort or another
. \

.

are part of everyone's life. The "generation gap" as a topic may touch

on some very real and possibly painful emotiods in students' lives in a

way that irregular French verbs never will. "Politics" for many students

means the party political program on television, which everyone switches

off.
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Many teachers recognize these difficulties but are unable to envis-

age or impleient alternatives. The cognitive orientation of most cur-

riculum and assessment structures eventually reduces all discussion and

spontaneity to the necessary factlike processes. Moreover, in isolation

it is almost impossible to prevent the apparent objectivity of factual

knowledge from disguising a covert prescription. Without some discus-

sion of social values and class structures, it is almost inevitable that
--

an apparently value-free-les-Son on housing will communicate and rein-

force the differential status attached to owner-occupied and:rented

property, especially council - rented property, in the dominant culture.

Some facts in history may perform a similar function. In contrast to a

lecture on thejphysiology of tapeworms, a lesson on the sinking of the

Spanish Armada may call forth an emotional reaction similar to that

provoked by the newsof England's win in the 1966 World Cup. In this',
\

respec history is as much a purveyor of secular myths as social

studies. Nevertheless, the problem is most acute in the area of social/

political education.

One re onse td the problem of "knowledge" in social education is

to take the p enomenological stace.seriously and start with the stu-

cents' own int- ests and understandings. 'However, this approach fre-.
i

\

quently leads to agueness, lack of purpose,. and sterile, if gargantUan,

projects on footba 1 teams and pop music groups. Another response is a

resource-based appro h which allows a good deal of individual and group

initiative while prov ing concrete\ starting points and guidelines./

Gleeson and Whitty, howe er, suggest
\
that more than this is necessary:

. . the teacher ne ds to be' more than a manager of
resources, he must became an active collaborator in devising
pupils' plans for. learn ng. . . . The aim would then be f
offer alternative persp ctives or questions about the
"obvious" which would ope up the possibility of new insights
without prescribing the s t of particular outcomes which
deny the pupil his own pa t in transcending what "is"
(Gleeson and Whitty 1976, T. 7).

In this way knowledge still h s a major role to play,*but'its

reflexive nature in social/political ucation is taken into account and

can become an important ingredient i the learning process.
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The Concepts Model

The development of social/political education around concepts,
i

rather than facts, is widely approved in thei5iy but not always imple-

mented in practice. The problem, in part, is that the relationship

between concept and fact is not always clear and unambiguous, There is,

for instance, a very large gulf between .a "fact" of social change--say,

the increase in white-collar occupations--and the concept. of social

change itself. The result is that either the facts come to swamp any

conceptual understanding or.the concepts themselves become "factlike."

A recent report on humanities examinations included the following

point: "There has been a distinct trend in public examinations toward

testing awareness of key concepts for a given.subject-rather than mere

compilation of facts. The comments of examiners all too frequently

amount to a plea for fleshing out the concepts, with appropriate examples,

marks being awarded for the pertinence of the selection" (Brown.1980).

But this is easier. said than done, given the traditional, didactic

methods employed in most British classrooms. Conceptual understanding

requires a large measure of dialogue and discussion.as well as more-

traditional teaching.

In Bruneris.approach to education, the purpose of developing cur-

ricula around concepts is to achieve intellectual growth:

It is only in a trivial sense that one gives a course to "get
something across," merely to ifpart information. There are
better-means to that end than teaching. Unless the learner
also masters himself, disciplihes his taste, deepens his view
of the world, the "something" that is got across is hardly
worth the effort of transaision (Bruner 1966, p. 73).

However, Bruner recognfies the problem of matching facts and concepts:

"Given particular subject matter or a particular concept, it is easy to

ask trivial questions. It,is also easy to ask impossibly difficult

questions. The trick is to fihd the median questions that can be

answered and that take you somewhere" (Bruner 1960, p. 40).

In social / political education the concepts approach has several

advantages over the knowledge approach:

--Knowledge is not excluded; but, rather, concepts. enable facts to

be organized rationa y
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- -Facts are not treated as an irreducible level of objectivity, but

interpreted in terms of explicit values which can be recognizably linked

to social and political ideologies.

- -The concepts approach demands much more dialogue and thus enables

students to discuss their existing understandings is relation to new

ones.

Of the drawbacks, we have already mentioned the difficulties of

relating concepts to facts 'and of injecting genuinediscussion into

-authoritarian classrooms. Another problem, more acute for social/

political education than for such subjects as math or science, is defin-

ing a concept. Moreover, even if concepts could be readily identified,

the task of determining the basic concepts appropriate to socia../

political education would not be easy.

Bruner sees concepts as part of the structure of subjects or disci-

plines of knowledge. It is not surprising, therdfore, that the concei's

approach is usually associated with the teaching of recognizable academic

disciplines or integrated courses in which the disciplines are seen as

the starting point for integration. This has a particular significance

for social/political education, whose "facts': can be taught-by virtually

any teacher. Unlike scientific facts or historical facts, social polit-

ical "facts" are everyone's prerogative. Knowledge-based social/

political instruction may therefore be perceived as being within the

professional capacity of any teacher because it requires no special

training on insights but can draw on the average educated person's

experienceof the world. However, 'insofar as concepts are linked to

disciplines, a concepts approach demands the useof teachers trained in

the discipline. Social/political education thus acquires not only

greater educational respectability and academic rigor but also the

status of a 'tpropee subject rather than everyday knowledge or common

sense.

In Britain the concepts approach is best illustrated when claims

are being made for the legitimacy of social /political. education. The

following excerp. 'rom a Schools Council document clearly reflects some

of the points made in the previous paragraph:

[Members of the] Social Sciences Committee believe-that in
the social and political area of exper4ence we should avoid
placing an emphasis solely on what peopAe know, but encourage
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them to intellectual activity which_canform the basis for
Practical action in young people's everyday lives. Conse-
quently, we emphasize the contribution of social sciences to
the development of such intellectual skills as the ability
to:

(i) organize 'familiar and new knowledge;
(ii) understand the formation of concepts and ideas;

(iii) apply concepts and ideas to new and familiar situa-
tions; .

(iv) interpret and analyze such situations;
(v) assess evidence and draw conclusions;

(vi) diagnose problems and suggest or evaluate solutions;
(vii) express and communicate appropriately the foregoing

knowledge and skills. (Schools Council 1979)

Bruner's own scheme, MACOS, represents another attempt to utilize

the. concepts approach. MACOS, of course, is well known for its attempt

to Put Bruner's theories into practice and for the explicit way in which

certain concepts are seen to be central to the learning outcomes. It

may also display, inn the most obvious way, th processes by which con-
,

ceptual awareness is undermined by factual acquisition:

Very few teachers'have been trained_in-the specific skills of
questioning- and discussion, yet these are central to the
course. Most teachers dominate\ discussions and restrict
their, questioning to the lowest cognitive level of factual
recall, suppressing the speculation, hypothesizing, inquiry,
and community of learning' valued by the deiyelopers (Townley
1979).

Another manifestation of the concept approach is to be found in the

report of the Programme for Political Education. Bernard,-Crick's major

contribution to the theoretical basis of the programvis his adumbration

of a series of concepts which could form the structuring framework for a

syllabus in political education. Crick differs fromBrunerin that erick

explicitly detaches concepts from acaadimic disciplines:

We perceive and we think in Concepts. Concepts are; as it
were, the building_blocks with which we construct a picture
of the external world, including imaginary °luNed-for
worlds. So concepts are not true or false, they simply help T
us to perceive and to communicate (Crick and Porter 1978).

.Crick's core view of political_ education is not that it should be

derived from academic political science, still less from political soci-

ology, but rather that it should engage ,students in the "language of

evtryday life" with a view to increasing their political literacy rather

than teaching them concepts., Even-io, Crick recognizes that his

concepts - -for example, power, justice, and freedom--are drawn from the
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tradition of political philOsophy:-,He concludes his paper by stating,

"All I advocate is a far greater conceptual awareness in 'interpreting,

material. in any study of politics. . . " (Crick and Porter 1978, p. 60).

The Issues/Problems Model

As we indicated earlier, there is currently' a strcng view in

Britain that social/political education should find a place in the cur-

riculum. A's noted by Her Majesty's Inspectors, "all pupils have to be
.

prepared to'"ffieet the basic intellectual and social demands of adult life

and helped to form an'acceptable set of personal values" (Department :of

Education and Science 1980). The term "prepared" refers, not to a moral

commitment on the part of pupils, but rather to a task for teachers.

Although it is sometimes said that such preparation can be' done through

teaching such traditional subjects as history and geography, the demands

of a discipline squeeze out any significant discussion of the require-
,:

ments of adult life. At the same time, some social science disciplines- -

for example, sociology--are viewed with suspicion or regarded as unsuit-

able for precollege. students. Thus, there is no way of dealing ade-

quately with social/political education through, the normal discipline

structures. What therefore emerges in many schools is an approach to

social/political education based onissues and problems.

Issues are matters of current public debate; for example, propor=

tional representationor abortion. Problems are mainly moral issues in

which it seems desirable to influence pupils' behavior; two examples

might be the dangers of smoking and the importance of voting. Even such

larger "problems" as pollu,pn and leisure-(always a "problem" irr this
0 .

kind of context) may be focused down onto indtividual behavior. What is

or is not a "problem" is defined with reference:to the prevailing

yorries of the middle class.

Basing social/political education on issues and problems presents

the following difficulties:

.--The content of courses is determined solely by-the agenda of

public debate as interpreted *by the teaching staff; this -practice may'

encourage the acceptance of "official" definitions of issues0 raiher-than

the recognition oralternative definitions.
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--Since issues cannot be "taught," teaching methods rely heavily on

discussionwhich can easily degenerate into the exchange of sloganS and

conventional wisdom, in the absence of informed resources.

--The image of the adult word which emerges from a diet of issues

and problems is one in which crisis and conflict are endemic, thus

neglecting the processes which create stability and order.

--The removal of issues and problems from any structural'context

-tends to encourage the.belief that they are the outcome of conflicting

attitudes and can therefore be "solved" by attitudinal change.

--Issues and problems naturally give rise to courses which are

ethnocentric and ahistorical, with the exception of occasional reference

to third-world issues.

Political, education easily lends itself io the issues approach.

. DiscUssion paper 2.5 in the Report of the Programme for Political Educa-

tion actually includes the words "issues,' and "problems" in its title,

-"Issues and Political Problems" (Crick and Porter. 1978). In this paper,

issues are defined as disagreements over goals, values, methods, and

_results: On'thiscbasis, students learn only about situations in which

disagreement is present; thus there is little chance of discussing

political processes which.prevent-disagreement (for example, legitima-

tion) nor of exploring routine aspects of social and political life.

which Tlimit and contain _disagreement:

An even-more-damaging criticism of the issues approach to political

education is that, since the "issue",is the starting point of the course,

the'tendency will be.tri take if at face value and simply explore the

'arguthents'put forth in, public debate. The possibility of analyzing the

waysin which parties to an issue define it and manipulate it is almost,

though not entirely, precluded. Moreover, unless a mass of detailed

information relevant to the issue is available in some relatively objec-
,

--tive form, resources for exploring the issue in schools' will be heaVily

dependent on the: popular media- -which may themselves be heavily impli-

cated'in the issue.

:The way irf which social knowledge is justified in the curriculum,

outside of the social science disciplines, as being problem oriented is

. neatly illustrated by two CSE Mode 1 syllabi offered by the same board.

In one syllabus, labeled "social studies," the word. "problems" appears
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frequently: -"The Family apd Its Problems," "Mass Communications: Use

and Misuse," "British Social Problems and Services," "World Population

and Its Problems." In the syllabus labeled "sociology" there are,no

such headings.- However, some Made 3 syllabi may read like catalogs of

current social ills.

However, where "problems" really make an impact on the curriculum

is in the various special pleading courses which currently exist, among

them sex education, health education, drug education, parenthood educa-

tion, political education, social education, consumer education, and

multiracial education. Although in Britain these "educations" must

struggle with each other and with existing subjects for timetable space,

most of those listed above enjoy varying degreesof official support.

What they have in common is a "problem." It might be something specific,

such as drugs,'or something less tangible, such as the supposed breakup

of the family or the growth of political extremism. But whatever the

problem, "education" is seen as a contribution to a "cure," and a more

or less organized group sets about developing ideas and materials to

"educate" students into (or out of) the problem. In this country at

present, social/political education is in some danger of becoming wholly

identified with attempts to solve social problems.

The Skills Model

A fourth model of social/political education is based on the acqui-

sition of skills. The emphasis in skill-based courses is on providing

'pupils, with a capacity to act in the adult world. Part of the skills

approach is based on general arguments about literacy and numeracy, but

in the specifically social/political area skills range from those as

mundane as learning to manage a.personal budget to more-complex skills--

foT example, child rearing or organizing action on a community issue.

A recent report on social and life skills, in the further education.

sector (Developing Social and Life Skills 080) suggests that teachers

have varying reasons for wanting to impart skills. Some see their

pupils as deficient in some 'way and want to "normalize" them. Some

stress the need 6-make pupils competent in particular skills. For some

teachers, information is a sufficient basis for adult skills, but others

feel that pupils should be able to reflect'on their experiences. Some



teachers frankly want to socialize their pupils into specific, attitudes

and values, while others merely want to act as counselors.

We suggest that there are two main 'patterns of motivation under-

lying theskills approach: One stresses skills to survive in a complex

world through adaptation and effective role playing; the other points to

possibilities of changing the world.

The first approach tends to be the official one. In a Schools

Council publication dated 1968-we find the followingstatement: "Young.

people's experience is inevitably shot through with the desire and need

to come to terms with the objective world of their family, neighborhood

and community" (Schools Council'1968). By 1980 these sentiments had

focused on-fairly specific skills:

At the same time all pupils have to be prepared to meet the
basic intellectual and social demands of adult life, and
helped to form an acceptable set of personal values.- There
are some skill's --the effective use of language is the most
obvioud one--which are essential for everyone. There are
some sorts of knowledge--about themselves, about other
people, about the nature of the world in which they are grow-
ing up--which all pupils need. Personal and social deelop-
ment in this broad sense is a major-charge on the curriculum
(Department of Education and Science 1930)'.

In this view, students are clearly seen to need help in fitting in, in

coming to terms, in meeting demands, and in forming "acceptable" per-

sonal values..

One may analyze these objectives in purely Durkheimian terms. The

result might well be 'that Durkheim himself would never, have condoned

such crudities; However, there are two practical objections to this

version of the skills approach. In the first place, it assumes that

students must come to terms with the adult world, when it may be equally

true to say-that adults must come to terms with -.the world of young

people. Second, the assumption is made that without schools young

people would fail to become normal functioning adults.. This is a very

large claim indeed. It rests on the predumption that a course of school-

ing is social education is a grerequisite for individual happiness and

social stability. If that were so, the crisis of civilization would

indeed be upon us. Since the argument is always that social education

is unsatisfactory, presumably current social ills are being attributed

to this inadequacy.



The second facet of the skills approach is to be found in certain

definitions of "social education" which suggest that students should be

given the necessary skills to alter their situation. The Schools

Council Social Education Project took this view. Its working definition

of social education was "an explicit attempt to teach people an aware-
.

ness of their surroundings, sensitivity to their own and to one

another's problems, and an appreciation of how individUals can collabo-

rate both to inform themselves and to better their own lot" (Rennie et

al. 1974, p. 8). A more succinct definition appeared in a follow-up

report: "Social education is an enabling process through which children

may acquire skills which will allow them both to achieve a greater under-

standing of society and-to effect change within it" (Masterman 1972). A

similar definition is-given in a report prepared by a social education

working party at Monkwearmouth School, Sunderland: "Social education is

the lifelong process of developing those attitudes, skills and modes of

behavior which will enable the individual-to integrate happily in what-

ever social context he finds himself and to-be active constructively in

molding, improving, and Changing that society" (Report of the Social

Education Working Party 1979).

Those for whom social/political education is a radical exercise in

developing critical awareness find this approach to skills very attrac-

,tive. Gleesori and Whitty said of the Social Education.Project: "Their

own notion of social education has, we feel, much in common with the

notion of social :studies as a collaborative, and critical.enteiprise

which can result in a conscious decision by pupils to become involved in
7,

action for social :.and political change" (Gleeson and Whitty 1976, p. 91).

However, even this definition of "skills" can quickly become shorn

of its transforming elements. One does not have to look far for the

emphasis on the complexity of modern society. This theme is stated in

the very.first paragraph of the Report of the Social Education Project:

One of the qualities of a good education-is that it should
enable young people to adapt successfully to the requirements
of living in the conditions which face them now and will face
them when their formal education is over. In modern society
these requirements are many and complex, just as society
itself is complex. Moreover society is constantly changing,
and today's students are being educated for a kind of life
which neither we nor they can foresee (Rennie et al. 1974).



And again from Monkwearmouth: "Although it is clear that social

education is largely concerned with the formation of attitudes and modes

of behavior, there is also an obvious need for pupils to become aware of

the natureof the` complex changing society they are a part lf" (Report

of thg Social Education Working Party 1979). References t- 'fitting in"

are also present. The Monkwearmouth definition refers to "integrating

happily," while the Social Education Project came up with a highly posi-

tivistic approach-to adult roles: "If our students are to/fulfill roles

in society which will bring satisfaction.to themselves and be beneficial

to others, education must not only help them in the development of per-

sonality and academic ability, but also provide them with the skills

which are necessary to cope with a sophisticated and expanding technol-

ogy" (Rennie et al. 1974, p. 7). Social/political education as "skills"

is clearly only for.the "less able."

Conclusion

The current state of social/political education in Britain is one

of haphazard deyelopment, largely outside the theoretical and conceptual

frameworks of the social sciences. To'some extent this is the result of

ignorance, but in part it is a/ matter of conscious choice. Thus, the

field is dominated by question's of-morality and values _rather than a

systematic approach Sased on social science disciplines.

The future does not give.cause,for optimism. Apart fram current

economic restrictions, traditional ideological influences are strong.

Perhaps it is appropriate to finish where we began, with-DurkheiF:

"There is, then, in each geriod a prevailing type of education from

which we cannot deviate without encountering that lively resistance

which' restrains the fancies of dissent" (Durkheim 1956).
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3. THEORY AND CONTENT OF POLITICAL EDUCATION IN WEST GERMANY

By Wolfgang Hilligen

In suggesting theoretical and practical answers to basic questions

about contentWhat should be taught? Why?' To what end?--I shall pro-

ceed on the assumptIOn that, especially in political education, there is

no fundamental structural difference between school teaching and univer-

sity teaching in the teaching of social studies, civics, and the social

sciences.

In the first secLon I will present a short survey of the current

problems in academic teaching' in the social sciences.--In the second
_

section I will attempt-to eiiilain why the selection and justification of

content and'aims has become a new problem in itself. In the third sec-.

tion I will describe a number of methods, instruments, and psychological./

prerequisites which have been developed or defined for the selection of

content for school and university teaching; in doing so I will examine a

number of differences between concepts of didactics in the United States

and parallel concepts in the Federal Republic of Germany and, in a short.

digression, summarize find-ings.of cognitive learning theory which have

proved helpful in the selection and structuring of content. In the

fourth section I will mention a number of other instruments for academic

teaching for the relationship betweed systematic scientific knowledge

and content covered in actual school teaching as well as for cooperation

between related disciplines. Two appendices prOvide (1) an example of

different approaches that could be applied in academic teaching and

(2) some remarks on the problem of epistemological justification of nor-

mative deciSions.

Some Problems of Academic Teaching in the Social Sciences

Since the late 1960s, dissatisfaction with the results of.academic

teaching has been steadily growing. There are symptoms of this in all

disciplines, particularly in the humanities and social sciences. One

hears of history students who in their second semester claim never to

have heard of Napoleon, theology students who knoW nothing about Moses.

Medical students keep complaining about the unresolved conflict between



specialization and general studies. Even in philosophy -- which, with its

systematic framework and constant scrutiny of categories, was thought to

have possessed an unshakable academic canon--we have seen an attempt to

develop a particular pedagogical methodology, since the philosophers have

realized that they are no longer able to communicate with their students.

In short, in all the scholarly disciplines one hears the complaint

that the highly specialized results of research can be transmitted only

with great difficulty. And what often passes unmentioned is the fact

that it is left up to the students to recognize connections and context,

to incorporate particulars into a general comprehension of their field

(in earlier times one would have said into a comprehension of their

world).

Political scientists are especially affected by these difficulties,
--

and they realize it. In contrast to practItione,rs of political philoso-

phy, history, economics, and sociology, their field is constrained by

the heterogeneity of its derivation as the meeting point of several

disciplines. Moreover, as a relatively young discipline, political

science in particular must face the demands of legitimizing its special-

ized research through practical application of its results, despite the

irreconcilable differences between reflection and action. When politi-
.

cal scientists state that they have no, answers to concrete problems,

this is considered a self-condemnation.

In my view, there is a connection between the gaps separating the

theory, practice, and findings of political science and the way in which

the subject is taught at school and in the universities. The'interdis-

ciplinary derivation of the discipline and the complexity of the phenom-
\

ena investigated and described (phenomena which seldom _allow straight-

forward statements); the compulsion toward specialization, since the

mass of information cannot be managed otherwise;- :l-ie dependence upon

cooperation with neighborl.ng disciplines, since all concrete problems

are interdisciplinary--in this situation the teacher of political

science is often faced with the need tochoose between presenting highly

differentiated particulars ("teaching everything about nothing") and

indulging in broad generalizations ("teaching nothing about everything").

And of course the most common way out of this is to ride one's own hobby

horse and to leave perception of relationships and integration up to the



student. But what student is in a position to \o this?\ Perhaps politi-
--,

cal science majors after ten semesters;--hardly, however,' those students

from 'other disciplines whose goal is to teach in state schools. What

remains is "decimated rationality," at best an isolated s
\

ries of -facts

and dates. \

We may see these problems systematically culminating inn political
,.

4c'ence, but they are, of course, comparable to those fo\und -ii.n all dis-

I 1

c,plines, particularly in the humanities.

Reasons for Problems Related to Identifying Content and "'Aims

If-choice of content and justification of aims have becOme problems

themselves in the educational sciences. I consider the folloWing reasons

to be the most important:

--The exponential increase in knowledge and, in this connections

\social and economic change which has called into question previous prior:-

ities in the:transmission of the scientifically known ( "loss/ of a canon")

and

--The necessity of taking into account newer studies in pedagogical

science which deal with.the fundamentals and premises of perception and

learning.

Some brief elaborations on the "loss of a canon": The exponentially

rising increase_in scientifically secured knowledge has made the question

of Selection of instructional materials a probleMatic one. In'1966, a

group *of Stanford University researchers established that the amount of

aVailable.knowledge had quadrupled in each of the following time frames:

(1) from 1 00 to 1900, (2) from 1900 to 1950, (3) from 1950 to 1960, and

(4) from 1960\to 1965. This process is continuing. This "knowledge
\

explosion" has been identified as a major problem of our time, a problem

which cannot be solved'by traditional methods (Bild der Wissenschaft

1976). Rapid social `change has meant-that common everyday knowledge (to
. _ \\

be more precise, the common cognitive structure see Digression 1) no

longer suffices in apperceiving new information. The disorientation

arising from this/situation is increasing faster than the possibilities

for overcoming it What was,widom yesterday can be stupidity tomorrow.



What is new about this situation is t' at until not long ago there

were still generally accepted channels ("agents for the mediation of

meaning") for things thought to be of primary significance in-learning.

From myth, religion, classical philosophy,--tnmeriacustom, and,

finally, fro onsensus of scholars (as long as they could still

--encatifigks the results of their disciplines) came:. th`e things to be

taught, known, and mastered..

an all; it can be said that our historical situation is marked

by theact at mankind has reached a turning point: for the first

time in history, not only individual races but the entire human species

is in danger of extinction. The "limits of growth," the shortage of

natural
\

\resources, :the endatgering of the ecological system, social

inequality within industrialized nations and particularly between rich

countries and developing ones--these are problems-.which concern all

nations, :'even if they are not as yet aware of this fact. Political

education must concern itself with these problems. All nations are

faced with the need to "learn or perish," as the Club of Rome describes

in its fourth report, \No Limits to Learning: B- iuging the Human Gap

-(1979). "Loss of canon" has become the existential challenge for educa-

tion.

The "knowledge explosion" attd the new content which must be learned

require pedagogical and psychological answers to two further questions:

(1) How can complex and voluminous information be reduced without becom-

ing dangerously simplified? and .(2) How can the recognition and under-

standing of relationships and essential facts be made easier? We
\believe'that to these questions must take into account the
. ....

structuring implications of the cognitive leartAng theories of Piaget,

Bruner, and Ausil,e1 (see\\\Digression 1) .

Methods and Instr tkments for the Design of Content

An Explanation of the-Term "Didaktik"

The problems mentioned above\, along with other situations, led-to

the emergence of a new branch of edagogical and social science called\

Didaktik in the Federal Republic. The German word "Didaktik" and other.

German words with the suffix "didaktik" cannot be easily translated

into English: A common definition of the English cognate "didactic" is



"too much'inclined to teach others; pedantic." The German use of

"Didaktik" is nonpejorative and comes closer to Meaning "used for teach-

ing; preceptive; containing doctrines, precepts, principles, or rules;

intended to instruct" (Webster's 1971). The German term is still

broader in meaning, encompassing theory, goals, content, methods, mate-

. rials, and teaching, strategies. In other words: -Didaktik inquires as

to the "what" (selection of'content), "why" and "what for" (legitimation

and intentionality), and "how" (methods, modalities of treatment) of

teaching and learning . In its narrower sense Didaktik refers to the

selection (legitimation and intentionality) of content,, and it is in

this sense that it is used predominately in this essay.

Fachdidaktik refers to the teaching .of a particular disciplinary

subject. Hochgchuldidaktik is related-primarily to the "how" of the

learning process at the university level. Wissenschaftsdidaktik refers

(in the narrower sense) to the selection and legitimation of the content

to be studied in academic teaching and in the learning of an academic

discipline.

Differences Between the United States and Germany

Inthe United States'the purpose, learning goals, and basic content

of political education have never been controversial. The nature of

democratic ideas was established by the ideals of the Declaration of

Independence, the dignity of national symbols, and the continuity of

historical development. .(Nearly the same could be said. of Great Britain

in regard to.the Bill of Rights; the Habeas Corpus Act, and other docu-

ments that established and reinforced a democratic tradition.) Thus,
. a

political education has been closely linked with the results and aims of

political socialization; the problem for educators has bten mainly one

of selecting specific content and strategies.

The conditions for political education in the Federal Republic, on

the otb.:-.r hand, are marked by the fact that historical continuity has

been broken many times. Germany had and still has to.. deal with the

crimes committed by Germans in-the Third Reich and with authoritarian

and antidemocratic traditiohs- which are still alive in some parts of our

society. Thus, te ching cannot rely heavily on political socialization

in and by the fam y and society, which transmits common fundamental



achieve by itself. The question of content, therefore, is more closely

connected with the identification of educational aims than is the case

in the United States and the. United Kingdom. Linked to this problem are

questions about the possibility of a scientific justification for norma-

tive decisions. This question has been retied by the arguRent on value

judgments in the social sciences between positivist sociologists proceed-

ing from an empirical analytical viewpoint and sociologists of the criti-

cal theory school (see Appendix2).

Since the 1960s questions about what should be taught, why, and to

what end have been investigated in'the United States, as well as in the

Federal Republic, in the context of curriculum theory. Thus, the German

word "Didaktik," in its broad sense, has much in common with the Ameri-

can term "curriculum." To date, however, the question of content and

its legitimation has received more attention in Germany.

The Selection of Didaktik Instruments

Selection of content (What has to be taught and learned?) should be

approached from the standpoint of these questions: What inforMation
.

about society and politics--w,,-ch results of research in the social

sciencescan be regarded as so.generally significant that it must be

imparted to all students if they are to be enabled td mailer 'their exis-

-tence in a time. of worldwide change? If they are to understand and
4

D judge what is of importance for survival and for a life with hudan

dignity? If they are to be qualified to participate in the solution of

existential problems? This means that the correct starting point for

content analysis is neither the` traditional school syllabus of tradi-
.

tional subjects nor the findings of theiocial sciences, however neces-

sary the latter may be to validate the selection of content; rather, the

starting point should be existential problems and needs--situations in

the students' societal.or national environment which mirror these

lems and needs and about which the students can make decisions"and par-

ticipate in political action. .

Before identifying specific curricula, we must deal briefly with

two questions raised' earlier: -(1) How can complex and voluminous infor-

mation be reduced and structured without becoming dangerously simplified?

and (2) How can the recognition and understanding of relationships and



essential, facts be made easier? The'findingS of cognitive learning

theory have been helpful} in suggesting answers to the second question.

Digression 1

A FEW FINDINGS AND PRINCIPLES OF COGNITIVE THEORY

Learning can be, said to have taken place When a general
principle is so clearly demonstrated in.a particular case
that the learner is able io formulate it aea rule, a key
concept, or a prdblem and to recognize it again in other
specific cases. Edit another way: whether something has been
learned depends on:

--Whether tUe content is structured around key.concepts,
criteria, and key questions so as to allow, even force,
generalization.

*--Whether and to what extent this generalization process
is itself clarified. and learned at the same time

--Whether an opportunity is provided to.check the general-
ization against new information.

This Cycle of abstraction and reconcretization character-
izes didactic thinking (as it does everything scientific) and
enables cognitive structures to be built up. Structures form
or are formed according to prominent characteristics;,for

-example, reality or-parts of reality are often structured in '
terms of age, idcome, or class.- Cognitive structures are.
formed rifli the aid of prominent characteristics or concepts--

_categories which people use to name, recogdize, order, sub-
divide, structure, and p2rceive theieenviionment. It is
possible to identify four different types of cognitive struc-
ture:

1. The cognitive structure which. every human hestthe.
system of concepts with which he'or she is able to perceive'
and organize the world. This structure is more or less the /
result of one's personal history of ledraing and experiences.

2. (Ofted parallel to #1.) The general structure of
thought or conscious structures to be found in any given (

periodthose things generally considered to be important/
unimportant, desirable/undesirable. This is dependent on the
overall forCes that influence the people-of the period--as
well as on class situation; age, and special environment.

3. The structures recognized by science. These agree
ol:ly approximately With reality. (Admittedly, they are often

° concerned. with only a part of reality, depending on their'
relationship to a specific discipline.) Scientific struc-
tuses can be'recognized by their systems of concepts.

4. The cognitive structures which (in political teaching)
are concerned with the problems of coexistence, survival, and



recognize and evaluate decisive questions about society and
the state.

These characteristics, concepts, categories, and ques-
tions are the starting point'for the selection of politolog-
ical and polittal didactic instruments.

In formulating and concretizing/ the basic criterion for the fourth

type of cognitive structure described in Digression' 1--that concerned

with existence and survival--I take as my point of departure the con-

ceptsof "opportunity" and "risk." The following questions arise:.

--Which life situations of the present day (and presumably of ,the

future) are most likely to present risk and opportunities that affect

individuals and mankind, according to assertions of the social' sciences

and other sciences?

--Which changes and-challenges of the scientific/technological age,

which present' opportunities and risks,. remain without (or without ade-

qua....) 'politIrl responses?

The concepts of opportunity, risk, and challenge can be made more

concrete,when they are related to important life needs. Thus these

further questicns:

-rTo what degree are people threatened by hunger (nonsatisfaction

of most basic heeds in the most general form), by oppression (from

-imprisonment to more gentle forms of manipulation), by physical destruc-

tion?

What opportunities are there for satisfaction of needs; self-

determination, coexistence; or_ peace in a historical situation charac-

terized 'by the challenges of global interdependence, industrial mass

production, and potential for the destruction of the. fundamentals of

life?

Farther complementary elements of a dideczic method are the follow-

ing key question's, which inquire into distribution. of wealth and power,

control, equality of opportunity and participation; the selection of

means to bring about necessary or desired political goals, and the,con-

sequences of decision making 'for the people affected:

--Who is affected? How-much? For what reason?

--How much control is needed? How much flexibility? (What amount

of binding control is: necessary for survival; what amount of flexibility,

necessary for self-fulfrnment, should be politically secured, so that

Individual rights-are not endangered?)
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--How much direct participation should there be? How much compe

tence and delegation?

--Which means should be used for the realization of goals (educa

tion, positive/negative sanctions, force)?

--Which forces endanger those goals?

And, in connection with all of these key questions:

--Who makes the decisions? Who is in a position to establish regu

lations? (On the basis of which power structure, which property rela

tionships?) Which possibilities do individuals, or certain social

groups,tor the constituted society have?

To most of these questions there are, of course, no immediate

"correct" answers--not even in those instances where the questions are

asked by the disciplines themselves with a-deliberate didactic purpose.

Rather, such methodological questions are meant to serve as a way of

making choices among the range of existing answers, and they provide an

, overview by means of structuring=those answers.

The select4on and structuring of answers, as well as the establish

ment of relationships between the particular and the general, can be

aided by a "pincer" question as a part of the didactic instruments:

What amount of factual, conceptual, and methodological knowledge is

prerequisite for the realization of an important, more general goal in

the learning process? To turn the question around: Is this particular ,

a
factual, conceptual, and methodological knowledge really necessary for

the realization of the general goal? Is enough truly representative

knbwledge presented?

Built into these categories and key questions (notably in the

fourth category of cognitive structure--"dignified survival") are unavoid

able value positions on "what is possible, necessary, or desirable; what

one chooses to de'Signafe as opportunity or as risk, and the correspond

ing decisions one makes, depend on one's conscious or unconscious inter

ests. Even when a teacher wants to be or should be impartial, prejudices

will influence his selection criteria and structuring characteristics;

that is the inevitable weakness of many a theoretical position. It is,

therefore, necessary that'the subjective nature of such decisions be made

explicit and that they remainopen to criticism and allow for alterna-

0
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motives. And it is necessary to legitimize those decisions by epistemo-

logical reflection.

Further Instruments for Anal zing the Content of Academic Teachin

Content Analysis in School Teaching and Academic Teaching

The preceding outlines of-A didactic instrument, conceivd as an

attempt to provide public school pedagogy with a procedural framework

for investigating structure of phenomena and problems in the field of

political science, has-also been applied by the Fernstudienlehrgang.

Sozialkunde of Das Deutsche Institut fur Fernstudien at Tubingen Univer-

sity and by the Funkkeilleg Sozialer Wendel. In his report on a tele-

vision, project for social .studies in the schools, Karlheinz Rebel

observed: "One of the most interesting aspects'of this experiment with

television was the insight that not only could the, identical-didactic,.

tools be used for pupils, university students. and teachers, but also

that the identical phenomena were relevant for all of them" (Rebel

1978). In its more theoretical aspects, the methodology requires reflec-

tion'on the relationship between the system structure and phenomena or

problem structure.

In the essay quoted above, Rebel began with the thesis that-the

systematic structure of ihe field which the specialist has constructed

in. the course of his studies will reach only those who have already .

assimilated the same structure or can be transmitted only to teachers;

who are interested in the same specialized scholarly orientation. This

understanding, he claimed, does not acquire relevance for teachers who

wish to relate theoretical knowledge to political practice and who take

concrete problems and phenomena as their point of departure. Moreover,

the reduction and isolation of factors can lead to a distancing from

reality which neglects purpose-oriented reflection. Therefore, Rebel

calls for a didactic thrust to complement theoretical studies (Rebel

1978, p. 67-75).

In measuring the relationship between system structure and problem ,

Structure, the pedagogic4.1 specialist as well as the scholar can orient

himself around the following "pincer" questions: With regard to the

concrete problem, which concepts and conclusions from research in the

field-do I need in order tom perceive, judge, and "solve" the political,
4



social, economic, and legal problems represented in the phenomena at

hand? And, from the standpoint of research orientation: For which

general or specific concepts. or theorems does the concrete problem pro- °

vide a sharper understanding? Which information is necessary in order

to, analyze the problem? Which concepts necessary to an understanding of

the discipline can be exemplified through scrutiny of the concrete prob-

lem?

Beyond this, academic teaching aims at systematizing. In contrast

to school didactics, which primarily attempt to find answers to concrete

or fundamental problems, the content to be taught and studied at the

university level is also concerned with the approaches, concepts, piin-

ciples, and structures of the discipline itself.

Anyone who plans to teach social studies (politics) .at secondary

levels I or II needs to consider what he should know in order to accom-

plish the following objectives:

--To acquire an overview and understanding of the discipline.

=.-To find scientific answers in conceptualizing problems.

- -To calculate what the discipline can offer in terms of interdis-

ciplinary investigations--and therefore what other disciplines he must

know related to his field.

To locate more-advanced information.

- -To feel qualified to confront "spontaneous" prejudices in his

students and in himself.

In answering all these questions, the student who wants to become a

teacher shOuld become qualified to find an answer to this broader ques-

tion: What should be studied and taught if political science instruc-

tion is ,to enable students to participate in solving existential prob-

lems?

The structure and concept of systems can also be treated in the

sense of problem structures. From this point of view, the teaching of.

political science--when, for example, the purpose is to provide an over-

view of the disciplineshould not neglect to give information on the

various views of politics, policy, and democracy; on opportunities for

participation; on problems of preservation or change, regulation or non-

regulation; on issues of private and public domains; that is, it should
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not neglect the key questions outlined above. A similar concern applies

to neighboring disciplines.

The school-level didactic content analysis approach can be extended

so that the questions of "what," "why," and "how" can also be.applied to

academic teaching, at least with regard to "problem raising" and.'to a

lesser degree to "problem solving." The discipline can profit much from

such awareness and reflection. A restructuring of the discipline's

approach toward problem structure, and vice versa, will lead,- not tc a

loss of theoretical precision (as many political scientists still fear),

but rather to a, reciprocal illumination through which perception is

enriched and the practical applicability of research is increased.

Relating the scientific approach to the didactic approach requires

a continuous changing of roles for both teacher and learner, in the fol-

lowing ways:

--From making competent assertions to asking questions.

--From "solving". problems to "raising" problems (this is the reason

why we use predominately key and "pincer" questions in our didactic

instruments).

--From isolating knowledge to structuring knowledge.

--From certainty to uncertainty.

--From closedmindedness to openmindedness.

What Needs to be mown About Neighboring Sciences?

there are two reasons why political and social sciences (unlike

most other areas) are dependent upon cooperation with the neighboring

disciplines from which they have been derived:

the problems they deal with are interdisciplinary.

--They investigate certain aspects of human society which are also,

the subjects of other fields; in particular, history, philosophy, eco-

nomics, jurispru dence, psychology, and anthrop ology. Those particular

aspects which social sciences describe, explore, and evaluate--namely,

the ways in which human society is or oughtto be ordered, who possesses

power; modes Of decision making, and which consequences can be expected

from the decision makers--can be dealt with only when, for each individ-

ual case, a variety of different kinds of information can be mobilized

from other disciplines.
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What we call "political" science is something unique--not perceived

as such by other disciplines, but nevertheless dependent upon them:

"The political is not everything, but it is in everything."t There are

two important requirements for ascertaining what one must know of other

disciplines: (1) a general understanding of the fundamental mode of

inquiry of the neighboring discipline and (2) an awareness of the par-.

ticular findings and facts of the neighboring discipline which should be

taken into consideration. It would appear that a research orientation

is primarily concerned with the'second question; however, in order to

judge what a neighboring discipline has to offer, it is also necessary

for research-oriented teaching to have an understanding of its funda-

mental emphases and approaches. This is particularly true of the social

science teaching of secondary school educators.

Digression 2

SOME REMARKS ON THE FUNDAMENTAL CONTENT, APPROACHES,
AND MODES OF INQUIRY OF NEIGHBORING DISCIPLINES

That 'political science and sociology must cooperate is a
truism; that sociology investigates social structures and
(transformational) processes is known to every student. The
two disciplines are seldom studied apart from one another and
are often Combined in a single area of study.

One often finds cooperative arrangements in various
departmentsWhich, to be sure, are not supported by all
sociologists, since they fear that their. quantifying methods
may get shortchanged in an interdisciplinary effort; on the
other hand, political scientists often claim that sociologists
do not think through the premises of their own discipline suf-
ficiently. It is, of course, necessary that political scien-
tists also have command of empirical methodology.

In the area of economics, the'concern is with the optimal
combination of scarce means (input) for the provision of
goods and social services which are either in demand or are
held to beenecessary for public welfare (output). A mode of
inquiry on this basis prevents a purely positivistic view of
economics. There are currently at least four new areas which
belong to the fundamental problem areas of the scientific
study of -economics:

--A new concept of scarcity: alongside the fundamental
scarcity of private and public ggods (capital. andlabor)
there is the recent scarcity of natural resources (growth
limitations).

--The increasing importance of long-term planning.
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--7,The greater significance of regional disparities.

--The growth in relative comparability of economic pro-
cesses in-systems with differing production relationships.

Taken together, all of these factors demand a develop-
ment in the economy "to a much stronger degree subservient to
public, i.e., political developments" (Dahrendorf 1975,
pp. 131 ff.), and this realization is one of the fundamentals
the social sciences and social studies teacher must face.

In jurisprudence the primary issue is one of tension
between the necessity of a binding social order which ensures
peace (by means of which c operative human existence can be
regulated in the most teas nable and purposeful way) and
individual desires for "just-ce"--in.turn involved with the
conflict between the attempts to provide each person equality
and at the same time to rewa d individual effort (Heckel
1974) .

Beyond this, there is the po itical-historiCal questiOn
of the origin cf legal statutes, e degree to which legal
equality has been. .attained, and the contradiction between
laws and social development (Wietholter 1967; pp. 215-277).

The relationship between social dcience and history
plays a role particularly in teacher training. We eaould
continue to stress that "social sciences without history have
no root; history without social sciences bears no fruit"
(Finer 1970, p. 19).

In every pairing of another discipline with political
science, the mode of inquiry of the other must be ascertained
and cultivated. Without historical method, students cannot
experience or understand the uniqueness of individuals and
events; without a systematic synchronic method, they will not
be able to see the truly human in humans, nor comprehend the
similar tasks they -are facing despite all differences in
training.

9

Again, a "pincer" question could be formulated: From the point of

view of a given historical situation, which problems concerning men in

that period still play important roles for us? Which historical prob-

lems are no longer relevant? Whichsolutions have to be approached dif-

ferently on the basii of r- developments (particularly the development

in productive forces)?

From the point of view of political science: For which presiing

social and sociological problems of dim time does a° given historical

epoch contain comparable problems? Where does one find changes and dif-

ferences?
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Appendix 1

AN EXAMPLE OF DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO BE CONSIDERED IN ACADEMIC

TEACHING IN A BASIC COURSE GN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

tc

Table 1 shows how it might be possible to combine four different

approaches/structures effectively,. when giving and diScussing this

'course. (The .course is compulsory for student teachers of social

studies/political education at some of our universities.)

In the. synopsis the following four approaches are placed parallel

to one another:

1. Content areas as commonly found in older textbooks.

2. Systematic concepts.and categories of the social sciences.

3. Actual (concrete) problems, to be found in the present-day

political discussion and relevant for the future.

4. Abstract problems, formulated as categories or key questions.

These four approaches are concerned with the four kinds of struc-

ture in Digression 1.. It is my thesis that only if a student teacher'

learns to combine content areas.and aystematic knowledge with-concrete

political problems and their.abstract modes.can he be qualified to

answer the question of signifidince-of a selected content.

-For example, the topic "social security" (the first column in Table

1) has to be seen, as an aspect of systematic theories and political pro-

grams for social justice (column2). 'It should be exemplified ,by cur-

rent amendments (column 3), and it should be seen as a special case of

the general (abstract, categorical) problem formulated in the key ques-

tions: How much? For whom? From whom? (and who has the power to

..ecide this?) The same key questions are applicable to taxation policy

and other problems of social policy.
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Tablet

APPROACHES IN A BASIC COURSE "THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY" IY ACADEMIC TEACHING

Possible Thematic Areas 2, Systematic Areas

Prehistory (to 1945)

.BeginningS

Reconstruction phase
I .

System of government

Federation and states

Legal system

Constitutional rights

Economic system

Distribution of wealth and

income

Development of income

v Social security
1-,

East-West politics

Europearrpolitics

External trade
\\\

Politiul parties

Social structure

Educational and

training system

Media

Comparison with the

system in the .German

Democratic 'Republic

78

Political Science and

Political Theory

(Theory of democracy

with example)

.(Democratization with

example)

System of government

(with example)

Political economics

(productivity situation,

development of

productive power)

International politics

Sociollu

Structures

(classes and levels)

Processes

(social change, mobility)

Means

Education-- positive

Sanctions--negative

Sanctions--force

(individuals, groups,,

the nolitical whole)

3. Concrete Problems

Participation

Social security/

Internal security

External security

Ownership policy

Education and training

Growth

Planning of regional

and town transport

Rationalization

4. Abstract (Categorical)

Problems

How much direct/indirect?

How much from whom/for

whom?

\ Supervision of the

\ individual

ghts

Co t-effictiveness

Material interests,

social equality

Allocation/socialization

and regulation/

nonregulation

Qualitative/quantitative

Prosperity/satisfaction

Ecology/economy

Regulation/natural growth

Jobs/export/humanization

Fringe groups and guest Incentives for integration/

workers regulation



Appendix 2'

EPISTEMOLOGICAL BASES FOR VALUE JUDGMENTS AND SELECTION OF CONTENT

This appendix is intended to briefly outline the basic possibili-'

ties of a scientific justification ,for value judgments and selection

criteria; it is also intended (because of the complicated nature of the

svhject, as a first appioach) to clarify the suitability of a comple-

mentary relationship between., the various approaches. of scientific

method.

An introduction to the study of basic positions should proceed with

very general questions. They could be formUlated as follows:

--With which methods is it possible to make conclusive and verifi-

able statements about man, society, nature?

--Which premises concerning the aim of knowledge control the direc-

tion of teaching and. research? Should one's efforts attempt to serve

"neutral" knowled/ge (and is this possible?) C7 should they be aimed at

control of nature? control of men? regulation of society? Support of

','progress" making possible a "dignified" life?

The second question has never been conclusively answered; in the

tradition of German ideaiim, "objective" knowledge was emphasized;

today there is general recogiition that even those who claim "value-free"

scholarship are colored by prejudgments and that theory and practice

cannot be easily,separated.

With regard to the. "how" of perception, one finds differing posi-

tions in fundamental opposition .to one another:

- -Theories which work empirically, which*Aroceed.,from observation

and experiment, and which investigate the observable and measurable in

order to derive conclusive, general laws held' to'be relatively indepen-

dent of the observer:

- -The Methods and.theories of historical philosophy and huManities

which attempt ,to elucidate historical reality through interpretation of

texts and artifacts.

- - Critical /dialectical theories operating with a historical concept

of a social totality which-inveitigate the relationship between an and

society with regard to what is necessary and possible in a society-with

human dignity.
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Within the third orientation, a diff,-rentiation should be made

between orthodox Marxism and critical social theory (the Frankfurt

school: Horkheimer;, Adorn°, Habermas).

In the following explanation, only the empirical/analytic theories

(critical, rationalisM) and the critical the:ry of society are taken into

account because they were the ones concerned with the discussion on

epistemology in regard to the "dispute over positivism" with mutual

recognition of :basic rationality. The normative/ontological position

has not played a role in,this dizscussiou, although this position, in

combination with empirical/analytic elements, is represented by a fair

number of social and pedagogical scientists.

Empiric/Analytic Theories (Critical Rationalism) 1

The triumph of- natural science was brought about by "positivistic"

methods in the widest sense. Observation, description, classificatio n,

abstraction--these,are the stages that the method employs. Experimenta-

tion becomes a directed activity controlled by a theory (Popper). -Prob-
.,

lems are investigated on the border between knowledge and nonknowledge

,(Poppe r). In order to achieve verifiable results, problems must Tae

divided into measurable, observable factors, atm the other-variables in

the experiment must be kept constant. This is possible with experiments

in the natural sciences, more difficult in the general area of the

organized world, and most difficult in the area of humans and their

social relationships. Results aelieved in this way are valid for

rational criticism only as long as they are not proved false by new

investigations. The aim-is, therefore, a critical evaluarion of one's

own research. Norms and values are held to be "prescientific," personal

matters, because they are not accessible to the methods of isolating and

measuring.. Value judgments and political decisions ate, for the proiago-

- nists of critical rationalism, prescientific. One is limited to the

explanation of rational order.

The Critical Theory of Society (Frankfurt School)

Critical theory perceives itself as a further development, a "recon-
.

struction" (Habermas) of Marxism on the basis of the historical develop-

ment since Marx, as well as the develoPment of scientific thought in our

century. The controversy within Marxist thought revolves around the ques-

8i
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tion of whether orsnot a binding interpretation and an obligatory prac-

tice should belong to Marxist theory and practice.

Critical theory also makes use of empirical and hermeneutic methods,

with the difference, however, that it aims at "emancipation." In con-

tratt to critical rationalism, .critical theory doubts that science

"should be allowed to proceed indifferently, given the world we have

dreated" (aabermas),; "instrumental season" (Horkheimer) is not in a posi-

tion to investigate relationships adequately. :Critical theory is,

rather, concerned with investigating the relationship between the indi

vidual and the social whole,sden as being "reciprocal." In the philo-

sophical tradition of Kant,Hegel, and Marx, it stresses the desire for C.

_independence and emancipation. Discourse or gee dialogue on the

rationalizing of norms and interests is a means, toward knowledge.

Society is investigated with regard to what is possible or better; the

question; as to the ' "true purpose of society" is raised.

/A further key concept of critical theory is self-reflection. With

the help of self-reflection, guided by an emancipatory interest, the

critical thinker has the possibility of freeing himself from subser
0

vience,. in that he recognizes' the causes of oppression in himself as

well as in others and takes action to overcome them.. Lmportant differ-

ences between critical rationalism and critical theory can be seen in
.

the way they use the concept "criticism." For critical rationalism,

"criticism" means that the .resilts Of scientific research must always be

subject to scrutiny. " Criticism" is therefore chiefly method,. the ever-
,

renewed attempt to "falsify" something previously 'held to be correct.

for critical theory, "criticism" means that the existing world and its

constructs are to be examined in relationghip to a "possibly better"

'society.

Consequences for Didactic-Value Judgments

Didactics that has been limited-to empirical/analytic methods world

have_ to leave decisions aboui options to the decisions of politicians.

Instead of bindingnorms laid down, as they used to be, in, an unques-

tioned %anon of \teaching materials, (a prescientific arbitrariness would
t .

step id; not rational patterns cf justification for the 'better."

In addition, it is the i decisiveness of_the discussion.on scien-

/
tific theory which makes it necessary to take both approaches into
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account. The author represents a complementary relationship between the

two.positions, as can be seen the arguments here. The view that

empirical/analytic and socially ..:ritical ways of thinking are mutually \

exclusive is also represented. However, these one-sided views are

represented.less and less frequently. Gifted academics representing

varying positions (Habermas, von Weizacker) are working in cooperation.

Where further development toward more humanity A desired, society
o

must be pictured differently, .as "better" than it is. However, so that

projected goals do not exceed what is possible, it is necessary to estab-

lish what can be said with certainty about the existing' society: inter-

rests influencing the process of perception cam'create dangerous illusions

if they are transformed into action withol...- reference to what is possible

and what .can be ccperienced.

The possibility of overcoming social inequality cannot simply be

"proVed," even with critical theory. Critical \theory is not concerned

with,':'correctness," in the sense of the empiriCal/analytic method; its

undeilying values are based on philosophical traditions and on the his-

tory of Thus, starting from these preconditions of thought, if

is poss....le ,o deduce broad social goals from individual interests; and

to understand -that P goal must be accepted on both levels if it is to

gain acceptance at all.

:
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4. SOCIAL AND POLITICAL EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES:

A RADICAL CRITIQUE

By Cleo H. Cherryholmes

In 1916 the National Education Association Committee on the Social

Studies produced a report that was to haie lasting impact on teaching

about society -and' politics (National. Education Association 1916).

. Before then the study of society in American education had exhibited two

quite different themes. Throughout the 19th century, a number of

writers had advocated the notion, that schools should consciously be

designed to reproduce society:

Norms in-the school could provide socialization required for
the complex urban -world: spunctgality, respect for authority,
.competition for rewards according to institutionally fixed
criteria, and acceptance of standardized work routines (Tyack
1977, p. 406).

The use of sclzools explicitly to socialize working-class and immigrant

children has been well documented, and contemporary social and political

education remains under this influence.

A. second theme in social and 6oliticaleducation prior to 1916 lay

in the fragmented attempts by the various social sciences and history to

'institute specialized courses_ in the public school curriculum (Barz,

Barth, and Shermis 1977; Ch. 2). The American Political SCience Associa-

tion even went so far as to recommend the teaching of American government

at,. every grade level (American Political'/Science Association 1915).

The National Education Association's 1916 report on the social

studies simultaneously affirmed the 19t1i-century concem for social

functionalism and reproduction and the role of the social science disci-

plines and history in the curriculum. The committee was dominated by

eaucators, not social scientists, and a stated, major urpose of Ameri-

can schools was the "cultivation of good citizenship" (National Educe-

tion Association 1916, p. i). Social reproduction as a goal of tchool-

ing was explicitly brought!, into the 20th century. Students; it was

argued, should become good citizens by practicing good judgment in the.

classroom and by making decisions. The influence and pragmatism of

Dewey were present in these recommendations (Barr, Barth, and Shermis
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1977, p. 26). Thus, the traditional relationship between school and

society wet- retained, and the emerging social science disciplines were

merged into a conception of an individual acting pragmatically in a

democratic society.

Three Traditions in Social Studies

The 1916 statement was not completely unambigious or. internally

consistent. Recently Barr, Barth, and Shermis (1977 and 1978) identi-

fied and explicated three traditions in U.S. social and political educa---

tion which evolved from that statement. The most pervasive view of

social studies education is citizenship transmission:

'The purpose of Citizenship Transmission is that a particular
conception of citizenship shall be.both learned and believed.
Teachers begin with.a set of assumptions, beliefs, and expec-
tations about their own society. The teacher knows the
important philosophical goals; knows how people ought to
relate to each other, what is considered desirable behavior,
and what the culture rewards and punishes; and; finally,
knows what the culture considers the best form of social par-
ticipation. . . . A Citizenship Transmission teacher knOws
precisely what is required of a good citizen and attempts to
transmit it; that is, to teach this conception in such a way
that-stud.mts become loyal believers (Barr, Barth, and
Shermis 1977, pp. 59-60).

This is consistent with 19th-century views of schooling in the United,

States. Citizenship transmission as an approach to social studies sug-

gests a teacher-centered classroom.. The teacher presumably knows the

preferred social values and is committed to transmitting them success-
.

fully to students. A necessary but not sufficient condition for citi-

zenship transmission is the_ teachers express the desired values in the

classroom. Barr, Barth, and Shermis conclude that "most teachers belong

to that tradition we call Citizenship Transmission" (1977, p. 61),

although little evidence is offered to support thii'claim.

A second theme in U.S.'social studies, and one that has received

increasing attention since 1960, is related to those early demands of

the social science disciplines: that the social studies should reflect

the academic social science disciplines. Barr, Barth, and Shermis sum-

marize the position as f011ows:

The purpose of social studies defined as social-science--which
we shall simplify and refer to as Social Science--is that
young people shall acquire the knowledge, skills, and devices
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of particular social science disciplines to the end.that they
become ,effective as citizens (1977, pp. 61-62).

The social science disciplines have always been important to achieving

the 1916 goal of helping students develop good judgment through practice

in making social decisions. It was never intended'that common-sense

interpretations of social phenomena and behavior would be. a sufficient

base for the development of decision-making and judgment skills.

Social science input to social and political education has been

uneven in emphasis and unreflective in practice. For example, the con-

tribution of the social sciences to the social studies dramatically

increased as part of the U.S.'response the Soviet launching of Sput-

nik I. The social sciences made a.substaniial contribution t what

became known as the 'new socialtstudies the major characteristics of

which were suimarized by Wiley (1977):

Emphasis on the structure of the.social science disciplines
as basic!dontent and organizing frameworks for the social
',studies. Structure refers to the concepts and generaliza-
tions ceatral to the dis::idlines and the relationships among
the concepts and generalizations.

Emphasis on processes as content: teaching the methodologies
of the social science disciplines, teaching students inquiry
skills. Greater emphasis OR content from the behavioral
sciences, especially anthropology, sociology, political
science, economics, and social psychology, and decreased
emphais on history and geography.

.

Attempts to bring the latest findings and methodologies from
the frontiers of research in the disciplines into the class-
room, to shorten the time lag between research.and ihplemen-
tation. `(Wiley 1977, p. 296)

The educational response of the United States to the fcovi'at space program

was to increase emphasis on science and technology. The consequences
a

for the social studies was increased attention to.the social 'sciences.

The "new social studies" represented a somewhat surprising reversal

of the historical sequ'ence that accompanied the release of the 1916

Leport. , At that time, educators seized the initiative in social and

political education fromthe disparate demands of the disciplines. As

thenew.social studies" developed'in the 1960s, apparently getting its

name from Fenton and Good (1965), social studies educators accepted a

somewhat diminished role in curriculum development as they turned to

social scientists for important content and process decisions. The

structure of the disciplines was attended to (for example, see Morrissett



1966), and the questions posed by social studies educators required

social scientists to explicate their disciplines. What were the major

concepts of the disciplines? What-were the major generalizations of the

disciplines? It is interesting to note that social scientific thebries

never drew much attention. Whether the latter were avoided because

there was a fear that there were none or simply because no one thought

to ask what they were is not known. In any case, social science became'

a dominant influence in social studies education from 1960 through the

early 1970s'.

The third emphasis in social studies education in the United

States, traceable both to John Dewey and to the L916 NEA Report on the

Social Studies, is reflective inquiry. As expressed by Barr, Barth, and

Shermis, the purpose of5reflective inquiry is "citizenship defined pri-

marily as decision making in a socio-political context. The assumption

is that democracy imposes a unique burden; we cannot escape the require-

ment of making decisions" (1977, p. 64).

The discussions of reflective thinking in the literature have devel-
,

oped in Lwo directions. One viewpoint,, represented in the work of Hull-

fish and Smith (1961) and Hunt and Metcalf (1968), emphasizes reflection

in contrast to decision making. Hunt and Metcalf rely upon Dewey's

characterization of reflective thought to guide their work: "Active,

persistent, and careful consideration of any belief c: sUppot3ed form of

1.:.nowledse in the light of the grounds that support it ana further conclu-

sions tiro which it tends constitutes reflective. thought" (Dewey 1933,

p. 9; emphasis in original). As Hunt and Metcalf see-it, "themis no

essential difference between reflection ar. the scientific method.of

inquiry" (1968, p. 67). Even though reflection has this scientific or

cognitive component, it also includes consideration of normative and

ethical issues. They argue that "grounding"--or to use Dewey's term,

"providing warrants for"--beliefs is the method of reflection.--

The second dire:tion that reflective inquiry took was that of being

equated with decision making. This is clearly a part of the Barr,

Barth, and Shermis definition, and it is developed in the social studies

literaturgein the work of Engle (1960), Engle ^^ 1..agstreet (1972), and

Remy-(1980). The focus on decision making ha -..- 'ncremental, instru-
,

mentalist flavor, and Iessatte,:tion is paid- to theoexamination of

8.7
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values and-ethics. Although valuative.statements are not excluded from

consideration, they tend to be treated in a clarificatory ani ranking

fashion in which decisions are intended to maximize outcomes along a

given dimension. Decision _making in the social studies was intellec-
,

cr,

tuall.y derivative from work in psychology (Edwards 1963, pp. 34-41),

economics (Luce and Raiff a" 1957), and political science (Riker and'

.Ordeshook 1973). The -general theme LIE these views was normative: How

does one maximize expected utility? It is the case, however, that the

underlying assumptions have been treated relatively lightly in the

literature (Cherryholmes 1930a).

The Dominant Usage of Social Science Knowledge

The foregoing characterization of-approaches to'social and politi-

cal education in the United States has avoided discussing the theoreti-

cal and. institutional relationships between'the social sciences and

social studies education. This is a complex topic; and.while only one

aspect will be discussed here, the argument to be presented is general-.

izable to other aspects of social studies eduCation. The focus here

will be on curriculum materials, with an illustrative example from one

of the most influential 7,71d successful American government. high school

textbooks of the 1970s, American Political Behavior. Some aspects of

the relationship between American political science and social studies

curriculum development be dIscusse.i. The reliance upon social

scientific information art' knowledge, as ponproblematic will then be

critiqued, and finally L. ...11 be shown why it is not reasonable to

expect this flawed dependence to change quickly.

In 19. , .Indiana University received a social studies curriculum

development grant.from the U.S. Office of rdUcation which provided Lhe

initial funds to establish the Social Studies Development Center

(Mehlinger 1980). The project was for the r'evelopment.of 9th- and

12th-grade materials dealing with American po!Itics. These were later

collapsed into one secondary school textbook, published in 1972 as

American Political Behavior, which exemplified much that characterized

the "new social studies" (Mehlinger and Patrick 1972, p. 6). Prior to

its publication; Magruder's American Government, with 1..s heavy focus on

governmental institutions, had commanded more than 30 _percent of the
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American government textbook market for several decades. During the

1970s Magruder's market poSitiOn was substantially. eroded, in part

becatTs:a of the impact of American Political Behavior. Furthermore, new

texts copyrighted subsequent to 1972 have contained more material on

1:olitical behavior than those previously published. It is not clear

whether the Mehlinger/Patrick materials caused this shift in content or

whether they were merely the first.

The authors intended to develop materials that deviated sharply

from those currently available, which were heavily descriptive and

institutional. Contemporary research on American olitics-was very

behavioral and positivist in orientation. Drawing upon this behavioral

research helpedMehlinger and Patrick to achieve a second goal: to, per-

sonalize knowledge, about American government and politics for students.

Mehlinger and Patiick were clear about their assumptions as they

approached, social- scientific information and knowledge, and were thought-

ful and consistent in developing their materials. Their goals, in ' ;um-

,mary, were (1) to personalize social-scientific information and knowl-

edge, (2) to focus on behavior as an alternative to institutional

description, and. () to avoid appraising value judgments and political

theory. Consider the following:

. . . professionals and businessmen, upper-income people, and
collage-educated people are more likely to prefer Republicans
than are manual workers, lower-inCome people, and high school
graduates.. . . . Before looking at further information about
political ,arty preference, it is useful to emphasize the
limitations of suci: information as provided. . . [in the
accompanying tables]. Conclusions about the relationships
between social groups and political party preference describe
what people tend to do. . . Another limitation of conclu-
sions about social groups-and political party preference is
that :..ey describe tendencies of the past . . they do not
predict the future with complete, accuracy. . . . A third
limitation of conclusions showing the relationship of social
groups and political attitudes and behavio; is that they dis-,
regard the per'sonality factor (Mehlingsr and Patr'ck 1972,
pp. 225-26).

The empirical regularities reported in this section hadtbeen supported

by a large number of studies,, and it is significancthat they are

reported here because they had been passed over in other, more institu-

tionally oriented, texts. It is also importantto note what is treated

whatas problematic and what is considered nonproblematic. The problematics



in the accompanying explanation deal with political party platforms

(pp. 226-227), the relationship of political party identification to

voting (pp. 228 -230), and the influence of one's individual situation on

voting (pp. 231-32). It is striking that social. class, ideology, the

relationship between political party ideology and ideologies associated

with other social institutions, -and how these fadtors are related to

power relations in society, with its characteristic distribution of

social values, are considered nonproblematic.

To avoid efforts to interpret and critically appraise interpreta-
.

tions is to objectify social phenomena. "The'effect is to validate the

phenomena as they appear, to accept them as given. -The outcome is that

students only learn about political regularities and tendencies. Ameri-

can Political Behavior is among many curriculum materials in the United

States which objectify social and political phenomena. To objectify

means

a substantive orientation that believes that in the final
analysis there is a realm of basic, uninterpreted, hard facts
that serves as the foundation fprall empirical knowledge.
The appeal of these "facts" presumably. legitimizes empirical
claims about the world. . . . "Objectivism" in the study of
social and political life is not an innocent mistaken episte-.
mological doctrine. It has dangerous Consequences insofar as
it tends to distort and reify 'facts" which are historically
conditioned--"Lacts" which reveal only one among the many dif-
ferent possibilities that human action may take (Bernstein
1976, pp. 111-12).

Much of the content and theory in American social and political

texts is considered fundamentally nonproblematic. This does not mean

that authors cannot be misinformed or that knowledge claims cannot turn

out to be erroneous, but rather that such statements as "professionals

and basinassmen,-upper-income people; and, college - educated people are

more likely to prefer Republicans than are manual workers" (ehlinger

and Patrick 1972, p. 225) are presented a- given, objective features of

the world. If social phenomena in textbooks are objectified, the,pri-

'mary.problem facing students :is that of adjusting to those phenomena.

For this reason it is not surprisi.,i; that emphasis on decision

has been a major theme in contempora-ry'soci,1 studi.s thought (Engle

1960, Engle and Longstreet 1972, RemS 1980).

The thrust of latter argument is that an individual .;an

influence his or her future by calculating expected utilities in a deci-



sion situation. Of course, it makes sense to enable students to

thoughtfully consider problems they face, their available alternatives,

their values, and expected outcomes. But a view of social knoWledge

which couches social action in terms of adjustment to'a given social

world presents.a distorted picture of social phenomena and knowledge of

society and is politically conservative. The message students receive

is not that institutions are wrong but that individuals are wrong if

they do not conform to.institutions. Emphasis on decision making gives

an Advantage to.those who are already positioned to smoothly enter those

social and political institutions and contributes to unreflective social

reproduction.

Legacy of Positivism in the Social Studies

Certain intellectual traditions - -,for example, the remnants of posi-

tivism embodied in the social sciences 'as practiced in the United

States--encourage the objeCtification of an external social world where

knowledge is instrumental and utilitarian. any contemporary social and

political texts implicitly rely. on the correspondence theory of truth.

But the correspondence theory, of truth, in which the truth of statements

resides in their correspondence with objects, is epistemologically

flawed (Prior 1967) and encourages objectifiCation. The problem with

this view is that it is ontologically ambiguous. What does it mean to

compare statements with objects? Formal logic enables us to compare

statements with statements, but elaborate methodologies and statistical

analyses are-required by which only inferences are made about things.

When those inferences are reified and the qualifications and tentative-

ness explicit in research methodology and statistical analyses are for-

gotten, ignored, misunderstood, or never made explicit, then objectifi-

catioa and the distortion and biases that go with it can occur.

One source of distortion and bias in knowledge claims from social

research originates in social institutions themselves. Social institu-

tions are patterned and repeated modes of behayior whose organizational

structures express socially preferrfA ways of doing -things.. Wolin cap-

tures this as follows:

A politically organized society contains definite institu-
tfonal arrangements, certain widely shared understandings
regarding the location and use of political power, certain
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expectations about the locatien--and use of power,
certain expectations aboct the claims-that organized society
can rightfully make upon its members. . . . Mfr ensemble of
practices and beliefs may be said to form a paradigm in the
sense that the society tries to carry on its political life
in accordance with them (Wolin 1968, p. 149).

It follows that accurate descriptions and "true" explanations of social

institutions also contain these moral paradigms. If the descriptions

and-explanations are not reflected up:- they give the impression th'at

social institutions are fixed and sivan and are not the result of his-

torical and cultural conditioning, even though the institutions could

hive developed differently. The descriptions and explanations implicitly
,

contain the commitments, values, and obligations of the social institu-

tions themselves.

The effect of objectifying social knowledge is to support impli-

citly the dominant ideologies of society without reflecting on issues of

Value and commitment. Social studies as citizenship transmission expli-

citly intends to transmit simultaneously information about and a commit-

ment to social institutions; but in an unreflective manner; social

reproduction is the goal. Social and political education taught as the'

social sciences, on the other hand, often objectifies the social phenom-

ena focused upon. Reflective inquiry is a-step in the direction of

looking at social values, but such reflection is often conceptualized

incrementally--excluding fundamental criticism--in the context of deci-

sion making and value analysis and clarification. When one reflects on

social and political decisions while treating the institutions within

which the decisions are made as nonproblematic, the social values of the

institutions permeate the reflections. Radical reflection in terms of

knowledge and ideological claims is necessary and political

education is to be true to the nature of social'phenomena and the auton-

omy of students. Information necessary for radical reflection is not

present, for the most part, in social and political .texts in-the United

States.

Some Requirements for Change

How would texts an social studies instruction be different if the

problems of objectifiz:ation and reification are' to be avoided? It

ti



should be noted that the following suggestions apply to collegiate as

well as precollegiate instruction.

The first suggestion concerns the content of courses and texts.

Students,must'learn that. objectification and reification are distortions

of social phenomena. Two points need to be made here. One deals with

the nature of social phenomenawith social action and institutions- -the

other with statements about. social actions and institutions. Social

. actians and, institutions can be treated as given, naturally occurring

events or they can be viewed as phenomena that are, to quote Bernstein

(1976, p. 112), "historically conditioned--'facts' which reveal only one

among.the many different possibilities that human action may take." The

point is that many social institutions and actions combine a valuative

with an empirical commitment. If institutions and actions are treated

as simply things in the world, as "givens" to be studied, then the valu-

ative components of social institutions will be treated as objects;

reflection on institutional commitments will not occur. Therefore, stu

dents must learn that social institutions exist by choice; they are the

intentional or unintentional products of human behavior, products of

history and culture,. To study social institutions without reflecting on

them as historical'and cultural'products ' without considering their

inherent valuative Obligations and commiLments is to distort them.

Concerning statements about social phenomena: if the phenomena

described or explained have normative components, then accurate, and

valid statements 'about these phendhena will contain tho'se norms anri

values. But a social institution may be viewed differently' y different

individuals and groups associated with it. Therefore, statements about

institutions must be interpreted. :Interpretation of social descriptions

and explanations is necessary. But interpreiations may be distorted, or

they may represent the interests of only one group of people. To guard

against this poSsibility, a critical perspective is needed whereby the

Layers Of value and commitment are disclosed and peeled back. Such a

perspective will Make it more ldifficult,for social institutions which

disproportionately benefit one-group or class to be justified in general

terms. Criticism becomes a means to deal with false or distortedgcon-

sciousness (Habermas 1970). Textbooks could contain material that



encourages students to chink in 'terms of the construction of social

institutions and of the need for interpretation and criticism.

The second suggestion concerns the conduct of-classes. Beyond.

textbooks,, classrooms should be organized so that interpretati-4r. and

criticism are fostered. 'One generalized model can be found in tae work

of Jurgen Habermas (1970) on Communicative competence. Cherryholmes

(1980b, p. 22) has suggested a set of necessary conditions for classroom

discourse based on Habermas. These conditions are briefly summarized

here:

1. The teacher must be committed to symmetrical, nondominated

classroom discourse, the sole purpose of which is to pursue the better

argument.

2. The teacher must communicate to students the norms of discourse

(see Habermas 1970 and Cherryholmes 1980a), including the right-of all

participants to initiate comments, to question assertions and interpre-

tationS, and to challenge theoretical and ethirll frameworks.

3. The teacher must enforce the norms of discourse and encourage

students to identify deviations from them.

4. A basic foundation' of information and knowledge must precede

discourse, and this as well as alternative interpretations of events and

institutions can be provided in part by text material.

5. Students must acquire the skills needed to develop and evaluate

arguments. 'Interpretation and criticism are pursued as positions are

stated and developed,in arguments:. If students cannot make or recognize

valid arguments, they will not be able to critique interpretations

offered in textbooks or in classroom interactions.

This is an incomplete list of some necessary conditions for inter-

pretation and criticism which are designed to avoid objectification and

reification of events and institutions.

The Prospects for Change

What is the prospect for change im curriculum materials? Major

changes in the immediate future in U.S. social studies' education do not

seem likely. To begin with, publishers have little or no incentives to

produce critically oriented materials. In order to publish a text iimed

at the national_market, a capital investment of approximately $400,000 .



is required for a typical secondary school text and $2,400,000 for a K-6

elementary social studies series. Given the large size, of these invest-

ments, publishers are naturally cautious in approaching the market. A

keyconsitleration is that the materials'must,appeal to teachers and

local cur7iculum specialiSts, Both preservice.and inservice teacher

edUcation, then, are crucial in creating the demand for certain kinds of

texts.

Treatment of theories of knowledge, the nature of social phenomena,

and the role of criticism and disccurse is izoticeably absent in most

social studies methods books in the United States, although the Hunt and

Metcalf text (1968) is a limited and important, exception. Often, social.

.studies methods texts reduce teaching to techniqUe: how to write objec-

tives, run and analyze .a simulation, ask questions, clarify values, pre-
,

parea short lecture, and so on. To tFe extent that teaching Is.reduCed

to tech...J-2e, the subtlety, complexity, valuational/factual component,

and malleability of social phenoMena become submerged and lose from

sight.

The ob,lous vested interests.of.teachers are in classrooM manage7

ment, keeping students intereSted,- assigning grades, avoiding contro-

versy that extends beyond the school itself, and meeting administrative

directives. Not only do authors of social, studies methods books attend

to these needs, but Social Education, the major publication of the pri-

mary-"professional" association in the field, the, National Council for

the Social Studies, avDids.the social criticism which is necessary to

understand knowledge claims' in the social studies. Becauseof its focus

on management and technique and its avoidance of research and critique,

the NCSS resembles a trade union that is concerned with the Immediate,

practical ii=hterests of its members. A positivist fallacy, as it were,'

is committed in NCSS publications and presentations because knowledge

claims are. created --aproblematic. The problematiceTT the question

of how to efficacio,ly present information and knowledge selected by

the scholar ;' Social and political education in the United States seems

to do some things quite well--for example, contributing to social repro-

duction rooted in 19th-century ideology and policy. Other efforts, such

as promoting social criticism and discourse,.reraip, at present, at the

margins of educational activity. .
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J. RECz-51 PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH RELATINg 'M CHILDREN'S SOCIAL

COCNTTION AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR SOCIAL 1or' POLITICAL EDUCATION

By Juddoth Tormey Purta

7Mla aef!-ctive "social" has been used as -z modifier of a variety of

SadJal psychology has heen a wajL.- brooch of the field,for-many

years. Mamw-papers presented at the Grvildfb-rd -amderence discuss social

educatame--education dealing w sorriP=7, -pr'sooably cast in the con-

°tea= -saitrtain'itt and/or ii4graving it. Tha paper concentrates upon

social 1---fer:-.trion--sr Wield of standy- prima=L, whin developme:al

psrahoL4rrvti.ch iada experienvar very azani e:-owth in the last -7

years .:t7aar-2:4 bA ±mpossible rwiew A:: -vf this research in the

sp- -crux a selection 7:11 i 1. a= 1,stior-the flavor. In each

case the eeemarch 7he exam±aed tc suetion to topics anZ

Saul .m:el poi' A1 edrztatZna. Tbe nature of relatiom

shivs t;t .7.23_1e_- an gps,...:--411 be nosed Zs: cases where studies

have ate,ra: ted. to enbance a smcial/cui,u1. _ act-ibute, that process

will '.1pc aribed.

Sandal Conventions Ar=--the Development af Morality

-ice late 1960s and ezy 1970s the psychological theory and

reses=n was of grearp-ml- interest to soata: studies educators was

related.:= che work of Pia 'ami the moral development theory of Kohl-

berg. AL-..taugh there have bet?.---.. many useful ideas derived from these

framewcats. -here have also beeic serious misconceptions. First, there

has= bee= a .-.7:-.-endency -to foams am biological maturation and to stress the

age boratim-tles which have bmear suggested as delimiting stages. This

misses theessence of the dew:-"aapmental process as both Piaget and Kohl-

berg ecaned it--the interatztan between the child and the environment.

Because rd = combination ad 7t2ological maturation and interaction with

the physara;._ environment (f-ta7emample, trying out mental schema and

transforchag those Which\aminadequate), development through cognitive

stages _.1,._...4.d.during ch.:ID:Mood. Unlike simple' motoric achievements

(such .ssa-ft- aby's turning which 'are likely to be determined pri-,

marilyysiological maturation and can therefore be expected to
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occur for normal babies within aneIatively small age range, cognitive

deves-opment dm ends; mn this ita.tay of maturation and experience--an

intwrplay-betarneen 'tie internal AnEthe ext-nal.

ihe age immendattes placed am_stnges inc -ate the sequence of devel-

opatent and the appromtnnte ages Timm certatnrabilities may be present.

It_ps the recognition of t constantly shift--fng balance between assimi-

lat=g new information to aLd structnres and .sccommodating structures to

better-ntilime nem eape=tenee that-In..st iden-1-4fies a developmental posi-

tium_ Theme has been as unfartctoam tendencrin smme of the attempts to

use --- ice developmental r to see it tn a very rigid wayes

prgacw.-tae appliamion af mectaLm other meters derived from learn-
_

Jag_ the=y '(aldv..---..zay or modeling) -or as limiti th discussion of moral

concepts unt:Z_the child's natural mural devel=ment has progressed to a

certain levet- certtlyr. when renecring on success of varies

moral emmc=1= m=ograms. Kohlberg himself --i.miree against such rigid

applicatmem=

I nmo neat-awe that the cancemrs-,:mnid+n3 education must
be pem1.77 "inc oetctmative." 71:1=-6- is necessity in a
wo:ld tm OhiCh thi:dren engage 'in mneating, and
agessimm and one tart wait until -474Ldren reach
the fit= stage in order to --Altai directly their moral
'behaer .fgahlberg- p.

It is omtotten4te that tre cognitive developmental positim-7_

has become sc :closely- identified moral developmetz. For social amd

political admiat7r*, !Alt:re are ox he= important elememts of the develop-
\

mental. and t`m educative processe which do not fal: neatly into the

"moral" cateTt3r7.

Turiel argmas that -the chderstanding of sccial cognition in

children has beep; held hack by the failure to distingmish between three

domains of social moral, the personal, and the social-

conventional. TnrieL ?gin out that previous work as tended to =n-

fuse the moral = mne soal-conventional domains:

. . . social =mentions are behavioral uniformities that
coordinate the .dons of individuals participating in a
social system- ,:l.lassmch, conventions _constitute shared knowl--
edge of urr-Ffmatitas, in social interactions. Examples of
social conmentmanal acts include uniformities in modesf
dress, usages fnrms of address and modes of greeting:
Social convent-I-I-mai mints are somewhat arbitrary in that they
do not have an int=nsically prescriptive basis. . . The

.9 3
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individual's concepts of social convention are, therefore,
closely related to his or her concepts of social organization
(Turiel 1978, p. 51).

Turiel believes that some of the research which has purported to deal

with moral development has really been concerned with social conventions--

for example, studies of children's willingness to disobey rules regarding

"forbidden" toys and children's responses to concepts of rules in marbles

(on which much of Piaget's work on morality was based).

Turiel reserves the term "moral" to apply to a much more limited

set of issues: the value of life, physical and psychological harm to

others, violations of rights, and deprivations of something to which the

person is entitled. The consideration of what is moral in areas such as

=hese, according to Turiel, has its source not in arbitrary conventions.

elated to social institutions but rather in considerations related to

underlying concepts of justice.

Nucci and Turiel conducted an observational study of preschool

children in ten schools and then interviewed the children about observed

events soon after (Nucci and Turiel 1978). It was possible to distin-

guish between children's responses to acts which violated social conven-

tions (for example, standing rather than sitting while eating, or spill-

ing sand out of the sandbox) and acts which were moral transgressions

(for example, a person intentionally hitting another). Eighty-three

percent of (the events were classified into the same category by adult

observers and children who were interviewed. Children responded that

moral transgressions were wrong regardless of whether there was a rule

prohibiting the behavior.

In another study, more than 80 percent of children ages 6 through

17 said that it would be all right if everyone in another country

decided to change a social convention--for example, to play a game by

different rules. In contrast, in response to a question as to whether

it would be all right to steal in a country where there was no rule

against stealing, the distribution was nearly reversed, with no more

than 30 percent at any age level answering yes.

Turiel alsO criticizes Piaget's and Kohlberg's moral development

theories beCause they state that the acquisition of higher levels of

morality occurs when principles of justice displace conventional judg-

ments. In Turiel's view, convention is not a lower form of morality but

16,,4
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a separate set of constructs which individuals use in rieali 3 1: ,L-r

social environments.

Turiel also reports the results of a cross-secHI-viral stumr-

attemptea to delineate a series of stages describing indivicaa'W

responses tn- social convention as a domain clearly separate fram moral-

ity. At early levels, observed uniformities restrict --'1121dreelh con-

cepts of social organization. At later ages a concrete and, a

more abstract conception of social organization is food. Ly.

social conventions are viewed as functioning TO coording. saci.

actions.

_Although no studies have attempted to raise the level at-ionic:1-

children view social conventions, Turiel suggests that inEtzidus

progress through these stages as part of a dialectic process -4104 wfr it

one level represents the affirmation of a principle and the meix epzer.

sents its negation. Individuals use several methods for gathering todoc-

mation about their social environment. They symbolically take tht beer-

spective of others and engage in observation, communication, -and,

tion. It is probable that further work will extend and test

about the developmental process.

An attempt toapply the distinction between the moral

social - conventional` has been made by Torney and Brice (1979).

children ages 9 through 13 were asked questions taken direct17

_t

rim

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, phrased so as to invev:

whether they viewed the rights enumerated therein as matters of ality

or of social convention. For example, the young people were ad,

"Suppose that in another country it was decided that it was al it to

put someone in prison for several years without gains: to cour:- -- having-
.

a trial. In that country they had no laws saying that people.wit_ ...71 have

a trial before being put in jail. Would that be riaht9" Anon= ques-

tion asked, "'What if someone in another country was arrested athe

police thought that he was guilty; but the person wouldn't it.

Would it be right if there was a law that said that the poLice-Lcould

beat the person to get him to admit to the crime or to get eviden.,,e?"

In response to these questions (and others like them dealing withlasic

human rights, such as the right not to be held in sla7ery) more than-90

percent of the children said that no law enacted by a country could

o
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was which viaisteed rights in this way. In other words,

rhammsscaeelnattex74 of moral fry, net of sac",a1 . convention.

iTstitutions-±ave element both the social-conventional

=00 aural. It may be useful to disc±nzmash betwe=en moral aspects of

ap (obeying laws regarding assamIr and rliet't_ for example) and

hialpence:lf citizenship which: are closer= saciad conventions (obeying
.

-laws Ong the use of oinks). The ''oriser wii_ probably be seen br

-1=r;iilimPa as universal in character; transigressitbs, would be wr:ng

Ic not laws existed- Basic human n4gehtr. Mined in inter-

....mc_mmn:1- instruments seem to-fit into this -.4=7:74,40.---y Civil and'political

7417== viewed in reference to the natinTrAl Kowsrtmerrt) may fall into

either morality-or social convention (or ±n Stemeen).

Perspective Taking

TamEconcept. of egocentrism--the childt_s inability to view a si:ua--

ztanf±r-ar a point of view other than his or ner own was ceneral to much

of Piacet's early work on communication. It has also been of Consider-
/

abie importance in the social cognition area. Piag-at's ear/1y investiga-

tions concentrated on children's ability to view a perceptual display as

wzrzirl appear to someone standing in alcasition different from their

own. Mare-recent research has concentrated on the child's ability to

take ao=aaegocentric point of view regard i-47, a cognitive or social situ-

ation.

Flavell, who did the first major work in this area, stated that

when a child fails to take the perspective of another there

'are four possible reasons for the failure: the child may be (1) unaware

of the existence of a different perspective. (2) unaware that the situa-

tion requires that a different perspective b)e taken, (3) unable.to'main-

tain an adequate representation of the otheels perspective while inhibit-

ing his or her own, and (4) unable to respond. appropriately, even though

understanding the other's perspective, to mod-ffY behavior (Flavell et al.

1963).

Accoraing to Flavell, the first coapoi, awareness of the exis-

tence of other perspectives, emerges during early childhoOd. cMith

regard to the need for another perspective in a given situation, the

child may be aware that different people ham different perspectives but
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may -art .15e able .'zo identify situations which require that zmather point

of view be taken. Evidence for - related changes in IttmEcnO)Oonent

can :11R.L' drawn froma,:studies on referential communication; -"--has been

shoes that oider---r-Fldren are increasingly aware of the lecesity of

attel.arcing to the -.:amacteristics of their listeners wher==ommunicating

(Gl-ormsberg et al-- 15'7; Glucksberg et al. 1966). For maple, older

rAt speak dig..nnlyto a normal adult listener =err tc ane'who

ImE heen blindfolithed_

In the third cqhwinent of Flavell's model, it is aced that the

-ad is. able to -f-Tlitt: his or her own. perspective. For example, in a

of cartoons deveiaged by Chandler (1973) the child is asked to

di tribe the events .tx a seven- picture sequence. Three pictures are

Ltiv,-71 removed, and-tkerchild is asked to retell the story from the par-

smctive of someone arrived late and does not have access to certain

inrormation. It it, alcessary for the child to suppress his or her own

poempective (that knowledge of the original story)- in order to

rtr-11 the story clr rectly from the point of view of the latecomer. A

recently developed test using puppets, which does not depend on chil-

dren's verbal shows the existence.of this even in

four- and five-year-old children (Brice and Torney-Purta, forthcoming).

The fourth camponentaf Flavell's model, application, refers to the

ability to respond appropriately to the other's perspective in modifying

one's'own\,behavior. In addition to factors such as verbal ability,

there may also be situational characteristics which tend to.either

elicit or inhibit roductdon of an appropriate message. .

Many attempts have been made to chart the- course of development of

perspective. taking': Nearly all'the studies find an increase with age in

this ability, but there is conSiderable argument, about whether the type

of perspective taking found in two- or three-year7olds is really :the

same ability defihed by Flaveil or ?iaget. ThAre is reasonable agree-

ment that if is not until mindle childhood, however, that young people

are able to identify the emotions of people who are markedly dissimilar

to themselves in important ways ar who are in unfamiliar situations. It

is also at thisage that they become able to view a social episode from

the perspective of each participant ;:ef,re coordinating the different

viewpoints (Shantz 1976).
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In addition to studies tracing th-Apv,Plopmental course, there has

been some research to determine what ids of experiences enhance

perspective-taking ability. A study wimmLfbur- and five-Tear-old normal

children used three conditions: ten dons of guided constructive

?lay in small groups on ..consecutive _days for example, hnz t,ding a house

or train, using materials' provided), tem sessions of dramatic play (for

example, an 1Maginary situation set in a restaurant or doctor's office),

and a control without group activity ( arrts and Brainerd 1979). Several

measures of perceptual, affective, and .....14uirive perspective taking were

administered before the play sessions and again afterward. Although

there were no significant differences Amomg the three groups on the pre-

test, there were substantial and significant differences on the posttest

in the.direction of enhanced performance by those who had participated

in dramatic or constructive play when compared with that of the control-

group children, who had had no play experience. The aathors concluded

that it is possible to enhance perspective taking in young children

through adult-guided play activities eve= over a short time period.

Other research has investigated the possibilities that delay in the

development of perspective-taking skills is linked to social deviance

and that such skills can be enhanced by practice taking roles and

observing one's own role behavior. Chandler found that45 chronically

delinquent boys aged 11-13 were deficient in social/cognitive role tak-

ing when compared with nondelinquents. Members of an experimental, group

spent one half-hour a week for ten weeks making videotapes of skits

involving characters of their own age and observing their own perfor-

mances in different roles in the skits. The delinquents who partici-

pated in this training improved more in their role-taking ability and

showed less subsequent delinquency than a matched group which made

animated cartoons or films about their neighborhood in which, they

neither performed different roles nor watched their own behavior.

Selman has.proposed,a series of stages in the development of role-
_

taking ability and has applied his findings to both improving educa-

tional programs and treatingclinical problems. Selman, Jaquette, and

Lavin (1977) set forth an expanded sequence of stages in four areas of

perspective taking: physical/cognitive, self, friendship, and peer
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group. 753e-se authors believe that each individual operates at similar

levels - to self, friends, and peers.

L.:ms-7...mise an example related to children's understanding of peer-

group ImivaLty-- At the first stage, loyalty is seen as a matter of

physical mmaximity (being with a group becasuse everyone is holding

hands); at the second,stage, loyalty is unilateral obedience to a

leader; at the third-stage, it is an exchange of favors in teamwork; at

the fourth stage, loyalty is seen as the individual'S contribution to an 7

ongoing communal whole; at the final stage, it is an agreement to give

up onens personal goals for the sake of group goals (Selman et al. 1977,

p. 2691_ Selman and-his associates found that children who experienced

disordered relations at home and in school fail to develop as rapidly as

others through these stages of social reasoning (which are osely

related to perspective taking)

Selman also developed and used filmstrip/discussion programs to

enhance the social role-takinl abilities of children aged 6. to 12 which

resulted in gains in role-taking ability, especially when teachers con-
.

tinued to use similar group-discussion methods over a long period.

Selman views such research on organizing and describing behavior as

useful for the design of intervention to optimize the development of

role-taking ability. Although most of those who study social cognition

would agree with this aim, not all agree with Selman that the stages are

so clearly delimited or that there is such close parallelism between the

areas.

Other authors have, attempted to relate perspe tive-taking

to other kinds of behavior. Kurdek (1973)- found` correlations ranging

from .00 to .30 between moral judgment measures and perspective taking.

A parallel set of correlations between perspec ive taking and moral

behavior (which Kurdek defines as equivalent to altruistic behavior)

ranged from. .00 to .35. Kurdek concluded:

The venture of searching for the cognitive compor4nt of
various facets of children's moral development, in short,
remains defensible, and;- perspective- taking ability is the
front_running candidate for the position (Kurdek.1978, p: 23).

In summary, perspective takihg (especially in cognitive and social.

ccntexts) has a crbse relationship to many of the aims and objectives of

social education.. Social and political education programs frequently
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are intended to increase effective communication; the ability to see the

point of view of the listener is intimately connected with communication

skills. Courses-in--intergromalinternational relations stress
_

empathy. The global perspective has been widely discussed. The train-

ing research shows that positive social relations (especially with

peers) and opportunities for self-observation play an important role in

fostering perspective taking. With recent advances in measurement, it

may soon be possible to include measures of perspective taking as cri-

teria in assessing social studies programs--especially for evaluating

group discussion and simulation participation, which have been difficult

to assess in the past. Clearly, there are individual differences in

perspective-taking ability. In the case of those wfio are deficient, it

may be possible to_enhance this ability by using educational techniques

similar to those used by psychologists.

Children's Views of Social Institutions

Furth and his associates (Furth et al. 1976; Furth 1980) studied

,the construction of a mental framework for understanding social institu-

tions by English 5- to 11- year -olds, using a free-response format

designed to elicit processes of thought about social and economic insti-

tutions rather than knowledge of facts. -They questioned .5- and 6- year -.

old children about adults performing occupations and found that young

children saw little conflict between what individuals liked to do and

their roles; the children focused on external or physical aspects of

roles (for example, the uniform worn), and they were egotypical in their

approach. The egotypical response, which is related to cognitive ego-

centrism, is a generalization from personal experience to an entire

institution. For, example, a young child assumes.that all teachers or

bus drivers are like the ones he or she knows. This egotypic reasoning

gives way to more stereotypip perceptions as the child becomes familiar

wtih mass-media presentations. At a still later stage, the child dif-

ferentiates the personalities of individual role occupants from the

"social roles."

. In the years between 7 and about 11, children begin to check knowl-

edge of particqlar individuals against that of a system of relationships.

Children aged 5 or 6 may be characterized as being at a stage, at which
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the social world is undifferentiated, regulated according to the per-
).

sonal wishes of individuals, free of conflict, lacking in histdrical

dimensions, and egotypical. Furthermore, government and community have

little meaning. At 12 the distinction between personal and societal

roles is basic; life is open to both tension and improvement, and

community/government is at least vaguely understood. Furth (1980) cate-

gorizes this progression as a "development of equilibration" process,

for several reasons, including the following:

--Children's thinking about societal events is different from, not

simply knowing-less of; adult notions.

- -It is also original and not merely a copy of adult models.

- -Developmental stages can be meaningfully delineated.

His analysis of interviews needs further explanation before the exact

character of the equilibrative process becomes clear.

Furth's most interesting arguments concerning process deal with

actual interviews in which he observed-children becoming convinced over

the course of the discussion that old modes of thinking are inadequate

and playfully experimenting with new assumptions:

Those situations [developmental experiences] indicate spon-
taneous thinking and especially expanding_progress in socie-
tal under-standing. The children on their own ask questions
that reveal an internal conflict. . . ; they express discon-
tent about their own opinions and correct themselves. . .

Tire are some occasions when the process of equilibration is
particularly active in the children. In response to an
inter-al disturbance they .reach out to a new balance. The
social setting of'these occasions is eminently suitable to
developmental experience. The children ate cooperating in
conversation with another person who, although an adult,
takes the children's viewpoints totally seriously in a non -
correctivecorrective and supportive fashion. They are like two peers,
working together on a common problem (Furth 1980, pp. 91-92).

Furth and his colleagues realize, hoWever, that the one-to-one

relationship between interviewer and child cannot be replicated fre-

quently. in the classroom. They stress the_.importance of paying special

attention to the child's-underStanding of the social world, not simply

fostering cognitive/logical abilities while hoping that the child will

come-to apply them ta personal relations and- Social institutions. They

state:

This [understanding of social institutions] is an integral
part of intellectual development, particularly at an histori-
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cal time when the fabric of. social institutions with its
advanced degree of technology, bureaucracy, and commercialism
is no longer readily_ observable to a normally curious
child. . . . I am not suggesting that the schools should
"teach" the social insights . . . just as I do not-hold that
they should teach Fiaget's physical logical. tasks. . . .

[There are] consequences which could be realized, however, in
the setting up of an educational . . . environment that would
intentionally nourish and foster the child's soc411 thinking
as an obligatory component of overall intellectual health
(Furth et al. 1976, p. 373).

The growth of increasingly mature concepts of social and economic

institutions is closely connected with the aims of social education.
A

AndFurel's model is clearly a developmental one He.stresses as clearly

as any researcher reviewed here the fptility of expecting the transmis-

s ion factual material to result in stable or mature 'concepts of,social

institutions. The implication of his argument for social education

appears to be that the teacher should structure the available knowledge

and permit expressions of opinion, almost as a peer would. Whenever

possible, the teacher might stimulate the Child's,own,awareness of the

inadequacy of immature modes of thinkihg but, without making direct

attempts to influence that thinking.

Although they are more closely connected with the field of politi-

cal socialization than with social cognition, there are,two studies

-which should be mentioned because they, like Furth's, 'have concerned

themselves with children's Views of social institutions. Connell inter-,

viewed Australian children and concludedtby comparing their knowledge

about the physicallmorld with their knowledge about the social world:

The c4ildrencan exert ao influence on politics themselves.
Now a childlearns about the physical_world in-large measure
by. operating on it, by holding, biting, and moving toys, by
walking-around a playground, by 'squashing plasticine, by dis-
mantling a car engine. He learns about his intimate social

/environment also, in large measure, through the reactions of
others to his own advance's and enterprises. But the _child'
cannot do this to his political environment. . -.So the

child's political thought is' .not constrained by political
reality, and the persistence of gross misconception and
implausible myths is made possible (Connell 1971,p. 22).

This presentation suggests a process quite similar to that, sdescribed by

Furth.'

.A survey of political socialization and civic education conducted

by Torney, Oppenheim, and Farnen (1975) assessed adolescents' and preado-
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lescents' social conceptions in ten nations, using a more structured

framework. Examining children's perceptions of such institutions as the

police, laws, the office of president or prime minister, labor unions,

and the democratic system, they noted the existeile of five stages which

are not very different from those described by other authors: Stage

one--vague and inarticulate notions, with the emergence of one or two

institutions (usually thepolice) in somewhat more concrete form. Stage

two ---a sheltered view, in which institutions are seen as promoting har-

monizing values (creating und- standing, settling disagreeients).

.1

.1

Stages three and four --a reali- is view, with considerable understanding

of both cohesive and diFisive functions. Stage fiveskepticism (not

present in all countries).

Moral development, social conventions, perspective taking, and con-
,

ceptions of social.institut ons have now been reviewed, as they have

been studied in a developmental framework. The studies show that, with

increasing age, from childh od to adolescence, these social cognitions

improve in quality. There also seems to be some commodalityj.n the

kind's of experienCe fo to enhahce development, including social

experience with pe: s and one-to-one relationships with adults.

'Social Learning Theory

So much of the /attention of social studies educator

focUsed. on the cognitive /moral- developmental model that
\

learning theory approaCixhas been given little attention.

s has been

the social

There are

clear differences between these theoretical positions, but publications
_ .

such as Social Learning Theory (Bandura 1977) take considerable account

of cognitive factors. In fact, this book might almost have been\titled

"Cognitive Social Learning Theory,"- It-fits quite well, therefore, into

this dikussion of ,socl.al cognition.

.SoCial learning theory is still not a developmental theory, however.

It does-not describe specific :=:-uctUres which change sequentially, nor

does it describe the'cuMulatiVe environmentaQ!yinismic. interchangd that

promotes' development in the way that Piaget and Kohlberg 'do. Stage

sequence's are, not part of social-learning theory ; althoughcognitive

mediators play an important role.
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Bandura identifies four distinct and important processes governing

observational learning. Under "attentional processes," he includes

models-pr for the child which vary according to their distinctive

characteristics and their complexity. He points to the characteristics

of the observer but gives little-attention to age. Social learning

theory has traditionally maintained_that the processes of acquiring

behavior through observational learning are the same for both children

and adults.

A second major category of processes governing observational learn-

ing deals with retention. Whether an individual retains over time the

behavior that he or she has observed depends on such-factors-as-the-sym-

bolic coding of that behavior, the cognitive organization of the indi-

vidual, and opportunities for rehearsal of that behavior. The emphasis

on cognitive and symbolic processes is new within the last five years.

The theory no longer maintains that the only important characteristic of

the observer is his or her reinforcement history.

qaegoql ()Z....processes governing Observational learning is

termed by Bandura "motor reproduction processes."'-This category deals

with aspects of the process which result in-action, not merely attitude

or judgment., Perhaps these processes best indicate how social Learning
*%.

theory can fill'the gaps left by cognitive developmental theory.
.

The fourth category,- motivational processes--and-its distinction

between external reinforcement, vicarious reinforcement, and self-

reinfarcement--is of special interest. Self-reWard is the aspect of

motivation which is of the greatestamgortance to educators,. Harter

. (1978), who has investigated the dg'velb-pmehta1-course_Jo-t-some concepts

which are closely related to:sbcial learning theory; argues-that during

childhood two systems are internalized--a self-reward systemand,a.

-..system of mastery goals. These two systems, together allow children to

evaluate behavior and to self-reinforce that behavior which lives up to .

their internalized standards. The intrinsically motivated individual in

this formulation is one who can operate on a relatively."thin schedule"

of reinforcement--that is, reinforcement: is necessary only occasionally_

to confirm _the individual's sense, of competence. There are, of course

individual differen6es inthe strength of this intrinsic motivation,

`which Harter describes at some length.
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Notions about intrinsic motivation, and particularly about how

intrinsic motivation is of acted by processes of motivation and types of

reinforcement, have great relevance for social education. Teachers will

not be available to reinforce behavior once children leave their class-

rooms. Systems of vicarious reinforcement (so important in modeling)

and self-reinforcement must be relied on to maintain behavior. In

general, while cognitive developmental theory is precise about develop-

mental changes and vague about processes of change which are instituted

from outside the individual, social learning theory is precise about.

change process and gives little attention to development.

Altruistic and Prosocial Behavior

MJny experimental studies of altruistic and prosocial behavior have

used the modeling approach, derived from social learning theory. The

most common definition of prosocial .behavior is "actions that are

intended to aid or,benefit another person or group of people without the

actor's anticipation of external reward" (Mussen and Eisenberg-Berg

1977, p. 3). It has been difficult in-practice to make sUre'that the

indiVidual has no anticipation of reward, even when none is _promised:

Donating funds to charitable causes and helping persons in distress

(rescuing) are the measures of prosocial or altruistic behavior used

most frequently in research. Such research is best conducted by asking

Children to help Or donate to strangers rather than,thends,- since an

important ain,orsocial education is to help chi- en relate socially

.and psychologically to strangers as well as quaintances.

Rice and Grusec (1975) compared the effects.on children's behavior

Of a model's:verbalizations with the effects of a model's actions. They,

found that both the verbalization of the intention to give to charity

and the actual behavior of giving to charity influenced 7- to 11-year-old

children's subsequent donations (in comparison to the behavior of'a con-
,

trol group to which no Model was presented). -Mese effects were main-
-

tained over periods of up to four months. Rice and Grusec reported, from.

their "=findings in- a -later study, that subjects who were 'in conflict about

appropriate behavior were likely-to be' influenced by either verbaliza-

tion or action; those not in conflict required .exposure to the action

model in order for the influence to be- substantial. Providing a model .
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of the desired behavior is usually found to be more effective than

preaching; although some studies have found that the effects of observ-

ing an altruistic model are enhanced if the child also receives some

exhortation about the social norm of sharing or helping (Bryan and Walbek

1970).

A study by Sprafkin, Liebert, and Poulos (1975) investigated the

effects upon children of prosocial behavior displayed in television pro-

grams: Those who viewed a Lassie episode in which a prosOcial act was

an integral part of the plot helped more in a subsequent task than did

subjects exposed to a Lassie Program without such an episode or those

who viewed a neutral film. Leifer, Gordon, and Graves (19.74) concluded

from a literature review that prosocial TV often had some influence on

self-control, nurturance, and cooperation, as well as on the behaviors

specifically modeled.

All litetature reviews (Bryan 1975; Mussen and'Eisenberg- erg 1977;

Rushton 1976) concluded that Older.childien (11 or 12) are mole likely'

to engage in altruistic behavior'-than are younger childrenT(5. or 6).

Very-few studies have been done with adolescents, wio may in fact be
...

._ .

less likely than younger children to behave altruistically.-

If children are made to feel that they have received an undeserved

reward in a task, they are more likely to donate, according to a study

by Long and Lerner (1974). Miller and Smith(1977) investigated "equity
-'

stress" in 9- and' 10-year-olds. The student's donated more when they,

felt they had been overpaid than when their reward seemed appropriate or

too little. The deservingness of the "victim" to whom donations were

made influenced donation only in the appropriate and underreWarded con-

ditions. Thus it appears that even young.children have some sensitivity _

to "equitable and inequitable distributiom of resources.:

.Although the majority of research has been conducted within the

social learning framework, there have been some studies of altruistic

behavior using elements from the cognitive/developmental point of view.

A recent study by Barrett and Yarrow (1977) suggested that a certain

level of awareness of .perspectives and of the implications of others'

behavior may be a necessary precondition for prosocial behavior. 'A

study of children aged 5 through S at'a summer camp found that among

those who were'high in social-inferential abilities, the More assertive

_I
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children were more likely to help. Among those with lower levels of

perspective taking, there was no relation between assertiveness and pro-

social behavior. Oden and Asher (1977) demonstrated with 9- and 10-year-

olds that coaching socially solitary children in the skills related to

perspective taking (such as cooperation and communication) was successful

in both the long term and the short term in,increasing the sociometric

status of.isolated children. Staub (1971) trained kindergarten children,

in a role-playing task, to understand and express the feelings of indi-

viduals in distress. The next day they were given the opportunity to

come to the aid of someone in distress. Girls who had been trained in

role playing responded more frequently than did girls in a control group,

and the effects endured over a one-week period. Results were somewhat

more mixed for boys..

Two studies conducted by Sims .(cited in Staub 1979) demonstrated

therole of cognitive factors and group identification in .prosocial

-behavior. In the first. study found' that stressing the.common,/

racial group of the subject and the potential recipient produced higher

9 -,and 10-year-olds This finding is.consonant'with
.

of other research-whiCh shows that similarity ofcharacteristics in

general enhances positive behavior. In the second study the use of ques

tions to elicit expression of the consequences of the child's behaVior.

. on other children'S feelings resulted in,h1gr levels -of donation by

girls. / -
Staubbas been intprestedIn the.rore-6 :p.articipatory.learning it

,

stimulating prosOcial. behavior.. ''From. review of a number of studies
,

done in his laboratory ztvd elsewhere, Staub drawS the following conclu-

sions about situations which are likely-to enhance later prosocial

behavior:

A sense of benefiting othars.

sense of responsibility for others' welfare.

--A sense of personal effectiveness.

--Verbal communication (which can-affect the degree to which
'self-attribution takes place and can contribute to the
development of a cognitive network about the. self, the wel=.
fare of others).

--The opportunity for-role taking, which'mdy enable a child
to appreciate others' needs.and their related feelings.
(Staub 1979, pp. 215-16)
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Rushton (1976) made an interesting distinction within the realm of

prosccial behavior which relates it to the issue of. motivation. He

argued that there are four possible motivations for altruistic behavior.

First,-there is empathy, which is closely related to emotional or affec-

tive perspective taking; the child experiences the feelings of someone

else who needs help and behaves accordingly. A second possibility is

normative motivation; in most societies a. positive value is placed on

behaving altruistically, and this norm may motivate such behavior.

Teachers frequently attempt.to use this motivation. In the third case,

reciprocity motivation, the child may share something with another in

the hope that the other will reciprocate at some later time. The fourth

motive is fairness or justice, the motivation force of "equity distress."

Frosocial or altruistic behavior is a common thread which ties

_-------together many of the objectives of social education: The research in

this area suggests the vital importance .of providing models of behavior,

helping children to make verbalizations and positive self-attributions

regarding behavior, enhancing opportunities for experiencing others'
. ,

perspectives and enjpathy, letting children see the-benefits o-/the pro-
,

social action they engage in; and moving beyond_Ogmere exhortation of

good wets. Both peer and'authOrity relatIOns are i-Ipartant, and a

variety _of motivations may be engaged. Bart of the power of the research

in this area fLr'improving'social education comes from the fact that
. .

these process,s are apparently across a relatively broad age

span,-though little is yet.known.aSoni adolescents.; These methods'also

seem to be more powerful in classrooms, where children can experience

the reactions of others and- where various potential reward structure's.

can be combined, than in the psychological laboratory.

Recommendations

Or the basis of this review ofrconnections between recent research

and social education, let me briefly sketch goals for achievement in the e.

next decade which might be carried forward by Collabozatilre work across

nations.. A number of structures Or proCesses-7for example, clearing-

houses, collaborative- research, confer CeS,'and publicationsight be .

inyolved.
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P
1. To develop models for evaluating social education programs,

using measures derived from and validated in research on social

cognition--particularly areas such as perspective taking and prosocial

behavior..

2. To explore conceptual links between perspective taking, con-

cepts of social conventions and institutions, moral judgIlient and

behavior, self and vicarious reinforcement, and various kinds of pro-

social and altruistic behavior in order to formulate social education

objectives more adequately and stimulate further research.

3, To encourage the exploration by educators of methods which

take into account the processes found to enhance social cognition in

research (peer or nonjudgmental adult relations, fostering of cognitive

jlinks and self-attribution processes, concern for development of self-

.reinforcing processes, use of adult models of prosocial behavior)

that both the methods and the understanding of the processes may -±ee

enhanced.

4. To explore the differential, suitability of these models of

social cognition in different national /cultural settings with regard to

each of the objectives above 'and to the potential connection of this

kind of research with that which codes from other points of view.
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6. SOCIAL EDUCATION AND SOCIAL CHANGE:

CONSTRAINTS OF THE HIDDEN CURRICULA

By Roger Fielding

This, paper questions the extent to which social education, in this

case specifically sociology, can provide an "oppositional" curriculum

which can effectively challenge the legitimacy of the status quo of our,

society and genuinely encourage our students to be critics of their

society.

The alternative is that our social education may be perceived as

. just more "normal school," not noticeably more relevant to the world

outside the classroam,than any other aspect of schooling. I address

this question via a consideration of the nature -of the hidden cUrricu--

lum, and in doing.so I, identify 'three "hidden" curricula: the hidden

curriculum of assessment, the hidden curriculr of sChoolinsc and the

hidden curriculum_of tha....sociology claSsroom. Iconsider.the problems
.

.

of each of :these hidden -Curricula before inspecting some ways by which ,

,we,. might approach an "oppositionalcurridulum" and thereby avoid the

hidden curricula implications of "normal schobling."
.

The Iiidd= Curriculum of Assessment

'Meighan C1973) s4gges-13;d thatt_its simpIsst_the_Idea_of. a_hidden

curriculum refers to -the variety of Unintende&consequences of the ways

in which teachers.. organize learningfor thPir.s ndents, flargreaves'-.

(1978) 'suggested that the idea of a I,idden-curriculum refersto'rhe

notion that teachers-teach,-and pupils learn;'far,Mote than what appears

in the official' curriCulthm. Traditionally, suggested' Hargreaves, the

hiddeh,CurricUluM has been defined as everything taught in schools which

is not part of the official curriculum. Therich.diVersity of the

insights thenotion is able to provide stems from the surprisingly wide.

variety of such unintended consequences tothe organization of learnings.

as it might conventionally be understood'. I shall,bein therefore by

illuStrating'the more. obvious (and perhaps More easily recognized and

accepted) relationship.-of the hidden.cUrricUlud to assessment and exami=

natiOns .
r,



Mardle and Walker (1980) note that there is nothing new about the

idea that within educational settings there is some form of hidden

message or curriculum by which one learns what is acceptable behavlor

and what is not, what leads to rewards and what to sanctions. They

suggest that this idea is well documented from primary schools (Nash.

1973; Barnes et al. 1969) to secondary schools (Hughes et al. 1958;

Miller and Parlett 1976). The connecting thread between these works is

the notion that what is really learned in institutional education is the

necessity. for individual or collective identification of "what, is

wanted" and how to supply it--or not--suggest Mardle and Walker (1980).

This is the simplest notion of the hidden curriculum, the messages

associated with the means students find they must use in order to gain

high grades and cither,academic awards. Snyder (1971) developed this

notion of the hidden curriculum; He suggested that the formal, or

"visible,"bcurriculum is "translated" by the students into discrete and

manageable tasks to be mastered: The syllabus of.the hidden curriculum

therefore becomes the' tasks which students need to complete in order to
:-.

get_ the highest possible grades with the least possible effort.

Snyder noted That students initially come to grips in practical

terms with the formal curriculum--their option schemes, the rules with

regard to essay writing and "handing-in" dates, -and so.on. The next

stage is. to narrow their focus to 'the .actual tasks, which will form the

basis of.assessment--the essays'' to, written, the examinations' to be

taken, the "coverage" of the syllabus which. might be neededthe,books

or chapters to be read for class,_and so on. It, is at-this stage that

students initially experience the dissonance between the "formal" cur-

ricurum and the hidden curriculuM, with its "latent, covert, tasks

inferred as the basis for reward in=that particular setting" (Snyder
0

197l).: Students "translate". the understanding of physics, `English, or

. sociology into mastery of a set of tasks which.may have "very' Utile to

do,with learning or even with real knowledge." The central task of the

,..7.hiddea' curriculum has become the learning of-which.patterns of behavior

are "tribally or institutionally" sanctioned. 'The%"tribal"'sanctioning

here refers. to the potentially significant role of student culture:in

the articulation, development, and maintenance of certain aspects of the

hidden curricglum. In-summary, for Snyder,, the "idden curriculum" com-
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prises those aspects of the formal curriculum which are not reflected in

.4-stated learning objectives and thus cannot be assessed by standardized

or teacher-made tests.

A notion of hidden curriculum similar to that of Snyder's was used

by Miller and Parlett (1974) in their study of the examination-System.

An issue raised by Snyder's study--differential learner recognition of

the hidden curriculumwas addressed by Miller and Parlett. Students

were found ;to be differentially "deaf" or conscious of examination

"cues" given by their. teachers. "Cue-conscious" students - -or their

more-active colleagues,. the "cue-seekers"--explicitly "played the exam

game" or "worked the system.". Such notions recognize the existence of a

hidden curriculum and suggest that some students atemore aware. of it

thanotherssome "workthe-sYstem,"-other just work hard.

Millet,and Patleit also suggested that different types of students,

while sharing the same visible or formal curriculum, respond to varying,

hidden Curricula.. MoreoVet,.theywent on to suggest. the: these .diffet-

-ent hidden-cutricula could be associated with disparate amountsf suc-

cess in,examinations.
.

With reference to diferential learner,recognition of the,hiddeny

curriculum, Hargreaves (1978) suggests. that because many. pupils do not ,

protest-overtly and explicitly against the'hidden curriculum, the,

messages of the hidden curriculum -are successfully communicated. The

,hidden curriculum, suggests Hargreaves, will be successfully communi7

cated only as long as it retains hidden. This. notion of the'hidden'cur-:

ricuium, then, essentially reinforces the idea of a relationship between.

assessment proceduieSand examinations and pupils' strategies_for coping.
<,1

with these constraints.

HargreaVes"recOgnizes-.Holt (1974) as being among the first to

detect tile .petVasive powerof the hidden curriculum. Holt argued that

the hidden currieuiu4 rested.onfear-7fear of. failure, A4ilbarrasSment',

loss ofstatus, disapproval, and punishment. For Holt, the hidden c,st-

riculum was "antieducational,." essentially destructive of the official

curriculum and productive of "bad'* pupils. The hidden curriculum was

antieducational inasmuch as it undermined the objectives of the official

curriculum by. leading pupils-to concentrate on acquiringsurvival skills

related to pleasing the' teacher and .satisfying hisdemands. In this

1 --;
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sense, Holes hidden curriculum is similar to that of Snyder's (1971);

it is one of fear of failure, because pupils' motivations for pleasing

the teacher are based on fear. Pupils, reports Holt, were "afraid of

failing, afraid of being kept back, afraid of being called stupid,

afraid of feeling themselves tupid." Holt saw these fears as almost

wholly bad and as, destructive of pupils' intelligence and capacity.

The Hidden Curriculum of Schooling

If the notion' of hidden curriculum is restricted solely to its

relationship to assessment aad.examination (important though that rela-

tionship may be), it loses much of its potency for a more radical analy-

sis of education:. The hidden curriculum, in a wider sense, is not

limited to conveying messages about what or what is not, examinable;

.it clearly-. carries, many other messages as well. Indeed, .the powerful

.criticisms of "schobling" and the ideaS of the-"deschoOlers" are.hased

on the idea of the hidden curriculum.of contemporary schools.. While the

"Official" curriculum is "edUdation," the wider consequence of the hidden

curriculum ,is "schooling" and all that term has -.cane to convey.

Illich claimed that

'to .understand what it means to de-school society . . . we

must focus -on the)lidden^curricUlum of sdhooling'.
call attention to thefact that the ceremonial or ritual of
schooling itself constitutessuch A hidden curriculum ilich
1971)r.

At least one-, but -only one, aspect of Illich's hidden curricUlUm is

similar to Snyders more:conservative conception, and that relates to

Illich's "myth of measurement of. values.. Illich pointed out that-

schoolsinitiate young people into ::a world where everything can be

measuted.-, People who. haNie been thus "schooled doWn to size," Illich

suggested, will let."unmeasured experience slip out,of their hands.!'

Illich's stiggestionhere,that'Enis particular aspedt of the hidden cur-

riculurewill'in.facL-serye to inform pupils', world world7where

everything.can' be measured--is clearly an advance on Snyder, and it
, .

furnishes,a much more radical insight. In sutmary, for.Illich-the'

hidden curriculum refers essentially to "the structure of schooling as

opposed to what happens in school."

In commenting upon an earlier-draft of.this paper, Irving Morrissett

(1980) pointed alit that much of what is included in the hidden curriculum
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of schooling may well be desired by "the. establishment" and is thus not

wholly "unintended." The essence of this hidden curriculum of school-.

ing, then, may not,be that it is "unintended" but that it is not

explicit. In this connection, Dale (1977) suggested that teachers often

did not choose whether to perform he functions of the hidden curricu-

lum. They need not consciously acquiesce, since the performance of the

functions of the hidden curriculum is made an essential, not a voluntary,

part of teaching by the structural context of their teaching. The

teacher fulfills these functions, then, because of such structural cbn-

straintsas teacher/pupil ratio, the fact that not all students. have

chosen to be in school, and the size and type of school. Dale suggested

that such'structural.constraints make it impossible for a teacher to

avoid participatiOn-in the hidden curriculum. The combination of "having

to teach them something" and the particular circumstances, rasources,

and context in,which that activity must take place-compels teachers to

carry out crucial parts of the hidden curricului of. schooling.

Hargreaves (1973) refers to the "grieVous_ error" he made in his

earlier work-on the social relations of a secondary school rgreaves

1967) . He now believes.that in referring to rebellious pupils as the-

"delinquescent Sub-culture,".he.encouraged the. idea that such pupils

represented a distinct and deviant minority:for chom special causal

explanations and curative- measures should, be-Sought. In-the light of

.the idea of a hidden curriculum, Hargreaves revised his ideas and came

to interpret the "delinquescent sub-culture"-as a protest against'the

hidden curficulum on behalf 'of a-much wider population of working-class

people. The protest', therefofe, of the "delinuescent sb-cultur was

only ,incidentally against the formal curriculum and mainly against- the

hidden curriculum. For Hargreaves, Willis's -(1977)-study ofwofking-

class boys represents a similar illustration of the.protests against the

hidden curriculum of schooling. These boys reacted to the hidden c4r-

riculdm of.their schooling by inverting the mental/manual distinction.of

schools, by which they were foun& wanting, and affirming ,,themselves

throUgh-misculinify and manual labof One unintended consequence of

schooling illustrated by Willis, therefore,, was the strengthening of the

boys' sexist attitudes.



Henry (1963) blieved that it is through the hidden curriculum of
/

schooling that thecm st basic and powerful cultural'lessons of Western

society are taught. . 1The hidden curriculum, for Henry, produCes "good"
.

citizens who can fit intothe society, having learned all theii cultural

lessons, effectively.' Henry compared the hidden curriculum to a communi-

cations system, such AS a telephone or radio, with the hidden curriculum
...,

being the unnoticed "noise" that comes along with the spoken message,

.----the f011mal curriculum.

Silberman (1971) suggested that the hidden curriculum consists of a

.set of rules, routines, and procedures designed to mold individual

behavior to the requirements Of institutional living. Apple (1979) also

suggests that-students learn a set of tacit norms,'values,.and disposi-

tions simply by virtue of living in and having to cope with the institu-

tional expectations and routines of school, "day in and day out," for a

number of. years. Although the demands of the hidden curriculum may con-

tradict each other, students.have, in fact, little choice but to find

ways of conforming to institutional expectations.: These expectations,

suggests Silberman; are generally presented is "moral imperatives"-- ,-..

rather than simply as functional procedures which may be disregarded

'w n of no further us e

Jackson (1971) described a school environment in which "delay;

denial and interruption" are inevitable consequences of the problemsLof

institutional living in schools and of the need to manage the "social

traffic" of the classroom. Essentially, Jackson made the point that

much of a-gtudent's time is spent waiti a--for dinner, for the teachet,

for the slower-Students, or for the end of the lesson. sugges

that learning how to live in schools involves learning how to give up

- desire as ell as waiting for its fulfillment- Not everyone who wants

-o---speak can be heard, and not all,students' questions can be answered

satisfactorily; nor, observed Jackso;Ncan all students' requests be

granted. "Interruptiore! is an obvious.feature of classroom life, and

students' attention. during, lessons is constantly interrupted, by the

teacher or by other students. Jackson went on to explore the strategies

that students develop,to adapt to such features of school life and the
- . .

way these strategies may complement or contradict the process of learn-

ing. He summarized th'ese issues*by suggesting thatthere are two cur-
.
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ricula in every school and every classroom: the official curriculum,

which might have at its core the "three Rs," and the "unofficial or per-

haps even hidden" curriculum. Jackson represented this latter curricu-

lum by alluding to another set of "Rs"--rules, regulations, and rou-

tines. He continued with the observation that the reward system of the

school is actually tied to both curricula--if not more closely related,

in fact, to mastery of the hidden curriculum: conformity to institu-

tional expectations can lead to praise, while lack of it can lead to

trouble. Students are expected to be intellectually curious and aggres-

sive, yet at the same time passive and conforming (Jackson 1971).

Pollard (1980) makes the point that teachers sually attempt to set

up routines, procedures, and standards which are then offered: as "the

way to do things." This attempt to impose routines stems from the

threats to the teacher's interests posed by so large a number of chil-

dren, and it is the "hidden curriculum of routine" which the teacher

uses as a primary means of defense against this pressure of numbers.

Denscombe (1980) similarly suggests that the hidden curriculum of the

classroom stems trai the isolation and autonomy of the teacher in the

"closed classroam."

'Some of,the broader messages of the hidden curriculum were cited by

Lister asvfollows:

=Schooling and education are the same thing.

--Education'ends when schooling ends.

- -Learning is the result of teaching.

--Learning is the mastery of the curriculum.
is a commodity.

-- Knowledge is divided

- -Learni9g is linear--kn
and. graded. exercises.

--Specialist knowledge
esteemed.

--Economically esteemed
siorral. teaching. . . .

Postman and Weingartner

The curriculum

into packaget4 (subjects/topics).

owledge comes in sequential curricula

is the kind which' is most highly.--

knowledge is the.-reSidt of profes-
(Lister-1972, p. 93)

presented a list of messages communicated

by' the structure of the classroom itself--messages not listed among the

official aims of teachers:

- -Passive acceptance is a more desirable response to ideas
than active criticism.
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-:-Discovering knowledge is beyond the power of students and
. is, in any case, none of their business;

- -Recall is the highest, form of intellectual achievement, and
the collection of unrelated "facts" is the goal of educe-

,

tion.

- -The voice of authority is to be trusted and valued more
than independent judgment.

- -One's.. own ideas and those of one's classmates are inconse-
quential.

- -Feelings are irrelevant in education.

--There is always a single, unambiguous Right Answer to a
.

, question:. . . . (Postman and Weingartner 1969)

Postman and Weingartner went on to posit, albeit lightheartedly, a "vac-

cination theory of. education," which they suggested was similarly commu-
,

*nicated by the structure of schooling. This theory suggests that a sub-

ject is something you "take," and when you have "taken it;" you have

"had it," and if you have "had it,j-you are immune and need not "take

it" again.

Eggleston (1977), draWing on Jackson (1968),.litted seven, goals that

he considered to be central. to the notion of a hidden curriculum:

- -Learning to "live in crowds," invAving the postponement or
even the denial Of personal desires..

\

\

- -Learning to use or lose time tolerating boredom and pas-
sivity as. an inevitable (:.umpOnent of beinginthe class-
roOm.

- -Learning to accept assessment\ by others, not only by
teachers but also.by fellow pup)ils._

I

--Learning how to compate_to please both teachers and fellow
Istudents

in order to obtai&=their praise, reward and esteem
by appropriate behaVior.

- -Learning how to liVe-in a hierarchical society and to be
differentiated in the process, . developing a capacity
to live,with.andto tolerate social differentiation is a
widely evident :consequence of the hidden curriculum.

- "Learning ways, with one's fellow students, to control the
speed and progress'of.what the teacher presents in the
official curriculum.

-.4.,earning shared meanings-with-the aid of an established
shorthand or restricted code of language . . allowing
teachers and students to affirm to each other that they
know and understand theprocedures in which they are both
involved.' .(Eggleston 1977, pp. 111=12)
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The notion that the hidden curriculum is somehow communicated

through the "structure" of schooling perhaps needs more attention.

Postman and Weingartner (1969) suggested that the message is communi-

cated through "the role of the,teacher, the role of the student, the

rules of their verbal game,-the rights that are assigned; the arrange-

ments made for communication, and 'doings' that are praised or cen-

sured.." .Bowles and Gintis (1976) suggested that the structure of social

relations in education not only accustoms students to the discipline of

the woikplace but also develops *le types of personal demeanor, modes of

self-presentation and self=image, and odlal class identifications which

they saw as crucial Ingredients of job adequacy. In short and more

specifically, stated Bowles and Gintis, the social relationships of edu-

cation replicate t hierarchical division of labor. Alienated labor,

they suggested; is reflected in students' lack of control over theit---

education. Bowles and GintiS suggested further that different levels/of-

education feed people into. different levels within the occupational

structure and, correspondingly, exhibit.. an internal organization which

. is similar to that of the hierarchical division of labor. For example,

lower levels in education limit and channel the activities of their

students, while lower.levels in the production hierarchy emphasize rule-

following. Higher levels in education emphasize social relationships

congruent with the higher, levels of the production hierarchy- -for exam

ple, the capacity to work without supervision and the desirability of

internalizing the norms of tte enterprise. Even within a single school,

suggested. Bowles and Gintis, the social relationships of different

"tracks" tend to conform to different behavioral norms: students either

master one type of behavioral regulation and are channeled into the.cor-

responding level in the hierarchy of production or are allowed to

progress to the next and higher level. Bowles and Gintis called this

the "correspondence principle" and suggested that higher education, no

less so than schooling, had taken its place in the process by which the

class structure of advanced capitalism is rekoduced (Bowles and Gintis,

1976).

The notion of hidden'curriculum, therefore, has several referents.

In addition to the principle of "selective negligence," a long list of

messages is conveyed by the structure and the social relations of school-
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ing. Some of these messages are, received by all pupils; the impact of

others, as illustrated by Bowles and Gintis,, is dependent upon social

class. The impact of other aspects of the hidden curriculum not dis-

cussed here may depend upon gender or'othercharacteristics (see, for

example, Davies 1975; Meighan.and Doherty 1975; Davies and leighan

19 5). Finally, as we have seen, certain common aspects of the hidden

curriculum may be differentially recognizedby, students, as illustrated

by the differences between the responses of the "cue-deaf" and those of

the "cue-seekers" In studies of :higher education (Miller `and Parlett

1976).

The Hidden Curriculum of the Classroom

Hargreaves (1978) contributed to the identification of yet another

aspect of the hidden curriculum. He referred to the "first curriculum"

(the formal and official curriculum), the "second curriculum" (which we

might call the hidden curriculum, however that notion IS understood),

and yet a "third curriculd64"..7-which he described as the hidden curricu-

lum of the official curriculums. In making such a distinction, Hargreaves

drew attention to a third conceptualization of the hidden curriculum--one

that can, be differentiated from the hidden curriculum of assessment and

the hidden curriculum of the structure of schooling-. Hargreaves's "third

curriculum" is the hidden curriculum. of the official curriculum or the.

"content" of schooling, which I shall now consider with specific refer-

ence to the subject of sociology.

Perhaps an easily recognized illustration of the idea of a hidden

curriculum specifically related to a sociology classroom is thepopular-

notion that sociology is "subversive" in some way. While it. has some-

times been suggested that sociology is deliberately taught in a way

which might subvert, a popular suspicion is that however it is taught it.

will be subversive. While charges of deliberate subversion may on occa-

sion contain some elemeats of truth--in which cases such efforts would

not qualify as conveying a hidden curriculum--the suspicion that subver-

sion 'may be an unintended consequence of sociology teaching makes a god

starting point for consideration of.the hidden curriculum specific to a

sociology classrdbm.

1
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Meighan noted several reasons why sociology might be inevitably

"disturbing ":

- -[Sociology] casts doubts uponthe notion of individual
accountability far actions and suggests an alternative
insight into the complex, collective social nature of human
actions.

- -Sociologists . , . refuse to take situations at their face
value and are neither able to accept official definitions
of situations uncritically nor those of the participants
everyone and everything is open to suspicion.

- -Sociology [intends] to improve,on "commonsense" [and] this
threatens the taken-for-granted aspects of social behavior
and exposes some of the folk interpretations on which
behavior is based, as false or distorted.

--The discipline takes on a relative, nonethnocentric view-
point. Comparative studies . . . [thus] expose the
accepted and familiar ways of behaving to comparisons which
may be interpreted as unfavorable. This approach allows
one to be part of one's own culture yet at the same time
out of it. (Meighan 1973; p. 165)

However, Meighan noted Berger's (1971) argument that sociology can be

simultaneously radical and conservative:

Sociology, [Berger] concludes, is only subversive in a spe-
cific way through its.liberating effects on consciousness but
in this process it also points up the social limits of free-
dom and the importance of triviality and mere routine as
necessary, conditions for both individual and collective

(Meighan 1973, p. 166).

Townley (1979) made a similar point in reviewing an integrated

social studies course designed for 10- to 12-year-olds, Man: A Course of

Study (MACOS), which he described as being the most complex and sophis-

ticated piece of Curriculum development ever undertaken in the social

studies'ar huManitieS.. Townley reported that the,, course provoked a

polar range, of responses in those who had used it:

Criticisms-came from both "left" and "right.".'In the United
States therewas.a furor because it was 'felt by many to be
.too radical, while in Britain, there was a feeling that it is
too conservative! There is a view, in Britain, that the
course is 'writtet. within a functionalist perspective; the,.
there is too great an emphasis on order, harmony, cooperation
and. consensus. (Townley 1979, p. 187).

'Reeves (1976) also lOoked at the hidden curriculum of-sociology
9

teaching. He suggested that, while sociology can be ideological,.there

is a need to distinguish between the message of the subject and the

effect. it might have on a-student. He illustrated his claim that soci-



ology can be ideological with 4 number of examples of ways in'which the

ideological potential of; sociology. may.-be realized, both in terms of.
---

what might be taught and in terms of -What--11'might be omitted. He noted,

for example;. the seemingly widespread belief among sociologists that

_university sociology-is the "real thing" and that everything else is

just"a watered -down version of it. Reeves suggested that social studies -

in particular is generally seen as "social" only insofar as it is the

opposite of "unsocial;'" and,that often it serves. only as a part of the

"ideological control of manual workers." Reeves also cited the ideolog-

ical-significance of the distinctions betwee- sociology, economics,

politics, and anthropology, as these distinctions serve to limit the

explanatory power of each subject. Gouldner.(1970) made a similar point

with his observation that sociology' is'primarily concerned with social
A

order and social integration without regatd.for the economic aspects of

social order.

Apple (1979) points out that social studies in the curriculum often

encourages tacit acceptance of the idea that'societY is basically a

cooperative system - -a value orientation which helps determine the ques-

tions that one asks and the educa/tional experiences one designs for stu-

dents. The lack.of.treatment. of conflict in most social studies curric7

ula and classrooms, he suggests, reinforces the hidden curricular mes-

sages of what he has called the "deep structure" of schooling. Apple

goes on to describe alternative approaChes which may allow that hidden

curriculum to be, at least partially, counterbalanccd. Among these he

includes the comparative study of revolutions--for example, the Ameri-
.

can, French, Russian, Portuguese, and Chinese revolutions-:-which would

fOcus.upon "the properties of the human condition that cause and are

ameliorated by interpersonal conflict" (Apple 1979, p. 92). Another

suggestion is the study of the uses of conflict in the legal and economic

rights movements of blacks, women; and workers, to show these activities

as legitimate models of action. The fact that laws had to be broken and

were later struck down by the courts is not, suggests Apple, usually

focused upon in social studies curricula.
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A Starting Point for an "Oppositional "-Curriculum

One of the central, sractical questioUs promptecLby the hidden

curriculum approach to sociology' teaching has to do'with the extent to

which ihe subject.of sociology_ either provides an "oppositional" curric-.

ilium or simply becomes part of "normal school" for students, not notice-

ablydifferent'from other subjects nor more relevant to the work outside

the classroom. An "oppositional" curriculum would lead inevitably to

challenges to taken-for-granted,. common -sense assumptions about the.re1a-

tionships between teachers and pupils, criteria of high and low ability,

designations of success and failure, and so on.

In the case of sociology, Vulliamy (1973) has suggested that

teachers and taught should "do sociology" together. The sociology cur-

riculum would attempt to interpret.the sociological assumptions that

both teachers and students continually make during everyday discussion

and interaction. Vulliamy suggested that only when we have developed

such a questioning attitude will students become aware of the possibil-

ity of actually shaping their world, as opposed to being shaped by it.

Whitty (1976), however, suggested that such new directions'in sociology

have been treated as incremental additions to existing content in soci-

ology.courses--either as new "facts" about everyday life or as new per-

spectives to be learned about, along with all the others. None of these

approaches, Whitty argued, has radically challenged the status quo in

the way Vulliamy proposed, and thus none is likely to lead teachers into

conflict situations in either school or society. Sociology will be per-

ceived as just more "normal school" until it acually and effectively

challenges the existing social relations of school knowledge. My ques=7"

tioning,.therefore, of sociology's provision of an "oppositional" cur-

riculum; as opposed to its simple integration into: "normal school,"

seems to address as problematic both the structure of schooling and the,

content of sociology lessons in schools as well as the more pertinent

features of sociology's hidden curriculum.

Irving Norrissett has suggested (1980) that such, teaching/learning

situations present four pos'sible outcomes:

1. Teachers do not intend for their students td becoMe social

critics, and the students do not become social critics.



. 2. Teachers do-not intend. -for their students to become. social

critics, but the-student'do become social.critics.

- ' 3. Teachers do intend for their students to bedome social cri-

tics, but the students do notIet the itch.

4. Teachers do intend for their students to become social

tics, and the students do become social critics.

I feel I am essentially dealing here; in a practical sense', with

the third situation listed above. I must declare my stance in favor of

intended outcomes and say that I hope we do intend for our students to

become social critics. Why, thekn, do our students not "get the itch" in

spite of our intentions? The primary reason miy.be the persistence of

the hidden curricurk.r messages of "normal school" with reference to

assessment, to the'broader'structure of schooling, and to toe specific

messages which invade even our social and political classrooms.

Some of the issues raised,here were .addressed in Britain by the

Joint.Matrictilation Board and Tiniversity of Birmingham Project for -

Advanced Level Syllabuses and Examinations (JPALSE) in particular by

the study group associated with this project which prepared a scheme for

an "Integrated. Social Science" advance-level .c.ourse. The proposals of

this study group went some way toward operationalizing the imperative

that students and teachers should "do sociology" tcgether, in contrast

to the advance-level schemes in sociology currently available from most

British examination boards. The course design, as described by Meighan

(1976), advocated three' linked features: (1) a student-centered

approach, (2) the use of practical experiences, and (3) 'a network

approach to content.

Meighan contrasted these features with current practices in social

science teaching at A level; which he identified as consisting of the

following characteristics: (1) a teacher-centered approach, (2) reli-

ance on third- or fourth-hand experiences (often codified in textbooks)

and (3) a linear, hierarchical, or concentric approach to content

(Meighan 1976).

A student7centered approach, Meighan suggested, would involve stu-

dents` participation in the planning, execution, and assessment of the

learning experience; a cooperative teaching method in which students

learn from each other and from materials structured by the teacher; with



the teacher-acting as guide and consultant during the learning process;

and a "participative teaching method" based on direct observations,

"involvement experiences," and simulations (see, for example, Fielding

and Anderson 1979). He explained that the use of practical experiences,

or-"learning by .doing," involves the structured use of three kinds of

educational experience:

1. First-hand experience. Here the student is conceived as
"doing" social science. Whenever possible he will be
involved in the analysis of social groups as a participant
member.

2. Second-hand experience. The criterion for secoad-hand
experience is that the students study data gathered ;by and
concepts formulated by others.

3: Third-hand experience. The criterion for third-hand
expetience is that students study the analysis of data or the
representation of problems made by commentators (books,
films, seminars, tutorials, formal lectures, articles).
(Meighan 1976, p. 128)

Meighan suggested that the "network approach to content" stems from

a need for a less rigid and "absolutist" view of knowledge than that

represented in existing syllabuses. While ad absolutist view of knowl-

edge effectively ensures a teacher-centered or "instructional" approach

to teaching and learning, the more-relativist "network" theory of knowl-

edge allows for more de-Asion making by students rind permits an approach

to teaching And learuing which utilizes first-hand experience. The

study group attempted to clarify the main characteristics of a."network

approach to content" as follows: ,

--The content is seen essentially as a network of interacting,
overlapping features,:and;--thus-,--is not a linear, concentric,
cyclical or hierarchical syllabus.

--It follows that a course should start anywhere in a network.

- -Each. item raises questions about some of the others and any
of these may be the next item for investigation.

--Items may also be reinvestigated after a study of related
topics.

!--Members of a course could individualize their way through
this network, or be group taught, or a combination of both.
(Meighan 1976, T. 129)

These features of the proposed "Integrated Social Science" A-level

course would, serve to guard against the danger, warned of by Whitty

(1976), that new directions in sociology might be treated simply as



incremental additions to existing content. Certainly such a course

would serve to challenge'the existing social relations of school knowl-

edge in a number of ways:

The practical outcome of the student-centered approach advo-
cated would involve a series of discussions and negotiations
with students at the start of a course on what to start -
learning, how to learn it, hosi to organize it, and how learn-
ing. might be evaluated. The role of the teacher in this
course would therefore contrast with the traditional role of
teacher as instructor. -

The use of practical experiences, in conjunction with the
student-centered approach, also challenges the rigid, abso-
lutist view of knowledge represented in existing syllabuses,
which has in the past :effectively ensured teacher-centered
instructional approaches. The network approach which repre-
sents a more relativist theory of knowledge allows the flexi-
bility needed to accommodate the decision-making of students
and the increased.use of first hand experiences. ( Meighan

1976)

Meighan concluded his report on the ideas of the:: study group by comment-

ing that the course became known to the members of the group as a."do-

it-yourself" enterprise, reflecting some of the ideas of Postman and

Weingartner (1959) about the need for students to become "meaning

makers."

The Socidlogy Workshop, experiments at the University of Keele,

begun in 1973, are one example within British higher education of an

attempt to introduce radically different forms of teaching and learning.

The workshop idea emerged from criticisms. of a new curriculuM introduced

at Keele in 1969 which consisted of a compulsory "theory and methods"

element and a choice of "options." The focus of these criticisms was on

the lecture/tutorial system of the compulsory element and on the way in

which this seemed to contradict the aims of the course, which concen-

trated on ideas and techniques, demonstrated by an analysis of various'

empirical works, rather than on their empirical content. The workshop

system which emerged as a result of these criticisms involved'two major

changes: (1) the curriculum was opened up to student choice to the

extent that students could virtually design their own programs around

their particular interests and (2) instead of passively receiving lec-

tures'fram the teacher, students worked in groups to explore solutions

to sociological problems which they had played some part in defining.



of sociology they wanted to study in depth. The only constraint on

choice was:that students were required to take a balance of workshops

focused on such theories as Marxism, or functionalism and workshops

focused on specific topics; for ekample, deviance (Simons 1975). -

These changes in the organization of teaching and learning at

Keele, although apparently lacking any overt reference to the insights

of the foregoing analyses of education, nonetheless addressed some of

the probleMatic issues raised by those analyses; among them, differing/
.%/

.conceptiOns of knoWledge and the relations,between teacher and taught.
. 7

Simons (1975); for example, claimed that shifting the emphas for

learning onto the group challenged some widely held assumptions about

teaching and learning. It questioned not only the authority of "knowl-

edge" but also the procedural authority customarily attributed to the

tut &. Simons recorded that several students-spoke of deep- seated _and

widely shared assumptions about authority in the teaching/learning

process and observed that these assumptions invariably gave authority to

the teacher. Both Meighan (1976) and Simons (1975) indicated, therefore,

some feature of a starting point for a ttmlY. "oppositional" curriculum

which could avoid all the hidden curriculum implications "of "normal

school."

Conclusions

The implications of this papef may 'best be summed up in thefollow7

ing questions that need to be faced about our own teaching:

1. What is the place of relevance" in social and political edu-

cation?

2. How 'do Ot identify what is "meaningful" to students?
-

. .

-.,
. .

3 7.. What kinds of. contribution are our students allowed to make to
i ,

tessons?

4. Whai kinds=of contribution can

we presently structure theni?

5. lo We 'valu4 the students' own expetience.S
4,

of the social world

students make to our lesSons as

as a learning.resource?

6. Whet would a "student-eye view" of our.lessor: look. like? Haw'. ,

far short of our.aims would it fall?



7. Finally, to what extent do the unspoken "hidden" but nonethe-

less effective messages of our classrooms contradict-the aims we take to

the classrooms? Is there anything within the parameters of possible

change that we can do to ease that contradiction?
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THE LEARNER IN GERMAN POLITICAL EDUCATION

By Has- Helmuth Knutter and Gabriela Knutter-Schrey

This essay has two purposes:

1. It is intended to present research in developmental psychology

and learning theory, in light of German experiehce and to consider to

what extent research in these two fields plays a role in political educa- 7----

tion. Data regarding this relationship are taken from research on the

position of the learner in :political education in West Germany.

2. It is intended to clarify the role of political education in

West Germany for those__ from other nations so that -they. can compare it

with .political educatiaa-in-their.nations. For this purpose, develop- 0

ment of political education afier,1945 is reviewed.

Psychological Postulates for Political Education

Treatment of the theme "the learner in political education" requires

an explanation of some of the basic tenets of educational psycholcigy;

In addition, students of all ages should be observed because--childn

youth, and adults ,all participate in- political education programs.

An effort is made here to present only original data-from West Ger-

many and.fi6m the East German Democratic Republic. La-spite of this

effort, however, a strong American influence on German educational'psy-

chology -will be evident. And, in the case of the East German examples,

,:331ssian and West German as well as American.influende will be in evi-

dence. -Although most of the examples do not deal with political educe-

tion directly, they_are relevant to and can be applied to political edu-,

cation situations. Research in the German language on the relationship

between:educational psychology-and political education is. nonexistent,

although such research is certainly necessary.

Adult Students
. .

In East Germany, the name of'Hans Lowe is closely connected to sig-

nificant research on adult educational Tsychology. Lowe refuted through

investigation that the alertness of adults begins to diminish after the

age of 35.(Lowe 421): Oa the contrary, he.found, adult capa- .

city for learning cannot'be reckoned according tathe calendar because

. 1313 3



it depends on a variety of factors, all of which are in need of addi-,

tional research. Lowe suggested Several factors, including socioeconomic

influences, educational background, professional qualifications, occupa-

tion, and life style (Lowe 1977,. p. 422). He concluded that it is

entirely possible that learning capability progresses throughout old age

under the influence of. training, profession, hobbies, and continufng

education.

Almeroth,- also of East Germany, concluded that adult stu-

dents could perform better when they were already accustomed to-Vario

kinds of motivation (AlmetQth 1977, p. 42.64- at r ion

powers of students over a long period improve w en no time limits for

learning were imposed. Another important. factor for political education

among adults, he found, is that age differences play no role in ability

to retain dates and facts.

Economical°Learning_

For all students, old and young-alike, performanEe is influencea by

attitudes toward learningtLowe 1976, p. 122). The,following useful

rules were compiled by Lowe concerning the economy of learning for old

And young_students: 0.

1. -An active _pu.rsuitOf learn' it should
-

stress dilsen-d+scussiont..eles,sjxm6

2. Far,-Afr t visual and auditory),, it stands to

'reason that subconsciouslearning is reinforced when visual learning is

backed- up by verbal reinforcement.

03. Learning improves when many senses besides rote memory are

-involved. The effort of learning something by rote is infinitely

greater, than the effort required to 'learn when several or many senses

are involved.

4: In general, the rule holds that one learns better at night

immediately before sleeping. It is important that the learner is not

_exposed to any'Additional'influenCes before sleeping.

5. Different learning processesgshoufd be integrated according to

a learning plan which works toward stated objectives. It is most desir-

able tlOt the,learner not be exposed to material Besides that which he

"'-or she is trying to learn.

132'
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6. Learn results are doubled when essential objectives are

decided in advance..-!-

7. Rapdli-t-i-on should occur, particularly in written form, over a

longee-iime span than is usually allowed.

8. Time is an,essential ingredient for learning--all interrup-

-tions-have a negative influence.

9. Speed - reading' techniques can improve learning performance by

helping students to identify essential information. (Lowe 1976, pp. 123-

132)

Motivation

The pedagogical consequences of research on-motivation in young and

adult leai rt were discussed by Lowe in the following

. At the base of all learning there must be a purpose. TEiis

purpose must appear socially and persodally relevant to the learner.
o

Among youths and adults alike, there must exist the feeling that it is

worthwhile to learn a given subject. Both groups will be more highly

motivated if higher expectations are aroused.

2. The level of content must be always suited, to the learner so

that frustration and discouragement will be avoided.

3. Particularly in the case of'adult learners,'it is important

that recognizable progress be evident so- that feelings of stagnation

will be checked.

4. An unfavorable influence on learning motivation results when
____-

the learner is forced to operate under pressure. (Lowe 1976,.pp. 166 -69)
.

--
__----

Assertions of Educational Psychology Regarding Political Education

Heinz Winsman f East Germany undertook research into how the
4

experiences, knowle e level, and attitudes of young people were

influenced by various social and historical circumstances (Winsmann

1977). The sample°consisted of 260 students in their sixth school year.

The students belonged to 14 different groups of a political youth organ-
\\

ization (the Pioneers). Students were sliown illustrations depicting

historical and contemporary occurrences. Some of the illustrations

represented individuals and others, events. Students were then asked

--describe the picturesin writing.. The results of students' initi

attempts indicated that students were better able to describ- ose pic



,

tunes containing people-. .However, attempts to.describe the pictures

which took place -12 weeks later, in 'aeCordance with:the.organizational

schedule of the Pioneergroup4 resulted in students! being able to

describe both types of pictures-about.equally.well. In both cases,

recognition was greater in. the case ofcontempOrary themes.

Winsmann came to the follo4ing cbnclusion: "Contemporary subject
r

matter and human-centered content. are easier for students to learn

because they areHmOre-integrated with their Undaistandingi, experiences,

and attitudes than are historical occurrences.".

Werner Correll ofWegt.Germany suggested several priticiples rele-

vant to political education. He- treated several themes'related-to-..

social Tevelopment_betileen-the ages of- 6 and.LI2, and concluded that

social maturation evolves, not-from within the individUal, but from con-

ditioang which occurs from outside (Correll1971, p. 130): Cvse..--

,quently, It Isrdesireble.to encourage childret and youth to participate

in suitab .grou .Negattve influences on social development occur.

and teachers adopt afaissez;--faire attitude. When this is--

the case, directionless children disturb others and positive socializa-

tion becomes impossible. -

Correll suggested a.teaching method "which somewhere between

"integrative" and "authoritative." - In this approach, educational up-
/ -

_bringing is composed, of two-thirds "integrative style" and one-third'
.

"authoritative ityle!." -The resulting,mix of teaching styles helps stu-

dgnts become Integrated with their-environment. As for social develop-

ment in liter childhood and adolescence, Correll suggested exposing

students to good literatUre and conversation and stimulating group
. .

activitieS in which proper social .behavior can be tested (Correll 1971,

2

The mere knowledge of democratic institutions, Correll mainttained,

is insufficient to reinforce a democratic form of government.(Correll

1971, p. 246)-. A disposition toward democracy.cannot be encouraged just

by talk. Correll _suggested that the ideal way to encourage democratic

objectives is to teach appropriate content in a group setting in which

all members work together. This teachingstyle would have the following

characteristics:

141
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7 Only a small portion of the-students' activities would be observed

by the teacher.

Students would participate ; :in many activities of an elective

nature.

--:Siudents should-be exposed to positive reinforcement -from peers
4

as well'as'from the'teacher. For example, teachers should accept all

behaviors beyond theearliest elementary grades unless these behaviors

are antisocial. (Correll 1971, p, 242)

Regarding suitable. curriculum for reinforcing democratic values,

Correll suggested the following learning goals for students:

--To:respett'-the rights of others and coordinate different needs.

--To work with:others to .develop plans rather than wait for direc-

tions.

--To realize that learning is a cooperative rather than a competi-

tive venture. (Correll 1971 p. 247)

Finally, he argued; it is extremely important that students become

socially adjusted as well as adjusted to their own self-concepts.

Application of Learning Theory to Political Education

The Gap Between Theory and Practice

It is typically German to Speak of a gap between theory and prac-

tice. That theory takes precedence over practice and that practice must

be justified in light of theory are basic tenets of German intellectual

tradition.

Until 1918, political: affairs in Germany were simply delegated to

those in authority. The.educated classes, freed of the need to partici-
-

pate in politics, could allow themselves the luXury of utopian philoso-

phizing because there were no practicd1 limitations on their thinking.

Hegel and his intellectual followers are representative of those thinkers

who were not.called upon to put their ideas into practice.

-'A completely different relationship between theory and,practice has

evnlved in the Anglo-American experience, where a long tradition of indi-

vidual and cooperative decision making has encouraged a pragmatic intel-

lectual tradition.

Political education in Germany must begin from a different premise
/ -than is generally the,case in Western democracies: It must educate

'



peOple to e'democracy which is strange to German culture and does not

really.evolve out of German tradition. The severity of the effects of

the numerous breaks in tradition was documented not only by the so-

called student revolt, which pressed for an unrealistic utopia, but also

by an international empirical research project that characterized the

political mentality of German young people as ignorant, hostile, cynical

toward reality, and struggling for an ideal society whiez is not con-'

gruent with reality.

Perhaps because of our liking for theory in the Federal Republic of

Germany, the questions of what should be learned, how pupils should

behave, and how to achieve those goals have been treated in voluminous

theoretical publicatiOns. Empirical research is, in comparison, imore

scarce. As early. ,1955, Wolfgang Hilligen undertook research on

political education prog5.,,ams being offered to school children in Hesse.

Later research was focused on textbooks used by Hessen students during

the second half of the 1960s. Questionnaires were used to gatherdata

about students' political opinions: The effectiveness of political edu-

cation in different schools and outside school was also explored. On

the whole, theoretical conceptions predominatein this research, even in

the work of those authors who attempted to combine theoretical and prac-

tical matters. Some authors developed detailed theoretical conceptions

which have infiltrated into'textbooks.

Development of Political Education After 1945

Political' education in Germany islquite ideological. It is

believed: that students should .be brought up according to democratic

values but that these values and ideals should not.necessarily be tied

to the current:political system oftheir native state. Political educe-7

tion has maintained a critical stance toward the GermanFederal Republic.

The attitude, of political education towai&-the postwar structure in

Germany was uncritical, divorcing theory from practice. This attitude

was supported by the:government and by social. institutions in general;

during the years immediately following the war, the Federal Republic of

Germany was considered a,temporary arrangement. Therefore, the goals of

political education had no,connection with the national reality. Divorc-

ing itself from the existing structure, political education became a

utopian,scheme in the true sense of the word. Some advocates of politi-
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cal education aspired toward an ideal democratic system; others wanted

to create a system based on ideas of a socialist nature.

The various conceptual approaches have changed a great deal since

1945. Since about 1972, there has been a tendency within. /political edu-

cation to devise new approaches, new objectives, and new curricula--all

of which. make new demands on students and teachers. Some of these new

approaches and trends are described briefly in this section (see Knutter

1979, pp. 148 ff.; Schmiederer 1972, pp. 11-13; Huser et al. 1976,

pp. 5-7; Wallraven and Dietrich 1970, p. 105).

--During the early 1950s, Theodor Wilhelm (who wrote under the

pseudonym Friedrich Oetinger) published several works in which he main-

tained that cooperation and partnership were the major objectives of

political education.. Specific aspects of partnership included the abil-

.ity to compromise, tolerance, solidarity, and initiative..

- -Also during the early 1950s, Oehler, Habermas, and others advo-

cated the idea that the major role of political education was to produce

well-informed citizens.

- -Ralf Dahrendorf did considerable research on a theme which was

much more popular in the United States than.in Germany--namely, that

cc--Zlict is an essential ingredient of society. Wolfgang Hilligen and

Herman Giesecke applied Dghrendorf's ideas to political education This

_approach s -ressed the relationship of reality to social thought.

--In the mid-1960s, there was a strong effort -(by Rudolph Raasch,

Eugen LeMberg, and others) to place the nation in the center of the

political picture. This approach, however, did not remain significant

for-long.

- -Towa the -end of the 1960s, the idea that the objective of

political education was to alter the political system was propounded by

Hans Jochem Gamm_and Egon Becker; among others.

- -Advocates of a "pedagogy of order" who placed public welfare in"

the forefront (Hattich, Sutor, and Assel) and wno wanted to resolve con-

flicts in regird to that order. (Schaaf) tried to counterbalance the one-

sidedness of: conflict pedagogy. *^A

--Since the 1970s, a, movement based on research by Behrmann and

Ackermann and heavily influenced by American sociology has maintained
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'.that political socialization is more successful if it is begun during

the early childhood years.

The fact that none of_these various approaches has had a permanent

impact indicates that educators should concentrate on. realistically

attainable goals'and practical teaching methods. Political education

should be related to political and social events, not viewed as an iso-

lated phenomenon. One way of fostering this. relationship would beto

strengthen the cognitive domain.

Synopses of the WOrks of Theorists Who Are Also Textbook Authors

This section, based on the work of Walter Gagel (1979), treats

several authors cited by Gagel and shows the influence of theory on

practical instruction. .

Kurt Gerhard Fischer (1973). Fischer believed in developing demo-

cratic attitudes and, behavior by political education. On the basis of

psychological research by Tausch and Tausch, he maintained that social/

integrative methods would reinforce independent thinking and democratic

behavior. The catch phrases that describe this approach to education

are "no moral instruction, encouragement of students' questions, and

establishment of a trusting atmosphere." Working in groups, discussing

procedures and results, and debating alternatives, Fischer argued, are

effective learning strategies.

Fischer developed a model of the learning process which differenti-

ated various phases of learning: gathering information,: forming

Opinions, forming positions and.understanding of their foundations, and

reflecting on those processes. Gagel compared Fischer's model with two

other phase models--his own and one developed by Edwin Fenton (see

Figure 1).

Gagel criticized .Fischer's lack of treatment of student motivation

because, according to Gagel, it is this phase which determines how much

self-direction the student will probably employ in other phases of the

curriculum.

'Fischer formulated a catalog of "understandings" which students
o

should master in a teaching/learning situation. It- should be stressed

that Fischer's view :was quite liberal, particularly as he allowed the

miL students a great deal of choice regarding the "understandings" (objec-

V-.tives) toward which they wished to work.
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Figure 1

COMPARISON OF THREE LEARNING -PEASE MODELS

Fenton Gagcl

1. Comprehending thee- I. Introduction
problem -2. Motivation

2. Hypothesizing 3. -Kai-mit-lg.--

3. Making logical
implications

1. Gathering and 4. Collecting data 4.. Research-
organizing .5. Review of findings
information and planning

2. Forming an opinion 5.. Analyzing; 6. Criticism
3. Taking a position evaluating

6. Testing the
hypothesis

7. Implications

Hermann Giesecke (1973 and 1976). Giesecke defined teaching as a

particular type of communication-which takes place between two (or, as,a.

rule, more than two) people.. This communication (interaction) is inter-

preted as a phenomenon involving two people (teacher and student) who

play certain roles within, the 'school, who understand the school rules

and objectives, and who both .accept learning as the desired outcome

(Giesecke 1973). According to Giesecke's "theory of symbolic inter-

action," Sy interpreting rules, institutional- surroundings, and objects
,

by means of Symbols, processes-of understanding and definition become

necessary and possible; into this proCedure are integrated theexperi7

ences and needs of the actors. Teaching as symbolic interaction-
,

requires such complete integration of-the parts that it can be success-

ful only _rarely, in the opinion of Giesecke. Teaching methods, there-.

fore, may be regarded as attempts to minimize failure. Advanced plan-
,

ning of teaching can only be,done within limits because_ of the continu-

ing .necessity of communication between all acting parts. Giesecke's

theory encourages students' participation at all stages of teaching and

makes itself the object of teaching. Finally, it sheds light on reasons

foefailure (Gagei 1979, 1: 79)';
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Giesecke advocated a number of specific methods for political edu-

cation: development of curriculum, role playing, dramatic production,

social studies, challenge, planned' play, and mock trials. Rather more

important, however, was a general approach to teaching which emphasized

clarification of the subject by the teacher, discussing the desired

results, and getting the students into a receptive frame of mind.

Critics of Giesecke_have questioned his awarenessof the_realities

of industrial societies. 1a his textbook (1976), however, Giesecke took

a skeptical but openly realistic view of political education, observing

that "the ideal piciUre of free citizens contributing significantly to

the economic and political decision-making process is no longer realis-

tic" (Giesecke 1976, p. 6). .
Wolfgang Hilligen (1975). Particularly important for this discus-

sion is : Hilligea's model of learning phases, summarized below:

1. Confrontation with a problem situation and recognition of sub-

jective and objective difficulties.

2. Recognition of and, if necessary, willingness to deal with

problems in "general" meaning (posing primary hypotheses).

3. Formation of important questions; for example, what does one

need to know in order to solve the problem?

4. Identification of possible explanations (posing secondary'

hypotheses).

5. Formatift of opinions with regard to the hypotheses in general

and specific terms (anticipating consequences of various explanations).._

6(a). Assessment of possibilities for concrete political participa-

tion.
//

(N."
6(b). Identification of\ plications for other similar situations

and problems (need for additional research).

Hilligen believes that a democratic life style is encouraged by

common endeavors and values among students and teachers:and'by a school

climate and teaching style which reinforces democratic ideals.

Bernhard Sutor (1973). Sutor emphasized that teachers have less of

a monopoly on knowledge and,understandIng of political matters,than they
//

:aie on other subjects in the school curriculum. Consequently, he

recommended teaching meth9tisrlEf. as discussion and debate, in which the

teacher's opinion carri s.no more weight than students' opinions (Sutor



1973, p. 301), To clarify the gip -between theory-and practice, Sutor

developed a didactic analytical model.-,, In Figure 2, Sutor's model is

compared with Gagel's model in order to show important relatiohships

between the two sequences of courses.

Figure 2

STRUCTURES OF TWO COURSES-OF STUDY IN POLITICAL, EDUCATION

Sutor Gagel

1. Introduction 1. Introduction
Motivation 2. Motivation
Planning 3. Planning

2. Researct 4. Research
Theorizing, with emphasis on 5. Review of hypothesis and
hypotheses planning

3. Problem solving 6. Findings
Discussion of objectives, 7. 'Implications
findings, and conclusions

4. Integration and
generalization by learner's
orientation

Ernst August Roloff (1974'and 1978). Roloff stressed the impor-

tance of the elementary grades-for political socialization of children.

He maintained that it isoin the early..grades that students learn to.com-.

municate, work together, and work toward common objecItives. Particularly

important,'he argued, is a pressure-free .school environment:. _Roloff:.

maintained that effective teacher-directed -learning is a contradiction

in,terms:(Roloff 119714,:vcrl-7.-1-; pp,. 21 ff:)

Roloff's draft curriculum forthe German-high-school classes 5 to0

10 and 10 to 13 (secondary levels I and II) emphasizes decision making.

While attending classes 5 and 6, pupils are. involved in Making decisions

about their own courses of instruction and id assessing their OwnaiM's

and 'abilities (Rolo.: 1974, p: 153). Gagel- criticized this

approach, claiming that it 'doeSnot.differentiate between informal prin--

ciples and government statutesfor example, in'the question of religious

education.. 'Gagel-also ,isagreedwd.th Roloff's 'assumption that 18-year-
.-

olds are really- ;ready to o-enter thkadult world. _Gagel esteems certain."
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aspects of Roloff's curriculum outline, however, because it gives stu-
.

lia dueh a good start on socialization.

Rolf Schmiederer (1912). Schmiederer suggested a teaching approach

which is based on the stddent's-ersonal experiences." These experiences

consist of (I) family and socialization, (2) life style leisure

timm, (3) partnership and sexuality, (4) school and upbringing, (5) com-

munication and manipulation, (6) work experience and profession, and

(7) political institutions and participation. Potential "spheres of

experience" groups include underprivileged groups and the environment.

Some related subject areas that might be incorporated intothe curricu-

lum at the secondary I level are production and distribution; economy, '

power, and authority; and international problems, conflicts, and pos-

sible resolutions. Relating these subject areas to students' fields of

experience should allow the maximum possible identification of the

interests of the pupils with the content of the lessons.

Schmiederer felt that the best methods of student-Centered teaching

are case studies and projects. The essential elements of this approach

to teaching are summarized below:

--Cooperation between teacher and students in selecting themes and

problems to be studfad.

- - Extensive autonomy of students in solving problems an completing

taskS.

--Emphasis on work in small groups.

--Use of a variety of activities for the solution of problems and

questions which should evolve out of consideration of the total problem.

- -Participation .by students in choosing activities and content.

--Use of various Social science methods and other methodologies;

they should-he chosen for their relevance to-the problem rather than by

course of instruction acid discipline.

Empirical Research on the Political Attitudes of Students

In this paper, only selections from the best-known and most contro=

versial research will be treated. The 'stddy by the International Asso,

ciation for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (Torney et al.

075) will not be considered.
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In 1957, a group of 171 make and female students at Frankfurt Uni--

yersity were surveyed by Jurgen Haliermas and others regardihg their

political attitudes. Political education at school was of considerable

influence and importance for that survey. The political attitudes of

the persons tested were measured against an ideal conception of democ-

racy which maintained: "Democracy strives for self- determination of

mankind. In case the latter has been realized, the First will become

perfect. Political paTticipatioh will then be identical with self-

determination" (Habermas et al. 1969, p. 15).

Habermas identified six political types--nonpolitical, irrational/

aloof, rational/aloof, naive, reflective, and participatoryand inves-

tigated the degree to which the political potential of these different
g !

types contributed .to democratic or autocretic,forms of government.

Within these types, he desitnated'four political tendencies: genuinely-
.

democratic; formally democratic, authoritarian, and indifferent (Habermas

et al. 1969, 'pp. 132-147). These types, and the tendencies within -

general type categories, were cambined.in an attempt to discover polit-

ical potential and degrees of realization of this potential (see Figure

3).

Figure 3

POLITICAL-"POTENTIAL AND DEGREES OF REALIZATION

Politic al

Tendenaes

Political. Types
Participatory
and Reftecrive

Naive and
Rationale/Aloof

I ional/
ASV! ,

Nonpolitical

Democratic -46% 25% 26% 6%

Formally '34% 54% 11% '35%
democratic

.
.

-'-t.)
--,"thoritarian 17% 18% 58% : 14T

In

L -

ifferent 3% I '3% 5% to 45%

100% 100% 100%

t.

In an earlier study, Habermas had attempted to connect social
.

ca$bre with student political attitudes (Habermas 1959, p. 335). The
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findings indicated that political attitudes existed without reference to

social realities (Habermas et "a1.'1969, p. 275). Haberman concluded

that the lack of preparation for political participation in West Germany

is due to lack of real democracy, however, not to lack of interest in

- politics on the part of the German people.

Another important research study involving political education in

the schools was undertaken in 1970 by Egon Becker, Sebastian Herkommer,

and Joachim Bergmann. This research, based on data from junior high

`Schools, high schools, and vocational schools, was closely,rPLated,to

research by Manfred Teschner (1963) which focused on a-college-prepara-
.

tory high school program in Hesse. The aforementioned studies maintained

that empirical research methodology of the type most prevalent in the

1960s is not useful for investigating the attitudes of students of the

present generation.

All these researchers agreed that because political education has

very little affective influence on students, the aim of teaching should

be to give them an intellectual understanding of social structures

(Teschner 1968). Accordipg to Bergmann and his associates, the number

of students who believe in democracy and act democratically is no larger

than the number of students who are obviously antidemocratic and anti-

parliamentary. The great majority of students exhibit a superficial

identification with and unthinking acceptance of democracy and its

social and political structures. Political-education transmits kno41-

edge of political institutions, but it does not necessarily lead to

political involvement.

Walter Jaide (1970a) suggested that there was in West Germany a

considerable percentage of rigidly conservative people, particularly

among the working youth. Jaide made a distinction between, this brand of

conservatism and the political beliefs and activities of loyal and

cooperative citizens who leaned toward conservatism. He found_that con-.

servative attitudes tended to range from apolitical to antipolitical

opinions; however, young people who expressed progressive opinions-

demonstrated more readiness for political and social activities as a

result of being better informed. Jaide identified two major opinion

types: conservative and progressive. A survey of 1,800 respondents

indicated that working youth were likely to possess more conservative
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attitudes and less political information than students in the upper

grades of_secondary school. It was also noted that the \students were

more favorably disposed toward political and social participation (Jaide

1970b, p. 670).

Barbara Hilie, a colleague of Jaide, came to a similar conclusion

in her 1978 research. She found that students exhibited a'.general dis-'
.

ainclination to espouse conservative political attitudes and a.general

tendency to support democratic ideals in a rather passive fashion, with
_

:littleinclination for political activity. On the other hand, some stu-

dents exhibited a sort of "social-liberal" position backed up by a large

amount of political information but no willingness to participate in

political activity. Students representing the extreme left position

were found to have a.very limited amount of political knowledge at their

disposal (Hille 1978, pp. 37-40).

Research sponsored by the Emnid Institut compared empirical

research projects undertaken in 1968 and 1969 with projects undertaken

in 1972. he researchers concluded that young people in 1972 indicated

more inclination to participate in political parties and organizations

than had been 'the case in the late 1960s (Die jungen Staatsburger 1973,

p. 56).

As a result of this inquiry and of findings presented in previous

research, it can be assumed that reseairch which is not of a prescriptive

nature gives amore or less positive picture of young people's political

attitudes. It is.interesting to note'that the preceding data were col-

lected during the period of student political unrest--a period during

which all traditional criteria were negated. In any case, political

attitudes. are not exclusively shaped by political education in the

classroom.,. the family is at least as responsible fot

zation is the school--and probably more responsible (HarnisChfeger

1972, p.Ir 123).

It' should be stressed that all examples to this point have been

concerned with the West German experienct, which indicates that students

are influenced to relatively unequal degrees by the socializing

influences of the school, parents, peer groups, and the mass media. In

East Germany, the situation differs in some ways. The German Democratic

Republic attempts to present a "united front" where socialization
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matters are

which might

concerned, in order to discourage any-sociiiiirr-iiminflUinces----------
..

-

encourage students to deviate from the desired social and--

political norms. This perVasivelsocialization'pressure leads the major7

ity of young people to_belieVe and behave in.-a-sOciaIly "desirable"
- ______-

manner - -but it shoUld be realized that these expressionS of agreement
-

.

with social norms are largely formal in character.

U.S. Influence on German Political Education

In this, section we will briefly consider the extent of acceptance.

within GerMan political education of findings from American research:'

Jerome Bruner's theory of structural orientation'reached a turning

point about ten years ago at a. time when his work was becoming km,wn in
.

West Germany through the writings of Wolfgang Hilligen (1968). Brundr's

learning theory answers the question of why students should learn about

the structure of knowledge. 'At,that time-there was little relationship

between education and life, and studentd were only peripherally con-

cerned, with great and pressing public probem ( Elbers 1973, p 65).

Bruner brought social criticism to the forefront of educational concerns

and suggested that values and priorities should receive major considera-

tion. He stressed the importance of integrating the structure of knowl-

,edge with understanding of current problems (Elbers 1973 65):

Brunet's-theoryis related somewhat to Kohlberg's conception of moral

'education, which became of major importance in the 1970s.

The slogan "back to basics" refers to a movement in U.S. education

that focuses on teaching such skills as reading and writing as a basis

for facilitating learning in areas such as social studies (Beyer 1977).

John Lunstrum favors integrating concept teaching, which should be

employed as a means of improving the.reading skills of students, with

Kohlberg's -theo_ies of moral education (Lunstrum 1976, P. 11).-

Similarly, practice-oriented are the efforts in the United States to

improve global education, in which students are expected to become

familiar with problems,throughout the world. Emphasis is placed on such

global problems as food, energy, and the 4nfluence of international

problems on American domestic affairs.

An overview of the position of social studies in the United States

which appeared in the journal Social Education (Jarolimek.1977) pays
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particular attention to the role of curriculum development in six Ameri-

can states. Dissimilarities among social studies programs in diffetent

states are pointed out, and attention is drawn to the vast differences

not only between regions but also within specific school districts.

Nearly everywhere, the article notes, there is a lack-of coordination'of

programs for students from kindergarten through grade 12. (This problem

of coordination is :well kaoWn also in West Germany, unfortunately!)

There has been a tendency in the U.S. educational system to simply:use

traditional material and a reluctance to install new programs. History__

and geography dominate ,the social studies scene, with sociology and
o

psychology considered less important. The author of this'article also

found that relatively few U.S. teachers are familiar with Social Educe--

tion, the organ of the _National Council for the Social Studies

(Jarolimek 1977, p. 577).

The difficulties encountered in trying, to adopt the curriculum of

one German region in another region point out the immense differences

between, the educational systems of the United States'and West Germany.

SpeCific indications of these differences are the intellectual tradi-

tions of the two countries, political influences, and the political

independence of individual regions. Consideration of German political

education brings one to the conclusion that American developments have

exerted less influence on German educational practice than on theory.

There is, however, some Indirect influence on, teaching materials. From

this it can be surmised that authors who received theoretical and prac-
,

deal teaching experience at approximately the same time-time are familiar

with and make use of American research on teaching _practices. However,

the vast differences between the political cultures of the two nations

impede wholesale transmission of teaching practices from one nation to

the other.

Summary '

Many of the salient points of the preceding analysis are summarized .

here.

The following generalizations can be made about the status of

political education in West Germany:

F.
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1. Support for the postwar *democratic structure in West Germany

was undermined by the history of broken political tradition (1918, 1933,

1945) as well as by the fact that the German Fede al Republic was

regarded as a.temporary arrangement. Social crit ism and tendencies

toward social change, which were particularly strong from 1967 to 1972,

have created additional difficulties for political., education programs

and made the entire political, educa-Aon prOgramparticularly stressful

for teachers and parents.

2. Political education is a way of thinking and a state of mind--

.consequently; it is quite Gontroversial. Inmany cases, people object

to it because they suppose it will be used for the purpose of indootrina-
,

tion into socialistic or system - changing. ideals.

3. -Political education is'often taught by teachers who lack the

proper background and familiarity with appropriate teaching techniques.,

. 4. The conception of political education varies greatly, -among

West German regions; sometimes it is limited to politici, sometimes

politics is integrated with social and economic affairs, and sometimes

'it appears.under a ..general umbrella-with history and geography (as_in'

,Hesse).

5. 7 Regarding-parental participation, it has been noted that many

parents have a negatiVe attitude toward political education books and

curticula. They-fear indocteination of the children against the family

authority. There are active organizations of parents with considerable

influence on which textbooks are to be used.

6. recent years, education (including instruction and text-

books) has taken a SdpportiVe role' toward the German Federal Republic.

Gdiding principles and ,schoolbooks are of positive,' influence.

7. The field. of adult political education has increased in impor-

tance in 'most regions of West Germany since 1970. Community and public

continuing education programs have _been supported by public funds. As a

result, the.number of persons:participating in political education pro-

grams has increased dramatically. As opposed to the case of political

education programs in the schools, adults have been able to articulate

political preferences and ideals and participate in a sort of political

education which is actually a sort of political schooling.
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"The following recommendations are among those .on which there is

some agreement among the authors quoted:,

1. Political education should begin as early as possible--by the

fifth or sixth school 'eat.

*: 2. Socialization should begin in kindergarten and in'early pri-

mary years and should be directed by teachers with appropriate technical

and social training\and. background.

3. Modern teaching methods are encouraged fot teaching the sub-

ject of political education -- particularly group -:work of all types.: Con-

.vetsely, traditional teaching methods such as teacher-directed discourse

and lecture-are discouraged.

4. Educational materials should- correspond to the innovative

teaching methods. This means` that inStead of textbooks, students, should

use workbooksof various types. Many organizations are producing appro-
,.

priate materialS", and some are offering these materials free of charge..
-.

5. It must be remembered that political education in the School

must conform to public (government) regulations and that it is, at'is

all education, under the .supervision 'of the state: Consequently, it is,

inappropriate to indoctrinate students to. one-sided Political opinion.

Also, it is inappropriate to incite students, to direct political action.

The objective, conversely, is to awaken-students' interest in political

affairs. and, to< prepare then to patticipate responsibly in political

affairs.
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8. CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN POLITICAL EDUCATION

IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

By Hans Sussmuth

TheVollowing article is a'report on the state of.curriculum devel-

opment in political educationin the Federal Republic of Germany. An

exact definition of theconcept "curriculum development" means the

process of setting up and scientifidally.elaborating a curriculum. A

curriculum is structured according to aims, content, Methods, aids,
o

media, and evaluation. Consideration is given here to both complete and

incomplete conceptions, inasmuch as the latter, appear to be important

for the discussloo being carried on in the Federal Republic. Selected

didactic standpoints in political and historical/political education

have been included.

The Status of Political Education:: Change or Stagnation?

Since 1976 several reports reviewing the state of political educa-

tion have been presented which summarize, analyze, and systematize the''

most important didactic conceptions in a balance-sheet of the state of

the 'discussion on the subject (Fischer 1975/76; Gagel 1979; Northemann

1978). The German meaning of "didactics" is nearly identical with cur-

riculum theory. It deals with the problems of identifying aims and

problems of curriculum elements, teaching methods, media, and evalua-

-tion. It can be seen that the pregailing standpoints, already present .9

around 1970, were completed, perfected, and put into practice in the

schools and are now operating with refined instruments. This is true in

the case of Wolfgang Hilligen, Kurt G. Fische,:, Hermann Giesecke, and

Rolf Schmiederer: (Gagel 1979; Schorken 1975/76). This statement can be

extended to 1980.

Is there, then, a lack of effective innovating potential, and would

the word."stagnation" be a better yay of characterizing..political educa-

tion over the past few years?" It would be incorrect to draw this con-

clusion, even though the major part of tile discussion was only indirectly

-carried out-by political education experts. It took place in the field



of guideline work, which is the responsibility of the Ministries of

Education and Cultural Affairs.

Since 1973 the drafts of the Hessen General Guidelines for Social

Education, at the secondary I level (S-I) (HGGSE) and the Guidelines for

Political Education S-I (GPE) in North Rhine-Westphalia havebeen

discussed at the federal level. This period of debate on political

education is referred to as the phase of public curriculum discussion.

The introduction of new areas of education which, as a result of innova-

tive goals and contents, were to lead to a reform of the entire existing

school curriculum was perceived by the general public as a socially

relevant M.:.tasure. The course of the controversially conducte&discus-

sion on aims and conditions of HGSSE and GPE in North Rhine-Wedtphalia

showed that a broad social. consensus was lamking. The introduction of

these curricula amounted to a breaking away ifrom previous practice in

the'revision of school curricula. Curriculuta reforms which explicitly

call in question the priority of specialized{ disciplines as reference

disciplines for school subjects shift the emphasis in secondary educa-

tion toward a primarily society-oriented posture.

Attempts to replace previously separate school subjects such as

history, politics, social sciences, and geography with broader subject

areas and to orient them toward primarily nonspecialized socially rele-

vant goals came under the pressure and control of public discussion in

which variously concerned groups ctook part in order to safeguard and

gain acceptance of their interests: The process of forming public

opinion following the curriculum development work was an expression of

the relationship between schools and society 'in a democracy. School-

related decision making can be carried out only with the participation

of affected persons and organizations.

Discussion Of HGGSE and GPE was carried out at two levels. Involved

were sociopolitical objectives as well as positions touching on matters

of academic theory, individual disciplines, and subject-specific teach-
.

ing methods. The discussion was an exemplary, demonstration of the inter-

dependence of political and academic statements. POlitical opinion and

academic arguments stood side by side, so that in the case of every

individual problem the question that needed to be asked was whether the

matter at hand was more a political battle or an academic controversy.



Representatives of political education, a2 ag with representatives

of other interest sroups, were among the experts involved3inthe discus-

sion. Hermann Giesecke, Wolfgang Hilligen, Friedrich Minssen, and Ernst

August Roloff are credited with having exposed core problems and having

brought them into discussion- -that is, problems involving understanding

of democracy, legitimation, political implications, mandate, and inter:-

pretation of the Constitution (Hartwich 1978, pp. 141 -154; Giesecke

1973, pp. 130-141; Hilligen 1973, pp. 271-1649; Minssen 1973; Roloff

1974). Leaving out of account the strong polemical character of this

discussion, it can be determined in retrospect that its effects have

proved to-be innovative. It can also be said that the guidelines dis-

cussion in Hesse and North Rhin.:-Westphalia stimulated an innovative

phase for didactics in history, as the following developments took

place:
F

--In 1973 the Hessen General Guidelines on Social Education S-I

were subjected to revision (Schroder 1979, p. -7 ff.; Mayer. and Schroder

1980;_Quandt 1980).,

- -The Guidelines for Political Edlication'S-I it North Rhine-

Westphalia_were refined during the public discussion phase (Schorken

1974).

- -Experts on didactics in history, put on the defensive, sought

. possible ways of cooperating with the systematic social sciences.' New

approaches were developed (Kuhn 1974a; Sussmuth 1972, pp. 37-83).

- -Social scientists carried out experiments in the context of the

need for possible ways of achieving integration or-cooperation (Schorken

1978; Fornacan et al. 1978; Mickel 1979).

- -The Ministers of EdUCation and Cultural Affairs of the conserve-
.

tively governed states formulated their position on political education,

and a conservative group developed a counter plan (3raun 1976; Bolewski

1978; Bruggemann and Brunnhuber 1976; Gutjahr-Loser and Knutter 1979,

pp. 147-166).

These developments triggered a more qualified discussion on the

possibilities and limits of an integrated historical/social science cur-

riculum. In addition, more clarity was obtained in reciprocal political

delimitation.



- Consolidation of Positions or Stabilization of the Status Quo?

Walter Gagel described and analyzed the prevailing positions in

political education (Gagel 1979). These different positions show that

there is a broad approach guided by a variety of interests ranging from

scientific-oriented learning to life-situations approaches, from stu-

dents' interest to a societal approach. 'The same is true for- the didac-

tics of history. Some of these positions are listed below, along with

their leading proponents:

--Learning of insights- -the case principle (K.G. -Fischer):

--Categorical learning-rconflict didadtics (H. Giesecke).

- -Categorical learning--the existential- relation (W. Hilligen).

- -Scientifically. oriented approach--making political judgments (B.

Sutor).

- -Situation-oriented approach-7thl concept of decision (E.-A.

Roloff).

- -Situation-oriented approachthe interests of the students (R:

Schmiederer).

In a book entitled PositionS on Didactics in History (Sussmuth

1980), selected experts on didactics in history describe their theories

or parts thereof. These include cooperative history teaching. (K.-E.

ieismann), the sociohistorical approach (A. Mannzmann), the goal - oriented

learning approach (J. Rohlfes), discovery learning (H.D. Schmid), and

the'structuring approach (H. Sussmuth).

These works take stock of the present state of affairs and provide

an overview of the .discusiion in political and historical!:,olitical

education in the Federal Republic. The individual articles make. it

clear that the phase of refining instruments,, consolidating conceptions,

and transposing them to school, practice has been largely completed.

Thus, the question arises as to whether new trends exist or whether what

is involved is more a-ltabilization of the-status quo.. The situation is

to be illustrated by two examples. A description is gillen of Annette

Kuhn's critical/communicative approach, which paves the way for the-
-

possibility of connecting the teaching of history and politics (Kuhn

,1974b; Kuhn 1980a, pp. 49-81; Kuhn 1980b). A description is also given

of the theory of cooperative teaching of history and politics developed

by Behrmann and his nnlleavneR (Behrmann at a1 1q7Ra nn



Annette Kuhn and the Critical /Communicative Approach

Kuhn's critical/communicative approach, first formulated at the

beginning of the 1970s, was 'perfected in the course of the decade and

put into practice in schools. She herself sees her approach as "net Set

complete." Nevertheless, we are dealing here with whit can be considered

the most consequential viewpoint in historical/political education in

the Federal Republic. In her Introduction to the Didactics-of History

(1974a), Kuhn. took the positi6n that present history teaching,-with its

uncritical attitudes toward the past, would have to be. broken up by an

ideology-cfitiEal approach. SUbject-specific teaching methods, she

believed, should look more toward the philosophy of science--something

that had long been neglected: Critical theofy forms the basis of her
, .

thinking on teaching methods as well as her reworking of decision areas

in teaching of history.. According to Kuhn, recourse to critical theory--

tothe interconnection` of cognition and interest, "the sociophilosophical

program of critical analysis of pseudo-objectivations"--has hardly been

present in history teaching.

The formulation of-'question -nd statements in history teaching

takes-place in a hierarchical framework of relations involving social

theory, student interest, and historical.science.- Clear priority is

givento critical social theory, 'since the teaching of history means

mediatint between. historical science grid the pEactice of ,everyday living.

The emancipation of the individual and of society must also be the goal

of historical research and teaching. Emancipation is the central didac-

tic-concept for-a critical-historical learning process.

Kuhn's ideas about the psycholoiy.oflearning are influended in

part by Bruner,, but in keeping with her, epistemological interest her.

thinking is determined primarily by examples of critical- apolitical"

psychology, For example, experience of suffering and need (Subjective

pressure caused by suffering and objective4social deficits) as well as

interest in "eliminating the state o emotional,stress" form the motiva-'-emotional

-tional basis of historical learning. The following functions of history

and history teaching derive frod-the previously mantked-premises: the

political function, the function of change, the-ideolo-critical func-
.

tion,
.

the legitimation and identification function, the-function or tak-

ing gitiOC: Ant; tho rritiral and eman'e-inatnry-filnrtinn_



In dealing with history, Kuhn feels, What is important is not so

much a critical-rational fuoct-ion"but rather a social-critical function.
o

Identity,.partisanship, legitimation, change in circumstances oE living

with the aim of emancipationthese issues have -unconditional priority.

Historical knowledge and insight, into the structures and peculiarities

of histfrical,processes are merely of instrumental value for the

farther-reaching socially and politically relevant functions. State -

ments on history are viewed in the context of cognition directing

interests. History is seen as a critical social science. Historical

research and teaching fulfill ideology-critical tasks'.

Kuhn's approach-is a consistent application of a metatheory, the

critical theory. In recent articles, she has further consolidated the
*

theoretical basis of her system (Kuhn 1974b; Kuhn I980a, pp. 49-31; Kuhn

1980b). She emphasizes that her recourse to criticaltheory does -riot

imply "adopting a complete theoretical model." She points out the

didactic innovations to be found in the Federal Republic which have come

about as a result of dealing with "undogmatic Marxism." The acceptance.

theories or elements of theories alsO means, for Kuhn, the Instru-

mental use of theory. ,The specific nature of her system cari be

described by the concepts "crftical" and "communicative." This critical/

communicative position gives priority to critical social and educational'

theories and neglects (as Kuhn herself admit's') the aspect of the disci-
,

pline. However, this position facilitates the possibilities of a cooper-

ative or interdisciplinary approach.

Gunter Behrmann's Theory of Cooperative Teaching

Behrmann is centrally involved in a curriculum experiment in

coordinating the teaching of politics and history. His initial plan,

published in; 1978, was among the. first of such teaching models to be pdt

into practice in the schools. According to Behrmann, in German educe-
.

tion 'there has been a pronounced understanding of political education as

education aimed at co- responsibility and the assumption of obligations

in the "community" of the state. In teaching intended to install demo-

&retie values and encourage the "detarmination of a mature citizen in

the Federal. Republic," Behrmann points out, it was often assumedthat

there were quantitative differences but no structural differendes



organizations of the educational system (school classes and organized

youth groups), and: society as a broader "Community." -Despite numerous

critical objections, such: as those brought forward by the political

scientists Wilhelm Bennis and Kurt Sontheimer, almost all political

education programs are oriented toward the model of the rational and

active citizen.

If one assumes that there are no fundamental differenCes between

the structures of primary groups, larger organizations,-and national or

international societies, behavior patterns that can 6e observed in

large, centrally important organizations of complex societies will also

occur in .-maller organizations and primary groups: This is the position

taken by conflict didactics, which gegeralizes the logicrof special -

interest political influence to all conflicts of interest. This approach

leads to problems that can be described as "linkage problems" between

different 1:f;:_ial,levels, a tztm current in recent discussions in the

social Sciences.

Behrmann points out that complex societies function as united com-
. _

munfties only in, exceptional .situations; in most cases, political,

'behavior in large social units tends to be governed by the pursuit of

power and special interests rather than by primary social virtues. Dif-
,

ferent interests, conflicts, and competition are also found in primary

groups and smaller organizations. People with primary group ties must,

however, behave differently_ when acting in the context of large organi-

zations. This generalization is_also true of scientific orientation,

Behrmanh observes. Direct experience has long failed to provide suffi-

cient orientation in the modern world. The attempt.to overcome this

orientation deficit through scientifically oriented teaching has its

limits. Often, highly specialized scientific knowledge cannot be suc-

cessfully integrated and taught in a generally: understandable form. In

addition, the practical significance of such kndwledge is ambiguous and

not Immediately' recognizable. Thns, scientific knowledge often does not

increase-practical rationality.

According to Behrmann, agreement can probably. be reached on the

pioposition that political teaching should desdribe-society and politics

not only in termAkof,the.past and.present. Political action is always

future-oriented behavior _in a'tield of competing interests, value

-p!
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preferences, problem situations, problem interpretations, and assess-
,.

ments of possibilities. -Furthermore, Behrmann points out, German educe-
d

tional tradition has been characterized by a one -sided historical and

idealistic orientation. Under the influence of ideology and criticism

directed toward "overcoming the past," history.has been reduced in

recent times to a cautionary tale emphasizing errors and omissions, of.

the past which must be avoided in the present and future. Historical

understanding-in the idealistic, heimeneutic, humanistic tradition was

replaced by,a "materialistic" or empirical analytic social science

approach. There is no lack of examples for _the fact that in this case a.

one-sided reductionist approach was replaced by another of the same

type.
[

Knowledge of important events in recent history is .just as tmpor.

tant for the understanding of sociopolitical circumstances or possibili-

ties and for action orientation as is :Knowledge of general empirical

analytic statements, Behrmann believes. Ideas are just as powerful as

motivations for action as are material interests. Real'possibilities

are tied to experienced reality and its historical development. Prac-

tical questions as they are understood in classidal philosophy- -that is,

questions directed toward the objectives of sociopolitical action and

their legitimationcannot adequately be developed or answered by either

ideology criticism or empirical =nalysis. In the intermediate area

between exp4rience and search for newavenues of action, between reality

and possibility, empirical analytic knowledge cannot be done without.

Thus, according to Behrmann, a basic plan for political education

should be designed so, that these different references are..not neglected

in favor of -one-sided points of reference and so that the reference

system remains- sufficiently simple and manageable. At the same time,

however; any )precipitous fixation on specific-approaches, action models,

and cognitive modes should be avoided, such as by the systematic corre-,

ration of reference fields with central ideas of teaching.

The concepts of Annette'Kuhn and Gunter Behrmann have been described

in order to show that we can distinguish a_more'integrated and open

concept - -more integrated and open as compared with a metatheoretical or

discipline=oriented approach. Ivaen we try to review present trends in

German' political education, there is a tendency toward consolidation of
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positions. However: the word "consolidation" may be misleading insofar

as it connotes more openness and more theoretical flexibility on both

sides. The opportunity exists for further development of integrated

political education curricula.

Innovation as a Result of the Guide ines Discussions

To systematiCally assess and evaluate the second phase of innova

tion, it is necessary to refer back briefly to the first discussions of

the HGGSE and GPE guidelines and the ensuing new emphases in political

education. HGGSE (1972-1973) and GPE (1973) moved away from the idea of

a system of individual school subjects (Kultusminister des Landes 1973;

Kultusminister Hessische 1972/73).

Development of the.Guidelines in Hesse .

The HGGSE guidelines made use of the idea of areas of learning.

The political decision regarding the uppermost learning objective

(developing "a capacity for self-determination and codetermination") and

the conclusion deriving from this ("providing teaching content and forms

which more closely define this learning objective") led to asking ques-

tions about where and how students experience society and what effect

such. experience has on their capacity for self- determination and codeter-

mination as well as to'providing descriptions of situations that stu-
.

dents would have to cope with now and later on. These situations were

related to four fields of learning: (1) socialization, (2) the economy,

(3) public functions, and (4) intersocietal relations. In addition,

historical, social, and geographic aspects were distinguished in defin-

ing the learning objective in order to ensure against loss of recogni-
,

tion of interrelationships, which might cause subject-specific learning

objectives to conflict with general objectives.

History was included :iii the context of 'its uppermost objective,.

self-determination and codekermination. The categories "reference to

the present" and "change" formed selective criteria for historic con-

tent. Objectives receiving particular emphasis were criticism of ideol-
.

ogy, correction of a personalizing historical image,. knowledge of

methods, and political education (contribution to the rationality of

political decision making).
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In the rz:worked HGGSE (1973), 'commitment to "self-determination"

was left open to leave room for competing models. No attempt was made

to promote a specific conception of democracy. Ia the theoretical sec-
.

tion, the demand.was repeatedly made to learn to think in alternatives.

The division into learning fields 1-4 (above) was meant to be understood

as "one possible structuring of our society." However, this statement

could do no more to compensate for the deficit of theoretical grounding

for the selection of specific areas of the different academic disciplines

than the admission that "in view 'Of the large number of possible situa-

tions in which students are apt to find themselves now and in the

future, the question arises as to ,[.the disciplines'] choide, relative

importance and mutual correlation."

The necessary substantiating context was missing for the prominent

aims of history as a focal subject. The uppermost learning objective,

"self-detetmination and codetermination," -was cited as a leading reduc-

tion criterion and was expected to lead to sUliject-specific selection

criteria: "reference to the present," "reflected awareness of history,"

and "change." The reduction criteria were identified on the basis of

sociopolitical decisions, without involving the results of the theoreti-

cal investigations of historical scholarship. They were imposed on the

academic discipline, and led to. reductionism.

The content for teaching about such central concepts as "process,".

"structure," "continuity," "discontinuity," "causality," "genesis," and

"time" was not determined in the social science curriculum. Thus, there

was no basis for determining the theoretical reliability of the inte--

'grated approach--of a viable conceptual grid. The approach used by HGGSE

in 1972-73 was distorting, -in that it neglected the possibilities of

historical inquiry and methods in analysis and teaching by breaking up

the complexity of the structures and processes-of historical phenomena

into discrete elements and leaving to chance whether they would fall

into place. Since there was no disEussion of the theoretical basis of

the integrated approach,the necessary objective of making "approaches,

methods, questions, and results of current theory formation" accessible

to students could not be attaiLed. There was no consideration of the

historical, dimension in history as a focal subject.
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Discussion of HGGSE has: -been innovative in that these guidelines

inspired a number of interested experts cn didactics to debate the theo-

retical foundation of an integrated system (Schorken 1978; Forndran et

al. 1978; Kaiserr, 1978; Mickel 1979)'. Thd draft of HGGSE-presented in

Hesse in May 1980 was elaborated by members of HIBS (HeSsisches Institut

fur Bildungsplanung and Schulentwicklung), and advice was provided by

experts from the integrative subjects (Schroder 1979, pp. 7 ff.; Mayer

and Schroder- 1980). On this basis there was once again an attempt to

develop a social science curriculum (S-I) in which the unrelated juxta-

position of the relatable subjects history, social science, and geogra-

phy would be constructively eliminated.

Caution must be practiced in speaking of "coordination" and "prac-
,

tical cooperation." The 1980 draft of HGGSE attempts to consider the

following didactic principles: student orientation; goal orientation;

.--acadeiC -orientation: problei orientation; open. curficulUM; social

learning; the coordinated grouping of history,. social sciences, and

_geography as focal sUbjects; and-Consideration of learning levels. Con-
_

structive criticism' of the 1973 guidelines was taken into account in-
--

this new draft.- The focal subjectshisiOry, social sciences, and

.geographyform the core of the plan. The clearly emphasized academic

orientation is based. on the assumption."that the acad- emic disciplines

can -pinpoint important social and historical-political:problems and fac-

tors as well as provide categories and methqds for their treatment in

the classroom" (Mayer and Schroder 1980).

We are not concerned here with the transfer of the systematic

demands of a 'given discipline to the level of the school subject - -a kind

Of "mirror. image" didactics. It i'S-also not-intended for the academic
..

disciplines to have only an auxiliary function. The prerequisites of

coordination or cooperation are knowledge. of the structure of the.disci-

.plines involved and reduction of their contents and methods in.adidac-

tic context. The importance of the individual subjects remains.unCon-
1/4

tested. The study sector referred to,as social education "groups

together with more didactic rigor what has always connected the individ-

ual school subjectsin 'general matters and questions'." Social educa-

t ion is a study sector "in whichteaching.contents significant for . .

\-

.'apolitical education-mutually imply and supplement each other. In solv-
-
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ing this problem we are not primarily concerned here with an azpdemic

but rather a didactic task" (Schroder 1979, p. 10). In accordance with

this intention, considerable attention has been devoted in the discus-

sion to the organization of teaching. The employment of teachers, the

setting up of school-specific-46rk plans, and harmonization with other

subjects aze some of the central topics.

There els mediation between academic orientation; student orienta-

tion, and goal orienta'tion in that complementary structuring factors are

brought into focal work in history, social sciences, arid geography by

means of study fields--that is, social structure and socialization,

economy, political power and public functions, international and inter-
,

societal relations, conflicts, and peace research, all of which are used

as coordination instruments in -thesense of "dominant perspectives of

observation." The study fields are intended to give students orienta-

tion assistance within the social reality they encounter. The EGGSE

attempts to relate, the study fields to situations which, it can be

assumed, students will experience now or in the futue. Study fields

forma social science network of categories based on fundamental situa-
1.-

tions or life situations: ,"They have the function of being seardh and

orientation instruments for problem areas and problems, which are dealt

with in each caSe by using differently emphasized subiect-specific or
.

non-subject=specificapproaches and methods" (Schroder 1979, 'p. 15).

The4C---.ocedii-e--.-ian be illustrated by describing. the basis "of the.

foCal work theme of history. In accordance with the decision in favor

of an academic orientation, it is first determined which content is con-

sidered a. central historical foundation for understanding the present in

terms of the-status of historical research and relevant cognitive inter-

est: political rule, society, state, and church in the middle ages;

revolution and the process of industrialization in the 18th to 20th cen-

turies; national.-state and imperialism up to'1914; the age of World Wars

I and II; the reordering of the world after 1945; etc. This is followed

by-a didactic, analysis of the selection and structuring of problem situa-

tions and teaching content. The.main objective is to-impart a reflected

awareness of history which includes knOwledge of duration, change, con-

tinuity, discontinuit process, and structure...
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Everyday experiences of students are taken as points of departure,

included as the object and conditions of historical learning processes,

and thus receive'a present reference. Obligatory teaching content

exists only at the level of problem formulation and relevant problem

contexts. A return to a rigid thematic plan is thus ruled out. Prob-

lems and problem contexts are finally formulated as student-related

topics. This draft of the HGGSE promises (1) consideration of the

structures underlying the academic reference disciplines with their

specific approaches, concepts, and methods and (2) consideration of

already developed interdisciplinary approaches, concepts, and methods.

Development of the Guidelines in North Rhine-Westphalia
.

In its decree of March 19, 1973, the Ministry of Education and Cul-

tural' Affairs of the state of North Rhine-Westphalia announced the-

introduction of guidelines for the teaching of politics attthe lower

secondary level (Kultusminister des Landes 1973). These guidelines call

for politics to form a part, of the study sector "social education"

alongside history and vography. These subsectors are to be integrated

or related to one another. Social education is described as a .study

-sector which "among other things includes socially significant learning

goals and content from law; economics, political science, education and-

other social disciplines." The identification-of the subsector "poli-

tics" is described as the first step in realizing this aim. Social edu-

cation is intended to provide the qualifications that will make it pos-

sible for the student to take part "critically and e-Ai. ely in the solu-

tion of social and political questions. and at the same time includes

insights and abilities,from the social science disciplines with an eye

to working life and university studies" (Kultusministe des Landes 1973,

pp. 1-2). The subject "politics" is not based on one 'disCipline but

rather falls back on "several idemic disciplines for its basis."

These include sociology, political science, economics, history, economic

and social geography, education, social psychology, and.law (p. 6). The

extent to which the -subsectcr "politics itself is to be seen as, an

integrative subject'is left open. The,cited academic disciplines indi-

cate integration, as shown by the following statement made by the Guide-

lines Commission in the Introductory part of its draft of April 1972:.



"In terms of the disciplines that form the academic grounding, in the

case of the teaching of politics we are dealing with an integrative sub-

ject."

Curriculum "Politik" [Political curriculum] (Schorken 1974) gives

information on the applied curriculum strategy to develop the guidelines

for political teaching. It makes the theoretical grounding of GPE quite

clear. The approach is oriented toward the study sector "social educa-

tion," not toward an academic discipline. The point of departure is the

sociopolitical self-image in the Federal Republic. Content from the

three components of the sector--politics, society, and economics--is

fitted into the curriculum with the help of a structural grid compos'd

of three media of socialization ("work," "language;" and "government")

and three definition levels ("value-free," "ideological," and "critical").

The content areas identified-in this matter are transferred to real-life

situations, and the behavioral measures (qualifications) necessary to

master: them along with the correlated learning goals of the first and

second order are grouped together.A. Emancipation as a higher goal serves

as a decision-making aid. The learning goals corresponding to the

qualifications differ in their. degree of complexity or "refinement" and

"interpretation." The relationshipg between learning goals and content

are indicated by a matrix made up of the components "action intentions"

(interaction, communication, precaution, consumption, codetermination,

organization) and "situation fields" (school, occupation, leisure time,

.public, international relations).

-Politics and history are treated as related but still separate

school subjects. The Guidelines for Political Education derive the

division of functions between political teaching and historical teaching

from the argument of-"present orientation." The complementary relation-

ship and the necessity of cooperation are emphasized. T'-ck point is made

;that, while political teaching .cannot be equated with the teaching of

history or contemporary history, it cannot take the place'of history

teaching.

The way in which historical teaching is limited in GPE is inferior

to methods suggested by known theory of historical schol-xship and the

didactic of history. Even if, on the one hand, the connection between

the subjects "politics" and "history. ", is traced back to the fact that
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"history at schools and higher. education institutions has absorbed an

increasing amount of social science elements," it is difficult to under-

stand that this expansion involved only content, not change in the func-

tions of historical learning. The more recent social-science-oriented

theoretical approaches in historical scholarship have emphasized the

inclusion in one category" of past; present, and future reference in his-

tory: "Historical scholarship and the teaching of history can and must

contribute to critical consciousness concerning designs made today for

the future."

However, apart from the theoretical considerations, the question

must be asked as to how coordination between the teaching of politics

and the teaching.of history is to come about. On the one hand, politi-

cal teaching is expected to incorporate historical learning if the situa-

tion justifies this, and, on the other hand, historically relevant

aspects of political teaching are expected tr' be included in the teach-

ing of history. But when is historical learning justifiable on the

basis of the matter at hand? How can ....he teaching cf history coordinate

its questions with the historically relevant questions of political

teaching If the learning goals of history teaching and political teach-.

ing are not.,related to one another?' In view.of:-the fact that the polit-

ical curriculum has thus far taken an approach that views "representa-

tive historical phenomena in a chronological, connecting, confronting

band comparing procedure," it can hardly be seen how the two, disciplines,

in praCtice, can be coordinated. It cannot be assumed, that the students

will make this connection themselves.

It seems .that this problem will soon be solved by an initiative of

the Prvzial-liberal coalition -in North Rhine-Westphalia (Geschichtsunter-

richt in demokratischen Staat n.d.). This initiative is concernedwith

the concept of "history teaching in a democratic society." The func-

tions and aims of history education are determined by the basic premise

that history education is part of political education. tie knowledge

_and !attitudes it helps to develop are prerequisites /for political and

social action. knowledge requirements for living in the present society

are the key selection criteria. The study of history and of the long-'

term development of social conditions constitutes the prerequisite for

an analysis of the present time. The basic aim of listory education is



the deiielopment/of a rational political/social identity and of the abil-

ity to think in alternatives.

It is the task of history education to work toward these goals

jointly with_therelated subjects of political science and geography

education. .Thus, it is required to integrate these fields into the new

gubject of social science education (Gesellschaftslehre)",' with history

education being the constituent part. Because the didactic and organi-

zational isolation of these subjects must _be.prevented, however, a

special didactic for social science education must be worked out. This

task shows the dire-.:tion and the opportunities whenpolitical education

and history education are brought together (or.fused) in North Rhine-

Westphalia--either in the form of cooperation or by integration of these

subjects.

Trends and Expectations

The public discussions on "teaching history in a democratic state"

in North Rhine'-Westphalia and on revised general guidelines for social

education (S-I) in Hesse will result in new efforts being undertaken to

explore the potential for and limits of cooperation between or integra-

tion of the teaching of history, politics, geography, political science,

and the social sciences. In contrastnto the situation during first

nationwide discussions of these-complex questions, today a number of

scholarly publications are available which offer supportive evidence.

In addition, teaching materials are already being produced for a

"historical/political.curriculum," and further teaching models are con-

tained in the- series History in the Classroom: Plans and Materialg

(Behrmann et al- 1976; Kuhn 1974b). The atmosphere is more favorable

than that of the early 1970s; c-otions have subsided and objective dis-

cussion can take place. One would, of course, have to avoid from the

outset attempts to place left-wing labels on efforts to integrate the

separate individual school subjects. The'degree of integration reached

is basically not relevant if the task of bringing about the synthes -is is

not left to the student alone and if the structure and dimension of each

of the involved subjects can be included. The present discussion of the

question of independence vs: cooperation or integration of the social

science school subjects is characterized. by the efforts of political,
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economics, geography, and history teaching "to set this indispensable

discourse in motion" (Fischer 1978). .Systematic attempts are being made

to determine the prerequisite conditions for unifying these subjects

(Schorken 1978; Forndran et al. 1978; Kaiser 1978; Mickel 1979).

The status of the discussion about historical theory indicates that

historical science, in its aims, approach, methods, and content areas,

can be appropriately related to the systematic social sciences on the

curriculum level. Accordingly, the scientific prerequisites are given

both for cooperation and for integration. The fact that teaching-method

experts tend to favor coordination or cooperation in the present discus-

sion and to advocate "a gradual connection between historical and polit-

ical,instruction units" (Kuhn 1978, pp. 102-147) can be interpreted as

the exprgssion of a cautious, gradual approach--or simply.as a lackof

alternative ideas.. If one judges the situation by existing teaching
1

materials and history teaching strategies, it becomes evident that thus

far a rigorous didactic foundation and teaching models exist only for

the cooperative teaching of history and politics ( Behrmann, et al. 1973b;

Behrmann et al. 1976). Only further discussion of didactics and teach-

ing methods will be able to bring about a decision on whether the reali-

zation of a fully integrated historical/social science curriculum is

possible.

The initial question as to which.arguments speak for independence,
,

cooperation, or integration-car be answered in the context of subject-

specific teaching methods and scientific theory. The complexity of

political, social, economic, and cultural reality makes the use of the

different social science disciplines necessary, since no one of these

alone would be able to explain ail of reality sufficiently to guide.

teaching and learning processes. _Problem-oriented interdisciplinary

research is the'aosTer to dealing with complex situations in order to be

able to record as many 'aspects of the situation as possible :with the

help of the approaches and methods of different yet convergent scientific-
..

discipfines. The descriptive terms "multidisciplinary approach" and

" interdisdiplinary, approach" are used, depending on the degree inte-

gfation of the social science disciplines. Analogous to:this process,

on the level of subject-specific scientificdiscussion,-there,is the

intention of teaching the student the interrelationships between man and

.1 73
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society, politics, economics, and culture through an integrated'

historical/social science curriculdm.

While all the social sciences have the same subject and aim--that

is, the explanation and evaluatiori of human behavior -- approaches and

methods differ in the various disciplines. La the case of an integrated

curriculum, it must by no means be left to the students to put together ,

the detailed results of the different disciplines. The question.of con-
-

vergence and divergence in the 'social-sciences nust be answered and put

into practice by the curriculum developer. For this reasons both the

sociopolitical and the theoretical (philosophy of science) decision

:levels should be equally involved-in the theoretical grounding of social'

science curricula, and, since no general nondisciplinespecific explana

tory system exists, the curriculum developer musttakeinto considera

tion how the individual disciplines see themselves. This perception

must_be based on the selfinterpretation of each individual discipline,

its description of social reality, and its subjectspecific terminology.

. The problems thdt arise in interdisciplinary work and the efforts

to bring about integration were concisely expresSed by Hartmut von

Hentig: "All interdisciplinarity has thus far ended in disciplinarily

and has gni* served to increase the need for cooperation and cammunica
.

tion in science" (Hentig 1974, p. 21), In terns of genel-al tendency,

this statement is confirmed in-the discussion presently being carried

out in the Federal Republic on the'social science curriculum. However,

withdrawal into the isolating independence of the social science school

subjects is no longer feasible in view of the'results attained. Caution

is recommended for the waking.of,historical/social science curricaa
.

The direction of new x,..)rk should lie in the attempt to "look for and

. discuss new theoretical, structuring approaches, development plans, and

proposed solutions."

For the second tine, discussion about the opportunities and limits

for constructing a history and social science curriculum:has-been opened

up by political initicatives-in Hesse and' North RhineWestphalia. Hope

fully, in view- of theoretical results and practical experience, the

opportuntty will be taken to conduct_objective talks in the context of

the ongoing discussion of political education in Hesse and NorthRhine

Westphalia, with-more active involvement emanating from the universities
.

%
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so as not to leave this matter exclusively to the curriculum institutes

and the Ministries of Education and Cultural Affairs.
. -
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9. THE STATUS OF THE SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM

AND THE POTENTIAL FOR REFORM

By Suzanne W. Helburn

Just as the decade of the 1,960s bustled with activity and optimism

about rejuvenating social studies education with the "new social

studies," we who participated in that great leap forward are now indulg-

ing in criticism, including self-criticism; trying to explain why social

studies classes on the whole have not changed muoh and why the profes-

sion seems so disheartened and in disagreement about what to do next.

I believe that, social studies education in the schools confronts a

major contradiction that makes-it practically impossible to achieve.the

goals of active, informed citizenship education: which most social

studies reformers advocate.. Although the social studies curriculum is---'

the subject area specifically 'd'esigned to provide social and political

education in the schools, most social /political education happens out-
.

side school; and even"within school, most of it takes place outside the

bounds of the formal social studies curriculum. We learn about politics

and society through everyday experience. Today, many of the life experi-

ences which' make up our real social/political education are confusing,

contradictory, and scary contributing to a sense of powerlessness to

control our own-lives or change the world.. To be effectve, the formal

social studies curriculum in school must interact with and inform thiS'

life experience -- clarify, unveil, help empower students, and help them

develop a sense of efficacy. Evi-ently, for most students in the United

States the exact .opposite happens. Social studies classes contribute to

the process of alienation, as evidenced by recent studies reporting that

students find them boring and of little use (Shaver et al. 1979b, p. 151).
O

Social Studies as Socialization

I think that social studies education fails to meet our objectives

as reformers and progressive educators for one primary reason. Although

refoiMers have always seen-public education as a vehicle for prodotini

social change and social uplift, that is not really what schools are. for.

They arc a major conservative force in society, reflecting the will of
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the majority or the will of the powerful in a given locality. Schools

enculturate students into the shared values of American ideology and

prepare them to fit into a society which is hierarchically and bgreau-
r

cratically organized, where social stability is best assured through a

passive citizenry which accepts authority, dutifully votes, and-supports

law and order. Given these purpOses of citizenship education in the

schools, social studies education.cannot grasp pertinent issues from

other than a mainstream-perspective. Similarly, giVen the goals of

developing the citizenship skills discussed above, social studies teach-

ing strategies cannot train a population of active citizens who think

for themselves, demand a voice in decision making,- and engase

in social-change efforts.

_Social studies is required to function within the schools as part
0.0

of 'the whole schooling experience. It's. objectives and teaching:methods

must be appropriate to the broad, functions schools serve in the society.-

In Educating the Wcrker-Citizen, Joel Spring (1980) contends that the

manpower model of educatioa iominates public schooling. Schools must

serve the technological needs of. advanced industrial countries for

training future workers and for screening them to fit into a differen--,
-ft

tiated and hierarchically organized labor force. Traditionally, schools

have also served to help ameliorate the alienation created by economic

development, but Spring coLzends that the technological needs now over-.

shadow attempts to use schooling as a humanizing'force. Traditional

didaC':ic instruction fits in with the maapower%model of education and

the preparation, for passive citizenshipythe.acceptance of existing

roles.

Another way to say this is that the socialization goals of the

hidden curriculum in the schools control the learning situation, and

that,ost teachers choose to teach in a way which is consistent with
.

these socialization goals. The traditional teaching style--teacher-
.

:dominated classes, textbook-learning, paper-and-pencil desk work, lec-

tures and listening, following directions, taking tests and earning

grades--may bore "some students and turn others off, but it,helps prepare

students for the next ,grade, and for life.

There are alSo limits to what is acceptable social studies c-atent

which I believe,add to the problem by teaching essentially false,general-
.
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izations about our social system. Social studies education must teach

the sharedvalues which are the basis for our politidaL faith--that our

representative democracy is good and aemocratic; that our profit-.

oriented; free-enterpiise,'market economy protects.our basic freedoms,

has been the basis for our economic development and efficiency as a

nation, and is essential to our future economic well-being; that social-

ism is hopelessly inefficient, undemocratic, and evil; that our economic
e.

and political structures are the best protection of individual advance-
,

. merit and equal opportunity; that the United States is the greatest --

country the world. We cannot ,fundamentally taMper with these

beliefs, even though children learning the history, economics, and

civics content which inculcates than might well have experienced events

which call them into question.

The other side of this content dilemma has to do with those reali-

ties which cannot be taught or exposed for discussion in any text. Were

I writing a history, economics, or governMent curriculum today, I would

want, students to consider the impact of the development of capitalism

and the effects of worldwide market-competition and` concentration; fOr

instance:

--The stabilizing effects of the ascension of the United States to

world dominance in this century, but the growing challenge'to U.S.-domi-

nance by other advanced capitalist and socialist countries and the con-

comitant iastability inherent in this challenge.

--The develophent of multinational corporations and International

banks whose investment and financing decisions profoundly affect dOMes-

tic economies and international economic stability.'

--The increasing and incalculable social costs of economic growth

as a result of known and unknown side effects of industrial production
o

and urban living.

--The increasing.aifficulty in defending'the profit system,. given

these social costs and .cur growing apprehension that it is energy con.-

serration rather than capital accumulati-on which is crucial to future

human progress and
P
adaptation.



--The increasing reliance on-government intervention to solve

growth and equity problems in industrialized market economies, but the'

grOwing inadequacy of existing policy alternatives to mitigate the con-

tradictory conditions created by advanced capitalism.

-=The contradictory reactions o' citizens to their government; they

increasingly aee.government as the cause of the problems of late capi-

talism while, continually demanding governMent intervention in their

behalf to ameliorate specific conditions.

Readers may not agree with this view of reality, but certainly they

will agree that,such views hannot appear in any commercial public school

text.

Given the purposes of social studies education in the United. States

and the training/socializing functions of schooling in general, we cannot

expect to do much effective training for active citizenship except in

those schools where specific circumstances allow more honesty:and will=

ingress to inquire into real problems. Reform attempts need to be seen

in this light. Only changes consistent with the basic role of social

studies education' will. catch on, and -most of these will'aot represent-

profound-cbanges in educational goals. The rest of this paper uses this

viewpoint to analyze current classroom practices; the disappointing

impact of the "new social studies" attempts to redirect goals and to

incorporate advances in pedagogy, the potential of current refdrms, and

realistic strategies for change. While this paper deal. mainly with,

reform efforts in the K -12 curriculum, ' that the same forces
o

inhibit changes in college and universit.:, :each-ing and, further, that

teaching problems-at the postsecondary:levels affect precollege teaching:

Current Status of Socia.L Studies Education in the United States.

'Social studies came into prominence early in the 20th century with
n

the expansion of public high schools. 'The social studies curriculum

incorporates subject matter from all the social sciences,'relying mostly

on history, geography, a.ld government, but it is designed mainly to pre-
.

pare pupils for citizenship and adult social roles. Barth and,ShermiS

sum up the broad purpose of social studies and the nature of the values

implicit to the curriculum:
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. . . social studies is citizenship education. What has sup-'
"ported this goal historically and philosophically is the
belief that social studies _exists to teach future citizens
how to cope with the problems arising out of the 20th century
compity and how to make deciSions that are seemingly man-
dated by our pluralistic, technologically advanced, self-
governing society (Barth and Shermis 1980).

Although there has been general agreement about the overall goal of

citizenship education, educators have cisagreed on the best means to

provide this citizenship training. These differences became concretized

in the curriculum packages created in the. last 20 years during the era

of the "new social studies" projects and to a lesser extent in more

recent materials.

Increasingly, we have witnessed concern about the current status

add future directions of social studies teaching, partly as a reaction,

to disagreements among professionals and the lay public about the reform

movement and partly in response to a number.of national status studies
>

-which revealed only limited use in the schools of the new approaches, a

decline in social studies teaching in the elementary schools, and some
:

Student and teacher ,dissatisfaction with secondary social studies

classes. Monographs and articles in professional education journals

(Haas. 1977; Superka et al. 1980; Gross and Dynneson 1980; Barth and

Shermis 1980) speak of increasing fragmentation in the curriculum, of a

general identity crisis in the field, and of the'need for agreement on

how ta.revitalize the curriculum.

Recent status studies give us a better opportunity than usual to

describe social studies education at the present time (Wiley 1977; Weiss

1978; Stake and Easley 1978; Gross 1977): These reports indicate a

common pattern of course content and sequencing across the nation, a

pattern which has existed over the 20-year study period and, in the case

Of secondary-level courses, since 1916. The K-6 curriculum continues to

be organized around the eXpanding-ehVironment frameworb, which is based

on the presumed developmental and psychological needs of dhil;:ren, start-

ing with the social life closest to. the children'S experience (family,

in the. first grade) and moving out into an ever -broader safal'setting
(the world,'in the sixth grada). The studies reveal a small and declin-

,

ing amount of time spent on social studies and possibly a shift away

frog/ teaching social studies altogether in the elaranntarc grades. The

standard sequehce'for grades 7 =12 follows suggestion's in a 1916 report



of the Commission on Reorganization of Secondary.Zducatioc, established

by the National Education Association. The committee recommended two

cycles of a three-course sequence of civics,- American history, and Euro-

pean- history corresponding to typical exit points from schooling at that

-time--"the fact that large numbers'of children complete their schooling

with the sixth grade, and another large contingent with the eighth and

ninth' g- -.des" .(Lengel 1981).

Perhaps more disturbing than the stability of course organization

over time is the stability of teaching practices. Although the status

.studies provida' some evidence of variety in teaching methods and some

conflicting data about practices,-the overwhelming impression from read-.

ing them is that the-classrooms have changed very little since we were

in school (Shaver et al. 1979a and 1979b). Generally, instructio

textbook-based; lecture and lecture/discussion/recitation predominate in

the high schools, and desk work is central in elementary school classes.

Not many classes 'use the "new social studies" materials, and most

teachers welcome the back-to-basics movement, agreeing that reading and

basic skills are central to the curriculum. The Case Studies in' Science

Education report (Stake and Easley 1973) dramatically documents this

stability, and the following conclusions from that report are particu:-

larly worthnoting:

The teacher is the key factor in determining what education will

be for any one child; and, though teachers might not be able to bring

reforms on .,Leir own, they regularly stop changes they oppose.

--The dominant influence- toward change has-been the "back-to-basics"

.aovement. Many teachers state that reading and arithmetic are basic

because other.learningF are unlikely to be efficient until the child has

had a thorough grounding, in the basics. Practically, this has meant

that less time is being devoted to science, mathematics, and social

science concepts,,and relationships, particularly at t1. -4-elementa'ry

level.

--Socialization is a preemptive .a:c.m of schooling in that it s.aems

to get immediate attention 'almost whenever an oppol-tunity arises, requir-

ing .the setting aside of other learnings when necessary. 6-icialization

practices impress upon students the need to submit personal inclinations

to the needs of the community, to co 7^rm to the role of -the "good stu-
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ant," ,nd to get ready for the next rung on the education ladder. To

this-end, teachers practice the principle that merit deserves special

privilege and poor performance needs exposure and censure. (The authors

noted that teachers use subject matter to keep control of the class.

The new teacher learned "what questions to ask which boy to head off a

prank, what homework to assign to keep the study period quiet. . .

Subject matter that did not fit these aims got rejected, neglected or

changed into 'something that worked.")

--The predominant mode of teaching is assign /write /test/discuss --

all organized around the subject matter in the text.. The textbook is

the key to information, 'Which helps to explain why teachers considered

reading so basic.

The Conformism of the Mass-Market Text

Recent analyses of political education texts by Mary Jane Turner

(1978) and history texts by Frances FitzGerald (1979) further our under-

standing of the bases for student, disinterest in traditional social

studies classes. The authors agree that traditional texts are-dull,

superficial,'devoid of political debate and intellectUal ferment. Fitz-

Gerald emphasizes the 20th century development of a mass-market text

deSigned to sell because it doesn't offend anyone. Given the centrality

of the text in traditional teaching, hei analysis, if reasonably accu-

rate,'substantiates the claim that important realities of contemporary

life are missing from traditional texts and that this silence m.:.kes it

impossible.to explain the world as it is.

FitzGerald,characteriies today's texts as "consensus documents, . . .

themselves part of history, in that they reflect the concerns, the con-.

ventional wisdom, and even the fads of the age that produced them."

.-These texts are no longer written by authors with particular points of

view; rather, they are "developed" by publisherS competing for the center

of a'S700,000,000-a-yeat' market shared by 400 companies, of which 40 are

major.

FitzGerald trazes the evolution of the characteristics of the modern

mass - market text, starting with the textbook boom which accompanied the

expansion of public high 'schools 'in.the 1390s: It was then that texts

became terse, orderly, restrained, and impersonal, giving the appear:nce

of truth. The period from 1910 to 1940,_domina,ted_hv progressive educa-

S



tors, contributed little to the mass-market text strategy of to,-1y

(although the reforms-of the 1960s represented a reemergence of t:iese

goals and values). With World War II, texts adopted a tone of high

moral seriousness. Controversy and conflict in America disappeared;

"democracy" no longer represented a call to action but became simply the

name of the'American system, the opposite of fascism and communism.

"We" and '"our" cropped up in text titles, and the term --aperialism" was

no longer-applied to the United States. In the 1950s texts became ency-

'clopedic; they emphasized the rise of the United States to a world

power, expressed'a morbid fear of communism,,and introduced extreme

chauvinism. In the 1960s the United States became a multicultural,

multiracial society with racial and ethnic injustices, a development

that required a dramatic rewriting of history--literally, a re-craation

of the American character.. Texts discovered "problems" 'which, because

contemporary political and economic realities were soft - pedaled, sce,led

to come from nowhere. By the 1970s, although references to the turmoil

of the 1960s were almostentirely dropped, "problems" were running

rampant.

FitzGerald claims that mass-market texts ignore economic history;

they_dp not describe the essential transformation of American capitalism

in the\20th.century. According to these texts, she charges, the United

States /still operates under a free - market economy governed purely by'

national supply and demand, with the government providing certain regu-

latory and social services. American business abroad still is "a .taboo

subject"; no economic links are admitted to exist between the United.

States and Europe. In general, Fitzgerald says, recent texts are weak

on analysis.of historical fOrces;-and.they are increasingly inadequ

is portraying an accurate image of the United States or providing a

satisfactory explanation of what is going on in the world (FitzGerald

1979).

The Traditional Curriculum Model

To summarize,.there exists atradition in social studies education- -

not one followed slavishly by all teach-rs conforming to a national cur-

riculum but rather one which has evolvea over the past 30-odd years it

response to preesures to carry out the objectives o-ftspcil studies edu-

This tradition has the following objectives:



--To give back on a test or in class a set of facts and conclusions

about the United States and the world'which is contained in a text devel-

oped by a commercial publisher, which represents a consensus or compro-

mise picture of the world, and which reflects the political temper of

the time.

--To acquire basic reading, writing, and computation skills as well

as skills and behavior of the good student/worker/citizen such as cooper-
,

.
ativenesS, neatness, good penmanship, good manners, respect for author-

ity, ability to follow directions quickly, willingness to carry out a

task on time, and ami lity.

--To accept the ihdred values of the society, to be willing-to
I

compete for grades and teacher favors, to accept one's. place as estab-

lished by competition, and to try harder.

The teaching 'strategy reltes mainly on the use' of didactics and

drill based on student reading, paper-and-pencil work, and lecture/

discussion/recitationall based on the text. Classes are organized

around teacher interaction with the whole class or individualstudent

work directed by che-teacher. The teacher initiates interactions, and

students respond directly to the teachei'; there is little student/student -

interaction and little or no student control .e student is the passive

receiver/learner of conclusions, and preselected information. Teac'ers

motivate students to learn mainly' throagh assigning- grades and other

rewards or punishments and emphasizing the importance of grades for

entrance into college or an occupation.

The Quest for Revitalization

Many teachers cannot sanction, let alone use, such a curriculum'

model. Ever since public schooling began'in earnest in the United

States, around 1340 (Katz 1963), education reformers have tried to

humanize the curriculum. The "new social studies" represents the most

recent of such attempts. But what was the "new social studies"? Has

1.ts era ended? .Has it been replaced by a more viable and potentially

.successful reform movement? What are- the chanteS-for change, and how

should we proceed? These are the questions to be addressed in the

second part of this paper.-



The Literature Model:. Salvation Through Social Sciences

I take the "new social sr. dies" to mean the de6ade or mere of

reform from roughly 1958 th.:cugh the early 19.70s. This period was

characterized by-national curriculum proiects, funded mainly, by govern-

ment and private agencies. Because of-the unprecedented national fund-

ing for curriculum reform and therefore the enormous effort involved,

this period is"unique in U.S. social studies history.
6..

I hope to demonstrate that the literature gives an inadequate and

unfortunate picture of the reforms of the 1960s-1970s by exaggerating

the importance of social-science-discipline-dominated projects and

-caricaturing them; as unidimensional efforts to convert social studies

into social'science education. The literature commentary more or less

ignores both the -diversit)k in experimentation and the -developmental

aspects of- the period. I believe-that the curriculum inventions of the

era live on in today's innovative work and that the changes-since the

"new social studie's" mainly representa rejection of social science

content focus' and possibly (and more importantly) of content as a basis

of the curriculum. In treating the "new social studies" as jdst another

fad; social studies commentators help create. the next set of fats and

unidimensional approaChe5. Furthermore,. insofar as the,neW approaches

:zntinue to emphasize active citizenship eduCation, they will be as

inappropriate as the,"new social studies but will offer less-powerful

bases'for curriculum organization -because of their deemphasis of power-
. -

ful content.

Two influential literature - reviews, one by john Haas (1977) and the

other by Karen Wiley (1977), which summarize 40 or more commentaries on

the "new social studies"-published between 1963 and 1977, contril4teto

the impression.of the period.

Haas summarizes the literature view of the reform initiative as:an-
.

effort of scientists, historians, ,and social scientistsaroused by\the

1950s portrayal of public-school education as a mindless intellectUial

desert.and motivated by post - Sputnik funding for curriculum work--to

improve the quality'of science education and attract intellectually
- .

gifted students into science. The big reform push came from 1963 to

1968 and was dominated by well-funded national curriculum projects,
. .

mainly in. the behavioral sciences. Directed by university' social. scien-



tists; many of these projects were sponsored by the National Science.

Foundation, with the purpose of designing social science discipline

course as potential competitors for traditional high school social

studies courses. Edwin Fenton first used the term "new, social studies"

to suggest parallels with "new math"; he listed 15 points distinguishing

the "new" from the "old" social studies (Fenton and Good. 1965). Inter-

estingly, thii early, personal view of the movement, obviously affected

mainly by Fenton's own work, has become the authoritative descriotion of

an era which ended a decade later.

Wiley's review _(1977) indicates that commentators perceived the

projects as discipline-domihated and fairly similar in character. Con-

tent
.

foCused on-single social'science courses organized around the logic

or the discipline and the world view, contained therein, emphasizing the

latest findings from the frontiers of scientifi knowledge and generally

placing more .-maphasis or cognitive content and processes than on values

and valuing. Objectives focused on learning to apply the concepts-and

theories in the given discipline to understanding society and those

social -Problems imenable to analysis by the discipline, learning to use

the' scientific method and inquiry skills of the discipline, becoming

sythpathetic to scientific inquiry as the means of solving social p-ob-

lems and starting tio use this method", and adopting scientific attitudes

and a relativist view toward values issues. Teaching strategies involved.

active student participation through discovery strategies which simulated

actual scientific discovery and inqUiry methods based on scientific

inquiry. _Concern for a9tivestudent involvement required student/student'

interaction and also sttldent/materials interaction, with control resid-

_ing in the curriculum materials: Student motivation was to be maintained

mainly through the excitement generated through inquiry and through con-

sideration of powerful scientific ideas.

Even during the.hevday of-the "new social studies," professional

educationists began to fault with the discipline-oriented approaches

t the curriculum. By 1970 social studies commentators openly described

the social-science approaches as being incapable of handling the horren-

dous societal problems of the 1960s and 1970s, and they gave birth to a

new age of "problems"-oriented reforms. Hertzberg (1971) identified the
, .

new directions which emphasized "relevance and the immersion in the

1 CI



immediate here and. now, the commitment to social action, the stress on

interpersonal relations, the involvement of students in deciding what to

study, the impatience with traditional disciplines and the attempt to

integrate or fUse them." John Haas summed up the "new social studies"

critique in this way:'" .

To many educatots, the NSS movement was conceptually defi
cient. One conceptual weakness was that the NSS rationale
was unidimersional--that cammited to single answers to
curriculum development questions. . . . Of the three basic
sources of curriculum--na4re-ot knowledge, nature of
society, and'aature'of students and learning-7:the NSS move
ment chose to emphasize just one way of viewing the nature of
knowledge,. nama-Thg structures of the separate academic
disciplines and the troced!=es used by practitioners of these
disciplines as"they created knowledge. The NSS was unidimen
sional in its emphasis on the structural aspects of history
and the sociaL,sciences, to the neglect of the nature-of stu
dents and the nature or society as sources of social studies
curriculum. . ... It was unidiraensional also in its-emphasis
on curriculum materials, to the neglect of school and ass
room organization, of thenature of teachers, o the dynamics
of teacherstudent, studentstudent, and teacherstudent_
materials,ihteractions, and of the nature of preservice and
inservice teacher education (Haas 1977, pp. 80-81.

But Was tae "New Social Studies" so Pure and OneDimensional?

In my Opinion, the foregoing analysis is quite inac...urate_as a pic_

ture of the whole reform movement. The critics of the movement haVe not

based taeir work on.a historical analysis of the project materials. More

important, they do riot have an explicit definition of the boundaries of

the "new social studies." For instance, Haas's summary is directed-
:

. toward social science secondary projects. Evideatiy.many coMmentators

on, the period adopted Fen;ton's early characterization of, the 'term "new
social studies." 'This is unfortunate because it defines the era net.

rowly in term's of'one new focus instead of as a period of multiple,

interacting thrusts.

To make,this poiHt, it is necessary to start with the actual activ

ity of the period, -wilich ds su mmarized in 11-directories of projects

(Social Education 1965a and 1965b; Michaelis 1965;' Gibson 1967; Win,eri

1969; Lester"1969anders and Tanck 197Q; Turner 1971; Taylor and Groom

1971;" Social Education 1972; Social Studies Curriculum Materials Data

Book 1977). Of the n5- projects listed in works, appro'cunately 70.-

represent clear examples of curriculum development. At-least 50 of



these projects involved multiple grades, 22 of them either K-12 or 5-12_

Seventeen were elementary school projects, 5 were junior high school

projects, and 21 were secondary projects. Only a third were crienter

toward a discipline of social science or history. This brief nod to

statistics indicates the diversity involved and ,leads one to question

the unidimensional appraisal. a.

Some projects were better known than others, and it is probably

fair to. say that the ones which most people associate with the "new

social studies" are the 31 projects included in two. important project-

by-project evaluations which appeared in Social Education in :970 acC

1972 (Sanders and Tanck 1970; Social Education 1972). Of the=, 5 wsre

in history, 10 in social-science disciplines, 3 in area studies, an.di6

in citizenship; 4 were comprehensive elementary and 3 comprehem.tive K-1.1

projects. The Department of Health, Education and Welfare fum.gca

projects, the National Science Foundation funded 4, private saur:es

funded 12, and school districts partially funded 3. (Some projec-_i t

funding from more than one source.) Nine projects involved elemem=

and middle grades, 15 were designed for grades 7-12, and 7 spanned

grades K-12 or 5-12. Historians or social scientists directed 13 pro--

ects, social stud4es educators directed 11 projects, and teams of somc
studies educators and social scientists directed 6 pro=ects. Only :

projects admitted to designing curricula for the acadeally tale

and even these claimed to be creating materials for both average and

above-average students; 5 projects were specifically geared for the la=

successful student.

Most important for our purposes are statements about intended cur-

riculum focus. Twenty-four of the 31 projects deliberately organimezi

content around social sciences or history; this group included most of-

the elementary schOol and comprehensive projects. However, most

these projects were not oriented toward inculcating the structure of

indirtdual disciplines; rather, they used concepts from =he sooMs1

scier -es as the content base. Six projects deliberately eschewed a dis-
,

cipl- 777 approach. Twenty-three projects consid,ered some form of

training important, but only 6 stated their objectives in terms

of ,tarnIng the skills of scientific inquiry or historical inquiry.

.71
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7.41ues education was cons±dered a JAJI focus of 19 projects, and 12

4nojects cited citizenship education_ as an important goal.

TS There a "New Social Studies Curricislam" Model? No!

In my opinion, the era of reform we have been describing was

creative of new approach,: =r, curriculum design; it

;alerted a flowering cf alternatives AfDIE a melding together of appacently

Ii_sparate approaches. The d±versit ;. a;:f the period,is caught in 'Models

=elf Teachtng, by Joyce and Weil (1 ?0:, which .categor±zes differamt

_,..?pLoaches developed the pe:_74- into four families of teaching

strategi:_is. The acaburs ideatify -1.n.Ls focusing on (1) social =La-

rions,'!"12) informatics= 4noi cognitive development, (3) er-

-alit,T ...ir&elopmear, and (4) bermr.---rrodifi:cation. However, in focus-

= on s=r4/.9gilP on curriculum resign, ame in

dies=rit_ng tbe work aaff i as Hilda Taba, Richard Sucnnan.

at--= E Ausut*Z., Jerome Brun="--, Data :?liver, B.F. Skinner% ems 6e=nert

.-,trms of mne dis tegching strategy per person, the

c -:=Cerr_.ws rhe innovators and tr,eir onctiihu--

IL^MS ":7 ammrall 'cult= des'. .:=. tea, for instance, =ed several

::ifferent achieve rw.;Iriple learning objective-, =elated to

intellectual- al, moral, an psYchological develimat O' the

=Aid. This true of many other projects. The prlEfbiL±7y of

feveloping curric%lielwhich combined approaches created by -lane, ,;csubel,

a=m1 othrl:s represents the major break=frrough of the period_ For

Economics and Society (Hilburn amM Davis 1974), an overall it

organization was veloped which used discrepant events as unit oTeners,

,.:ogrammed instrucrt= to teach basic discipline organizers, sca2.1---zroup

1-!teraction actiTrities for values clarification and small-group-lesrn-

fmrg, the juris7tuadTmrial model of conflict analysis to teach analysis of

c.-ntroversial and Taba's basic comparative case study ap-proach

ta teach hypotae.75s -and generalization format-ion.

The era of the= "new social studies" is distinctive because -5 the

curri-v' projects and because of the participation of aca-
t-.

d-ftraic disciplim p1e. However, the newcomers joined social stumes

r_rofessionals TAita- rad been working in "the field before and Woulf omn-

:finue to work , the era was over. Though cross-iertilizaticm. f:rom

verse backgrocm71,s, we were able to employ a whole series of in=---7--
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rimibal and memchological theories in curriculum constructimm. Me - Period

plod:aced tesarical breakthroughs in applying system- design urmtedures to

education uhLidh involved designing whole courses of study around multiple

objectives Mased on the latest theories of cognition and human velop-

went. We attempted, and to a large extent created, curricula which

invoLvea (1) carefully dalineating learning objectives to raise students'

covnitive, mural, emoticual, and social levels of functibning, choos-

ing tontent homed on powerful conceptual and analytical structures of

-mowlp-tp and un a samxLing of facts, cases, and events fflustrating

:tarts n.f- structure and enriching student experience, (3) sequencing,

= stating, arE suiraling Le -wing activities to permit assimilation of

and acocimodasann to new wledge, (4) desianinv learning experiences

requiring students to learn and practice necessary skills, to use and

exte their knowledge, and clarify and be is their belief systems,

(5} asin& arrivtties whir= ..,,est students working simultaneously

on sammerel , and (6) incluairg systematic and con-

titmai ft.dban:_t_to srmi-p-r-= nt their learning.

Fgcusing uc_ the sow_ ---r-iPnce/historiar structure -oz- 'knowledge

anpr,-7ech as w definition of =Cis period ignores -=he real accomplishments

and undervahmes the extent to which culrent reforms grew out of this

earlier period It .also invites the placing c:f blame on the social

science orlemration for the d.ppointing impact of the reforms on

assroom practice.

Back to 3a -v and tha Contradictions of the 1970s

Ea the .170s the single most important change in U.S. education was

t.7t* !move hack to "basics:" This came at a tine of fiscal crisis in

sowv--,ment_ which hit schools particularly hard because of the decline

.Hool-age population. The new social st.Idies" curricula came on

tte market just as the taxpayers' revolt gathered steam and the. National

Assessment of Educational Progress publicized declining test scores.

Zangmess shifted federal funding priorities in education to promote

==7.ma.,- opportunity through education. "New Social studies" materials.

-mune their .greatest impact in middle-class and upper-middle-class

swan school districts, where training the mind and preparation for

actie citizenship. is an appropriate goal, Consistent with career train-,

for managerial and professional occupations. Except for a few pro-

19a
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grams, among them American Political Behavior and Geography in an Urban

ITe, the projects were a commercial flop, particdlarly at the elementary

level. Nevertheless, one recent study (Fetsko 1979) shows that the

projects influenced commercial texts, which introduced inquiry activi-

ties and social science Concepts and generally latched on to salable

aspects of the reforms. But the status studies indicate that the project

innovations did not reach many classrooms--where, generally, business

continued as usual. Many.of us now seem to agree that the projects

failed to take into consideration the school environment and how innova-

tionlactually take hold. Fewer of us go beneath this generalization to

recognize the limited viability in the goals of liberal, progressive

education, given the schocis' socializing and screening functions.

Having viewed these conclusions about the "new social studies," it

is important to look at current trends and their success. One can iden-

tify two interrelated, but possibly contradictory, kinds of thrusts.

One thrust focuses on content and emphasizes the preparation of

children for their future roles as consumers, workers, citizens of'the

nation, citizens of the world, and members of a multiracial, multiethnic,

litigious, private-enterprise society. In part these content concerns

reflect changes in federal funding priorities and the availability of
I

grants during the 1970s to develop curricula for. ethnic studies, con-

sumer economics, career education, and legal education. These efforts

may or may not represent actual reforms, depending on the other learning

objectives built into'the curriculum or teaching unit. Such programs

should gain acceptance in schools because the roles approach fits into

the overall socialization and screening functions of schooling. Career

and consumer education help students make more-rational choices within

the existing choice range provided by society. In placing the focus on

choosing -among existing options, these programs deElect attention away

from inquiry into why there are not better choices or whether choices

are permitted to some groups and prohibited to otherS. Although such

programs provide potential vehicles for teaching decision making or

values education, ptobably they are mainly a conservative force. Their

activities tend to focus on decisions.helpful fot maintaining the status

quo--for example, how to allocate .one's budget. While roles approaches

provide an opportunity for teachers to focus on changing roles and 'to

196.
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expose sexism, racism, and other are embedded in a

broader framework of ideas about the wc-1.4 and soc-'21/political

system, they Will-not-enlighten ar clarit-nor 0""A e±ve a realistic view

of choices provided by the system- -

The second kind of reform---a=brity 71,nis dire=ly mom- the "new

social studies': teach-* innovat....;us but to--.itses =7...narrowly on some

aspect off citizenship education ter wrm.m-±1- and valuing, deci-

sion mak±og, or learning through so-dye pe-- ,z...t.-4a=, in community life.

Eminent social studies reformers am.-d text _Items itscuss these thrusts,

their success in the classrooms, and thei- ::titra..morential in Goals for

40er the Social Studies: Toward the Tweirty--Fi=, Cern..=-, a special issue of

the Journal of Research and Development in EEItmatizn (1930). These

articles indicate little which is really "new. Mainly the emphasis has

changed to downgrade content as the basiz, curriculum. Materials

have moved away from. applying powerful ^r .N ideas to current

affairs and history, to a problems approAch oftaill: seems to be a vehicle

for developing decision-making, partinfr)A-.,,n, and valuing skills.

These approaches use teaching strategies

studies," minus the social- science -disc:

appear to_be introduced to problem soly

basis, without a conceptual structure far t.

which would help them make important

wor'd.

Insofar as these innovations focus ae goal for example, deci-

sion making or values--they are just as iimensional as the 1960s

discipline-oriented projects were perce tc be by educationists.

Futhermore, the.articles inOrals forzn_ 7acial Studies indicate that

only limited success has been achieved t±:-.. atroducing these approaches

in the classroom. This makes sense, s these active citizenship

reforms are fundamentally inconsistent the socialization function

of the. school. They suffer from the =,=-77 -bias as the "new social

studies" discipline-dominated approaches in. seeking to reform society

through promoting democratic mractice in Cae schools. Furthermore,

insofar as they also seek to encourage or student'involvement.in

learning, to make learning easier and more fmn, they interfere with the

screening function of schools downplaying grades and by contributing

lrired by the "new social

content focus. Children

-7.:uing on an ad, hoc.

contemporary problems

sense of the
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r.o7.grade inflatiza--that is, providing a basis for giving better grades

to students who might otherwise be turned Off to schooling.

I,: it is t that thesEhmmr. approaches downgrade content.as a

basin for curricula and lack a Fying mad. reasonably accurate world

view, then they do not combat tae bland. 'egative effects of pass-market

amxts.---1---agree-thst-the_soctaL cieum structure may not be

=he best basis far con t Ta: the 4ticte-rit-that discipline7__

mmlented courses-reflec the raring ideology, they too caa confuse and

dbiuscate. As examples, the 1.ark ,of .i-.7smams thinking and dynamics .-in

elementary econami= theory limits ina=inms to how the economy reacts

to change, but itIdoes not explett cmawr.:2md-mainstream economists do

not use class analysis to explain Zmacce distribution or alienation from

work. I am not necessarily adva=mting using discipline structures as

the basis for content and a worm view. However, it is impurtarit--

crucial--and possible to introduce.,studeats to powerful organizing ideas

and to help them to understand santal interrelationships and the histor-

ical development of social problems, and their connection to the eco

nanic and political systems.

Finally, I am troubled by the apparent fragmentation of the current

reforms. Why are there separate programs in decision _making, valuing,

and global education? The cur=iculum programs of the 1960s involved

designing whole teaching systems around multiple7objcCtives, a rotation

and spiraling of learning, and 'balancing of different teaching strate-

gies. Has this aspect. of experimentation been lost, or is it being

avoided because it is impractizal? Possibly the current fragmentation

represents a necessary retreat try to infuse textlxibk teaching with a

little '_renovation. However; I that the problem is More serious,

that it is related to unidimens-onal thinking in the profession.

Conclusions at lecommendations

p
I believe that the manpower-model of education predominates in

shaping schooling. This means r'r..--=T active citizenship education will

not gain wide acceptance because it is incompatible with the main

andscreening functions of the schools. Specifically, the

following conditions seem to me to encourage stability and inhibit

change:
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, 1. Recent studies of the co,11,---In= necessary =0 implement and

sustain innovaiions (Berman and MPT-z.--ori 1978) Conclude that changes

tmplemented fry the top down do not 'ooze lasting eft in schools if

they are unrelated to perceived needs -of teachers. Ether, permanent

Change occurs when the people doing mme workteacheither initiate

cange or recognize that the specif.± ranges help '- do theft job.

2. The social studies statmsles concluotettnat teachers and

/-...--.4looks control the curriculum and that teachers mao-Tond to the day-

71c!.eay pressures and traditions that exist in their -wools. The need

ma maintain control and discipline is a prerequisite to success in

teaching and therefore takes precedence in classroom management deci-

s-frms.

3. In response to the profit opportunities created by the expa -

F_o:71 of public school education during this century- publishers have

eloped mass - market texts. By and large, market forces have disci

lined publishers to:conform in creating what is almost a standardized

:oduct, designed to appeal' to the market center. Since texts are the

basic source of curriculum-content, the effect of this situation is to

'idaken the content base.

4. Pressures to conform also come from outside professional

social studies circles. The lay public -- particularly, special-interest

groups -- continues to take an interest in social studies, eroding the

influence of social studies professionals and, poteatially, that of

social studies education. Because social studies is primarily ideolog-

ical indoctrination, and.part of general education rather than ocCupa-

tional training, there is an inherent tendency for thd lay public to

feel qualified to influence the curriculum. When times are hard, social

'studies may be attacked on two grounds- -that it doesn't do its job of

preparing youngsters for life and that it isn't basic to job training- -

and thus considered expendable.

5. Although the'real control of thecurriculum lies with the text

and teacher, there are many other influences on the curriculum. Deci-

sion making on textbook adoptions and is -I2 articulatiOn and content

involve local school district textbook and curriculum committees, state

committees, stag departments of education, local and state school

boards, and even state legislatures-(-Lengel 1981). The practice of
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including a spectrum of peop1 in:the decision-making process--to democ-

ratize and legitimize decisinns--actually impedes change because it

requires a consensus among range of people and interest groups.

Therefore, policies which have solved over time and which were in place

.before the bureaucratic stn--* re was develop emi mend to continue for

lack of agreement among the recision makers about-alternatives.

6- Social studies professionals, partirly academics, contrib-

ute to maintaining the status quo by creating disputes over,what the

curriculum should be, thereby 5alling to provide effective leadership

for change. These disputes professional rivalries, ideologidal

differences, end-inractible nrejudices which I do not believe will dis-

appear, even though they cash be resolved if we were to adopt a

rational, problem-solving cowm4tment to chauge. The differences not

only dilute effective leadership; they also create confusion and false

debat's over alternative strategies which others in the field have to

sort out. However, they are part of academic life, contributing to pro-

fessional advancement, and therefore important to their participants.

7. One of these sets of disputes relates to the issue of content

is the curriculum. In general, social studies educators have given

inadequate attention, to content and to the seious deficiency created by

choosing inoffensive content. Because o. its ideological function in

the overall school experience, traditions' social studies Content obfus-

cates. and mystifies; it treats our ideals as real, attainable goals

which have -.-not yet been reached, when in reality they cannot be reached

in a world- dominated by the drive for capital accumulation and increas-

ing concentration of power. To the extent that we miseducate, we con-

tribute to students' dissatisfaction with social studies classes--which,

of course, can feed back to create more discipline and classroom manage-

ment problems for teachers.

8. The °present pressure to hold the line on or cut social ser-

vices, means tight school budgets, therefore fewer change agents within

school systems, less money for auxiliary resources and training pro-

grams, less encouragement of teachers to experiment inc. their own

classes, and more pressures 'to conform--hardly an encouraging environ-

ment for teachers.
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I, 'see little hope of bringing about pervasive change based on

active citizenship education or progressive education goals. We need to

recognize this, and to change our sights from attempts to affect the

mainstream to working on those fringes where our ideas and strategies
, .

are welcome. We have made great technical advances in curriculum design

and teaching methods:but knowing how to educate does not mean we can

change teaching except where such changes are appropriate. Nevertheless,

it is important to continue research and development on the teaching/

learning process and to learn more about actual classroom practice. We

also need to develop a realistic, more accurate view of society, social

change, and the functions of schooling in maintaining social stability

as opposed to promoting social change. We should incorporate this

knowledge in our teaching to - inform teachers about these matters, so

that they are aware of the contradictions which constrain their work but

neverthelessprovide the opportunities for change. If we have an accu-

rate social analysis and are clear about our politics, we will be more

successful in choosing more-likely avenues for cha#ge.
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, 10. CURRICULUM DESIGN FOR THE REAL WORLD

By Barry Dufour

The Language of the Curriculum

The language of the curriculum replete with words such as

design, planning, objectives, development, structure, process, and

evaluation. It sounds like a board meeting of a multinational company

rather than the language of educators, but these words do illustrate

certain trends in education which locate it is a technical, rational

World where more-recently popular words and concepts, such as accounta-

are perfectly appropriate. The word design does have another
.

connotation, which moves it more toward humanistic and artistic

endeavors and away from the deliberation implied in bther meanings. By

discussing th.. term design, I shall be able to pick my way through a

series of key ideas and concerns that ate increasingly exercising my -

thoughts as an educationist. -

There have been two elements in the notion of design that which

emphasizes the artistic aspect and that which emphasizes the craft

aspect. There is often a tension between the two interpretations.

Craft has been seen as associated with the real world of everyday life,. ;

commerce, and industry. It is messy, mechanical, practical, and laeful

in its orientation; perhaps it is also humble, workmanlike, noninspired--

a skill. Art is -seen as creative, inspired, nonpractical, not neces-'

sarily related to the real world, in the sense that it deals in Images

and fantasy, imagination and interpretation. Art is of greater value,

because it is associated with free will and creative-expression.

I do not personally accept these distinctions, but I find them

useful in bringing out some problems in curriculum design. Too often,

the notion of curriculum design most favored has been one which links it

with practical preplanning, craft, and Mechanical operations and skills.

I want to argue that, for the 1930s, we should make efforts to pit art

back into design in our curriculum in the sense of encouraging a clearer

commitment to .developing in children creativity, imagination, self-

awargness, and similar values and skills. I am calling for an increased
r

emphasis on the humanities and expressiv,e arts to counterbalance the
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pseudorational, positivistic, and scientistic social...science paradigm

that many curriculum developers encouraged in the 1960s and 1970s.. This

euphasis does not imply a flight from politics or the real world;

rather, it incorporates a more lively and critical approach to teaching

and learning and a more powerful political standpoint than was apparent

in the social studies/social science curriculum projects of the last

two decades in"eitherthe United States or the United Kingdom. (I cannot

speak of Western Germany since, beyond my knowledge of the restrictions

which teachers face in that.country, I have little first-hand knowledge

of curriculum in that country.)

One definition of design states that if you take it to mean "the

conscious pre-determination of the human environment, you are into plan

ning, ,into economics, into politics" (Baynes 1976). Any social curric-

ulum.must be preplanned to some degree and will therefore reflect the

political choices and constraints operating within the school, the com-

munity,'and the wider society, and these will determine what is seen as

worthwhile knowledge and what is seen as Undesirable. .However, I do not

agree with Michael Apple (1979) and other Marxist curriculum theorists

who. see the operatioh of ideology in every'facet of educational and human_

The fundamental themes I wish to pursue in this paper. are,.specif-

ically:.

1. That curriculum design is a necessary activity in education,

but that.it nest include-social,.political, philosophical, and educa-

tional positions, hitherto neglected-in the social curriculum, which

encourage creativityflexibility, and opportunities for pupils to pur-
1

sue-thvir own studies for part of the time. Pupils must be valued, as

much as teacherg as active agents in the.design of the curriculum. The

choice of topics .to study, things to learn about, is as much a job for

pupils as it is for teachers, even if teachersdo retain overall guidance

in the development of skills. A'shift toward more pupil choice will make

it more_ difficultg (I hope) for us .to construct,the kind of totalLv:

planned social scientific curriculum that emerged, especially in the,

United.States, in the 1960s and 1970s. As an admirer and imitator of
e

the American approach, I learned to love it, then hate it. This wall -to-

wall curriculum with all social subject disciplines prescribed and all
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objectives built in, kindergarten through grade 12, was the ultimate in

curriculum planning and design--and the death of education! In the

United Kingdom we did not achieve such a comprehensive curriculum, but

certainly the proliferation of social science subjects for our 16- to

18-year-olds in Ordinary (0-level) and Advanced (A-level) General Cer-

tificate of Education -(GCE) programs has meant the triumph of positivism

and a narrow and bogus view of human society. There are a few excep-

tions, notably--the JMB board's A-level sociology and 0-level integrated

humanities,, both of which allow a broader perspective.

2. That if the teacher continues to maintain a central role in

the curriculum, as I believe should be the case, certain features are

necessary in this curriculum of the real world.

I would now like to enlarge on the first theme, by looking-more

generally at curriculum, theory and development, and to consider its

impact on secondary schools.

Writing About the Curriculum:-

Curriculum as a career and specialist study hasinow become accepted

in the-United Kingdom (as in the United States' at schools of education

and other teacher education departments. Despite the-proliferation of

'bookS and research on curriculum, I have found few books or curriculum

-projects. which'attach .themselves to the edUcational philosophy I have

outlined; that is, a belief-in the value of creativity, flexible,learn-
_

ing arrangements, pupil choice, and a commitraent,to an emancipatory.

education, however .vague.or difficult to defOne-all of this may be. (I

suppose'I am talking about the open school, or progressive eduCation,

but I find these terms so .vague that I,rirely use them.) There are

particularlyexceptions. particularly by Americans, among-them the well -known books

of Holt, Goodman, and.Kohl. Few equivalent works by British curriculum
-,-

writers combine .the'same degree of scholarship' and persuasiveness.

Works on the curriculum pubffshed in the United Kingdom during the

1960s and 1970s were extremely varied, operating at a number of levels

and conceived in a number traditions. Some, like those a; Kenneth

Richmond (19671971), were mainly descriptive Works dealing with the

changes taking place in the schools.- They were based on no special ana-

lytical framework beyond a general belief that changes in the curriculum ,
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were necessary and timely. This practical type of book is still being

published and is of some use to teachers because it reports and popu-

larizes developments.

Another type of book has offered analyses of the curriculum based

on the main educational disciRlinesthe history of, psychology of, phi-

losophy of, and sociolog-yof education. The sociology of education has
_ - -

probably created the most controversy and interest on both sides of the

Atlantic. In the United Kingdom much of this work has been associated

with the University of London Institute of Education and has involved

Cultural, political, sociological, and linguistic analysis of the cur-

riculum (see Lawton 1975, Bernstein 1971, Young 1971, Sharp and Green

1975, Pring 1976, and others). Most of this work has been in the nature

of theoretical critiques; in most cases it is based on empirical

research and has ,raised basic questions about the operation of the

school urriculum and school; practice in _general.. But it is not of

immediate use and relevance to teachers; it does not tell them what to

do nn Monday-morning. Rather, it worries teachers and warns them of the

dangers of what they have been doing on Monday mornings! In itself,

this is.a healthy exercise. Lawton is perhaps an exception to this
.

_genre; his books on the Curriculum. have.alwaYs been easy to read (and
,

.
. , ._ .

therefore they sell well).- His books are also tinged with pragmatism;
. . , -_ . . . . .

.

.Which does not please some -academics and-some left-oriented,teachers who

want their. curriculUm -analysts always to be involved in the class

struggle.

There are a few other writers like Lawton, who combine scholarship

with detailed and practical discussion of what-is and what ought to be.

The principal ones are Lawrence Stenhouse (1975, 1980) and Maurice Holt

(1978, 1979). Of equal importance are the curriculum projects them-
,

selves, from organizations" such as Nuffield and the Schools CounciL,

which have, associated publications that outline their aims and methods.

A useful degcriptive and critical, summary of all of these projectg can

be found in Stenhouse (1980).

Another kind of writing about the curriculum comes from a group of-
.

people on both sides of the Atlantic. They are writers on the curricu-

lum and schooling who-derive their philosophical and:ed. ucationil posi-

tions from a wide. range- of-viewpointssome neo-Marxist, some existen-

. /
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tial. Together, they offer support for a greater: degree of pupil-

c&nreredness, allied with a commitment to an existential and---malcipa-

tory viewof education which is rooted increative and-expressive work

inside the classroom andoutside the school. Some of these writers have

a firm attachment to a social curriculum which includes elementary

sociological, political, and economic education; others are more wedded

to the English/humanities end of the social curriculum continuum. All

of them' present stinging attack's on positivist conceptions of social

science and social learning.

Of the strident politicos, the recent work of Young 'and Whitty is

the most thought - provoking and important (see especially Whitty and

Young 1976 and Gleeson and Whitty 1976). Their work and that of their

associates has given us a clearer understanding of some of the episte7

mological foundations of the social curriculum. Witkin (1974) and Abbs

(1979) are refreshing- for their treatments of the more subjective ele-

ments in learning; both are firm advocates of the major but neglected

role of the creative and expressive arts_in the development of feelings,

beliefs, and values in young people. Abbs presents a powerful critique-

of rationalism inthe modern education system.

The daily teaching in London _schools and his superb books demon-
,

strate what Chris Searle and others of his kind can achieve with pupils

in English,lessons; encouraging awareness in pupils of racism, sexism,

,:_and oppression. Searle (1,977) shows' us that the relevant knowledge

capable of transforming society already exists within the pupils them-,

selves; it only needs to be developed.

Last, f must commend the work of one American who has influenced

me Maxine Greene. The broad. interdisciplinary sweep of her' work and

her passionate Championing of tarry of the political, edgational, and

philosophical standpoints_which I hold dear have made me ttempt to get -

her work more widely known in !he British Isles (see Greene 1974 and

1978).

Practice in the Schools

I want to turn now to a brief critique of actual school practice in f.

the United Kingdom in recert years in the social curriculum and then, at
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grea=mc length, move on to my outline of the elements of a curriculum

for t5e real world.

There is no doubt that real successes were achieved in the last two

decades in the actual expansion of social learning in schools, particu-

larly in secondary schools. A large minority of schools now offer inte-

grated work in the f7"..rst, second, and third years of Secondary educa-

tion, although the extent of rethinking in some of these changes has

often been minimal; many courses are simply more than geograp his-

tory, English, and religious education pushed together. t the senior

end of the school the growth of the social curriculum has been even more

remarkable, no doubt fueled by the incentives and structure of examina-

tion courses which are being developed at an ever-increasing rate.

tLarge numbers of secondary schools now offer integrated social studies/

social science courses under a bewildering variety of names. The growth

in the pi7d.rision of specialist social science courses, such as 0-level

and A-level GCE.sociology (for 16- to 1S- year - olds), has also been

dramatic; with social anthropology being the only specialist social

science which is not yet examined at 0 or A. level or in the Certificate

of Secondary Education (CSE) examinations. Some of this growth has been

associated with the "Mode 3" provision in exaAnations, which gives

teachers_a more central role in devising syllabuses. All of this has

bedn supported by'the continuing publication of new.textbooks for the

specialist subjects and Of project-topic style books for the many forms

Of integrated courses.

What seems surprising is the low-take-up rate "of curriculum project

materials Maier:Leis of the early Schools Council-projects are used by

about 10 percent of teachers, and`,th MACOS (Man: A Course of Study)
.

materials are used by as few as 5 percent of. teacher. These,low rates

must be:a ocommen= on the resistance of teachers to these forms of cur-

riculum renewal, unrelated as-they are to a cleat examination base, but

they are also a_commenton the nature and relevance of these projeCtS.
, .

Many were not disseminated. verywell, and many are inappropriate in

terms of. cost to schooiS, structure anddesign, and language IeVel: In

1.---------contrast, the second generation of SchoolS Council,pr. 0 eCtS;.such as

deography for the Young" School Leaver, have fared somewhat,better
.

because a vigorous dissemination policy was=planned right-at .the start



and because they fit more easily into a stable subject base which leads

to examinations. However, all of these project materials suffer by vir-

tue of being developed and based at university or college departments.

It may-be that social studies/humanities teachers are resistant to over-

tures from these quarters; or it may be that the developers miscalcu-

lated the needs of teachers, which I think is more likely. Neverthe-

less, I do believe that all of the social studies projects had many

redeeming qualities and that they have had some kind of influence, and I

agree with Stenhouse (1975)'that projects like the Humanities Curriculum.

Project have generated very fruitful discussion about teaching methods

and strategies. And of course teaching style and strategy are just as

important as content in changing the curriculum.

Some Essential Features of a'Curriculum Design for the Real World

There are two important aspects-of a.cdrriculum design for the real- ,

wOrld: the organiidtionai structure of the 'teaching-7the methods,.

style-, and philosophy--and thecontent.

There are three. features which should inform the content:

J.. There should be a more pronounced emphasis on the .humanities
.

within the integrated social curriculum and a greater value accorded to

the- expressive arts and creativity within this form of. learning-.

2. There should be estrongetcritical element, which encourages

pupils to think, argue, and develop ideas rather than merely absorb so'

called objective knowledge about the social world', transmitted exclu7

sively-by teachers.
.

. -. 3. There. should be a wider. scope in thd treatment of controver-
,_,

t,

1,

/7
sial opics and a wider. range-of themes considered appropriate fOr

'school study (see Dufour 1975).
,

6

Teaching Method

British education-has long championed the .cause of child-centered

learning but has rarely explored she precise meanings end implications.

of this credo. Even more unusual hPs been the attempt by schools to

practice this educational ideal. 'Most Secondary schools in Britain are

still formal institutions with all the major elements of the Weberian

ideal type of bureauciacy, - characterized by formal procedures, by

detailed rules governing interpersonal: behavior, dress, movement within
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the building, and forms of address, and by clear status demarcation in a

hierarchical structure. There are similarities with prisons and hospi-

tals, except that in our schools (apart from the private boarding

schools) everyone goes home at, four o'clock, after spending a substan-

tial part of the day in a strange, artificial environment.

There are exceptions to this regimen. Most of our primary schools

are friendly and informal places, and even a few secondary. schools are

relaxed-and humane institutions.. My ideal for a school and my descrip-

tion comes close to the school I have worked in for the last decade--is

one that is ;typified by informality and flexibility and which organizes

itself for the maximum achievement of the intellectual/cognitive and

personal/pastoral goals, regarded as an inseparable unity. Individual-

ized learning and teamwork would have priority in the context of what I

would like to call "The-50/50 Curriculum," a curriculum in which pupils

spend half their time in the Social subjects on teacher-originated work

and half their time-on topics they have choSen themselves, working with

tutorial assistance from the teacher. This approach immediately calls

into question most of the activity of curriculum mongers, whether they

be HMIs, LEA advisors, academics; or anyone else. Curriculum developers

would join our ever-increasing 'dole qiieues. They would be pmt out of

work because staff and pupils together would devise the curriculum on an

individual basis'aSthe work proceeded, althoughthere would be certain

constraintiimpos'edby examination:boards and the political sensitivity

of some of the work. -

The plan'Iam outlining is not utopian..,.,. It has been in operation

-for.many years now at Countesthorpe.and has been a success at all

levels.. However, I do admit that thOse who study the :cidden curriculum

would., need to stay in-business, because my own experieme in teaching at

Countesthorpe and my research `there have indicated haw patterns and

,structures often unintended and:unwanted--can emerge in a Context of

almost total pupil-centeredness. I have never fully supported the ccim-t'
plete individualization that operates-at Countesthompe; I beli_pve a

50 -50 balanca Is a good compromise-between.teacher and taught.. Teachers.

. have 'experience, knowledge: skills, :Arad many -other qualities which can

benefit pupils. I do not accept, the brand of Marxist analysis of the,

curriculuM which suggests that:because all knowledge is sootally con-L;
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structed and teachers transmit 'nEficial knowledge to pupils, the teacher

must play a negligible role i:- to atroid dangerous and impudent

impositions on the minds of ch

I do argue that the tea& ,t harp= a reduced role, because chil

dren also bring to the school k _edge, skills, individuality, and per

sonal history which must also u. awarded serious a.ria:6roper status in

the school curriculum. Education can extend the horizons of both

teacher and taught. The real world which pupils bring with them to

school includes interest in and knowledge of popular music, fashion,

motorbikes, football, and many other features of youth culture. As a

teacher I can learn from and help to extend the understanding of the

pupils about the cultural, social, and political environment in which

they are so heavily engaged. We can help,them explore this world cri

tically, but'there are also times when we must allow pupils to do work

which they want to pursue regardless of our own devious aims.

Content and Topics for a Study of the Real World -

Finally, let me outline the kind of content or.themes which I would

want to put before pupils as part of my 50 percent--themes and areas of

study' which I'vpuld argue forcefully are increasingly central to an

understanding of the real world.

Television. Televiiion is now the major medium for influencing,our

conception of the social world--and this certainly is` the case for

pupils.. They derive imagery, feelings, and information frog television

about how the worlu looks, its events, and its power structure. Because

television is edited and partial in its treatment of the-world, the

school has a duty to.. help pupils analyze ;this treatment critically.

There is ample research 'evidence from both s es of the Atlantic which

shows how limited is' children's knowledge of the social and, political

.

Popular Culture. ,This category includes pop and rock music,

fashion,films, motorbikes, football, and many other things which vary,

according to,claSs, region, andcountry;. but the essential influence of-
,

theSe phenomena is universal. Schools should, give pupil's the opportun7

ity to study these 'aspects. of their lives, which are so important to

-them- (also to younger teachers and perhaps even to a few older teachers!).

Over the last two years t and my schoolteacher colleagues have tutored
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15- and 16-year-old pupils on projects on Punk music. This has enabled

us to discuss race and racism, demonstrations and political protest, the

police, social order and control, and many other political themes. It

is likely that these gamoils would not have considered these "teacher-

type" themes if they had not been approached under the guise of a study

of Punk.

Politics. This vital area is disliked by many adolescents. It can

be made more meaningful to them if a real-world approach is used; that

is, instead of studying procedures and structures of parties and the

state, which most Livernmeni courses emphasize, pupils should be given

the chance to study the real world which they see on their television

screensevents such as demonstrations, strikes, industrial conflict,

wars, and international terrorism. This study should not exclude the

hidden bases of politics, such as behind-the-scenes views of power, or

issues such as sexual politics and sexism in society. I am not arguing

for a sensationally oriented_ curriculum but rather that such themes are

'ever with us and must be studied as much as the more-regular aspects of

polir+r-s. (Sinde 1976 there have been many, demands for more political

education in the curriculum from all sources of curriculum deVelopment,

including the government and the inspectors. However,- I believe that

the kindle realistic and critical brand of political education which I

am espousing here would have little support from these agencies. See

Dufour 1979_ and Whitty 1979.).

The World of Work. i agree with the recent demands that the world

of work be include& more centrally in the school: curriculum' However,

"if pupils are to learn about-the important role of business and capi-,

talism in our country, they must also study trade uaions, industrial

relations, movements, for workers' control, socialism, and communism.

These all form pare of the < fabric of discussion.of the economy in the

United Kingdom, and they must all be alforded_a proper place in the

.'Social curriculum'.

. 'Other Cultures. In the world today, with its problems and inequal-

ities, it is important for all schoolS to try to develop'pupils'

worldmindedness theirY appreciation- of other peoples, other cultures,

and other countries. In ordet to understand the present Middle East

difficulties, some knowledge of Moslem culture is necessary. -Since the,
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United Kingdom, along with the United States and Western Germany,. is a

multiracial society, the study of other cultures is vital. Some coun-

tries, including the United'States, place a fair emphgsis on global edu-

cation ih their professional curriculum development, but in Britain we

either adopt an ethnocentric approach or we tackle this subject within

geography, with the result that all the feelings and cultural aspects

are squeezed out under the weight of geographical concepts.

Several major subdivisions need to be included in an other-cultures

program:

--Multiracial education. This is a key area, and we should encour-

- age more pupils-to study it.

--Education in, social and economic development. The study of the

persistent inequality in the world between the rich and poor countries

is a necessity.

-- Traditional .societies. Many pupils are fascinated by tribal

groups around the world. These groups are all undergoing change, will-

ingly or imposed, and it is im?ortadt that we help pupils to understand

-the reasons and problems associated with these changet.

.Other countries. It is. valuable for pupils to study some specific

- -countries and to construct _comprehensive accounts of a.country-oc_coun=

tries.

The importance of all this work is that in pursuing this Compara-

tive perspective we can-assist pupils. in moving toward a clearer and.

lessstereot7ped view of other,peoples and cultures.'
. ,

.-These, then, are some of the features of the teacher-initiated

sorial curriculum which I propose. Much of this may caincide with

pupils' choices,,for the interests Of the two groups are not necessarily

Mutually exclusive. The task should be, not to present information in a

dry and rigorous manner, but rather to explore ideas in'a variety of

waysthrough pupil projects, discussion, research work in the library

or outsideschool, literature, creative, writing, or'drama. A social

..curricuium.fOr the real world can be approached from/a-narrow social

studies/social science perspective, .or it can he given life .via a humani-

ties approach which combineS.the public forms of knoWledge-:of. the

teacher with the more personal forms-Of knoWledge, and.interests, of the
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pupils. In my view, here lies the essential challenge of a curriculum

design.for the real world.

Abbs, P. (1979) -

Curriculum.

Apple, M. (1979)
Kegan Paul.
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11. SOCIETY, SOCIAL JUSTICE, AND SOCIAL/POLITICAL EDUCATION IN BRITAIN

By Geoff Whitty

Al hough-conceptions of social justice. can, in theory, be used ID

justify political and'economic arrangements as different as Marxismand

monetarism (Harvey 1978),.discusSions of the relationship between educa-

tion and social justice in Britain have typically emanated from--those

who see themselves on the left of the politicalspecttum (for example,

Lawton 1977).. Commentators representing a range of perspectives on the

left haye tended to agree that neither our society nor its educational

system currently. measures up to any meaningful definition of social jus-

tice. There is a mass of evidence (for example, Halsey ,et al. 1980)

that,neither the.procedures nor --the outcomes.of the English'educational
-

system can be considered socially. just, within the terms of.any of the

major .definitions of-the.concept. There is alsoa.:_groWing conviction

amongst the reformist as well as the revolutionary left that sodial.jus-
,

tiCe is unlikely to be achieved unless-contemporary society, as we know

it, is superseded by a qualitatively different and more genuinely egal.i7

tarian for of society. Social. and educators h-ave often

Claimed that-they have in iMportint- part:-to play in this process.

Indeed; perhaps more than any other area of the curriculum; social

studies education has attracted those who, from the.exponents of-a mild
,..

. progressiyism in the 1940s tothe advocates of a Freirean radical peda-

gogy in 'the 1970s, have seen their work-as contributing to the:enhance-

'ment of social justice both in and through education.

Yet, while debates about the-nature and purposes of'. social and

political edudationiq England have generally had a more radical dimen,--

siO than have equivalent ones in the Udited States, the practice of.

socialdieseducation in England places it .almost es firmly-within

the liberii-to-conservatiye.part of the spectrum as'its American colinter
-

.

,part (Palmer 1980). It is this dichotomy- betweem the theory and prat-.

tice of those approaches to sOtial.studies edUtation committed to the

enhancement of social justice.which leads me to focus-:in this paper,an
.

the relationshiphetWeen society and social and political education:



t.

In discussing the explidlt provision of social and poAtical educa-
,

tion in English schools, I am particularly concerned to consider how far

this aspect of the school curriculum may be seen as having a role in the

maintenance or transformation of existing inegalitarian social andeco-

nomic arrangements. I will point to the limited extent to which pre-

vailing approaches to social and political educatikn in England have

effectively challenged the status quo and suggest. that the raaical or

conservative effects of work in this field are highly contingent upon

its articulation with other aspects of schooling and society. ,I will

therefore argue that strategies intended to enhance social justice via

education will make little headway unless they are based .:upon a more

soPhisticated understanding of schooling and society than has hitherto

been evident amongst, social studies educators and unless they are more

explicitly linked to broader struggles for social justice within society

at large.

Traditional Social and Political Education in Britain

Overt social and political education has never commanded the.wide-

spread support in Britain that education for. citizenship appears to

command in the United States. 'AlthqUgh there-have been successive

'attempts to legitimate greater curriculum provision in this field, they

have often.fallen foul of a considerable resistance amongst English edu-

cators to the idea that education should "serve=,the needs of society" in

any direcf dr obvious manner. :'Prictical-and vocational education h'ave

always enjoyed low Status within,Ithe /English- educational system when

compared with ,an education grounded in liberal humanist conceptions of.

culture. This has tended to mili/iate giainst anything which might smack

of citizenship training.'.As;g relatively stable.society, Britain has

generally favOred lmplicileans of socialization into the status qua

and thus has been much less overtly obsessed with the need to inculcate

pupils with its dominant ideologythan is the case with societies which

fire 'experiencing rapid' social change or,trying to legitimate a new

political' regime.: Unlike the United States, Britain was not faced in

the early years of this century with the need to' weld together a dia-
1

parate immigrant population, and, unlike the Soviet Union,-it was not

faced with the task of initiating =- pupils into a'new political ideology,
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\This has contributed to a situation in which high-status knowledge in.

English education has been firmly assotiated with the academic

plines and hence with knowledge that tends to be literate, abstract,

differentiated, and unrelated to everyday life (Young 1971). -During the

course of this century, overt state control of the EngliSh school cur-

riculum has been progressively reduced; control, since World War II, has

been exercised largely through teachers' professional ideologies and a

particular conception of professionalism (Grace 1978). Taken together,

these featui-es of the English educational system have helped to give it

an appearance of relative autonomy from prevailing economic and polit-

ical conditions..-

This is not, of course, to claim that education. in Britain is with-

out economic and.political significance. Indeed, various analyses have

suggested not only that the autonomy of English education is more

limited than it has often appeared, but that apparently autonomous edu-

cational systems' play a vital role-in social and cultural reproduction

(for example, Bourdieu' and Passeron 1977), Nor Would I want to claim

that social and political education have been less absent from English

schools. What I am pOinting to here is a difference in the form in
. .

which,, and perhaps in the degree to which, it has been a major feature

of English schools when compared with those in many other' countries.

The dominant tradition ,of social and political-educationhas remained,

at least until very recently, that which was derived from the English

public,(that is, independent) schools, in which the children of the rul-

ing class ware--and indeed still are--educated. Here implicit sociali-

zation via the experience of the school's regime combined with the 'study

o£ Ancient Greece and, Rome to provide what social and political educa-

tion was deemed necessary. As mass secondary education developed during

this century, this high-status curriculum .(somewhat updated) was aped by

the state grammar schools. Though academic history and geography

courses grew in impoitance as classical studies declinad, any suggestion

that they were or should be vehicles for overt political education (as

oppOsed to components of ,a "liberal education") was always hotly con-
.

testerl.

It is interesting to `notice, in view of my earlier remarks that

social and political, education have been most in evidence when there has
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been a perceived problem of social control; that what overt and explicit

education for citizenship has existed in English schools has been

largeiY directed toward the children of the working class. Thus, for

instance, a rather passiVe concept of education for citizenship, in the

form of civics and similar courses, was always a significant feature of

the curriculum of the_secondary-modern schools; however, when the latter

were combined with the grammar schools to form comprehensives in the

1960s and 1970s, the-grammar school tradition tended to be the.dominant

one.Whire-----overt7education for citizenship has continued to exist in

the.lower streams oft, comprehensive schools, it has generally been

consi.!ered a'low--status activity amonc'st teachers when compared with

academic-history and geography teachin,, and teachers of the latter sub-

jects in England have consistently distanced themselves from those con-

cerned with social studies and social education.

I want now to discuss some of the attempts to challenge this tradi-

tional hierarchical dualism in the English secondary school curriculum

and to consider what light their fate throws upon the possibilities and

problems of using social and political education as a vehicle for foster-

ing social change and the!extension of social justice in society. All

these attempts--by'the social studies movement of the late 1940s and

early 1950s, the "new social studies" movement of the late 19.60s and

early 1970s, and the political education movement of the late 1970s and

early 1930s- -have sought in their different ways to make the explicit

teaching about and/or for life in contemporary society a more central

feature of the school curriculum. In arguing that their approaches

shOuld be made available to,all pupils, they have also sought to extend

social justice in education as a prerequisite to contributing to the

realization of.social justice through education.

The Social Studies Movement of the 1940s and 1950s

The fate of the social studies movement of the 1940s. and 1950s has

been chronicled many times (for example, Cannon 1964). This rather

amorphous movement was heralded with extravagant claims which have, in

fact, left precious little mark upon the English educational scene.

Whileit was certainly not a reaily radical movement, and one of its

major obsessions was to develop education to fit the changing demands of
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British capitalism and democracy after the war, it did propose signifi-

cant changes in our system, of schooling. It opposed the'prevailing

elitism of...the English educational system and proposed alternatives

which would open the way for,a.more "healthy" society. The argument was

that social studies should forM\a backcloth to more speCraized studies

and allow all children to feel themselves to be "closely associated-with

the past andi:present struggles and achievements of mankind, and to have

a personal contribution to make towards future progress" (Hemming 1949).

James Hemming explicitly argued that pupils following courses "broadened

by social studies carried on with plenty of project work" were "adven-

turous in outlook, approachable and articulate, eager to give their

minds to new problems." Those-whofollowed a curriculum composed

entirely of academic subject-based courses had, on the other hand, "a

marked tendency to be parochial in outlook, reserved, conditioned

against change."

Hemming's ideas had a lot in common with the ideas of American pro-

gressivism, and there was .a further parallel in the concern of two other

influential writers of that time, Dray and Jordan, to ensure ''Orderly

change" in a society facing the dual threats of totalitariansim and

anarchy (Dray and Jordan 1950). It may, of course, be argued that had

the social studies movement succeeded in transforming tfie educational

system to produce the creative; flexible, and tolerant citize4s which

Hemming envisaged, they would have bolstered British capitalism more

successfully than has in fact happened. It remains the case, however,

that this movement fell foul of the traditionalism of the British school

system even before its impact on the outside world could begin to be

assessed. It failed to make headway in the grammar schools, and the

secondary modern schools (in which it did make some initial progress)

increasingly came under pressure to compete with the grammar schools for

examination successes in discrete, well-established academic subjects.

Thus it was that the "liberal" (let alone any possible "radical")

promise of this early social studies movement was,largely stillborn.

Only the most explicitly conservative features of the tradition remained

as a target for its successor, the "new social studies" movement of the

1960s. The divisiveness by which Such courses were restricted Ato the

bottom streams of secondary modern schools probably served only to main-
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tain the elitism of British schools and society. The concept of citi-

zenship'encouraged in most of the courses that survived raas far from the

active one which Hemming had envisaged, but rather a pasgive one in

which activity and involvement did not seem to go beyond the ability to

fill in an income-tax form, remember the name of the local mayor, or

decorate some old lady's kitchen without pausing to consider why she was

\permitted to exist in such squalor. Small wonden that their critics

dismissed such courses in "life adjustment" as "social slops" and sought

for alternatives which encouraged pupils to look critically at society

rather than passively accept their lot in a society seemingly beyond

their control. The earlier movement, although it had consciously chal-

lenged the prevailing social relations of the school', had ultimately

made no significant impact even there--let alone in society at large.

The "New Social Studies"

I now want to consider the nature of the English version of the

"new social studies" movement, which, while sharing some central assump-

tions with its American counterpart; had some distinctive features. The

most important of these ,was probably its identification, particularly in

its early, stages, with a small group of sociologists, which made the

movement less of.an attempt to reform the teaching of established sub-

jects such as history and geography and rather more of an attempt to

gain a legitimate place for [other] social sciences alon'Ade them in

the curriculum. Given that British historians and geographers do not

consider thezIselves social scientists, and given the rather limited

interest shown in the 1960s by economists and political scientists in

teaching pupils below the age of 16, the English "new social 'Studies"

movement was very much a Libby of sociologists who hitherto had had no

recognized place in the school curriculum. This situation was to have

implications not only for the way in which the movement developed but

also for the way in which it was perceived.

The English "new social studie movement combined an overt attack

on the uncritical nature of many existing social studies courses in

secondary modern schools and on the,-1-1Ccof rigor in Hemming's alterna-

tives with a rather more implicit critique of the lack of relevance in

the conventional academic curriculum of the grammar schools. Thus



Lawton and Dufour, in the standard_reference book forl.ce "new social

studies" in England, mounted a dual case in support of the inclusion of

social .science in the school curriculum:

1. The practical need for young people to develop an aware-
ness and understanding of their own society, illustrated by
the statements made in such reports as Crowther and Newsom
that young people need to be "less confused by" or to be able
to . "find their way:about" in a complex, industrial (and wel-
fare) society.

2. The fact that our world is increasingly a social-
scientific world; i.e., that social science as a form of
knowledge is increasingly important to a balanced understan
ing of the universe. . . . (Lawton and Dufour 1973)'

On the surface, 'the first of these arguments seems, in some ways,

little different from the rhetoric of so of the more conservative-

forms of citizenship education which are designed to fit pupils into

society as it is, while the second can be read as an appeal that advo-

cates of, a liberal education based on initiation into "public forms of

knowledge" (Hirst and Peters 1970) should not ignore the social sciences

as a form of knowledge which ought to be represented in the school cur-

riculum,

However, it seems clear that many` advocates of the "new social

studies" saw their subject as offering a much more critical perspectiVe

on society than their public rhetoric of legitimation revealed. Rather

than being committed to the fine tuning of society in terms of its tra-

.ditional values and ideals, even some of'the more. cautious members of

the "new social studies" movement argued on occasion that a social -

sciecebased social studies should encourage "a critical approach to

the values Of society" (Lawton'1968). Others implied that the exposure

of public to the-nowledge generated by the social sciences would remedy

"half-truths" and make pupils "critically aware" of-the extent to which

their own common -sense ideas were distorted by bias and prejudice. The

alternative firm foundationof "true knowledge of the social structure

an the social processes" (Dufour 1970) generated by the social sciences

would seemingly provide a basis for critical thinking about social real-
_

ity. Social justice within education would be achieved by making the

"best" knowledge available to all, and some clearly harbored the hope

that-social justice in society Might ultimately be served by the use of

such knowledge as a basis for changing the world. At the very least,
a
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the'teaching of the supposedly universalistic knowledge ge rated by the

social sciences was expected to free pupils from the narrow conservative

outlook which many earlier social studiescouises had merelyserved to

reinforce. 7,

Yet, while the rhetoric of the movement stressedboth rigor and

-relevance, and while some of its. advocates saw it as having considerable

radical potential, it was so obsessed with the need to avoid the fate of

Hemmines.earlier initiative that, in practice, rigor was stressed at

the expense of relevance. The thrust of the movement was to'establish

sociology and a sociology -based social studies as a.subject like any

other in the school curriculum. While some of those involved,would now

say that this was a conscious attempt to use the.spaceoffered by the

academic emphasis in English education for radical purposes, such a per-
/

spective was often lost in the probably vain quest to achieve equal

status with other academic subjects.

This effort to legitimize sociology meant that the earliest social

science courses in English schools were often based on the transmission

of the sort of implicitly functionalist sociology which-was-already

beginning to be rejected by radical students in higher education as a

form of conservative ideology but which still constituted the basis of

respectable academic sociology. More significantly, the methods of

social science teaching in schools were generally based on a traditional

transmission model of learning, even if the methods employed often

involved worksheets rather than chalk-and-talk. Above all, the emphasis

on emulating other academic subjects led to the relative neglect of the

dimension 'of relevance and thus detracted from the meaningfulness of

social science to pupils. As Denis Gleeson and I have'argued at length

elsewhere ( GleeSon and Whitty 1976), this served to defuse most of.the

radical- potential that the movement may initially have held.

Even when the earlier content was replaced with supposedly more

"critical" concepts and perspeCtives, social studies was often taught

with scan regard for its meaningfulness and relevLAce to pupils and, in

particular, to working-class pupils. The undue emphasiscurteaching the

concepts and structures of the social sciences as a basis for increasing

critical awareness. produced'a social studies which was sometimes even

less meaningful to pupils than the existing courses in life adjustment.

2 9



Concepts become tools of critical analysis and the basis of action in

the.real world only if, they are recognized as being meaningfully related

to the world as it is experienced by pupils. This is not to argue, as

. some people have implied, that a radical approach to social studies

would consist of an uncritical celebration of working-class culture, but

rather that social studies has to be meaningful' before it can become

critical in any strong sense of the term. In the absence of this,

social science tends to be perceived.by pupils as having little more

than certification value cad, as such, combines with their "cultural

capital" in a way similar to other academic subjects and _thus performs. a

similar role in the process of social reproduction.

It is, however, one of the ironies of the situation that the

attempt to establish social science as another high-status academic sub-

ject not only militated against its being meaningful to students, and

hence a possible basis for social action for change; it also seems to

have failed even in the quest to establish the subject firmly in the

curriculum. In the current political context, there is growing demand

that subjects should be "useful," and the curriculum is once more coming

under scrutiny from extraprofessional quarters. To some extent this

pressure has been successfully resisted by defenders of the liberal

humanist conception of education (Whitty 1978), but what is noticeable

is that sociology and social science-based social-studies figure hardly

at all either in external demands for useful subjects or in the defense

by liberal humanists that certain subjects have an inalienable right, to

a place in the curriculum irrespective of their immediate utility.

While part of the explanation may lie in sociology's (largely unwar
ranted) reputation for being a critical and subversive subje-dt,

\
it seems

possible that it is as much-a result of the subject's reputation as

being largely irrelevant to the real world. E4en those approaches which

have attempted to meet earlier criticisms of the "new social studies" on

this score seem to have done so too late to command much favor.'

The Political Education Movement of the 1970s

The third movement that I wish to discuss here is the pcilitical

education movement, which, rose to prominence in the late 1970s after a

decade of quiet gestation. In recent years, this lobby has met with
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considerable 'success in the political arena(at the rhetorical Level, at

_least) in demanding that a form oE political education relevant to the

real world in which pupils live be part of every pupil's curricular

experience. It seeks to develop pupils' "political literacy," which it

defines as involving "the knowledge, skills and attitudes needed to make

a person-informed about' politics, able to participate in public life and

groups of all kinds and,to recognize and tolerate diversities of politi-

cal and social' values" (Crick and Porter 1978).

If, as I have argued, the "new social studies" was never really

critical because it was not meaningful to students, then the political

education approach to social and political education might seem/batter

placed to provide meaningful starting points upon which a genuinely

the work is to becritical approach might be built, particularly where

based upon real-life issues. Again there clearly-is a strand of think-

ing within the movement which argues that this is the case, seeing a

parallel between attempts to develop the political "literacy" of English

school pupils and Paulo Freire's Work in developing critical conscious-

ness via addlt literacy programs in the third world.(Porter 1979).

Given the minimal penetration this movement has made within schools to

date, it is only possible to speculate about the fate of this radical

dimension in the political education movement. However, the portents do

not look encouraging, and the movement seems increasingly tied up with

those whose major interest in it involves a coamitment to preserve

rather than improve upon the form of society in which we live.

There is little doubt that the initial stimulus for ihe.emergence

of political education into the political agenda lay in official anxie-

ties about the confrontations between political groupings of the extreme

right and left on the' streets of London in the summer' of 1977. In

announcing grants for political education work by the National Associa-

ticin of Youth Clubs and the British Youth Council, members of the (then)

Labour government explicitly drew attention to the drift toward extremism

amongst the young and the need to win them back to the middle ground of

British politics. More fundamentally, some observers have argued that

the political education movement is part of an attempt to reestablish

hegemony in a new phase of corporate capitalism. Explicit political

education is seen as necessitated by the collapse of the social demo-



cratic-ideology in the fate of contradictions in the system exposed by

the reemergente of mass unemployment (Jones 1978). Certainly the link-

ing, in the last government's Green Paper on education (Department of

Education and Science 1977), Of studies of the democratic political

system and studies of industry (whose role in the way "the ration earns

and maintains its standard of living," we are told elsewhere in the

paper, children 'should learn to "rroperly esteem") was an early indica-

tion of the intimate connection in official thinking between potiti,:al

education and the defense of present ecOoMic arrangements.

In a wide range of official pronouncements on economic and social

policy, there seems to be an almost Hegelian assz:mption that Britain's

current-forms of poritical and social organization are the ultimate end-

point of human achievement; the role of education is therefore conceived

in terms of defending them and ex*iing their virtues. Thus, a senior

Conservative party spokesman on education, Norman St. John Steve, M.P.,

demanded ("Tories Take Stand" 1978) that teachers of political education

undertake to uphold the crown and constitution (the third C, for capi-
_

tallsm, being left impltcit!)--a deMand which goes completely against

recent traditions of autonomy within British education. There is,-then,

a fair amount of prima facie evidence that the success of the political

education movement in mobilizing support from politicians is associated

with the letters' belief that it could assist in preserving and bolster-

ing respect for the "status quo in periods of .economic crisis.

Defenders of the political education i.vement on the left would, of

course, argue that it is unfair to criticize a movement for its bedfel-

lows. Yet it is not only the political supporters Of the movement who

create doubts about the extent to which, in practice, political educa-

tion could be the context for a genuinely meaningful and critical educe-

tion. The lobby's own major publication, Political Education and Polit-

ical Literacy (Crick and Porter 1978), cannot entirely allay the fears

of its radical critics. When the book was published in 1978 it certainly

cleared up some of the ambiguities about the movement's stance, but it

also `exposed many points of contradiction and glossed over other poten-

tial ones. While some of the work suggested by Crick and Porter might

encourage the development of "critical awareness," other examples might



well produce the sort of quietism or "domestication" which was often the

outcome of traditional low-status citizenship courses.

The balance and range of work reported in the volume does not pro-

vide a great source of optimism'in this respect, and a number of exam-

ples seem to treat political education as yet another packaged commodity

for pupils to consume --even thcugh "politics is par excellence a field

to be mastered by learning by doing, by discovery through active experi-

ence," as Nigel Wright (1978) remarked in regard to Her Majesty's

Inspectorate'ssuggestions about political education. Very little work

is reported that is based upon active involvement in the politics of the

community, and the ideas of the more radical wing of the polithal

literacy movement (who do regard it as an extension of Freire's idea of

cultural action for freedom) are not such in evidence. Perhaps even

more disturbing is the way in which some of the movement's own spokesmen

have described'its work to the public and politicians and the tendency

of their utterances to shift the focus of the movement sharply toward a

concept of political education as the production of uncritical, conform-

ing citizens.

Two examples will serve to illustrate this tendency toward the goal

of conformity. First, in publicizing Political Education and Political

Literacy in a radio interview (BBC Radio 4, July 16, 1978), Crick was

asked whether more political education to schools would lead to demands

for pupil power. He responded that, on the contrary, the pupil power,

movement had been the result of a lack of political education,--and he

then went on to make the rather revealing point that, while the politi-

cal education movement felt that schools shOuld give consideration to

extreme points of view, they should do so only after "having gone

throUgh the ordinary, acceptable beliefs and institutions of society."

Even this is perhaps some advance on the academic version of Crick's

ethnocentrism, where he seems to suggest.that politics ceases when Com-

promise and conciliation cease--or, to quote Berridge's succinct state

ment of Crick's position: "He offers us the politics of liberal democ-

racies as politics, period" (Berridge 1978). To argue that we should

offer pupils evidence of alternatives in'ways which try to predetermine

their attitudes toward them suggests a form of education only marginally

more open than offering no such evidence at'all.
2
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Another example comes in an appendix to Political Education and

Political. Literacy. There it is suggested that the decline in public

confidence in British political institutions is "less to be associated

with failings within the institutions themselves than with a failure to.

present . . . the broad principles and practice of parliamentary poli-

tics to the public . . . in a systematic and purposeful way." The

writer, the chairman of the Politics Association, goes on to tell us

that his association seeks to end the long neglect of political educe-

tiOn as the best long-term means of ensuring that "the whole works" does

not fall apart. The association does not wish to esmlude.the "consider-

ation of alternative ways of doing things," but it is in no doubt that

schools and colleges should "support the principles and practice of par-
,

liamentary politics" [emphasis added]. In these circumstances, the

commitment to recognize the shortcomings- of parliamentary politics and

the existence of alternatives seems little more than a formality.

Although this position is scarcely surprising, since the Programme for

Political Education is sponsored by the'Hansard Society for Parliamen-

tary Government and this. particular paper was addressed to an audience

of members of Parliament, it is hardly encouraging to those who believe

that political education should involve a 'genuinely open consideration

of alternatives.

Lessons of the Reform Movements

These three movements to reforn social/political education in

English schools illustrate the ease with which reform movements that

command at least a degree of liberal and radical support, and which at a

rhetorical level appear to have a contribution to make to the enhance-
,

ment of social justice, can come (either directly or b default) to con-
>

tribute to the maintenance of existing and manifestly unjust social

arrangements. Incorporation is an ever-present danger for radicals who

seek to use the state educational system as a site of intervention for

social change. I do not, however, want to argue that schools the

school curriculum are inappropriate or 'irrelevant sites upon which to

struggle for social justice, but rather that radical social studies edu-

cators have in the past often based their strategies upon an inadequate

analysis of the context in which they have intervened.



Thus, as we have seen, the social studies movement of the late

1940s displayed virtually no sociological understanding of the nature of

the English school system. The /"new social studies" movement of the

1960s was; on the other hand, extremely conscious of the status hier-

archies of English schooling but displayed only limited insight into the

ways in which the prevailing social relations ol education contributed'

to social and cultural reproduction. While recognizing the social

significance of the existing dualism in the curriculum, the "new social

studies" movement shared the widespread assumption that social justice

would be well served by making Available high-status knowledge to all'

pupils. What it. lacked' was the sort of insight off d b Bourdieu

(Bourdieu and Passeron 1977) about the way in which an academic curricu-

lum can itself be profoundly inegalitarian in its'effects. Finally, the

more radical elements of the politiCal education movement of the 1970s

appear to have-ulqerestimated the pressures in a period of economic

crisis for social control to be exercised via ideology rather than value

(Howard 1974) and the extent to which .their own rhetoric. could be taken

up and utilized to generate hegemonic rather than oppositional discourse.

All three examples point, in other words, to the need for a greater

sociological sophistication on the part of radiralf'social studies.educa-

tors.

It may well be said, of course, that such comments are all very

well'with the benefit of.-hindsight, and there is certainly a degree of

truth in this. While the relative autonomy of the English educational

system is he 1950s and 1960s contributid to a misrecognition amongst

liberals and radicals of its role in social and cultural reproduction,

it is probably also the case that there was more genuine space within
4A1,

which'iadical educators could Work in the schools during those decades

than there is.today. Indeed, it is sometimes argued that the: recent

attempts to gear education more closely to the perceived needs of capi-
/

tilism and liberal democracy in crises (of which the "official" interest

in political education is but one manifestation) are indicative of the

extent to which education has'been successfully used for alternative

ends. Those radicals who argue this position would therefore presumably

want to join in the defense of liberal conceptions of education and, in



the social and political education field, would probably continue to

fight for a discipline-based social studies.

Others feel that the recent initiatives to functionalize education

for capitalism should be welcomed as removing the mystifications engen-,

dered by the liberal ideology of, education and-exposing more clearly the

lines of conflict within-.education and their relationship to conflicts

within the wider society. They further argue that such initiatives

generate their own contradictions and that the role of radicals within

education is to turn those initiatives' to radical ends. Thus, for

instance,-it might. transpire that the Movement toward.a closer relation-

ship between school. and the outside world--a familiar theme in many

governmental and industrial demands on the education service--would pro--

vide a better basis for developing a genuinely critical perspective on

the nature of our society than would the academic social sciences.

Indeed, given that those committed to the preservation of the existing

social order in some form or other are themselves divided between those

who wish to extend the influence of the "industrial trainers" in. schools

and those who wish to preserve the "old'humanist" traditions (Williams

1961), there, may in fact be more space than we imagine to develop a

meaningful and critical alternative to both. This might, for instance,

involve advocating: the teaching of "really useful knowledge" similar to

the sort of "spearhead knowledge" which 19th=century working-class radi-
..)

cals described-as "knowledge concerning our conditions.in life . .

(and) hOigtOget out of our present troubles" (Johnson 1979). Thus a

greater consideration of the broader contexts of educational ptactice_

would not necessarily foster the degree of pessimism about the possibil--

ities for change which Fielding (1980) has rightly suggested emerged

_fwm some of the neo-Marxist perspectives on schooling in the mid-1970s.

But this is mere speculation. What I wish to stress is that social

-studies Aducators committed to an extension of social justice need to

pay more attention to the wider sociological contexts in which they work.

than they typically have paid in the past. Not only do we need (as

other contributors to this conference have emphasized) to define our

purposes much more clearly, we must also seek to understand more fully

the nature of the social aid political context into 4.7hich those purposes

are inserted. If, as Denis Gleeson and:I have argued (Gleeson and



Whitty 1976), one of the purposes of a radical approach to social

studies teaching is toilassist students In an active exploration of why

the social world resists and frustrates their, wishes and how *social

action might focus upon such constraints,, then it is equally important

that otfr own attention. be directed toward such issues. Recent work in

the sociology of education can perhaps help us here (see Young and

Whitty 1977), and papers such lFielding's (1980) pOint to the poten-

tial fruitfulness of drawing upon some of this work inundetstanding the

realities-of social studies classrooms: This is not to suggest that we

should get our "theory right before we act, but that we should con -;

stantly interrogate our practice with theory and vice versa. This would

therefore involve not the whoi 1.e. adoption of any

theory, Marxist or otherwise-, but an active, exploration of the complexi-

ties and contradictions of school and society and the possibilities and

constraints which they generate.

This would-also involve continual,reflection upon our

experience of earlier modes. of action. Thus,. for instance, we are now,

in the light of the experience of the two social studies mOvements_dis-

cussed earlier,, more aware of the need for a radical approach to social

studies teaching that is both meaningful and critical and which probably,

involves asocial action element (Gleeson and Whitty 1976). It Is also

Clearer that neither the teaching of social science nor the celebration

of working-class life per se .is an appropriate strategy for the achieve-

ment of an education which is itself socially just or which can contrib-
,

ute to the attainment of social justice in :Society. Finally, the

experience of the political education lobbyishould make us more aware

that the outcome of any proposal for curriculum change is highly depen-

dent upon the disposition of political and ideological forces ,surround -

ing it and that the pious hopes of individuals are no substitute for

collective action.

This last point raises a further aspect of my plea that we should

locate our work as social'studieS,educators in a broader context; it

reminds us of the essentially limited role which social and political

education in school can play in the achievement of social justice.

While a conservative approach to social and political, education may

serve to reinforce the dominant ideology, in school and society, a--



radical approach to the social studies curriculum will not on its own

serve to counter that ideology. Thus a-radical approach needs to be

much clearer about its relationship to broader struggles for social

justice, both in order to develop a more coheient'sense of the relevance

of educational struggles to the achievement of social change and in

order to mobilize support for radical initiatives against the undoubted

strength of the conservative forces which oppose them. While this argu
.

ment runs Counter to the- traditions of English education by explicitly

linking educational and, political. action, these traditions haNie anyway

been openly breached by recent, government initiatives. Though my argu

ments may appear to some to be unrealistic or nappropriate in the cur
rent situation, L would contend that a conscious attempt to understand

the contradictions in contemporary education and the development of

educational and political strategies to exploit them must be high on the

. agenda Of those of ,us who are genuinely committed to thg extension of

social justice in society.
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12. SOCIETyAND SOCIAL JUSTICE AS PROBLEMS

OF POLITICAL EDUCATION IN WEST. GERMANY

By Siegfried George

.

The objective of social justice as a problem in political education

in West Germany cannot be understood without referring to some histori-

cal aspects of the. German society. The struggle for social justice

could be ,traced back to the beginning of industrialization; but for our

tCIT11"'k, it is more important to mention the social conditions
-------which sup ted the growing. National alist party im thel1920s and

the jarly hopeless'situati, or the majority -of the German people
---

ter World War,II. !

. .
.

i ..

1

The development and growth of the. Nazi party was, at least to.a cer-
1

due to the miserable economic situation after the disaster

I. Large groups of the population lost their \ money in

taro extent,

of World War

inflation; unemployment and poverty, resulted from the economic depres-

sion. The state at that time was'neither willingr'nor able to

existing problems. Political radicals found a fertile ground

cope with

for their

nationalistic programs. Because of this historical experience there is

a widespread awareness of the relationship between economic elfare,

social justice, and democratic development din 14est_Germiny. \During

periods of lighter recessions (for example-,--56 6: right-wing polit-

ical groupings get some support, whereas in times of prosperit these
-

groups tend to disappear.

For, many of our students it is nearly inconceivable what th condi-

tions of Living were like at the end of World Wir II. Our citie and'

industries were destroyed. there was an extreme shortage of houses and

apartments. About 7 mi ion refugees had come to West Germany botl from

the eastern part of/ rmany (East Prussia Silesia, Pomerania) and from

Czech() ovakia. addition, there was a migration of about 4 mill\ion

Germani fromthe Russian zone to the Western zones. Many people were

starving, unemployment was extremely higL, families were disrupted--the

situation seemed to be hopeless.
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.:.-Because of these conditions and the fact that capitalism was LIarged

with having been the economic basis of National Socialism, it is under-.

= Standable that a large part of the population favored'a more socialistic_

way of dealing with the economic and social problems. Even the newly

created Christian Democratic party asked for state control of basic

__ industries and natural resources. Some of the constitutions of the West

German Bundeslander contain regulations for this type of socialization;

for example, the constitution of Hesse (Articles 41, 42), which was

adopted by plebiscite on December 1; 1946, by a majority of 72 percent.

The West German constitution (Grundgesetz) of 1949 empowered the

parliament to take steps to socialize basic industries and natural

resources--but the unexpected economic development since 1949 has made

it impossible to find a majority which would support this change dither

among the population or within the political parties.

Nevertheless the question of whether continued economic development

or-an alternative, more'socialistic structure of our society wouid_be

more effective in _bringing about social justice is still part of our

controversies in and schools. Less controversial is bit

highly developed welfare state. If a foreigner who left Germany' in' 1945

came back today, he or she would hardly be able, to compare the situa-

tions then and now. On an international level, West Germany.belongs to

the group of countries with the highest income and general standard of

living. Our society deals with social problems no less effectively' than

other societies--which, of course, does not mean that there is no injus-

tice.

These preliminary remarks-may indicate that the specific meaning of

problems of social justice in Germany is grounded in (1) the historical

experience that injustice may to political radicalism, (2) the

situation at the end,of World War II, which led people to believe that

the economic structure ought to be drastically changed, and (3) the

successful development of our economy and the welfare state since 1949.

These issues, with changing emphasis, have been part of social studies

teaching during the last30 years.

2-36
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The Constitutional Basis of Social Justice

In social studies textbooks, this statement from Article 20 of the

West German constitution, is often quoted: "The Federal Republic of Ger-

many is a democratic and social federal state." This statement indicates

that there is, a constitutional obligation to bring about social justice.

Previout German constitutions did not-have anything similar; and this

constitutional principle' is understandable only in the light of the

above mentioned historical experiences since the end of World War I.

Experts on constitutional law agree on the major aspects of the
,-

,

, social-state principle: It is not only the expression of a general-- -.

program, it is a norm binding the lawmaker. It requires_an active -- not

merely reactive--approach to social politics; it obliges the state/to

improve the infrastructural conditions of the society and, igenertl,

to do more public planning in the-areas of economic and-social develop-

ment; and it has as its basis-the conviction "that the present day situa--

tion of.tile society should not be taken-as something given and unchange-

able, but that the state is obliged to change the society -and to improve

its respective situation" (Maunz etal. n.d.). Even the relatively con-

servative .position. taken by these authors concedes an obligation of the

state to change the society for the sake of social justice. Others will

go. farther,, but, in general, it may be said that teachers of social

studies in West Germany have good reason to discuss with their students

possible changes necessary for the'further develoment of social justice.

In order to demonstrate how the problems of social justice have

been treated in schools since 1950, it would be possible to refer to

curricular remilations. But I prefer to give some excerpts from social

studies textbooks, because curriculum mandates in Germany traditionally

have not had as much importance as one might expect. At least until.

1970, curriculum - guidelines for political education did not greatly

influence actual teaching.

The Treatment of Social Justice in Textbooks Since 1950

In West Germany--presumably, as in all other countries issues of

social studies are to a large extent a reflection of the general polit-

ical situation. Certainly, some progressive authors of textbooks have
.=

identified.problems and.offered tentative solutions before These prob-
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lens reached the level of public interest. But these are exceptions;

generally, politic education responds-to political developments-rather

than vice versa.

'' From this vi iwpoint one should not expect in textbooks an elaborate

analysis of the problems of social justice in the early years of the

Federal Republic, because people were so involved in reconstructing the

cities and indu tries that the many social problems were viewed under

the prospect of being solved one by one. The "economic miracle" and the

newly acquired emocracy tended to divert people's attention from social

problems, becau e the future looked so promising.

The following descriptions of three textbooks publishedduring the

1950s, 1960s2and 1970s, respectively, illustrate changes in social

studies te
-.cri,

.l(s over the last three decades.'

Example 1: Robert Wefelmeyer, Staatsburgerlicher Unterricht and

politische Erziehung [Citizenship education and political instruction]

(1952). This book contains various chapters on social problems. "Eco-
.

nomic and Sbcial Programs of the Political Pat4ies" (p. 94) contains

quotations from the postwar programs of the.SociaiDemocratic party, the

Free Democratic party, the Christian pemocratic.party, the German party,

the Communist party of Germany, and the German Law party. These`programs

range from a free market economy to complete, state control; from the

socialization of basic industries to -a free-enterprise system in which

profits are shared with employees. It is interesting to note that these"

different programs are described without any comment or evaluation.

Apparently pupils were expected to form their own judgments on these

. matters.

Concerning- "the right of many to private property" (p. 101), it is

stated that, according to the constitution (Article 14), every citizen

has the right to own private property. In "The Social Obligation of

Property" (p. 103), the use of private property is seen-to be limited.

Private property is linked to public welfare: "The democratic state

refutes the capitalistic-individualistic concept' of property and fully

agrees with the Christian position that property essentially means an

obligation to mutual help in subordinatiom to, the goals of society"
a

(p. 103). In "Common Property and Socialization of the Economy" (?. 104),

the author presented different positions on the 'problem in question and
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then seemed to favor socialization: "World War II and its consequences

impoverished large segments of the people. They lost their property by

being expelled, by confiscation and inflation. The demand for an-equal

share of the byrdens and for socializing basic industries became more

important the more it was proved what role industry and big b.usiness had

splayed during the war" (p. 105). The chapter finally quotes the articles

on socialization (Articles 14 and 15) ,from the West German constitution

and refers to .the constitutions of several Lander with their respective

regulations.

From our present-day viewpoint, it is interesting to see how a text-

book author in the early 1950s looked at the problems of social justice.

He was more concerned with general basic problems than with factual

information on what was really going on in Germany at the time. perhaps

the immediate problems were so obvious that he expected students to know

about them anyway.

Example 2: Gunther Frede'and Karl Kollnig, Freiheit and Verantwortung

[Peace and responsibility] (1960). PolitiOal education between 1950 and

1960 changed from a primarily descriptive approach to a more-problem-

oriented way of dealing with social issues. A good example-of this

change is the textbook of Frede and Kollnig. Their awareness of the

actual social problems in our society is evident from many chapters or

their book.' The more important issues which they mentioned include the

treatment of-human rights in the West German constitution and the Decla-

. ration of Human Rights of the United Nations. They stressed the aspects-

of "economic. equality" and "social security" in the U.N. Declaration:

"These social rights, were declared because human dignity and personal

freedom can only be secured if the.individual is free of care for his

daily bread. and free of.fear-and need" (p. 13):. One page later the

authors cited human rights as the basis for individual development,

independent of social class, wealth, and home.

The postwar German family is described and critically 'viewed in the

context of its various functions for the society. Information on the

Legal status of the family is combined with' appeals to the reader to

consider the family as the basic and necessary unit of the society.

However, a large number of- social problems are also discussed: equality

of men and women, structural changes in. the family, social support,

tt'
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working mothers, divorce, and population development--this last, a

rather recent problem: "The German people is going to he a dying nation.

Low birth rates and an ever-growing increase of people over 65 will lead

to . . . unbearable burdens for the coming generation" (p. 72). These

issues are presented more vividly in-the Frede/Kollnig text than in

Wefelmeyer's textbook. 'Problems are stated and explained by various

contributing authors and.by a.number of statistics. .There are no reports

on how people in our society experience social problems,'no case studies,

nor any descriptions of real situations, although the subject matter

would have favored this type of content. The primarily informative

style is maintained throughout the book.

The social stratification of the society.is also discussed: "We

live in a time of a societal cIsis and--as we think --of transition"

(p. 74). With this statement the authors attempted to convey the notion

of necessary and rapid changesia postwar German society. They predicted

that the traditional strata of society--middle class, rural class,

workers, and retired people--would 'undergo changes because of.economic

and industrial deVelopment. One of their chief concerns was the partic-

ipation of workers in economic decisions, the strengthening of the part-

nership between owners and workers in order.to Avoid social struggles.

In this text, society is considered not so much a field of social con-

flicts as one of compromise and peace.

The refugee is one important topic. The more-than 11 million

refugees in West Germany still constituted a great problem in 1960. It

was the intention of the governMent to integrate these people as fast as

possible, even though the hope that they would return to their homes was

supported by official statements. The presence of this huge number of

refugees in an already devastated land caused so many additional-prob-

lems that it is really surprising how fast the integration proceeded.

Students at that time were confrOnted daily not only with the often

miserable conditions of the refugees but also-with the fact that many of

the refugees succeeded in their professions and even surpassed the orig-

inal West Germad population. Frede and Kollnig informed students about

the specific situation of refugees; for example, the difficulty of find-

ing jobs in the rural areas where they had been brought. They pointed

to the many social factors supporting integration, especially of young
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children, and they foresaw that a new generation would grow up without

hope of returning to their homes.

The chapter on work and profession informs us about the many pos-

siblelprofessions open to young people. In 1960 there was a demand for

workers in almost every field. Unemployment was unknown. The textbook,

therefore, offers an optimistic outlook on the social opportunities for

workers and professionals; for example, teachers. Other problems dealt

with are the pdsition of the unions in'our-society, equal payment for

men and women, the 40-hour work week, and the growing bureaucracy.

Large parts of the chapter on the economy describe how the economy

works. Problems are mentioned concerning a free economy versus a planned

economy, the concentration of economic power, and the availability of

consumer goods to the citizens. At the end of the chapter, portions of

the programs of the Christian. Democratic party and the Social Democratic

party are described which illustrate.that in 1960 there were still impor-

tant differences between the parties concerning socialization of basic

industries..

Some Aspects of Social S udies in the 1960s and 1970s

A look at other developments during the 1960s shows that important
A

changes concerning social studies have taken place within the last 20

years. There was an immanent development of concepts of political edu-
j \cation in West Germany. Scholiars and teachers shifted away from the

more descriptive type of political teaching to social conflicts, td-.-the_

question of living/and the gooci life, and to analysis of social phenomena.
1 /

The didactic of political eduction became more and more a science of

its own.

Under Nazi rule the social sciences_ had been negleted and many

scientists had left Germany. After the war some of them tame back, but

it took about 20 years until the social sciences became broadly influen-

,tial. The Frankfurt. school (Horkheimer/Adorno) became espeially influ-

ential. The "critical" approach of the social sciences led `to a wide-
/

\ \

' spread critique of the "economic miracle" of West Germany-beca4se so many

deficiencies were made. known in various areas of the society (s"ooling,

, nority groups, distribution of wealth, economic power, Nazi history of

Pk . \ ----

ermany, prejudices, etc.). This critical method was also applied -in
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several empirical studies concerning the effects of social studies teach-
,

ing on pupils; The results were not very promising. Political education

turned out to be rather ineffective.

About 1966, curiculUica development progrards were made known in West

Germany: Compared to developments in other Western (and Eastern) Euro-

pean countries,. the discusaion on revised curricula began rather late.

After the war curricula had been worked out, but they were not nearly so

specific as those after .1966. For the first time in German history,

around 1970, curricula?hecame a matter of public discussion. _Newspaper:.

and radio 1:1.oadcasts. took up the matter. In some Lander governments it

_was deemed-airdostsfatal to support certain types af curricular revisions.

Fvenat tl?..is :writing,. in-Hesse, the revised curriculum. in political

edUcatiOni8 being retained in order to avoid public discussion on these

matters before the federal election. Although'the curriculum develop-
.

&af-programs were difficult for teachers to understand, on the whole it

can be said that some elements of curricular thinking are visible in

every classrogm.

Finally, it must be mentioned that state control over our schools

\-,,has been strengthened during the last ten years. The German constitu.-
NN
tion provides state control over the school system .(Article 7 GG). The

Bundeslander hire the teachers; they provide.all of the money; they are

in control of the curricula and textbooks. Educational problems, of

course, are not handled solely by politicians, but politicians have the

ast word on them. One specific issue is the "radicals in public ser-
r.
.vice" policy. The position of the government is that people who deny

basic principles of the constitution should not be.employed,in public-

institutions. This position has been supported by decisions of the West

German Supreme court. In this respect, West Germany is less liberal.
than France orEpgland. In my opinion, the discussion on radicals has

- -

had the deplorable result that many teachers (and even students) are

afraid to say whatthey think politically. Too quickly the accusation

of being anticonstitutional is brought up.

This atmosphere directly affects textbooks. I am coauthor,of a

textbook (George and Hilligen 1971) which immediately provoked public

discussion when it was-published ten years ago., By some the book was
, I

labeled "communist" add by others "destructive of our society," but by
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many scholars and some Bundeslander'it_was considered procxessive and

for such a textbook/to e admitted into our schools.

Example 3:/Wol5gang.Hilliken et al., Sehen--beurteilen--handeln

[See, judge, act] (X978). .M third example is selected from anong the

textbooks which are now in use in 'the-schc.31s of some Bundeslander. The

educationally sound. /Today,ay, I think, it would be impossible politically

textbook/of Hilligen, Gagel, and BuCh shows a broad awareness -of social
,

problems. In many aspects, developments in politial eduCatiOn--as men
/.

developments\
\

tioned above =haves" worked into it. "Because
II-

the wide scope of
h / , \

the social roblems covered in this book, I\will summarize the main

ideas.'

/ ///States that for the first time in. Gelman history the con
,
-

cept of social-state has become a constitutional principle. But this

Concep is/not explicated_ in the constitution; thus, it is a continuing

task/f politicians to bring about social justice. In a democratic

s ata/ many individuals and groups, if not all, should participate in

is task. One measure \of social justice is the realization of human

/rights/. These rights not only protect the citizens against the state

//but/also guarantee public benefits to the individual. Thus the original

/ "social, question" of the 19\th century has been solved in the Federal

Republic. Nevertheless, indUstrial societies create new social problems

concerning equality, of 'opportunity within the society. It is the task

of social politics to underst d

More specifically, the folOwing

and to solve these problems.

problem areas are dealt with in

various chapters: health,-the dagers of getting sick, and the results

of sickness on the individual;-edudation\ opportunities pand opportunies for rofes

sional training; work, the situation in the labor market, unemployment,

and contentment in the professions; free timg,,and vacation; environment,

housing, and pollution; safety, the judicial process, and-crime; public

status, social inequality, and participaton in public affairs; social

problems of basic institutions--for example, the family and the economy;

poverty in West Germany;, social problems of derdeVeloped countries;

and dangers of war. It is nearly impossible- to describe all of the

aspects of social justice which are contained in this book\The authors

utilize a problem- oriented approach to cover ihs\areas of experience of

young people and general world problems. .The more fundamental \questions

2 4 3
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addressed in the other two textbooks concerning the socialization of

basic industries are not discussed by Hilligen and his colleagues. Their

textbook simply quotes the constitutional regulations7without explicating

them. Apparently the issue has lost its significance for the authors.

The authors use a highly diversified approach, with case studies,

statistics, interviews, charts, and comics. The values inherent in this

approach are expressly stated. The textbook suggests "options" for the

realization of human rights, or the,dignity of man as the basis'of all

political decisions, for the equality of opportunity in our society, for

more self-determination and participation, and for the development of

alternative social institutions to cope with the changing world. Thus;

the approach is not neutral; it not only envisions arational discussion

of the stated issues but encourages students to develop their attitudes ,

end behavior along these lines of political values.

The Training of Social Studies Teachers

The changes km social studies teaching in West German schools were

widely initiated by'sCholars who previously had beeii teaching-in primary,

secondary,-and/or professional schools. Their teaching experience-

turncd out to be a good starting point for the development of teacher-

training prograMs. One of the principal goals of these programs is the

close. connection between theoretical and practical education.

However, there. still aredifferences between.the various. teacher

training _programs. Student teachers for the grammar school and the

secondary I level (grades 5-10Net a ,"didactic" education in addition

to their "social science" education. This consists of special courses

in political education, and practical studies in`addition to an examina-/

tion. Student teachers for the secondary II level (grades 11-13) and./

for professional schools so far have not been obliged to take part in'a

didactic education; some of them did it voluntarily, and right now

efforts are being made to offer the same didactic education to all stu-

dents.

The effectiveness of our training piograms is highly controversial.

Students prefer courses with practical impact, whereas many professors

complain about the diminishing interest of the students in theoretical

controversies. Most of our student tee chers have only six semesters for

O
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their preparation, which generally is regarded as being too short; there

is not enough time for either the theoretical or the practical education.

German professors have a highly privileged position. The West Ger-

ban constitution guarantees "freedom_of research and teaching" (Article

5, 3) which excludes administrative control. Within the university cur-

riculum each :professor is free to choose the-subject matter for his or

her courses. It is praCtically impossible to exert "force" on a .profes-

sor. However, most professors realize that they have an 'obligation,

over and above their scientific studies, to deal with the professional

and personal problems of their students.

Our studentS are no longer rebellious; there are few demonstrations.

But the students are quite aware of social and political problems. They

prefer scholars and teachers who not only teach the social sciences but

also express their own involvement in controversial issues. When prob-

lems of social justice are at stake, it is difficult for the professor

to hide behind the 'objectivity" of the social sciences'. Many student

teachers are now faced with possible unemployment, and they will not.be

prepared to analyze social issues without .looking at their own condi- t

tion.

The rapid postwardustrial development-of West Germany has led

people to overlook a number of social problems which are of great con-

cern, to our present-day students. I want to mention only two. First,

there are still several. people who are considered "poor" because

,their income ranks below the public support rates for the needy. Poli-

ticians speak about the "new social question" in our society. Second,

West Geriany has about 4 million foreign workers (including their fami-

lies). The children of these foreigners quite often donot get an appro-

priate educatian or professional training, a fact which is likely to

create serious conflicts in the near future. Although our universities

offer courses and\prograhs to cope with these problems; the reality of

our schools is often disillusioning for many students who are confronted

with classes consisting half Of Germans and half of foreign pupils who

do not speak German.
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The Social System Valued by Young People

The best textbooks are useless if they are not successful in trans-

mittingtheir ideas and ideals to the students. It might, therefore, be

of interest to look at the results-of an empirical; study of the attitudes

of the young .generation toward work and economic order conducted by the

Institut fur Jugendforschung in-Munich (Frankfurter Rundschau 1980).

In West Germany and West Berlin, 1,235 representative young people aged-

17-29 years were interviewed in 1979; 785 were random interviews and 450

were quota interviews. This study was financed by the German Shell Oil

Company, which in 1973 had supported a comparable study by the same

institute.

The 1979 study found that 80 percent of, the ybung peOple,inter-
.

viewed were content with our systek, as compared-to 70 percent in 1973

(Die Einstellung 1980).. The following sestion was posed concerning

basic needs: "On this l=ist you find described different needs. Which

'ones are especially important to your personal lives?" The results,

-shown in Table.1, reveal that-.desire for personal freedom took prece-.
-

dence over all other needs; neither a desirable profession nor an--abun-

dance of-'free time was more strongly daSired. There was a trend toward

desire for privacy, whereas social concerns were ranked lower in 1979

than in 1973 (Die Einstellung 1980) .

.Table 1

BASIC NEEDS OF.YOUNG PEOPLE IN WEST GERMANY

Basic Need_
j Percent Responding

1979 1973

Personal freedom 85 85

A profession which I like 80 68

F-ae-choice of a job 67
,

63'

Good pay '67 70

Much free time 64 56

Clean air, clean water 63 .. 61

Chance to go to theaters, concerts,
lectures. .37 40

No social misery in my neighborhood 24 29.
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The political attitudes of these young people were demonstrated by

thelr fear of freely expressing their opinions on political matters.

Nearly 50 percent of them expected to be penalized for freely expressing

their opinions. Between 1973 and 1979 the number of young people who

were critical of our system rapidly declined. Detlef Riemer, who was in

charge of the research for the study, predicted: "About half of the

young generation is going to be submissive to authority."

The responses of the young people surveyed in 1979 to questions

about life perspectives are shown in Table 2. Although the statements

do not include many aspects of social justice, a general trend toward

Table-2

LIFE PERSPECTIVES OF YOUNG PEOPLE IN WEST GERMANY

Perspective Statement

I would like to have children and a'happy
family life.

It means much to me to be acknowledged by
others.

For me it is essential to a meaningful life
that I have privacy.

I would like to develop my creative abilities.

To me hard work and success are part of life.

I think we are going to poison ourselves by
environmental pollution.

Percent Responding.

68.5

48.7

43.9

42.5

41.9

40.6

I would like to haVe. a.careet. 38.5

-. To me fashion's in cloth% and automobiles are
not very important. 35.7

I am afraid that technical progress will destroy
our lives.

I am afraid of nukes.

I would like to help people. in need.

I would like to retire to.the cOuntry. 4

All men should have .the same income.

Whoever still has children today acts irresponsibly.

I find that my life is meaningless.

I feel attracted to a youth religious seci.
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34.6

34.6

-34.1

33.9

14.6

7.8

3.8
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privacy and professional success 'is evident. Family life, social

acknowledgment, and personal creativeness are valued higher than envi-

ronmental problems, .fear of nuclear powerplants, or social equality.

The question about the meaningfulness of life was answered in rather

individualistic terms:

For teachers of social studies, these empirical results are not

very -promising. They support the position'that the schools are becu_ing

more reactive .toward development and changes in society rather than

active in initiating changes. It is not primarily the fault of our

schools that students are afraid of expressing they opinions and=-as a

possible result--increasingly desirous of privacy.

I do not know how these numbers compare with the results of opinion

polls in other countries.. The trend toward conservatism in-West Germany

. is welcomed by one group and detested by another. There have been many -

attempts to bring aboUt reforms-in various areas of our society. One of

c these areas was our school system. Since these reforms have not 4Ways

shown swift results, the reformers have become discouraged. Right now

the question of preserving our standard of-living seems more important

than further reforms.
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13: SOCIETY, SOCIAL JUSTICE, AND SOCIAL/POLITICAL EDUCATION

IN THE UNITED STATES

By John Palmer

These comments are based primarily on materials written by social

educators over the past three decades. How accurately or to what degree

they also reflect educational practice in the common schools of the

United States is problematic. We have only recently recognized'how

little we know about classroom practice and the behavior of students and

teachers in social studies classrooms. I h..ve some notions about class-
.

room practices based on observation, personal experience, and reports.o

field studies. Those notions will occasionally influence these comments.

Inthe main, however, we are dealing- here with theoreticalwritings,'

textbooks, and materials writtenfor inervice or .preservice teachers,

and curricular materials used by elementary and secondary students.

Presumably these can tell us a good deal about what social studies edu-

cators think ought to be done in schools, but that may have little rela-
r:

t
.

-ionship to what occurs once the claSsroom door .is closed. We simply

don't know.

It is important to note that, the varieties of 'social education

utilized in the United States fall within, the conservative or liberal,

as distinct from the radical, frame of reference. Although some view-

points were spoken of as "radical" when first proposed, the term was.

being used not in the' ideological or political sense but rather to indi-

cate a sharp departure from current practice.' In particular, the Marxist

perspective has been almost totally lacking in'the social studies, and

to date no influential work written from that perspective has appeared

in the United States. Much attention has been given by some to recon-

structing, correcting, or improving society, but always in terms of tra-
.

ditional values and ideals, not of some new social order yet to be con-
.

zeived or borrowed. Those few who said they would let 'the social per-

spectives of students wandei wherever chance might lead them were con-

vinced they knew in advance where that would be.
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Socialization and Social Improvement

Although I intend to examine the relationship between society and

the social studies from the close of World War II to the present and

reflect on what we might conclude from that experience, I want to begin
o

with John Dewey's thoughts on the subject. This is not to suggest that

many social studies specialists during the past three decades were

heaNiily influenced by Dewey, for I have no evidence to support that

claim, but rather to point out that the most influential ,pililosopher of

American education believed it was impossible to separate the educational

process from the society that sustained

For Dewey, learning is primarily social, and education is at its

heart the forming of the character of the child rather than the acquisi-

tion of knowledge by the child. It is.a process of transforming the

child until he shares in the ideals and interests of the society. The ,.

good society, in turn, is dependent. on "how numerous and varied are the

interests Which are consciously shared, how full and free is the inter-

play with other forms of association" (Dewey 1916, p. 96). This means a

society in Which economic class- and other barriers to communication

among citizens are absent, so all can share-common interests and life

goals. This is. possible, says Dewey, only when each adult generation

deliberately works to educate the young "not for the existing state of

affairs but so as to make possible a better future humanity" (Dewey

1916, pp. 10-11). Because communities or nations do not tend to ad,.here,

to this approach, Dewey asked whether "it'is possible for an educational,

system to be conducted by a national state and the full social ends of

the educative process not be restricted, constrained, and corrupted ?"

(Dewey 1916, pp. 113-14).

If the type of educational situation Dewey desires is to be realized;

two conditions are essential: "the tendencies due to present economic

conditionS- wh'ich split society into classes" must be overcome, and

"national loyalty . . . patriotism" must be subordinated to "devotion to

the things which unite men in common ends irrespective of national polit-

ical boundaries" (Dewey 1916, p. 114).

I believe that Dewey described in these comments, published_in the

second decade of this century, the essential struggle which went on

within social education at midcentury in the United States and which is



not yet close to, resolution. As Dewey saw, whenever we think about

society--raise questions about it,.approach it critically, openly--some

aspect of the established social order is in jeopardy. This fact has

profoundly affected.social education in recent decades. Many social

educators have believed that their responsibility is to pass on the pre-

-veiling cultural myths, to support the status quo, to avoid controversy

and conflict. Textbook writers and publishers, members of state text-

book selection committees, and those teachers who accepted Edgar Wesley's

assertion that "the social studies are the social sciences simplified

for pedagogical purposes" have often reflected those perspectives.

Schooling has as one of. its primary objectives the preservation of the

institutions of the existing society rather than the questioning of cur-

rent practices. It is quite likely that this view of schooling dominated

.classroom practice during the period under consideration here. Some,

including 'a significant number of social studies specialists who wrote

theoretical.material.during the period, disagreed they believed that

the contemporary, condition of society dictated a program of social,edu-
c

cation designed to reshape.either.the society or the student or both.

For this second group, the relationship between the society and social

education was extremely. close, and one could- not be discussed withoUt

also discussing the other.

To state the matter another way, the pro t role of formal.school-

-ing and direct teaching sacial=studi in..-'the socialization of.chil-

dren has been a-subject of continuing debate. Socialization is usually

defined as the process of transmitting from the old to the young stable

patterns of,behavior and values and of grooming the young for filli

established adult roles in the society. In the social studies- par-

ticular, the school acts to promote and teach political valueS and tra-

ditions. This activity has as its primary purpose the perpetuation of

the dominant values of the culture. But some, along with Dewey, have

questioned whether this view of schooling is any longer appropriate.

These individualsicontend that to emphasize unity,'equality, and freedom,

for example, .is to present a distorted, oversimplified, and false. view

of American society.. The ethnic and cultural differences that now exist

'cannot be homogenized-into a picture of unity. Given this view, it is

not at all Clear that schools can continue to deal with political social-
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ization as they have in the past. The new conditions make the old ways

both unworkable and inappropriate. To the extent that social education

programs have attempted to continue traditional content and methods, the

contrast between the substance of tWse programs and the social reality

surrounding the.itudent has contributed to,an educational malaise in some

cases and to outright' hostility to formal education in others.

In large measure, proposals\ sfor changing social .education over the

last three decades have been designed either, to socialize the young more

effectively, assuming that the task of the schools is to induct the

young into the society as adults construe it, or to propose an alterna-
L

tive.approach to social education based on a recognition9that social

consensus does not exist and that passing on the cu1tural myths will be

disruptive and miseducative rather than constructive in the long run. A

primary objective of these approaches has been to change or,improve on

the status quo rather than simply to pass it along.

These conflicting views of the relatioriship between socialization

and schooling are reflected in the distinctions arrived at by Barr,

Barth, and Shermis in their analysis:of citizenship education programs

(1978). They. identified three approaches to 'citizenship education:

citizenship transmission., teaching the social science disciplines, and

reflective inquiry or decision Making-. Citizenship transmission appears

to be another name for socialization. A particular conception of citi-

zenship. is presented, to students and is exp--tted to be -both learned and

believed. It is assumed that certain facts,-explanations, 'interpreta-

tions, and predictions predispose .the learner to a particular world

view; no critique of the social institutions being transmitted is planned

for qr anticipated, and "what is tends to be construed as "what ought

to be.'

The sc.-tial science discipline approach assumes that the acquisition

of the knowledgC contained in the social sciences leads to effective

citizenship. It also usually assumes that the bodyof literature making
.

up the social sciences is at accurate reflection of reality. The.

.
reflective-inquiry and decision- making approaches may utilize 'social

science materials, but they assume students will build a world view

-through analyzing and criticizing their.own experiences or tLe

ences of others, whether past or present. P
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The third perspective, becauoeit has been emphasized in the liter-

ature of the 'last three decades (if not in the classroom), requires more

extended presentation. It appears to be the area in social education

where e most creative efforts have been made in recent years and where

-changing notions of the nature of society have had a direct impact on
e,

LL .approaches. to social education.

Reflective Inquiry - -The Individual Emphasis

, -

Perhaps James Baldwin, a writer who would not usually be thought of

as a social educator but who may have been a more effective,one than any

of us, expressed in 1962 a concern of some social educators during the

period: "We live in a country," he wrote, "in which words are mostly

used to cover the sleeper, not to wake him up." We must strive to put

ourselves in'touch with reality, he urged, to "mount an unending attack

on all that Americans believe themselVes to hold sacred We are

the generation that must throw everything into the endeavor to remake

Americainto.what we say we want it to be" (Baldwin. 1962).

. Many teachers and social studies specialists, starting from similar

premises, .have tried to devise instructional programs to meet Baldwin's

objectives., Others have begun with notions about teaching youngsters to

think, to develop a critical capacity, or.some other related general

objective. In each case one finds a rejection of the assumption that

students need Merely to receive and absorb what is passed on to t

about the society.

Teaching High School .-Social Studies', by Maurice Hunt a4/Lawrence

Metcalf (1955), presented a fully developed version. of this approach' to

social education. Hunt and Metcalf began with the assumption that

society is; beset by much uncertainty, disorganization, and lack of con-

: sensus. Many individuals are confused by competing political, economic,

-and social beliefs. These produce two levels of social conflict- -

interpersonal and intrapersonal--which combine to create substantial

individual and grcup difficulties. Individuals, in fact, tend to exhibit

inconsistent and uncertain behavior and are morally irresponsible because

'they lack the intellectual understanding and personal commitment required

for morally responsible behavior. For Hunt and Metcalf, then, the condi-

tions of contemporary society and its impact on individuals directly



determine the type of social education needed. The teacher is to be 'a

significant factor in assisting the individual to understand and cope

with contemporary life.

Hunt and Metcalf determined that areas of conflicting belief and

behavior which are closed to rational analysis--areas such as race,

social class, sex, religion, morality, and political power--are particu-

larly crucial in the lives of individuals and are sources of great dif-

ficulty and trouble. Therefore, it,is precisely these areas dominated

by prejudice and taboos, rather than thought, which are particularly

significant for.teachers. A social studies program that helps young

people examine their conflicts and beliefs in "closed areas" would be

most likely to reduce the emotional stress in the individual created by

the confusion that prevails in society. This process of examining

beliefs_should be intellectually rigorous, permissive, and nonthreaten-

ing. It necessarily involves learning a good deal of social science,

but, it certainly does not involve indoctrination or socialization of the

,students into the dominant mores and assumptions of the culture. Indeed,

schooling entails challenging and critiquing any widely accepted concep-

tion of citizenship and the interpretations, assumptions, or myths on
-

which it'is buiLt.

This approach to social education assumes that scnooling can

influence the individual in fundamental ways and thus can affect society

as well. Americ n society is in turmoil, transition, and perhaps even

crisis. Because ociety is in turmoil, so are many citizens. Social

studies teachers can help determine the long-term resolution of these

difficulties by helping individuals, understand and come to terms with

themselves and the society. Thus, not only is there a direct relation-

-ship between the natt..r1 of contemporary society .and social education,

but schooling has the potential to affect and, to some significant

extent, shape the future society.

Reflective Inquiry--The Social Emphasis

A more common approach to social education in this period emphasized

the examination of public, as distinct from personal, issues. Courses

falling within the general classification of "social problems" came to

be regular fare in.almost every secondary school. Countless attempts



were made in the literature to define the term, "social prOblem," and

many textbooks helped the unimaginative teacher select a set of social

problems. sufficient to fill a semester or year. Many teachers put

ogether their own courses,

books and other

so&aloproblems.

utilizing the

instructional materials

enormous variety of paperback

that presented one or more

Donald Oliver, then a young faculty member at Harvard, wrote in

1957 that the goal of social studies instruction is to "increase the

students ability to deal effectivky with broad social issues which

confront all citizens of our society" (Oliver 1957, pp. 271-300). All.

social institutions have the same fundamental purpose: individual ful-

fillment. In order for that purpose to be realized, people must under\-
stand these institutions and be able to cope with them successfully.

The specific purpose of social studies is to attempt to so educate chil-

dren that they 4Lave the maximum opportunity to choose what they should

be in-a society\ dominated by diversity rather than uniformity.

Oliver, as did Hunt and Metcalf,:began his \theory building with an

analysis, of the society and assumedlthat--it is important to base any

program of social education on such an analysis. The relationship

between the schools and society must be direct; presclably, if the

society were to undergo significant change, schooling should change as

well. Oliver and his colleagues eventually wrote a series of booklets,

each of which developed alipublic issue" (Public Issues Series n.d.).

Stress was placed on classroom discussion, on training students in good

discussion techniques, and on\enabling the individual student to "take a

stand" on an issue and defend that stand against opposing positions.

The classroom procedures assumed a high degree of rationality and criti-

cal skills on the part of tht par icipants. Although the material used

to develop the issues might be dori-rporary or historical and from any,

part of the world, the focus was always on an issue assumed to be of

fundamental importance in contemporary America.; for example, can we have

both equality and individual freedom, both public security and a clear

right of dissent?

One freqUently found in this period heassumption that citizenship

education necessarily involved developing i.ri the,young asset 'of critical

abilities needed to participate in inquiry, eflective thinking, decision



malting, or,some\such intellectual activity. A good citizen makes deci-

sions based on a careful analysis of the evidence, not on emotion,

prejudice, or some other "thoughtless" procedure. While one could fill
r.\\

\ a volume with the 'different lists of these abilities, they typically
\\
\,

such skills as identifying central issues, using language accu-

rately and precisely, recognizing underlying assumptions, distinguishing
\

-

0

between fact and opiniCh, distinguishing tetween relevant and irrelevant

\data, recognizing stereotypes, assessing the adequacy of data, arguing

deductively',

_
\

and using logical syllogisms correctly There is little
I

evidence, of course, that many adult citizens make Use of these skills

or that telachers are capable of demonstrating their
\

us\e, Indeed, it may

be that citizenry skilled in Such devices and motivated to use them
t , \
\ , .

,- would-prot duce sociS4chaos. There seems little likelihoOd that this

hypotheSis

While

the social

will be teSted\in the foreseeable future.

The Mainstreem;--Disciplines and Social Problems

the last few pages have presented only a few examples from

education literature of recent decades, I believe they demon-

strate that a segment of the field did, respond directly to analyses of

the contemporary society. It is difficult to quantify such information,

but I am confident that skis group constituted a small minority of social

educators. For most of the others, the teaching of the disciplines,

however arranged, remained the sum and substance of social education.

Such programs changed, of course, according to the shiftin:, consensus of

scholrs to the extent that their scholarship filtered down to curricular

materials used in the schools. Depressions,-wars, social disorder,
\

international tension, peace, or prosperity. do not alter the storehouse

of knowledge accumulated by a given discipline. There is one significant
,

however, to that generalization. Over time social reality does

affect the questi s being asked by scholars and, eventually, the sub-

stance of the knowledge accumulated. As a consequence, the content

included in courses; such as history, political science, and economics

gradually changes, while the topics taken:up\in social problems courses

may shift rather quickly.

As an illustration of this point, a major Social change during the

period under review was the recognition Of the plight of certain racial

. \\



and ethnic minorities. A succession of judicial and legislative actions,

coupled with greatly increased activity on the part of minorities in

demanding economic, political, and social equality, turned the attention

of scholars to research problems related to these matters. In tLe field

of historY, for example, a vast,fiterature was produced.on Negro slavery

and its consequences. Impact studies and, public policy research became

the vogue in political science. -In a similar fashion, curriculum proj-

'ects, textbdOks, and course offerings in the schools showed new emphases

in the same areas. Numerous national curriculum projects supported by

the federal government were designed for/the express purpose of provid-

ing classroom materials focusing on major'social problems of the day,

including those associated with minority populations and their legal

rights, and the achievement of justice and .equality for all citizens. It

is difficult to imagine that any secondary school during the 1960s and

1970s failed to offer instructional units dealing with race, minorities,

civil rights, and related subjects. Textbook publishers went to great

efforts to assure the prospective buyer that these societal concerns

were given adequate attention :In their textbooks. While the response

might be delayed, publishers, teachers, and others involved in the

social education enterprise are influenced by major societal concerns,

and `they attempt to fit appropriate new content into existing courses.

Changes in Values Education

An interesting example of this phenomenon occurred in the area of.

Schooling in the Western world has traditionally

focused on the charadr- deelopment of the child rather than on impart-

ing
\

values education.

owledge. The teache r and the culture of the school have typically

represented the dominant val s of those in control of the society.

Although this appeari to be inevita,ble, in this century educators in the

United States have often attempted to be objective or neutral. The more

obvious forms of indoctrination have beencprned in favor of "objective

social science."

In the 1950s questions addressed. to teachers about values education

would have generated little response,, but by the early 1970s attention

to values and valuing was a certain indicator that a teacher was up to

date with the latest social education fashion. Why this very rapid
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change in a decade? A plausible explanation, it seems to me, takes us

to what was occurring in Americansociety. The 1960s was a decade of

intense social conflict, race riots, the controversy over the Vietnam

War, the draft debate, and the like., The conflicting values residing in

the populace which had been identified much earlier by the.research of

Lynd, Myrdal, Warner, and many other social scientists suddenly thrust

themselves onto center stage. The relatively submerged differences of

value and belief signaled by'where one lives, with whom one associates,

or where one worships suddenly-were translated into vivid scenes on

television-screens of swinging clubs, bloodshed,. shouted epithets, and

assassinations. The myth of value consensus evaporated quickly.

Many people were unsure of what they belieied, and they were

troubled by the values conflicts' they now knew they had with their

neighbors. So what was to be done? The:faith of Americans that educa:.-

tion can solve social problems came to the fore, and it was deemed

acceptable for. teachers to assist students in recognizing their values

,and beliefs and Comparing them with those of their classmates. Some

teachers, of course, interpreted this as an opportunity to indoctrinate

their own values, while others dealt with values as another item in the

curriculum along with facts, generalizations, and theories. Whatever

the approach,. I believe that the introduction of social studies content

for,the express purpose of dealing with values was a direct result of

the surfacing of value conflicts among the general populace.

In anumber of Ways. an examination of thc. AmericAn value systemwas

thrust-into formal as well as informal social education during this

peipd. I have referred to some of these--the values education move-

ment, the popularity of social problems courses, tne development of

social studies programs and the related curricular materials exemplified

by Hunt and Metcalf and the Harvard Public Issues Series, and the wide.

attention given to civil. rights and the treatment, of minorities. These

developments coincided with thousands of hours of television and count-

less pages of printed material in the informal social education system

which dealt with the same general content: The direct experiences of

some young people in the streets or on the battlefield and the vicarious

experiences of almost everyone through television undoubtedly provided a

more powerful social-education than was found in the classroom: In any



case, the social educator was forced to reckon with the social education

children brought with them into the classroom. It was a curriculum

"planned" by television executives, organizers of civil confrontations

with authority, and the Pentagon. Note of us yet knows how to cope with

what.students now bring with them in the way of direct and vicarious

social experience. That would appear to be a primary .research and devel-

opment task for social educators in the 1930s.

The Growing Distrust of Rational Problem-Solving

The people of the United States "have experienced a barrage of

confidence-shaking events in the last two decades, and there is no sign

it has ended. Indeed, Robert Heilbroner summarized the mood vary well

in 1975 when he asked, "Is there hope for man?" (Heilbroner 1975, p. 13).

Our fait's in our ability to deal with such problems as poverty, racial

hatred, and economic instability is slipping away. The, quality of life'

is deteriorating, in-part as a direct consequence of our.successes and

some of our traditional values and beliefs: Human survival has become a

real issue, rep:acing concern about where we will go for our next vaca-

tion or the horsepowe'r-rating of our automobiles.

Historically, we have relied on the capacity of formal education to
- .

make life better and more bearable. If that traditional faith continues

(and there are Signs it is weakening), to the extent that students and

teachers are apprehensive andsonfused.about the state of the nation,

one would expect-"presentism" to dominate social education--a concern

'for the self end for the immediate problems' facing society. It is

interesting, howeVir; that 'a countervailing trend is evident.

Private schools, many of them sponsored by religious groups, are

increasing rapidly, and their social studies curricula rarely include

contemporary social problems. The existing public schools are under

heavy pressure to reject social-problems materials and --iFITe'analYsis of

values in favor of "basics," which translatekintohistory and political

science studied as organized bodies of knowledge. The Con7;71gUggeated

by Oliver, Hunt and Metcalf, and the values-education and critical-
.

thinking'movements-of the recent past are viewed with great skepticism

in many quarters.



The fundamental elcments of the scientific method which have so

dominated Western thought since Copernicus curiosity,' belief in test-
-. -

ing, searching, out error in order to approximate truth- more closely, °

formulationof hypotheses and theoriesthese-remain suspect when applied

to society and culture. To be sure, we have a variety of social sciences

that may be pursued by scholars in accordance with the methods of'
-

science, but the public is apprehensive about teachers andstudents-in'

the common schools examining society aod.CultAre in'this.fashion. RObert

Hanvey, a social scientist who worked in curriculum prgjects in the

i9b0s, asked; "Will the schools, as instruments of the society, actually

be permitted to diffuse a knowledge so recognizably threateningto tra-
;

ditional assuthptions, _explanations and values. . ?". (Hanvey 1967,

p. 81). Socialization or indoctrinatiortis acceptable; testing, search-

ing, hypothesizing are unacceptable.

It is fundamentally inappropriate, many contend, to attempt to

employ essentially scientific methods in social .education .because the

political community is so different in its procedures and assumptions

from the scientific community. While scholars working in the'social,

sciences -have obviously ,modeled their research procedures .after the

natural iciences, even within that scholarly community the uncritical

transfer of methods that have been fruitful, in one field into another

continues to.be questioned?.

One response, then, to the condition of society at this moment

appears to be for social studies to ignore it or even flee from it.

Perhaps the prospect is so threatening that dealing with it reflectively,

directly, in a problem-solving mcde, is simply not /ThisThis-is

understandable. The individual feels so helpless when confronted with

enormity of the'. contemporary situation that the _faith of the 1950s,

and early 1960s in t;he notion that teachers and children sitting down

together could,deal rationally with social issues and even de-relop Solu-

tionS for them appeais ludicrous to many. Our most brilliant economists

cal-not resolve the problem of price and wage inflationapparently one

of the most limited, definable- difficulties facing us. How could

teachers and children yossiblydeal in a meaningful way with a really

tough issue, such as human survival?



As a result, educators and the-public are turning increasingly to' ,

curricula focused,on organized bodies of knowledge or to religion. EaCh

ofthese in its own way prepares the student for coping with contemporary

society: Each has:a long history and can be defended by well-developed

rationales. It will be interesting to observe whether. these approaches

to social education gain wider acceptance or whether new versions of the

critical-thinking/social 'issues/values curricula are developed and

adopted-
,

It should be pointed out that shifting to a discipline-oriented

curriculum in social studies does hot eliminate certain unresolved prob-

lems. Historians shave not, for example, provided the teacher and stu-

dent with a synthesis of American history that deals adequately witi7 the

Uhited,States as a multiracial, multicultural society: The textbooks

are very inadequate id Many respects and leave the teacher to wrestle

with fundamental content'questions that the best historians have not vet

resolved. These are questions concerning the-nature and reality of

contemporary society, the same questions that concern many educators who

have rejected a curriculum consisting of organized disciplines in favor

of 'social-issues, critical-thinking, or'value-analysis approaches.

The'Growirig Distrust of Education

Another development related to the search for different curricula

undoubtedly has major consequences for classroom teachers. The roles of

..the teacher, the textbook, and the school as purveyors of truth are

being.seriously questioned. Young people have learned not to trust

advertising, the media, older people, the government. and, eventually,

the schools. Information and propaganda, particularly in those areas

included in the social studies, have.becomc- mIxed- and blurred. One

never.knows whether what is being heard or read is information or propa-

ganda or if:the distinction is even a meaningful one. ,Schooling is con-

siciered by some tb be another form of propaganda: it has its special

purposes, and it is no,more to, be trusted than General Motors or the

American Medidal Association. In some respects this situation appears

to be a realization of the fondest hopes of those who have advocated

critical thinking and challenging the status quo in social studies edu-

cation. Unfortunately, however," it tends to produce confusion, doubt,
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and cynicism rather than a revised set of beliefs that lead to construc-

tive personal and social action. Rather than providing a forum for

discussing, clarifying, and resolving the problems and conflicts of the

society, the classroom has fallen victim to the same ills that weaken

the- effectiveness of other social institutions. Studenti;distrust of

teachers, source materials, and schooling has a devastating impact on

the effectiveness of social studies programs. This is but another

example of the way in which changes in the-larger society have a very

direct Impact on schools and schooling.

The Increasing Influence of the Federal Government

The last few paragraphs provide a convenient transition from the

social studies to more-general observations about the relationship

between schooling and society in the United States, a relationship that

is undergoing change.

Historically, the independence of states and local school distriats

from federal control of educational policy and programs hasbeen a. sig-

nificant characteristic of our system of common schooling. Federal

regulaiion has been extremely limited.and the federal bureaucracy very

weak. Until recently, few prominent educators had served at the federal

level. The influence of states on individual school df....tricts has varied

considerably but typically has not been so pervasive as to prevent local

school distriCts from developing their own approaches to social/political

education.. When viewed in a world perspective, the thousands of public

school districts in the United States traditionally have had substantial

autonomy in developing their instructional programs. That few districts

have taken full advantage of this autonomy is more indiqative of the

lack of initiative and imagination of elected school boards and instruc-

'tional staffs than of 'limitations imposed by the formal structure of the

system of: public education.

However, despite the fact that social studies curricula of schools

tend to be more alike than different, as one goes from school to school

in the United States it is impossible to predict what one will find.

Here and there individual teachers, social studies faculties, or entire

districts have Laken advantage of their. autonomy and created courses or

2,3;2
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programs that depart substantially frbm the noin. Some of these, of

course, are of dubious value, but others are exemplary.

There is little question but that the traditional independence of

the local school district, whether it be a metropo A itan district composed

of millions of citizens and several hundred thousilnd students or a rural.
J

district with a total,population of less than one hundred, has been lost

through the heavy incursions of state and federal mandates in recent

years. Few districts can now survive without major financial subsidies

from both 'state and federal governments, and both levels of government

demand control in exchange for their money. Although locally elected

school boards still theoretically determine policy for schools in their

districts, in fact the major responsibility ofthese boards today is to

implement fedefal and state mandates.

This shift is reflected in an editorial in the Dallas Morai :g News.

In commenting on a recommendation by the superintendent of the Dallas

school district that all teachers receive a substantial pay increase,

the editorial states:

Dallas taxpayers, of recent years disenchanted with their
public schools, still no doubt recognize that the major prob-
lems within metropolitan schools have not been caused by
teachers, but have come from without: federal intervention
through` busing, changes in textbooks to highlight subjective
cultural materials rather than basics, a social-mindset that
has handicapped the schools with social-reform concerns.

The competent Dallas teacher, down in the trenches with the
children this highly complex and culturally varied city sends
her OT him, deserves better pay. ("Wright Plan" 1980, p. 34)

As this editorial suggests, one area in which the impositionof

federal regulation is particularly pervasive is that of equity, civil

rights, and legal due 1.-ocess. The diversity that has traditionally

existed in the United States with respect to attitudes toward and treat-

ment of race and sex differences has been sharply curtailed by actions

of the federal government and the judicial system... A primary vehicle

for effecting this change has, been the educational system. Thus, while

the federal goverwent has not moved to take direct control of the social

education programs of the schools--an action that would be viewed as con-

trary to the Constitution and a gross violation of states' rights--it

has-mounted a powerful program of social education in the area of social

justice by req,..liring all who receive a dollar `of federal money to con-
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forM to certain policies and procedures. Civil libertarians who are'.

strongly opposed to the growth of federal power over the lives oE indi-

viduals have, however, tended to be very supportive of this substantial

increase in the control of institutions and their members by the federal

government.

In the period under review, then, the schools have been a majo.r

locus of efforts by the. government and the courts to implement a partic-

ular interpretation of social justice. To an extent greater than ever

before, in recent years actions of,the federal government have directly

affected indiVidual school districts and individual teachers. As I

indicated` earlier, many of the issues and concerns related to the evolu-

tion of this conception of social justice have been central to some of

the social studies programs developed during the period. This was

entirely voluntary, done by social educators out of a sensb of the impor-

tance of these matters. in the lives of their students and the society

generally. Given the trend of the last decade, however, one must wonder

how long it will be before the federal goyernment takes action that will

more directly determine the content -of social education programs. in the

public schools.

The Long-Run Challenge

Social Darwinism and laissez-faire theory, as exemplified in the

works of William Graham. Sumner, summarized well the relationship between

the schools and society in the United States at the beginning of this

century. Gradually but decisively, these theories were replaced by a

faith similar to Dewey's, that democratic processes informed by human

intelligence and-experience could constructively interfere with natural

processes to bring about a better society. Schooling was a central

element in such a social theory. In the current mood of doubt and fear,

the tide is running strongly toward authoritarian solutions that either

view th, role oE the schoois as a passive one (at least theoretically)

or construe the school as being of importance second only to the family

in indoctrinating the young into a particular view of society.

The-dramatic changes in :the United States and the world over the

last two centuries, stimulated.primarily by science and the explosion in

available energydefine the problems that our political systems must

7
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now attempt to resolve. The world of the 1980s is dramatically differ-

ent.from the world of 1914 or even 1940. The relative success or fail-

ure. of social and political education in fostering processes that deal

creatively with the problems that face us may determine the future o';

humankind. There is no consensus within social studies, however, as to

what social studies program offers the best hope of achieving this goal.

The near - chaotic' condition thatnow prevails in the field may be indica-

tive of a period of transition characterized by a, search for new

responses to the new social and apolitical realities.
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14. SOCIETY, SOCIAL JUSTICE,AND SOCIAL/POLITICAL EDUCATION: A REACTION
r

By John D. Haas

Reaction to John Palmer

The. broad strokes John Palmer has used to depict social education

in the United States during the.last-threetdecades seem to me to yield a

generally accurate picture of this intellectual landscape. I view my

task, therefore, as one of highlighting certain features in Palmer's

painting as well as clarifying some partially .blurred aspects.

It. needs to .be emphasized- that Palmer and'I are describing what

might"be thought. of as a portion of the intellectual history of social

education. We tend to ignore such other dimensions of the field as

theory,pedagogical practice, curriculum organization, and the. culture

of the school.

Palmer locates the "varieties of social education -on a continuum

extending from radical through liberal and conservative to reactionary.

He suggests, however, that the range of actual frames of reference is

restricted to the centrist positions onthe Continuumthat is, those in

.the. liberal-to-conservative range. Undoubtedly thiscis the case in the

United States, but I would add two - qualifications. One is that the three

or four rationale positions which have been explicated in the literature,

of the field are not now and have never been equally available as justi-

fications for curriculum and instruction. I would contend that one posi-

tion (taking various forms over time) has always been dominant in the i

field, and that the other rationales are always Cast in the roles of

reform positions. I call this dominant position "conservative cultural

continuity," or CCC (Haas 1979), by which I mean social education as

socialization (or enculturation). as "noneducative" learning of a nation-

alistic mode of living, buttressed by various. ploys such as "empty"

catchwords, history-as-myth, "rituals of democracy," and other propagan-

distic tools which "mystify" the conceptc of democracy and capitalism.

It appears to me that, historically, the various reform rationales have

been notably unsuccessful in unseating or even deflecting the dominant

CCC position. All I see is the occasional quasi-reform designed to make

the CCC approach more palatable to students, teachers, and others.
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A second qualification of Palmer's contention is that the liberal-
,

to-conservative range may not apply in the United Kingdom and the West

German Federal Republic. From conversation with and a reading of some

. of the.works of Geoff Whitty, I suspect that a somewhat neo-Marxist per-

spective on political education exists in the United Kingdom. Second-

hand reports from U.S. visitors to West Germany suggest that a Marxist

social education may occupy a plgce'on that country's continuum of

rationalei.

Although Palmer notes the lack of a Marxist perspective in the

literature of social education in the United States, he might have also

pointed to the dearth of existentialist, anarchist, and "communitarian-

-ist" (Oliver 1976, pp. 26-28) literature in social edncation. In'regard

to a communitarian-perspective, some of the more recent works of Donald

Oliver and Fred Newmann begin to argue for a renewed sense of-community

as a goal of social education.

A balanced' rationale for social education, it seems to me, might

adequately address sets of questions derived frOm four` sources' of cur-

riculum: (1) the current and emerging nature of knowledge (as related

to social living), (2) the current and emerging nature of society (in

local, national, and global.contexts), (3) the current and emerging

nature of learners and learning theory (including psychosocial and

cognitive/affective development), and (4) the current nature of the

socialization/enculturation processes in the milieus of home, community,

and school (and in the impinging national /global ethos communicated via

such potent media as television). Or from another point of view,

social education rationale might reflect choices of emphases.from among

the major domains of individual'growth and development:, intellectual,

vocational, and psychosocial.

Palmer cites .7-7t-rt Dewey's worry that an educational system of a

nation/state may, by its very existence,- preclude a,oliberal (which is to

say "liberating") education. I believe Dewey's fear was well founded,

yet I do not counsel despair. What I do suggest is that socia:Leduca-.

tors construct a valid dialectic.in which the contending forces ("demys-

tified," of course) are presented in the crucible of making decisi:ms

concerning. social education. From the heat of conflict will eMer,;e a
-.-

social education for and by thoSe participating in the process. I think

4r) rib '
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the major issues is such a process will emerge from the interactions

-among the concepts (or others of a similar nature) in the matrix in

Figure 1.

Figure 1

FOUR POSSIBLE CONTEXTS FOR SOCIAL EDUCATION

.

Nature of Individual Life I

The Person Self-Defined
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The Person Other-Defined
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Another View of the Individual and Society

What I at suggesting in Figured is that human life is a composite

of individual and social identities, and, further, that there are quail-
.

tatively different forms of existence in both individual and social

ing. As an individual, I am an existential "me," a "me" alone and fear-

fully free, an "I" conscious of "me "; at other times (perhaps most of

the time), I am husband, father, teacher, writer, driver. or passenger,

shopper, bicycle rider or pedestrian, and so on. Both kinds of identity

are ."the real me," one is existential and' the other one is conven-
,
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tional; one is how I see me--self-revealed yet difficUlt to 'reveal to

others -- while the other reflects how others (but I, too) see me, in a

single role or as the sum of several or many roles, easily revealed yet

somewhat shallow as far as personhood is concerned.

As a participant in social living, I again have two kinds of exis-

tence, each a form of membership, participation, and belonging. The

German language distinguishes two types of social.living--gemeinschaft

and gesellschaft. Probably the closest English approximation to gemein-

shaft is "community," especially'as in the phrase "a sense of community."

Gemeinschaft refers to an intimate kind of communal life, involving mul-

tiple face-to-face interactions, in a family-like atmosphere, among

"smail" number of persons (perhapi ten to as many as several hundreu)

who engage in more or less unspecialized activities. Traditions are

highly valued., as is continuity or resistance to'change. "Gesellschaft,

on the other hand, refers to so-iety or formal societal institutions.

Here social life is relatively impersonal, since most associations are

unnatural or even forced. There is an emphasis on contracts, reciproc-

ity, and the status'of individuals, with activities based on rati 7ality

and rules and regulations. Generally a "large" number of per ons (fro

a few hundred to many million) engage iri -az...wide variety of highly 'ape-
,.

cialized activities in an atmosphere where Change is valued. Bonds

between members are loose, but bonds to the whole are rigidly enfafced

z
(as in a national trade union or in military service).

Thus, in the matrix in Figure 1 we have two forms of individuality

and two of sociality, which' allow for four combinative possibilities:

boxes A, -B, C, and D. Social educators (broadly defined to include, in

addition to professional educators, pdrents,'students, and any other

interested parties) will of course have personal preferences among these

types (that is,'A, B, C, .or D), and each will tend to advocate one com-

bination over the other three. The conflict-resolution process which ..

should ensue will, I maintain, yield a form of social education, albeit

"local" in.nature, even though national and world contexts wily-inevit-

ably be introduced throughout the process.. An approach to a social

education curriculum can be derived and sei'in r ace.

In a democratic society, probably no single rationale position (sui

generis) in social education should p-tempt the field. Rather, one evi--
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dence that a diversity of social wisdom is heard would be that a diver-

sity of social education curricula exists. Furthermore, if one believes

(as I do) that our "lost connections" in Westeiii societies are repre-

sented by the combination of concepts in box A of Figure 1, then the

best hope lies in small, local efforts to renew feelings of communality

and to liberate our rich inner selves. If we wish to reconnect self to

self, person to person, and humanity to nature, perhaps the most appro-

priate places to focus our attention are our families, classrooms,

__sehools and communities, and our own personal existential. lives.

Reaction to Siegfried George

Siegfried George casts political education in West Germany in a

historical light.. He seems to suggest that the .history of Germany` in

this° century points to economic ,prosperity as the sine qua 'non for the

existence of social justice.and for the development of democratic philos-

ophy and institutions. Because capitalism was found to have supplied

the economic base during the Nazi period, West Germans were drawn toward

socialism, yielding a mixed economy since World War II.

If economics is at the heart of West German social philosophy, I

would expect it also to be the corer of social education in the schools;

I am unsure if this is the case. I am also confused by George's claim

that since 1949, the "economic miracle," combined with the new democratic

institutions, turned people's concerns away from social problems.

I think I have detected an evolution in West German political educ'a-

tion sLmilar to that which has occurred in the United States over, the

past 30 years. The sequence, as I see it, has been from an emphasis on

institutional structures, to one of stressing political processes (that

is, polit'cal behavior), to a concern for sociopolitical problems or

issues, and finally to a return (mainly sinde about 1975) to a struc-
.

tural .approach combined with legal education (law and order) and a turn-/
of=the-century form of national cha6vinism. In a related vein, both,

nations appear to have experienced increasing centralization of control

of education over the past two decades.

What particularly impressed me in George's analysis of the textbook

by, Hill igen and his colleagues was his description of the book's approach

to values. I find it very appealing for authors to state explicitly that

2
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their curriculum product is designed to have students explore ways for

enhancing (1) the realization of human rights, (2) the dignity of ,man as

the basis of all political decisions, (3) equality of opportunity in

society, (4) more self-determination and participation, and (5) the

development of alternative social institutions to cope with the changing

world (George 1980). Perhaps these values are appealing because, I

suspect, all of us at this conference believe deeply in them.

Reaction to Geoff Whitty

What first captured my interest in Geoff Whitty's paper is that the

"CCC" approach is also alive and wall--and dominating the social educa-

tion curriculums - -in the United Kingdom. The only difference I noted .was

that whereas "CCC" for me stands for conservativ-cultural continuity,

for .Whitty it means crown, constitution, and capitalism--which seems to

/,''/amount to the sate approach, with the exception of a few minor cultural

differences.

I was. surprised to learn that.the "new social studies" in the

United Kingdom chiefly meant the introduction of the discipline of soci-

ologY' to the neglect of the other social sciences. Also surprising is

that British geographers do not consider their discipline to be a social

science.

What was not surprising was that the "new social studies" movement

in the United Kingclom became in abortive attempt to dent the ccc approach.

As in the United States, "rigor and relevance" foundered on the rocks of

nationalism and tradition. What had not occurred to me, however, was

that there were social class overtones tosuch terms as history and geog-

raphy (upper class and upper - middle class) and sociology, ,Social studies,

and social education Notting class and lower class).

I would predict, onthe basis of Siegfried George's paper and the

Amerial experience of the pas.t decade, that the. youthful politic' l

'education/literacy movement in Britain will swing to a *conservative'

orientaqon, stressing law and order, traditional mores, loyalty to the

.government in power, and, in general, the production of "uncritical,

conforming citizens."

.I have one strong agreement and one disagreement with Whitty.

First, the disagreement: I'm not at all sanguine that the schools are

2"11
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the appropriate arena in which to focus the struggle for'sbcial justice.

Of all social institutions, public education is probably the weakest

with respect to initiating social change. Of course, as social educa-

tors we must do what we can, but perhaps our personal efforts should be

directed more toward influencing political` and economic institutions.

My agreement with Whitty is about the nature of contemporary

Western industrialized societies: Western Europe, North America, and

Japan. Social justice cannot be achieved in any of'these regions until

each changes drastically and creates "a qualitatively different and more

' genuinely egalitarian social order."
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15. SOCIETY, SOCIAL JUSTICE, AND SOCIAL /POLITICAL. EDUCATION: A REACTION

By Karlheinz Rebel

Any attempt to compap the school systems of various countries and

their social/economic patterns, including the values and norms behind

them, is almost doomed to fail. The terminological problems alone are

sufficient. to build up birriers of mutual misunderstanding. The risks

become less dangerous when smaller sectors of the educational systems

are being compared and when a frame of refeience is defined: -

John Palmer is right when he stresseS.the' fact that in the United

States--whatever the aims* to be reached in connection with school and

society - -the frame of reference is aomewhere between conservatism and

liberalism." The existing social order there is evidently based on a

minimum consensus ofthe political partied. Geoff Whitty describes a

similar frame of reference for England, although he also identifies some

radical elements there; In reading these two papers I ask myself whether

the terms both writers are using--"consetvatism," "liberalism," and

"radicalism"--which once had spaCial meanings based on common understand-

ing, are today still adequate descriptors of our political scene, or

whethet they impede open discourse rather than faCilitate it, given the

difficulty of comparing different cultutes.

Siegfried George, in analyzing the West German situation, uses
.

another frame of reference, referring.to the historical experiences of a

majority of Germans, including many who are responsible for defining the

aims and objectives of social education. Those experiendes contributed

to widespread awareness of the relationships between economic welfare,

social justice, and democratic development. George tries to demonstrate

the ineffectiveness of political education by citing youngsters' fear of

expressing their opinions freely. ,Yet he fails to analyze the really

importantsocial questi6ii today, with.its entirely new aspects.: The

normal German citizen, whether, employed or unemployed, need no longer

starve; his medical care is secured, and he can't usually.be thrown out

of his flat. iowever, new groups of'iPeople,are suffering.under social

injustice:. the so-called guest workers and especially their children,

the old and permanently sick or insane people; the new generation of
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refugees. Only by keeping the typically German-frame of reference in

mind--the deep - rooted awareness of the relationshipS between economic

welfare, social justice, and the. struggle for a.democratic-development--
,

can the scattered data gained by various, rather problematic .opinion

polls'be interpreted as expressing a certain tendency rather than

regarded as describing generalizable results.

Societal Issues in the Newer Syllabi

Whereas John Palmer concentrates on an "analysis of materials

written by social educators. Geoff Whitty analyzes,:different thedrAtical

approaches to politiCilYsocial education and-Siegfried-George analyzes

textbooks over a period of,30 years. I shall make a few comments on the

representation of societal issues in the newer syllabi of social Studies

In West. German states and the didactic pobitions behind them. I shall

try to do this mainlyby naming a few key pr4Slems which arise in connec-

tion with developing a new v711abus. These key problems are, despite

the sociocultural differences among the three countries in question,

similar to each other, which does not mean that they necessarily have

similar solutions.

Integrated Approach vs. Separate - Subject Matter Fields

Some of the present syllabi in West-Germany follow an integrated

approach.. combining historical, 'geographic, economic', and "political

aspects. With this a PPIloach.sbcietal issues, which are always of a com-

plex nature, can ')e more easily brought into focus. The disciplines are

then used to analyze-these problem gields.by means of their'specific

methods and terminologies. The danger is that a discipline--especially

political science- -may lose its key function, and political education is

like a wastepaper basket where everything--alid nothingmay be found. In
1,

addition, many educators and politiciant are afraid'of the loss of factual

knowledge--a tendency similar to that found in the United States, where

the "basics" are gaining ground again.- These 'dangers have led,, in new

syllabi in some German states, t;i.eri-ew--ed-s-tress on certain disciplines,

especially history and geography. The didactic approach to societal"

issues--a positive trend during the last 20 years--may suffer,if the

teachers are not well'trained for their jobs, and especially if they are
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not trained to use the disciplines iti.an integrated approach to;societal

problems.

Closed vs. Open Curricula

If societal issues are the core of a syllabus, they must be identi-

fied and selected according to the subjective needs and concerns of stu-

dents and teachers, representing the whole of the society. But how can

such syllabbe developed by central planning bodies--which follow polit-

ical trends and are influenced and directed by political parties, parlia-

ments, ministries of education, and other agencies. which are trying to

guarantee a- certain minimum standard in terms of organized bodies of .

knowledge--and at the same time take seriously the concerns of the

people involved? This dilemma-is ,...iresolved, and the syllabi now in use

in West Germany can be characterized by two opposite terms: (more or

less) closed.and. (mare,or less). open.

.Objectives vs. Content Orientation I.

The tasks of selecting and justifying aims and organizing learning

objectives was once Moreor leZS restricted to university eduCators and

.lculum specialists. Although most teachers didn't find the results

easiole enough for their practical work, they almost unanimously

-A accepted the uethod of using objectives for their lesson planning and

teaching tasks. The content was of secondary.importance. But now the

"miracle weapoe.of the objectives approach has lost its glamor among,

the specialists and content has gained importance again. This does not

necessarily mean that we have gone back to, a pure structure-of-the-
.

disciplines approach. Instead, we find in the most current syllabi

relevant . aspects of the students;' social reality,'Sometimescalled "sit-

uat..! 1 fields" (Situationsfelder, involV-ingSchool, family, leisure, and

job:.)job:4 or "intentions in acting"!(Handlungsintentionen, involving inter-

action, communication consumption,. production, organization, and par-
.

ticipatiOn). From a content-oriented apprdach, it fs relatively easy to

reflect on aims and objectives as an integral part of the situation or

action -field in question, and--More important--iviS possible to more
-

easily integrate societal issues into the syllabi.-
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Political Controversies About General Principles

All newer syllabi refer to general principles, norms, and values

found in our federal-constitution or-in the state charters of the German

Lander; for example, respect for the critical, emancipated Citizen and

for the dignity of every human being. These principles are linked to

the human rights declaration of the.French Revolution, the American

Declaration. of Independence, and the English Magna Charta, newly dis-,

covered and interpreted. Although the consensus,is that it is iipos-

sible.to deduce objectives from these general principles, they serve as

instruments-by whichcobjectives and content maybe critically analyzed;.

Thus the concept of democracy tends to become pervasive principle-
,.

influending all parts of society,"-not merely the political organization
. .

of t'he state.- In other words, the democratic principle. is considered to,

be subStantive and dyngmid., not just formal; it is the leading principle

in all parts of our life. It has become for some of these educators the

key principle for changing our social order,*as can be seen in.Siegfried

George's papa. But at this paint the controversies begin, especially

over the term "emancipation," in its broad meaning and in the practical

political consequences drawn from it. The opposing educators and poli-

ticians see in "emancipation" an attempt to get rid of our value pattern.

They have even more strongly attacked theso-called,crixical theory, as

being respon-iable for terrorism and radicalism in :Vest Germany,

A similar controversy exists about the aim of preparing the yc,ing

generation to handle conflicts. In some didactic positions, as well as

In some German syllabi, the conflict approach is treated as though it

were a value of its own. This tendency Xs certainly not to be welcomed;

on the othet hand, political and societal conflicts do ekist, and the

'schools--and. especially the social studies- -must prepare students to

deal wiel conflicts effectively and rationally. This roblem is partic-

ularly important in: connection with social justi4a and with the q-lestion

of how much consensus is possible in a modern pluralistic state which

has a monopoly in education and which shows an increasing.tendeacy to
. .

determine general principles, control syllabi, and select content.

Therefore, dealing with controversial issues, thinking in alternatives,

accepting opposite views, and finding acceptable solutions'by compromise- -

all should be part of any modern syllabus, and indeed theyare integrated

2w4.
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into some of our syllabi. The influence of the state should be restricted

to general principles, and the syllabi should abstain from too-detailed

regulations.

Society and Social Justice in Some of the Newer. Syllabi

In contrast to the situation in the United States and the United

Kingdom, the infldence of the German states on the syllabi is strong,

and growing stronger. Geoff Whitty's remark about the "appearance of

relative autonomy" i4 the English educaiional system shows how great the

differencd is. There are no "class overtones" in Germany like those in

England, where history and geography are reserved for upper- and middle-

class studentS and political/social education is directed at lower-class

students.

The most astonishing result of my examination of six modern syllabi

(Baden-Wurttemberg, 1976; Bayern, 1976 -1973; Hamburg, 1976-1977; Hesse,

1976; Nordrhein-Westfalen, 1974; and Rheinland-Pfalz, 1973) is that the

content of all six deals with societal issues. All try to develop in

students a desire to overcome social injustice; none advocates the

socialization of basic industries and natural resources, a policy which

solves almost no problems, and creates new ones. All six concentrate on

problem fields not far removed from. the experience of the students. As

a whole, this picture is much-more positive than the eputatioa.of

syllabi in general, and-of social studies syllabi in particular, would

have, us expect. After reading them, the question is, rather, whether

German teachers are able an adequately trained to-effectively use

these--as a whole -- sensible didactic instruments.

Conclusions

Unlike Siegfried George and Geoff Whitty, I am of the o.;inion that
o

conservatism is not, in itself, less democratic than socialism. Both

attitudes in principle allow democratic thinking,. freedom, and social

justice, and' both allOw 'meaningful political education. The important

point is that people should learn that both positions.are acceptable in

our society, and that within this frame-of reference there-are a variety

of possible ways of thinking, living together, and educating our young.

Even if the controversies cannot be settlad--and perhaps they should mot



be settled, in order to keep the process of thinking and education going

on--there is sufficient consensus about content and method to permit

cooperation among all educators who are committed .to a democratic way of

thinking. But this kind of cooperation can come about only if we imprrve

teacher education and inservice training. I see this as our numberone

task.

9 "
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16. SOCIETY, SOCIAL JUSTICE, AND SOCIAL/POLITICAL EDUCATION: A REACTION

By Ted Cohn

In considering issues raised by George, Palmer, and Whitty.in their

papers dealing with "society, social justice, and social/political educa-,--'

tign" in their respectie countries of West Germany, the United States,

and England, I want to concentrate my remarks in three areas: first, a

consideration of the rather differentrolesof social/political educa-

tion, as part of the overt school curricula, in England, West Germany,

$ and thenited States; second, a consideration of the extent to which

recent developments in the area of social/political education can be

seen as part of a rasponse o a general "legitimation crisis" common to

most industrialized capita ist states (Habermas 1976); and third, a

brief comment on social justice as a concept and the manner in which the

three authors have handled social justice in their papers.

. The Differential Development of Social/Political Educatl,..,n

It is immediately apparent that.social/political education as a

,part of the overt school curriculum is accorded rather different levels

of importance in England, West Germany, and the United States.

In England, under the'guise of social studies, social/political

education is a recent curriculum development with a dubious academic

credibili-1, which has'been mainly confined to the so-called "less-able"

student (Gleeson and Whitty 1. 6; Whizty 1980).

In West Germany, social /political education in anything like its

present form is also a recent, postwar phenomenon. Nevertheless, it
.

does have a clearly defined institutionalized place in the secondary

school curriculum for all students, alongside the more-traditibnal sub- .

ject disciplines such as history and geography. However, the attempt in

the Lander of Hesse to introduce a common social/political education cur-

riculum-for all secondary school student,, replacing the old discipline-
. v_ .

based approach with a new inte,;r:t.e;:. problem=solving social science

program, drew fierce criticism ii -.., = Ademic discipilharianT.-and politi-

cal conservatives :-.)mas and. Lee 1..1) and prod abortive (Sussmuth

1980): Thus, education is seen as are addition to the
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traditiohaf disciplinesrather than as a replacement for them or as the

basis for a major new synthesis of previously. discrete areas of .knowl-

edge..

In the United StatesSocial/political education, there called

social studies, has been a very important part of the school curriculum

since the beginning of the 20th century. Although there has been con-

tinuing debate about, the form,-content, and purpdse of social studies

programs, since the time of Dewey there has been a pragmatic theme

emphasizing the practice of good citizenship (Barr, Barth, and Shermis

1977) and since 1960. an increased input of social science concepts

(Wiley 1977).

Explanations for the different level's of importance attached to

social /.political education as a discrete part of the school curriculum

are to be found in rather different socioeconomic, political, and

educational histories of the three countries.

Social/Political Education in England

The relative stability of British societywith,l.c major political

upheavals, no major Influx of immigrants, and a politically decentral-

ized education systemhas "favored an implicit socialization into the

status quo" (Whitty 19'1), p. 2). This has been aidM by the segregation

of children from different social classes into different teaching and

learning groups, so making it relatively easy to introduce and justify

differential socializazi,-.1 practices. At the same time, the ideology of

the British state as a r.sastitutional manarchy, which.is de facto ruled

by a separately educa,..r..: public school/"Oxbridge" eliie (Giddens and

Stanworth 1973), has placed more emphasis on historical continuity,

religiou!, conformity, political compromiSe, and individual rights, often

concerning property, than on an ideology of activist democratic cittzen--

ship. As Whitty indicates, the recent btatement by St. John'Stevas

regarding political education--that is, thsr, it should be concerned wIth

emphasizing the legitimacy of "Crown and .;;,n.=titution'---.exemplifies this

position.

Thus, until recently, it has pro'red possible to encompass social/

political education within the "hidden curriculum" of the school, the

literature of which is usefully reviewed in Fielding (1930), and within

the cultural traditions of school history (Heater 19-77) and religious

2 00
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education. The creation of social studies as a school-subject concerned

with social/political edUcation, in the 1960s and 1970s, reflects the

crumbling base of traditional working-class motivational syndromes--

described by'Habermas (1976) as particularistic, fatalisti,:, andcharac-

terized by a subordinate mentality -- consequent upon the economic boom of

the 1950s and 1960s in Britain. Social studies can, therefore, be seen

as an extension of the same working -class deficit-socialization thesis,

so dominant in British sociological and educational circles in the 1950s

and 1960s,' which produced the argument for compensatory education (Crow-

ther Report 1959; Newsom Report 1963). This is not to suggest that the

content of social studies %as necessarily been perceived by social

studies teachers in this way, but rather that this was a major reason

for the forth which its institutionalization has taken in EngliSt. secon-

dary schools; mainly as a subject for "less-able," gener4lly .c'king-

class, children.

Paradoxically, this form- of institutionalization has provided

social studies in England with radical curriculum, pedagogy, and assess-

ment possibilities not found in higher-status areas, as Young (1971) sug-

gestedwas Possible-and Whitty has supported in his paper. Hewever,

other factors have increasingly been working against the realization of

these possibilities. Among these factors, from the beginning, has been

the way in which the low-status position of the subject has hampered its

being taken seriously by the teaching profession as a whole, by students,

andlparticula5ly by those in authority (Gleeson and Whitty 1976).. Addi-

tionally, the very attempts to give it sore form of spurious academic

respectability, along 7ith the general move toward academic credential-

ism, are increasingly constraining social studies within the dominant

educational knowledge structures of the school. Finally, the changing

political cliMate and the increasing emphasis on technical skills across

the whole c-urricuium (Slater 1980) have ir?ortant implications for the

future of social/political education inEngland.

Social/Political Education in West Germary

0

The creation of social/political edutation as adiscrete part of

the school curriculum in West Germany after, 1945 reflected the combined

wishes of the Allied occupying forces, especially the Americans, and the

leaders of 'the new republic (Dimas and Lee 1978). The content of social/



political education emphasizes 'a belief in. the nee&to introduce a new

generation of school.students to the fundamental concepts of bourgeois

democracy as well as to the rights and responsibilities of citizens in

such a democracy (Dumas and Lee 1978). However, the form which social/

political education has taken, in terms of,knowledge structure, repre-

sents a continuation of the dominant medieval contemplative "humanities"

tradition, with an emphasis on the mastery-of knowledge content rather

than on techniques of using knowledge and.with a great r fiance upon the

textbook (Dumas and Lee 1978; Oppenheim 1977):

Thus, its inclusion as_part.of_a compulsory core curriculum has led

the German version of social/political educatiOn to conform to the domi-

nant forms of educational knowledge to a greater extent than is yet the

case. with social studies in England.' In this context, the introduction

and legitimation of overt social/political education for all students

was Made easier than it would be in England, because curriculum content

is, and historically has been, controlled directly by the state in West

Germany, while In Britain it is controlled-directly by the school and

indirectly, at least in terms of high-status knowledge in secondary

schools, by the universities (Bernstein 1971).

The cognitive content approach to social/political educatiOn in

West Germany haS been helped by the existence of religious education as

a separate pact of the core curriculum, so that queStions of moral and

values education can be confined to this area of the curriculuM rather

than spilling over into social/political-education (Dumas and Lee 1973).

Social /political eduCation can, therefore, be reduced to a merely

technical/cognitive study (Habermas 1971) of the workings of-the state

'apparatus..

ThLs is not to suggest that, there have been no changes in social/

political education in the past '30 years. George (1980) has suggested

that there has beer. some movement from purely descriptive approach-to

asocial problems- oriented approach, although within a strongly hier-

archicai teacher/student relationship:. Additionally, in the.1970s, the

hidden constraint upon open Irisat..ision in the classroom impos by the

"radicals in public service" controversy w-s an im:,ortant factor in the

continued emphasis on textbook knowledge. In this atmosphece, it is not

surprising what hap;- ned to the potentially radi=al Hessen Gen,...:al Guide-
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lines on Social Theory. These guidelines were originally conceived of
o

as a new integrated social-science-based subject, replacing the pre-

viously discrete areas of history, geography, and-political education

with a synthetic critique of the problems and social structure of West

German society, drawing on critical theory. In practice, they became a

consideration of what the traditional academic disciplines.could con-
,

tribute to the study of "social and historical-political problems"

(Sussmuth 1980, p. 14). Thus the guidelines were politically and

epistemologically deradicalized.

Social/Political Education in the United States

In the United States, a combination of factors helped in the early

institutionalization of social/political education in schools. Large-

&Cale immigration into the burgeoning cities of the American industrial

revolution created a demand for social' /political education programs "to

give the immigrant child a sense of identity with AmeriCan ideals and

American standards of citizenship" (Violas 1973, p. 5). At the same

time, the more - fluid knoWledge structures of American universities and

the early institutianalization of a pragmatic, empirically oriented

social - science tradition (Oberschall 1972) provided social /political

education, in the form of social studies, with the possibility of an

institutional base in high- status knowledge institutions and an academic

respectability which -could not be attained-in England or West Germany.

This was aided by the fact that, even'by the late 1930s, many teachers

had taken social science courses, admittedly often of dubious qUality,

during their training (Bernard 1945).

Two other important` factors in the development of social/political

education in the United States were the constitutional prohibition in

theory, and widespread prohibition in practice, of overt religious edu-

cation in schools (Butts 1950) and the specific ideology of the politi-

cal stake. The former-oreated-the-ins-t-i-tu-t-iartal speres forLthe teaching___
of moral values under the aegis of social studies, a practice which,

with the disintegration of the traditional value consensus since 1945,

has become a focal,point of debate in the 1960s and-1970s (Palmer 1980).

The latter is important because embedded in the very 'creation of the

American state are concepts of equality and'democratic political activ-

ism in a decentralized state which are alien to the English and German



traditions (Lacey 1966). These have created sr ideological tradition

which has emphasized 'democratic practices" as 1.e11 as knowledge of the

"democratic state." This tradition has -been reflected since the begin-

ning of the 20th century in social studies programs which have generally

accepted, at least at the level of rhetoric, the need to provide oppor-

tunities for the practice of democratic citizenship as well as knowledge

about the democratic state (Dutnas c; 7,ee 1978; Joyce 1972). This-tra-

di.eion has also contributed to the 4evelcpment of social/political edu-

cation programs in the United States which have concentrated on ways of

knoWing and on cognitive, methodology rather than on states of knowledge

and cognitive content, although the more general development of educa-

tional knowledge structures has also been important (Bernstein 1971).

Summary

The differing historical patterns in the development of Social/

political education in, the three countries, Cher, fore,,canbe seen to

result from different social and politiCal histories, different dominart

educational knowledge structures, and different national ideologies. In

the United States, until very recently, the emphasis has been increas7,,

ingly on the ideology and methodology of being a democratic American

citizen; in. West Germany the emphasis has been on introducing the cogni-

tive content of the democratic state. and the-duties of.responsible citi-

zenship in'such a state; in England the emphasis has been On historical

continuity and compromise in the protection of the rights of.the individ-

ual, with explicit soCial/political_edUcation as a form Of compensatory

educatiOn,for working-class children.

Social/Political Education and the LegitiT. ion Crisis

So far I have attempted to sketch in -a very general way reasons for

the rather different ways in which social/political education as a school

subject has developed in England', West Germany, and the United States.

Now I want to analyze some of the most recent developments.in the area

in the three countries, drawing on concepts developed by Habermas in his

legitimation-crisis thesis (Habermas 1976).
Ts,

At the heart of ,ais "legitimation crisis'," Habermas suggests, is a

motivational crisis that has -arisen because "bourgeois culture as a whole
0-

was never able to reproduce itself.from itself:,%, It was always dependent
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on motivationally effective supplementation by traditional world views"

(1976, p. 77). Thus, what he calls "the civil privatism syndrome"

requires the successful internalization of the bourgeois values of

activism and rationality, together with the contradictory traditional

values of= particularism and a subordinate mentality, :r eating a situa-

tion where ".the democratic citizen is called on to pursue goals; he must

.be active, yet passive; involved, influential, yet deferential" (Habermas

1976, p. 77)--thereby retaining a technical interest in the steering and

maintenance performance of the administration but little concern for its

legitimation as such.
4

The othermotivational. syndrome, "familial vocational privatism,"

is likewise a combination of

the specifically bourgeois value orientations of possessive
, individualism, and Benthamite utilitarianism [and] the achieve-

ment orientated vocational ethos of the middle class, as well
as the fatalism of the lower class . . . secured by religious,
traditions (Habermas 1976, p. 77).

.These last two religious traditions, he argues, are essentially prebour-
,

geois in their origins. However, the balance between the various ele-

ments is different in each advanced capitalist .society, and within any

one society it is also cha- "nz. Common to all such societies is the

increasing delegitimation theie values, as contradictions develop

between the sociocultural, economic, and political systems (Habermas

1976, pp. 77-92) Recent developments in social/political education

reflect attempts by the state to counteract this delegitimation process;

Challenges to Traditional Legitimacy

In Britain, West Germany, and the United States, the economic boom

of the 1950s and 1960s created conditiOns which challenged important

aspects of civil and familial/vocational priVatism. The rapid improve-

ments in the mass media and transport, the structural changes in the

industrial base, the development.of a centralized, increasingly bureau-

cratic corporate sector, the growth of a welfare bureaucracy, the general

dOward social mobility, and: above all the increase in creation of-4alth,

were all important factors in creating these conditions. 'Thus, thetra-

dition'el cultural values of particularism, subordinate mentality, and,

working-class fatalism were challenged by the' changing nature of the

Social and political system. The new requirements of -the social an



political system place6 an increased emphasis on the specifically bour-.

geois sociocultural values of activism, secular rationalism;--and uni-

versalism, manifested itself in social/political education in the

three countries in rather different ways.

In the most traditional of the three countries, England, cogni-

tive content tradition-domiriant in modern educational. knowledge struc-

tures (Bernstein 1971), which had its., roots in medieval contemplative

discipline forms, provided very limited opportunities for the develop-

ment of social /political education. These structures restricted the

"new social .studies" movement, which was based on a"mildly radical

Fabian functionalism (Whitty 1980), to programs for less-able, and

therefore mainly working-class, Students. Nevertheless, this movement,

as did the Crowther and Newsom reports (1959 and 1963), recognized the

new demands beihg made on education as part of the sociocultural system,

particularly with regard to the erosion of working-class fatalism and a

subordinate mentality.. c

In West Germanyi the most recently created bourgeois democracy of

the three countries and the onewhich faced the most difficult economic

and social problems in the 1940s, 1950s, and early 1960s, there was a.

movefrom "a more-descriptive to a more problem-oriented way of dealing

with social issues" (George. 1980, although still within the domi-

nant, cognitive-content "humanities" tradition (Dumas and Lee 1978).

In ..the'United States of the poSt-Sputnik era, which had the most

flexible educational knowledge structure of the three countries (Bern-

stein 1971)4. the developments' in social /political education.4ere the

most dramatic. The "new social studies," which resulted from these

developments, was founded upon the social sciet:ces (Wiley 1977), whose

dominant tradition was positiviStic, and involved, in its various

s=rands, a renewed emphasis on'pragmatic reflective inquiry in the rewey

tradition (Thelen 1960; Hunt and Metcalf 1968) and a concern for the

methodology of decisiOn making (Taba 1967). These characteristics of

the new social studies represented attempts to' define the parameters of

a new secular, ulliversaliitic rationalism and to develop. an activist

methadolOgy in its pursuit.

The developments of the 1960s in social and political education'

can, therefore, be seen as responses by the education system, as part of
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the sociocultural system, tp the delegitiMation of various traditional

eLements of civil and familielivocation.al privatises -response which

are, however, partly constrained by the dominant knowledge structures

within each education system and by the varying nature of capitalism in

the three countries. Common toall the responses is an emphasis on

scientific rationalism and universalism and an implicit. belief that the

problems of advanced capitalist societies can be analyzed and solved

through rational debate, without endangering the fundamental stability

of thoise societies. Concomitant with this was the belief that science

and technology would provide the cornerstone for the achievement of a

humanistic meritocracy (Bell 1960; Crosland 1962). Interestingly enough,

both the development of the welfare state and the growth of the public

sector, as well as the pedagogy of social studies in. Britain and the
:

.

United States--and curriculum content. in some cases-- challenged- the

specifically bourgeois value of possessive individualism, reflecting the'

contradictions inherent in the increasingly important welfare bureaucracy

and public sector.

. The developing economic crisis
I

Of the 1970s in all advanced capi-

talist societies has raised serious /doubts about this optimistic .belief.
PI

in scientific rationalism.. The increasing inability of British and

'American government, in particular, to control and manage the ecc-omic

crisis has created a crisis of legitimation in the whole concept of a

bureaucratic and centralized state' power, and consequently in the role

of scientific rationalism as the keystone of bourgeois deMocracy. AS a

result, there is renewed, emphasis among politicians on the ideology of

possessive individualists and utilitarianism and on the traditional

values of subordinate mentality and achievement motivation articulated

through religious .aogma. These value orientations are most clearly

, exemplifieein the ideology of Margaret Thatcher in Britain and Ronald

"Reagan in the United States. This is not to say that the Callaghan and.

Carter _znments have not represented a significant move in this direc-

tion, because in many ways, they have, but not so systeMaticallyand

openly as Thatcher or Reagan. Thus, in Britain and the United States, a

mdjor political response to the failure of economic crisis management

has been to blame it on a failure in socialization of citizens into the
_ ....

basic motivational structures of. capitalist society--a failure for which
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the school system, and especially its alleged "progressivism," has been

increasingly blamed.

It has been necessary to spend some time elucidating this position

because any attempt to relegitimize these motivational structures would

involve increased intervention by the state" in the school curriculum,

including the area of social/political education. The much-discussed

proposed new political education program in England might well become a

thicle for such a venture (Whitty 1980), while the "back-to-basics"

movement in American social studies, whipti specifically rejects a social=

problems, values - oriented approach in favor of the study of organized

bodies of knowledge, is. r.apkti-1,y.galning ground (Palmer 1980). The sig-
.

nificant point about this movement is that it replaces relevant'subject

matter-and active learning with a.passive, subordinate learning role

(Bernstein 1971).

Efforts to Re-Establish Legitimacy

In Britain and the United States, similaz: crises in economic manage-.

4ment have suggested the-..possibility cf the future reorientation, of ..social/

political education towar6 the relegitimation of the fundamental motiva-

tional values of the bourgeois state. In West is

somewhat different. Because. Germany has been far more suCcessful in

managing its economic.crisis than either Britainor the United States,

the Germans have not experienced a serious' crisis of rationality over

the role of the bureaucratic state in economic affairs. However, the

student troubles it West Germany during the 1950s and the terrorist cam-

paigns of the 1970s, which centered around a clash between the humanism

of manly upper-class university students and'the dominant state ideol-

ogyogy of economic instrurwentelism (Habermas.1971), significantly influenced

the development of social/Political. education. In the Short term, that

Conflict brought into public conscioi:Saess the distinction:between tech-
!,*

nical'and. practical problems,habermas 1971), and it was a factor in The

emergence of the'school curriculma as a matter of public debate-(George

1930) . 'Specifically, the conflicts of tfie 1960s and 1970s served as,
.

catalyst for the ne4 prOpc?salS for social/political education in Hesse

and North Rhine :Westphalia'. In the longer term, these clashes generated

a "law and order" crisis -rhich, produced the "banning of radicals frdra

public service" act and si.znificantly reduced ihe. generally accepted
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legitimate areas of discussion in social/political education (George

100). They also contrtruted to the emasculation of zhe ratical poten-

tial of the Hessen soc-i--/political edUcation proposals a:_-ough the

conservative influence of_ the-dominant-educational J,..-c_e-s was
-

equally important here :7-7-isssmuth 1980). Thus, socia_:pr--"--E--Al educe-

tion in West Germany remained, 'during thej.970s, essp3-tia-L; orier-n=d

toward cognitive contmli- with little attempt to ntitically

examine the natare of Nest German democracy or deve_c7 =. activist

commitment to 11:31e bourgeois state (Dumas and Lee 197E ge 198-;

Oppenheim 1977) - Nevertheless, the opening up to Fral:. -le are of che

principles of sacial/p6:itical education in the various. (SuRminott

1980) rendered these Frtomnples potentially capable

the future (Haber. '7F1-, and the subject to ma 4:7 rut _re

developments in social/political ear...nation in Wes: Cowever,

also rest upon the abiLr----of the goveronsvaT -; =cage the

economic criqls in an :qterr:v.tianal pntext in whion -oasis

management is be Coming effectual .

&Data 6t s an Justice

Pare5=mically, s=ine= justic:' /4;1,:- of the

stated theme of ail =tom-- non-:=stains a r.La'.--(= =r1.54.ration of

the concept of social juattdo Per se. George provids7 -tour of-exem-

ples of what he believa-= can 'le defi-eh as "social .Ea-7;r1,7 in West

Germah social studies o.10:- .=17.1:-i. but he never clearly .ti.A:faeates his

definition. Palmer taus t.7.77= social justice in his .ssion of

Dewey's concept of.0 =moiety" but never artirs his own

view. Whitt-7 initia11.7 social justice as un-__trztiml?=ble under

present social struc:cres amd raturns to the matter only t4rmzehtially.

at the end of his pansr.

The fa-lore of all thrse .z..._:hors to give due attention to the con-

cept of social justice is mram-t,hate. Although there ana=-....-erous deft-

,nitions of.social justice, Bey vary greatly in emphasis substance

and often are in conflict 4t'.1th ----ach other. The plethorabooks and
.

articles published in respomsJe Rawls's book (1971) illana=ates the

extent of the debate, whiez goes back at least to the i7 -- Socrates.

Thus, although George, paLmer, and Whitt; are all impl- 71--÷7, and at
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times 'explicitly, critical of current social structilres and zT-uls tlhe

interpretations of social justice whamh underpin thiecm, they tay halal

widely divergent personal views of -zat constitutt,c social justic ..

Some discussion of -r".1.-P-ir own views womIE have beendelbful in proviaing

some indication of wMat they unders by the ter-- 'social jl:stice."

It is possible to argue here that social justace as.a7meamingfuI

concept canal= transcend the existerr T dimensions_-_of a 7articelar- time

and place- Howevem-, while accepting the importance of the imf/uelce

sociohistorical comment on the development of conma- -e..=1-h es sccla:

justice, I would, Lie Lukes (1977), argue that =1.z-4.z- eat

do transcend a part-'-rular time and place. In other amlsuggest-

ing that social just±Ce can and should be considered in term; absolute

standards which transcend the immediate social conditions of exis-Ince.-

This leads ae o ask: Can one properly,assess-the social'

political esucation in tlae pursuit of social justice witanel. a definition

of the latter terms M* awn feeling is that onermanot. tMene were a

generally acy!..,epted view of the criteria for defining socit_j=stice. a

definition cm--_:1 be taken for granted; however, as I have fore_ Ated,

criteria pat:L-fly not exist.

In an Jmnortzat sense, therefore, all three papers faZiei to

ad'ress adeam=1-=1y important element of their theme. s =far-

tunate,.becanse wl--= is taught as social/political &coati= depends

specifically--rathe- more so than do most other areas of =ve x1 ec
curriculuman asscagtions about what constitutes social justice. and rNe

"good society"; anf fr is in discussions of the "good sociert 'SIB

fundamental contra-a:cm_ions inherent in advanced capitalist -s,- (---
mas 1971) can become manifest, at least at the level of academic rebate.

Thus, the values education debate in social studies in the United 4:---r.,ras

raised important quescions about the nature and operation of concepts of
-----

social justice, anc the highest level in Kohlidares moral educatIca

hierarchy challenged ane of the most fundamental tenets of the bout-genus

state--the sanctity aE private 2ro5erty (Kohlberg 1973). Similarly,

original Hessen sociallpolitical education progr. (of Rahmen Richt14-rrtar;

in West Germany inITI-411.- a definition of social justice which was hig:cay

threatening to the s=ate (Dumas ana Lee 1978.; Sussmuth 1980). In EnflanE

also, social studies in the 1960s and 1970s emphasized the primacy a: a

90
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rationality 5bunEed on a mer_A.4.-mratic view of social justice which was,

potentially, z, r threaten-i-rw to the traditionally based elite power

structures. trin, with its rigid class structure (Goldthorpe 1980)

and the most inemtn±table distmfbution of wealth of the three countries,

is particularly vulnerable to such an analysis. It does seem.likely,

therefore, that a more detailed consideration of the relationship between

social justiMe and social/political education in the three countries

would be a fitful area of investigation.

_Conclusion

In considering the papers :by George, Palmer, mad Whitty I have tried

to do three things. First, I have attempted to show how-the longer-term

mevelopment of social / political education in each country has been con-

s-:.derably influenced by a complex interaction of dominant forms of edu-

onal knowEedge, the political ideology of the state, and social and

itical history. Second, using Habermas's theory of "legitimation

-is," I have tried to show how this crisis has affected some of the

musErt recent developments social/political education and how it might

m=-..=-t future developments_ Last, I have suggested that social justice

is a central concept in analyzing developments in the' area,of social/

pcLitical education, and chat none of the three authors has given enough

thought to the relationship between social justice andSocial/political

education.

In conclusion, there is one area about which we are all in agree-
.,

ment: we are pessimistic about the most recent developments Li social/

political education. I have suggested that social/political education

is somewhat more sensitive to changes in the dominant ideology of the

state than are other areas of the school curriculum because of the imme-

diacy of its s.ibject matter. If this is true, our pessimism should sur-

prise noone. The-rapid growth of an authoritarian, nationalistic,

religious fundamentalism in the United States; the massive level of

policing and the "radicals in public service" debate in West Germany;

and the increasing threat to trades-union and civil liberties in Britain,

combined with the most pernicious social and economic policies of any

British goVernment since the 1930s--all point to, at best, a period of

retrenchment in the area of social/political education. In this belief,
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if no other, it seems likely that the vast majority of the members of

the Guildfc':d conference would be in agreement.
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17. A COMPARISON OF RECENT AND CU UCEEUr TREN)S

IN WEST GERIUW AND THE UNITED STATEE: -___SYNTRESIS

By L rta-Barbara Lange--3uasl

This synthesis is=-Iven from the povt o a of a hi_sxarimsly

oric.ited political sci=1.,ist, not that of ...:-.- s==121_ studies:this:car-1= I ,
,
L...

have compared the hiss Ties of civic edit= r,=...in Germany and li-lirhe

United States, trying to find out why tha rtmens were mottratumE at

the close of World War II, to bring the=.. eption of social =-=ndies

to Germany during the occupation. I ham al been interested, ice

the "new social studies" started, in obs--7.71=. developments from 12-5 to

the 14te 1960s to see if points of cont=t beltrween American and -erman

develc:sments could be found. Thus, no: -:=sing directly involve _n the

latest debates concerni71,g political educ-arion, I,might stress sr -eother

aspects an? give a more detached view t wonZi a teacher of 6,-actics

or a professor of sori-.=1 studias. On-rre other hand, I like :colorful

pictures better than pale ones; Ilike == draw broad limes of_des.-elopment

rather than stick to details; and I point out conflicts.

What are we talk-1777 about in such a meeting? Are we discussing our

own history of social/r-olitical_education? Are we focusing on present

problems and the shorimornings we have tried to ccpe with since social/

political education began? Or do we dare to paint the future, give

thought to upcoming Ter-Pssities--subjects which will urgently need to be

taken into account?

In preparing this synthesis,- I tried to imagine what anticipations

the conference organizers might have had while 'planning this interna-

tional meeting: There are, I think, two reasons why people are moti-

vated to attend an international conference on social studies or politi-

cal education:

1. To learn about recent developments in another country, which

might open up new nerspectives in recognizing directions of development

or new .trends in one's own country. Knowing that political education in

a neighbor nation faces. similar problems might change our attitudes

toward our own problems: we might become more adeepting .and patient or,

on the contrary, more decisive and°aggressive in pursuing change. Look-
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ing beyond aoe's own borders could even lead to searching out new strate-

gies for cowl:mg with one's own difficulties.

2. To_explore the potentialities for international cooperation.

Some years' amo Dieter Schmidt-Sinns wrote: "The development toward

domestic ./(11:2:politicsimakes it indispensable to achieve an internation-

ali-7-ntion c'f7p)Oritical education" (Schmidt-Sinns Do some of the

presentatiauE=and discussions at Guilford suggest

research procts?

topics for cooperative

Theory and Content Bases far Social/Political Education

Going through the papers/for ell the topics, I found it noteworthy

that almost every pe--- contained a large part dealing either with the

evolution of social/politicai edl ation duri.ng the last decades or with

the subject of theory and content. Comparing these statements, I think

we could make the following generalization about the historical develop-
/

ment of social/political education

Federal Reptblic of Germany:

political education in our/industrialized Western societies, if they are

democracies, is the concePt, ofcitizenship transmission, or, as John

Haas termed it, -the "CCC"i approach--the transmission of "conservative

cultural continuity"--or," as it has been put by Geoff Whitty,

Constitution, and Capitalism." ,

But at some point, fat different

Germany, there was a questioning

in the United States, and again

complex that social knoWledge about

The specialization of k nowledge.in various

request of different disciplines to add their

education. Immigrantlproblems, Sputnik shock, and other events led to

the establishment of new courses in the States. Similar development in

Germany led many participants to feel themselves entitled to contribute

in. the United States and in the

The genuine underlying basis for social/

times in the United

"Crown,

States and in

of this dominant concept. In the 1920s

in the 1960s, society had beCome so

it was split up in various sciences.

social sciences led to the

share to sacial/political

to social/political education. As a_result, the need for a detailed

curriculum was felt; in an overcrowded curriculum, there was a need to

legitimize the selection Of content.

As Wolfgang Hilligen has pointed out, different types of didactics

had to be.developed/, concerned with questioning what, why, what for, and

\\ ;
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flow. It now became possible,to consider new ap_ to social/

political education, including: social studies social

sciences, reflective thinking or inquiry, and the social prob-

lems or public issues coursesor, in German-termt=mLqgy, the theory of

conflict. These different approaches, which could_ be summed up under

the label of the "new social studies," had some eft on teaching mate-

rials and in the classrooms. But I assume that cl assroom instruction is

still dominated by a perhaps slightly modified citIzenship-transmission

approach.

Although there is similarity in the historicaa development of social/

political education, I would like to point to what may be an important

difference between the United States and Germany. It has often been said

that the Americans have always had, a pragmatic approach to teaching the

social studies, while the Germans have a theoretical approach.. But Cleo

Cherryholmes's paper may indicate that the reproach of pragmatism to the

Americans is no longer true. Cherryholmes acceptr, the view of the so-

called critical scholars, such as Habermas and Adorno, and applies this

critical theory to his,anal.ysis of the American Political Behavior text

by Mehlinger and Patrick. Cherryholmes's pe_per is very close to a criti-

cal-analysis of American Political Behavior which I myself wrote several

years ago but which has never been translated (Lange-QUassoWski 1972).

Before I came to the conference, I thought: perhaps Cleo Cherryholmes

is just a lonely bird; "one swallow does not make a summer." But the

discussions at this conference give the feeling that one school of

thought in the United States is moving toward adoption of critical

theory--although hopefully not just on a.theoretical level. This feel-
?

ing is reinforced by the need. expressed by several Americans--Jack

Nelson and others--for more and more-intelligent skeptics in American

eduCation. On the other hand, I got the feeling that there are quite a

few Americans who are frightened by a discussion of critical social

studies in the German sense.

While there are disagreements in Germany, there is substantial con-,

sensus on basic purposes in German political education. Those German

educators who picture social studies education as independent thinking

and problem solving are not opposed to the existing political system,

but they want to improve it considerably. The objeCtive of improving
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the system do4-not mean sustaining the status quo, nor destroying it,

but changing it gradually into a more democratic system.

If maintenance of the status quo were the task of social studies,

we would not 'Rave to think very much about it. We would just go ahead

with citizenship transmission. But it is my own view that discussion of

the philosophy or theory of social studies and teaching, such as we have

had here, is necessary and helpful in defining the role of the "new

social studies"; and that it should go on. I an convinced that nobody

has to be frightened that this will he destructive.

Having co
7
mented on the topic of theory and content, I want to point

to another development occurring both in the United States and in Ger-

many, which we have not talked much about, but which in the near future

might become pore important and which in the long run might threaten

every -refordimovement. I am talking about "back to basics." This move-

ment in the patted States as well as in.Germany has to be seem within

the broader/context of a shift toward conservatism. In the United

States feelings of insecurity and fear have been provoked by Vietnam,

Watergate, Iran, Afghanistan, economic crisis, and ongoing debates about

values, giving some AMericans the feeling that there is a need for a new

belief system: In the United States, the movement back to "God and

Country" is expressed in part by the foundation of one new private

school after another. In the Federal Republic the strong rejection of

the conflict approach in social studies seems to reflect a conservative

demand for a commitment to the still-pervasive old German traditions. I

will refer to this again when:I. suffimarize the topic of social justice.

Clitri-euluz Development

Consideration of "back. to basics" leads next topic of

discussion--curriculu development. "Back to basics," in inion,

tends to destroy every effort for a reflective inquiry approach. Unfor-

tunately, this conservative movement is facilitated by weaknesses that

have become apparent in the' "new social studies." social studies

reformers have come to realize that the "new social studies" relied too

much on methods, on analysis,.On decision-makingon processes with

almost no content. One of my own major criticisms regarding the Harvard

Public Issues project was that the conflicts do not reach and involve

. 1'1
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the students (Lange-Quassowski 1972). The materials do not explain to

the children the socioeconomic background in which a confli6t occurs.

They focus on personal moral judgment--for example, asking a student to

decide if an airplane pilot should drop a bomb on a Vietnamese village,

or if in the trial in Nuremberg it was right to condemn to death/the

commander of Auschwitz.
//

Dealing with such conflicts may not help students to understand
//

much, when insufficient information about the whole Poli ti cal background

and the socioeconomic context-is provided.

Another problem is whether efforts should be made-to build an inte-

grated curriculum, or if relations among different subjects should be

left up to cooperative efforts of teachers of the subjects. The develop-

ment in .Germany up to the early 1970s was characterized by clearly dis-

tinguished subjects, completely unrelated to each other. In the early

1970s new curricula with just the opposite tack were tried, a totally

integrated approach. These curricula had almost no chance of being used

in schools; they were immediately rejected. Now the trend is toward

some kind of cooperation or coordination.

I think we .should be very skeptical about the practicability of

cooperation' between different teachers at school. Normally they will

not take t/he time and energy to coordinate the problems they are dealing

with in their disciplines. But even if they do mak: this effort, that

alone does not help the student get a correct insight into the interrela-

tions among problems.

As an example of possible cooperation, we talked about the Afghanis-

tan crisis.. A religion teacher could talk about-Islam and the Koran.

The history teacher might know about the different kings-and power struc-

tures in Afghanistan and the country's relationship with Russia; perhaps

he would even know about economic impacts on power structures. But which

of these teachers would give the information necessary, to understand the

impact religion has on Russian politics and Soviet ideology as they are

affected by the 70 million Islamic people living in Russia in the regions

bordering Iran and Afghanistan? Although Hans Sussmuth might be right

in questioning that progressives favor integration and conservatives

:favor reliance on cooperation, I doubt, from my personal experience of

studying political science, that we can rely on cooperation to give stu-
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dents an overall point of view on power structures in society. 'When I

studied political science it was left to us to. integrate what we learned,

with the result that most of us were unable to get an adequate picture

of the reality of democratic government. Concerning integrated curric-

ula; I think there are some examples within the Arcrican "new social

studies" which can help us develop more-integrated materials, although

it does not help us to turn to American projects for the sake of inte-

gration as long as they are so positivistic and noncritical.

Society, Social Justice, and Political Education

In reading.these papers I was amazed to see what subjects were dis-

cussed by the authors and the 'reactors. Apparently this subject pro-

voked much: more thinking about the political and social conditions in

which social studies are taught than did any other. All of the papers

dealt more with this sociopolitical fray- than with questions of

social justice.. My impression was the'. '.stice seems to be a key

sconcept, stimulating and clarifying a about the dependence of

social studies on political conditions. r it is threatening that

Germany'as well as the United States is expPtiencing a conservative

backlash in the social studies, that state control over social studies

and schools in general has been growing enormously during the last

decade.

Siegfried George mentioned in his paper the frame of reference in

which the development of German social/political education must be

viewed, pointing to the Nazism and political indoctrination Germans

experienced.- in the 1930s. I might add here that the research I have

done shows that-we did not have any tradition of democratic political

education in the Weimar Republic of the 1920s (Lange-Quassowski 1979).

Although I would not say (as some Americans think) that the Americans

forced a democratic government on Germany after World War II--it was a

process of mutual development--I must say, from my research on re-

education in the social studies field, that the Americans helped us a

great deal in establishing political science and other social sciences

at the university level as well as social studies at the school level.

Alone, we would have started later and differently and would perhaps

have had a different pattern of development.
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I am underlining this strongly to make us aware of the differen

historical conditions in which the new conservative movements are taki

place. We have had 10 years-or 15 at the most of development of crit:

cal theory in Germany, and I doubt that there has yet been much impac

Of all the critical 'didactics in the schobls or in the classrooms.

Since there was no tradition of democratic political education in the

schools before the late 1950s, the subject was gradually introduced in

the curriculum beginning in the 1960s. But it was taken into the trad

tional German three-track system which is very ':ierarchically organize

and at the beginning it was nothing more than knowkedge about institu

tions. Now, having arradition'of social/political education of only

about 20 years, and having developed a-critical view of the theory of

political education only durihg the past 10 yeats, German civic educa

tion is already shifting back to content and to cooperation instead o.

integration, an approach which may result in somewhat nondemocratic,

passive attitudes in students. Students thus educated within the gene

German historical backgtound will fulfill theit democratic duties becai

they are required to do so, not because they are committed to democrac:

From my point of view, "back to conservatism" in political educat:

In Germany.means going-back to old German traditions, which have not b(

democratic but rather authoritarian. We Germans badly' need critical

thinking within the schools to_finally get committed at some time in tl

future to democracy. SiegfriedtGeorgets concern, in the debate on radi

cals in the public service, .is rt,..t so much alarm over the few who migh

not be allowed to Leach, as.Karihinz Rebel suggests in his paper, as

concern that members of a whole young generation Whi;:h has hardly learr

how to behave democratically now see, their future threatened if they er

in radical political activity as they try to fiad and define their poll

ical view of the world.

*Quite a lot of research has been done in the past decade,concern-
ing.democratic political movements in Germany during the,pas century;
see Walter Grab, Deutsch revolutionare Demokraten, and Axel Kuhn, Jakob
im Rheinland,' Stuttgart 1976; Deutchland-Berichte der Soziaidemokratisc
Partei Deutschlands--(So:pade)__1934-1940, Frankfurt/Main 1980; Biographis
Hand'Atch der deutschsprachigen Emigrati-ohnach_19ca3, Muncl4n lam. But
there is no, doubt that suCh political thoughts never belonged to the
mainstreamof Germin political tradition.
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Another point of concern for critical German social studies educa-

tors is state control of the schoolbook publishing market, for social/

political education as well as for other subjects. The adoption prac-

tices are so authoritarian that neither the publishing house nor the

author normally learns the reasons why a book is rejected in one state

and adopted in another. There is a whdle wave of literature now

researching the varying practices of the different state bureaucracies

regarding adoption practices (Nitzschke 1977; Stein 1979; Tewes 1979).

This new research shows that those practices follow a long authoritarian

tradition in Germany. George's statement that one of the first school-

books written by Hilligenjand him for social studies would no longer be

adopted is another sign of a conservative threat to a democratic devel-

opment in Germ,any, a conservative threat which makes the critical social

studies educator suspect.

Looking Toward the Future

Although you often hear that we in Germany should not always dwell

on our past, I think itwas necessary here to draw upon history to give

abetter undritanding of the .political context in which our discussion--

especially related tO3the increasing influence of the state-mUStbe

seen. Although I have given my opinion that we have not .yet been able

to overcome our past .(to say it in German for the Germans: Unsere

Vergangenheit zu: bewaltigen!), I think 'I should end with the indication

that$he task for social studies educators. is a'S well to overcome.the

future. In terms of subjects or themes of the conference, there has

been very little .discussion of how to cope with future problems. We

talked a lot abodt teaching problems, how,to teach teachers, effectively,

hOwto-cope with the negative effects of the hidden curriculum, what we

have to know about the i'earner, and so on. But we gave little thought

-to future developments in society and politics, although we have alluded.

4 'many.times to their influence on the curriculum. If further developments

in societx and politics are going to have so much influence 'nn whatwe

are doing,, we have to give more thoughts to those developments.

I will not have time to discuss at length what will go on in the

,next one or two decades, but I do think that the importance of domestic

3 13 j:
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world politics referred to by Dieter Schmidt-Sinns (n.d.) will increase

in the following areas:

1. The, new industrial revolution brought about within the next

one or two decades by new technologies, by information technologies in

particular, will deeply change our industrial society into an informa-

tion society which will have to rely on a totally different occupational

structure. We willZ_go through a period of struggle by employees and

'trade .unions against unemployment, dequalification of jobs, and so

fdrth. The new information society will perhaps change perSonal rela-

tionships more than television. has changed family life.

2. A subject of equal. importance in future decades will be the

burden we put on future generations by-confronting them with greatNresi-

dues of chemical poisons, atomic waste, water and air pollution, and
. ,

related problems. No generatiotbefore us has left so many problems for

future generations. The 'exp/osibn of nuclear weapons and the threat

against all life on the earth--survival of mankindis a second dimen-

sion of concern about this future.

3.. A third area of future concern, whichj mention-only briefly,

is the North-South conflict, .the major dimension Of.which is the struggle

for oil. .

Ending here, I note with apology that I have commented on the areas

in-which I felt most qualified, and so have omitted discussion of the

learner and comments ot social studies in the _United Kingdom
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13. A CRITICAL VIEW OF THE CONFERENCE

By Ian 'Kershaw

So wide is the gulf between theorists and practitilners in curricu-

lum making that it is difficAt to reconcile oneself to the task of

attempting a synthesis of the proceedings of an international conference

on the subject of social and political education. As one of only three

practicing teachers working

feel particularly conscious

spired from the perspective

duce social and political

school.

in schools who, attended the conference, I

of a need to articulate a view et what Iran-

of a teacher. involved in attempts to intro-
?:

education into thef6traal -curricula. of-, a

I here have to make plain my prejudice: Not, til the urriculum
. .

Iteoreticians begin to understand. the complex sociaLand political world

of .the ..schodi and the political behavior of teachersliff their'Workplice--,/

will their prescriptions for radical innovation transcend mere rheior-
. .

invocation.. I fear already:that what\I have to contribute is going

.to seemumremarkable and "loWbrow;" kowevet, =Ioughtto spy as an opti-,

:mistidpessimist that the notion of social a&I.political'education as I
_ .

conceive it to be, is so importsnt'an area of concern for anyone involved

in-the edutation of younepeople that ,it must be; pursued,
. ,

face .of weighty arguments. suggesting the almost si.mpe

schooling to anyradical.proposals, let alone cha6ges, which challe

the status quo.

.

The Need for Definition of Terms

The fiFS1---issne I want to raise is one that Ted Cohn (19801

to in response to three papers presented by Siegfried George, Joh
"-

Palmer, and-Ceoff Whitty on the relationship between *soefal'j,txCe and.

social and political education. Cohn highlights the t e of

three to adequately consider social justice as a ept, and thereby to

-define or elabdratd on the meaning of social justice. Of course, as

Cohn himself recognized,-this raises the question of whether-it is pos-

sible avall'to consider social jus-Ace separately from the reality of

the social conditions, of a specific, society.. I 'do notwant-tq argue
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that point here. I would simply wish to agree with Cohn when he states

that "social justice can and should be considered in terms of absolute

standards which transcend the immediate social conditions of existence."

I do so on grounds that I have an ideological view of the nature of

people and how they chould be able to conduct their social relationships

within any' society. My ideology then, whether you agree with it or not,

becomes critical to any meaningful discussion I might have about social

and political education since, by definition,' it is in part dependent

upon my conception of social justice. If, as Cohn again points out,

there are no criteria by which to'judge social justice, as there is no

definition or elaboration; how is it to be pursued through sac-is l-alia

political education? In fact, what is being pursued?

This brings me to a major. obstacle that confronted me in attempts

to judge the value of all the contributions to the conference. No con
./.
/Ception, no-clarification, no definition was, offered by any contri . or

ofwhat% in-his Mind, constituted social- justice,-ant t y no.idea-
.

tion of the notion-of social and

conference it seemed to be'acceptable to. assume/that we each attached'

political educatrOn. Throughout the

the same meaning-to social and political educ ion and that our endS in

terms of social justice were 'compatible. am far from' convinced that

they were;

I do not wish to fall into my own trap b'Y failing to make clear my

own posit-Lon regaiding the meaning, as I conceive it,. of social and

political education, or by failing to elaborate the ends which I believe

my, conception seeks Ss)ae. Before I do so. hoc.iever, I should:make

it clear, that I have a triple. purpose in mind.

Tb,-.'first-purpose,l/sto establish that I have attached a particular
. .

.2
meaning to the phrase "social and political education" which is not

synonymous with terms. like social studies, social science, sociology, or
.

any, other realm of knowledge, be it integrated or =otherwise. One of the

most disconcerting, and I bklieve misleading, habitS\Of conference meth--

bers was io use a varietyof terms interchanreably. The assumption made

by nearly all seemed to be that "social studies," for instance, held. the

same meaning and was equivalent to the term "social and political .educa:-..

tion." As I-hope'Will be clear from my definition.and elabdration,t._
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does not, and cannot be--unless, of course, my conception is so totally

wide of the mark that I was at the wrong conference.
. .

My second purpose .in elaborating upon my own definition and concep-

tion is to argue that only on the basis of an explicit purpose is it

possible to begin to confront the complex problems to be faced in any

attempt to establish a radical innovation within state schools. Further,

unless this first step is taken, it will never be possible to establish

a dialogue with teachers and others in the community whose commitment is

needed if anything is to be achieved in any school. As Whitty suggests:

A radical approach needs to be much clearer. about its rela-
tionship to broader struggles for social justice, both in
order to develop a more coherent sense of the relevance of
educational struggles to the achievement of-social change and
in order to mobilize support for radical initiatives against
the'undoated strength of the conservative forces which.oppose
them (Witty 1980)..

My third'purtiose.is straightforward. It is to provide-the reader

with,at. least. some Sbasis Upon which to judgeiy.ideolOgical.stance

toward social ju'sticeend-thange la society and. to be ableto relate, my

observations to ,some. kind of, internal and external criteria..

It is not my-purpose here, it,must be-emphasized;" to promote my

ideology as the conce:?tfOn-..Of social and politidai education. Rather, I.

would like to establigh the need for a conception before any'dialogue

can be undertaken.

initon

Conception ofiSociai/Political Education
, //

Social and political,education is the lifelong process of develop-

na those attitudes, critical skills, and modes of behavior which will

enable the individual, in_whateVer social context.he;finds hinself,-, to

be active constructively.ilmolding, improving', and charging that society.

.

To provide( learning experiences which will enable each individual

continuously r:.

7-To learn in -Collaboration with others.

--To understand the complexities of the changing society in which

he or. she lives; and of, other societies; to cope with a changing society,

the predictable and unpredictabllrlt,hrough interaction, with values and..
01_1(),
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traditions as they exist and may develop, and acquire an insight into

the nature; and. dynamics of social organize -- m and institutions.

--To inquire into and increase his or her own awareness of and/'on-.

//
fidence in the range of., cognitive and affective perceptions that he or

she can bring to bear on the process of understanding and making sense

of the world.

To be involved in community interrelationships that will facili-

tate an active engagement with the educative potential of the community.

-To exercise the freeeom to discover alterna'Aves and promote

change.

To inquire into and increase his or her awareness of the diver-

sity of human behavior, its origins, development, motives, and needs.

Lifelong Learning Objectives

'AfEective

Demonstrates resolution to value aL_ individuals equally.
.

.--Demonstrates willingness to learn and to Change one's behavior.
,/

--Interprets feelings, interests, and needs of other people.

Considers other-people's feelings and interests in all his or her

thinking.

- -Demonstrates willingness to be honest about his or her.own feel-,

ings.

- -Demonstrates resolution to act in accordance with moral choices

and decisions.

--Makes judgments about his or her own conflicts, anxieties, and

problems.

--Demonstrates a willingness to examine his or her own valUes/

motives,d to modify .them in the light of observation of the valnes

and judgments of others.

--Demo nsirates forms of.collablaritive engagement within a commU--

nity, with groups and individuals consistent with-.valuing others

equal17.

--Displays wz.11ingness to show objectivity in situations of con-

`flict.

--Demonstrates the-right to actively participate in democratic pro-

cesses, including the right to pursne the change of those processeS.
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Demonstrates willingness and courage to express his or her feel-

ings and interests and those of others, in attempting to promote change;

acts in solidarity-

--Questions the dichotomy between the oppressed and oppressors in

our society and"in other societies.

- 7Questions" the unequal distribution of power, authority, and

resources in our society on the basis of human need and'moral choices.

- -Demonstrates courage to actively participate in promoting change

on the ba-sis of moral decisions.

Coanitive

- -Evaluates the complexities of society through an interdisciplinary

and eclectic approach to the exploration and explanation of the realities

of social living and in experimentation with the realities of social

living.

--Appraises the social expectations and conventions of groups in

society.

--Assesses the accuracy, precision, and. lrgic of information about

the realities of 'living in society.

--EvaluateS information about human behavior.

--Judges the \logical consistency of moral deciSioriS based on internal

and external _criteria.

--Justifies a decision to modify a position,arrived at by analysis

and education, in the light of new evidence or perceptions.

--nemOnstrates to appraise-information or situations in

the light of 'previous personal experience.

Judges the value of au_terialthe quality of evidence, the conse4

'quenceS, and the Totsible effectiveness of iMplementation.-

Judges the adequacy of'the laws, rules, and contracts that affect..

seEf andothers in society against moral'criteria.

- -Judges appropriate forms of collaborative engagement with a commu-
,

, .
. . ,

nity, its groups, and individuals on the basis of valuing.others equally.
, .

--Judges the 'adequacy of change'in society on the basis of moral.

\-

1

1

*, \

. .

criteria and the need to solveconflicts of interest, which,are proble-

matic in a continouslychanging society.

--Juages.the.adequacy.of the way'in which social institutions funo:

tiOn and are Organ/Red in society..
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- -Judges the Unequal way in which power, authority, and resources

are distributed in our society on the basis of human need and moral

choices.

- -Judges effective'-and appropriate ways of promoting change COnSiF-

tent with moral choices'.

The Importance of Stating Learning Outcomes

This definition and elaboration is, of course, but a prerequisite

for further development and thinking about purposes and outcomes; but it

will now be apparent, I hope, that my conception ofi social and political

education also holds consequences-for the conditions under which learn-

ing opportunities for such ends could be provided. Another conception

will have different purposes requiring other conditions. The main point,

of course, is not whether my-conception is viewed as more or less radi-

cal than another's, but that when purposes are made explicit there is

something an which:to ground a dialoiue, either about the nature of the

purposes or about the ways in which they can be achieved. I would go so

far as to suggest that at heart it.becomes a-political and ideological

conflict made public,rather than a pretentious effort , to -discover con-

sensus where there may be-none.

Extant approaches to curriculum making in this country tend to

eschew. the prActice of making gxplicit statements about learning objec-

tives, and I gained-the strong impresSion at the conference-that as a

result of the' behavioral objectives boom in the-United StateL, there. is

mow something t5f A backlash in that country.

As Suzanne Helburn suggested at the conference, the real,innovation

of the 1960s was'the fundamentally revolutionary nature of course design

am planning,' utilizing objectives-based models. This is a view with

whi.Ch ',would agree, for 'there seems nothing quite so radical and chal-

lenging.asmaking statements. about ideological outcomes, for a social and
.

political education within state schooling. Tbfortunately the behavior-
.

ists, if they did not invent the outcomes model, at leait claimed it for

.their'own under the awful title B.O. (behavioral objectiveS). The

resulting "Stamp Out B.0.".campaigns have caused teachers, particularly

-in this country; to reject almost out of hand the idea of making state'

ments about intentions,.. Stenhouse (1975), having led the campaign in
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this country, has much to answer for! He and his supporters were so

successful that to talk about outcomes now is itself a politically risky

business in many-educational quarters.

Not. wishing to belabor the point, my suspicion is that, whatever

the reasons, rejection of statements about desired outcomes serves only

to hinder dialogue and debate about critically important issues within

the area of concernthat I understand social and political education to

be. Worse still, it is a handicap to those of. us wishing to discover

some solidarity with those others working toward simi ar ends. Without

such statements, without making explicit the kind of sqciety we wish to

see, without outlining the qualities and values we wish- to develop, on

what basis do we collaborate, proceed, or, indeed, change anything?

The Gulf Between Theorists and Practitioners

I am now led back to my opening statements about the gulf which

exists between the theorists and thepractitionersthe teachers and the

taught. Roger Fieltding's interesting paper, illuminating the phenqmeno-.

logical world of his pupils in the sociology lesson, highlights the

primacy of the hidden curriculum which'

claimed superior knowledge for the teachers and.a devaluation
of pupils' opinions .and, consequently, a-high status for
knaWledge defined as such by the.teacher and alow-status for
pdpils' own experiences and- experientially based,. knowledge
(Fielding 1980).

. .

This seems -to me but a reflection c),' the situation which exists between*

the.,theorists and the practitioners in the social and political educe-
.

tion arena:

- , Having.. seen the advertifsetent for the [Guildford] conference,.and
- ,

having been impressed with the scope of the issues to be. considered,
,,-r

applied to leenralled. I Should, of course, have done my homework more

thoroughly. was daunted and not a little/shocked to disCoVer that,
I

out of a total of approximately 80 participants, only three were teachers.

The rest were academics - -pure theorists, most with little or,no direct!

experience- of working with young people ir, the context of schools.

Indeed, there'appeared to be an underlying arrogant assumption, within
.

the papers and in -much of the discussion, that- there is 'no thinking:or

action going on about social and political education other than that

which is in the hinds. of academics. (The conference managed to spend,
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five days talking about social and political education entirely without

reference to women's liberation movements, community education, black

consciousness and minority group action, community action groups, infor-

mal youth work,,or any other group with a direct interest in, and experi-
,

ence of, social and political education. This can only be an indictment

of us all, and one which serves to demonstrate the poverty of our think-
,

ing.) The daunting temptation, of course, was to succumb to the hidden

curriculum which attempts to claim superior knowledge for the academics

and a devaluation of teachers' opinions.

Now, the point is not that pure theorists have nothing to contrib-

ute; it is that teachers as practitioners can contribute too. The con-

flict presented by the dichotomy of separating theory from practice,

academics from teachers, cannoteasily be resolved--and _certainly not

a simplistic attack upon the ivory towers of the academid world, as if

by indicting them and thereby attempting to claim superior knowledge for

ourselves, teachers are going to bring about a.radical change in,the

conceptualization of the-problems to be faced_ in the field of social and

political education. We have: as many ivory towers of our own.-
..,

The fact is that I agree' with Michael Young when he says:

I am concerned with the.prObleM of change in education; with_
developing a theory or theories that may enable those involved
'in education,to. become aware of ways of changing their or
their puPils'.or students' educational experience, even ifi
this leads us to conceive of teachers' struggles as not inde-
pendent from other struggles in the work "places and communi-,.
ties where people:live.- (Young. 1977, my emphasis). .-

Our problem is thatteachersdoonot regard themselves as politicians, or'

as eating politically in their workplace. This problem is compounded by

the fact that those who are politically involved usually insist that

they are working in the - interests of the school and its community, when

in fact they are often no more than profiting their own self-esteem,

reputation, and 'career interests. Furthermore,'any attempts-to intro--

duce-radical innovation into the curriculum have 'to face the reality

that schools -as organizations are governments too, and that the social

and political'dimensions of their internal structures are inextricably

linked to the communities they serve and to the wider society beyond.

My concern at the moment is with establishing the realization that

the.politics of innovative decision making within schools is fundament--
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ally important to the fate of any attempt to change the curriculum, and

that the phenomenological/political world of teachers is an area of con-

cern which the theorists cannot afford to ignore, and one which as yet

they hardly seem to have recognized. If people seeking to introduce a

radical innovation are unable or unwilling to recognize and confront the

practical and political problems which the practitioners themselves per-

ceive in their schools and communities, I can see little hope of over-

coming the syndrome whereby the "theorists' prescriptions for change

overcome the communication barriers which already exist. My optimistic

conviction is that change toward a radical social and political educa-

tion can be effected if academics and practit!oners move toward a cclla-

borative relationship, where theory' and practice might come to be seen

as a dialectical process leading toward praxis/. I look forward to the

moment when a teacher-of social and political/ education is appointed a

-professor of education while remaining in his/post at.school, continuing

to develop a theory or theories about ways/of.changing educational

experience. /
I have delit,erately _refrained from commenting about the absence of

discussion in the conference about the conditions for learning necessary

to establish a radical, program of social/-and political education, or

about the teaching and learning skills which might be seen.as

sites for an educator in this field.- This is not to imply_that I regard"

them as unimportant issues, but rather that I can proceed toward/a prof-
:

itable discussion of these matters and/ others only on some basis of

-understanding and agreement about.the:purpose. of.a social an political

education. I am not certain that we have an understanding' 'I an

that we have no. agreement.

We must.begin with the fundamental problem of why schools omit from

their curricula any systematic attempt to provi a radical social and

political education that Helps pupils to ac re .those attitudes,.. cri-

tical skills, ,and modes of behavior which will enable them to begin to

make sense of their experiences in,Zintegrated way and to be active

constructively in molding, improvings and cb--Lng society. The fact

that, sociology, - ;political science, history; or any other'discipline is

able to contribute to the solution of the problem cannot be accepted as

an excuse for"discograging teachers, or anyone elSe in-the community,
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from searching for solutions to the problem. Neither should it become

an excuse for permitting any realm of kno4ledge to take over the social

and political education of young people.
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19. FIVE CONFERENCE THESES AND A RESEARCH AGENDA

By Arthur-M. Toshay.

The co,:ference at.GuildfOrd was truly international in character

more so than other internationa: conferences I have attended, the others

tending to be dominated by one country. In this case, all three coun-
,

tries were ably and truly represented, making It possible to see the

"national character in the course of the presentations and interim con-

versations:' The,German tendency to categorize, the English tendency to
.

politicize,,and the American-tendency to pragmatize--all appeared many

times over.

I was aware of five themei that recurred during the-conference, and

five avenues for productive research occurred.to me.

Five Recurring Theme:S

Theory vs. Practice

The first theme, both in praminence, and in frequency of occurrence,
-

was the relationship between theory and practice. .This-arose, perhaps-,
0

from the fact that most of the participants were 'frog universities and

-'colleges, 'but It also seemed to characteriZe the state of the -field of

the social studies. If theciry exists to clarify reality, then the rela-

tionship between theory 'and practice. ought to be obvious. Theory should'

be grounded in reality and shOuld constantly refer to'reality. This is

not always the` case. In some instances; we`' seem to develop iimories

about theories, and the practitioners yawn. In other instances, we fail.

to -suggest the practical 'meaning of theory, .leaving itattheab-stract

'leyel. ,.Again, :the practitionerslook elsewhere for 'guidance.

-.The problem of theory vs. practice was solved in winciple-a gener-,

--e-
.-._/ation\ago in the moveMent-called 'cooperative action _research," which :.

\,. ,- ,
. - ..._

had a shOrt eduring the. early 1950s. The mcvement required that
.-

. I

.:.
. . .

univ.er4t consultants work cooperatively withteacheri.on,question of

importance to the :teacher, jointly designing research intended to
_

examine the questions as revised for research purposes. The movemenf
C

:resulted in reportS that did not look like the research then in vogue,

and the movement was quickly. dispatched by the formal researchers. Of the
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day. While "action research" is still spoken of occasionally, it is

hard to tell what it is. It is definitely notcooperative, involving

practitioners in the.design.

' The problem of theory and practice as discussed at the conference

did not contemplate such a" solution. It turned on older notions, such

-as "bridging the-gap," which means that theoreticians explain to practi-

iioners the practical usefulness of their theory. Such an approach

keeps the practitioner out of theprocess of theory making, and it is

bound to be inadequate,-as has been demonstrated throughout this century.

The problem is complicated by the indefin' to status of the soci.s1

studies in the- university. The currency exch d in the university--
.

that which one seeks to accumulate--is-prestige. The prestige system of

the university has little or nothing to do' with the theory/practice

dilemma as faced by educationists. The pressure .on the member of a uni-

versit faculty is to Produce abstract ,theory, and to leave application

of theory to others. It is-mo surprising- that cooperative action

research has a low standing in the university. It's too close to prac-

tice. The university expects its faculty to- speak as from a high place

to the pultitudes, ifot to get with the rabble and participate in their

confusions and difficulties.
.
It may be that alternative institutions

will have to fqrm to deal with the theOry/practice problem. Indeed,

such alternatives -are forming, though many of them don't last long. I

refer to the teacher centers and to the growing number of specialized

-instutes, sane in universities but free of faculty domination.

.'Disciplines vs. Issues

A second major theme expressed during the conference was the ques-
*

"tion of whether the social studies should be viewed as an array of disci-
.

plines, and so offered, or, instead, viewed as an arena where broad

social issues are examined.

The issue is of considerable importance. It has an influence on

the prestige of the social studies field'in the university (see above);

it also has a profound effect on the way the field is organized and

offered in the lower schools. ti
7

Briefly, the issue is as follows: Organized disciplines are easier

to teach than unorganized public issues. Since they are easier to teach,

they are often well taught, and thus they yin the respect of the stu-



dents. However, the disciplines as such have little to do with the

affairs of daily life. They therefore often seem abstract and irrele-'

vant to the students. Why, from a student's point of view, is it impor-

tant to know the past? The past is just-thatthe past. It is gone.

Maniteacher has failed to convince students that history is worth

their'serious attention.

' On the other hand7-.the study of immediate social problems is obvi-

ously of immediate importance.' Transportation, taxes, crime, public

health, and many other current social problems are all around us in the

media; the materials for study appear daily in the press. One can

actually talk to the actors in these dramas. The study of contemporary

social issues is fun and exciting.

However, social issues don't come in neat, well- organize'd packages.

Precisely because they are contemporary, they are unsettled, and one

cannot "know" the solutions. Moreover, whenever students plan.and

develop the study of such issues, they go beyond the teacher's knowledge

almost at once, and the study is not well directed. Too frequently, the

study of contemporary social issues is therefore superficial and even

mistaken. It's lots of fun, but it'sishallow. It does no: win the

respect of the better students as does the approach through the disci-

plines.

There have been many attempts to have it both ways at once, and the

attempts have generally not succeeded. four-year social studies pro-

gram at the high school level which devotes three of the four years to

the disciplines and the fourth year to "Problems of Democracy" is the

most popular solution to the problem in the United States. In England

and Germany, the,approach seems to be to keep issues and disciplines

separate, with much more emphasis on the political aspects of the

issues. However, the study of issues is only now becoming widespread

in these two countries.

The problem of the relationship between the diisciplines and the

study of public issues 'remains to be solved satisfactorily. No one at

the conference, as far as I could see, was satisfied with the present=

state of affairs, and no one had an adequate solution to propose.



School and Society
, .

The question "Dare the schools change'the social order?" goes back

to the early 1930s, of course, but. it still Crops up, and it appearecLat.

the conference.

The question has never been answered adequately. One participant

in the conference insisted at length that the schools are inherently

weak social instruments, and that they can do no more than reflect the

movements and pressures of the larger society'of which they are a part.

Others -- especially the English who were interested"in teaching politics

to-students, and the neoaMarxists in the group--insisted the opposite.

Since the schools work with the entire population at its most impression-

able period, they argue, the schools can indeed change the social order,

particularly if they make the students aware of the large-scale

influences that operate on it.

This argument has not changed in 50 years. One observation by this

observer might change it a little. It maybe that. the effect of the

schools on the social order is very long term, and that the argument

Since 1930 has overlooked thiS. For example, the younger generation was

taken, in the United States, byTheodore Roosevelt's campaign for con-

servation. Roosevelt expressed his times so accurately that he captured

the imaginations of a whole generation of young people.

Some of these young people became teachers. I myself was taught by

such teacherS in the 1920s, and I was thoroughly propagandized concern-

ing the necessity of coriservation, the importance of wilderness areas,

and the value of the national parks. When my children came along, these

matters were taken for granted. It is scarcely surprising, therefore -,

that the environmental movement has gained such power so'quickly. The

way was pavedby Roosevelt nearly four generations ago; it was spread by

the schools, and the entire population was prepared. The schools were

selective in what they propagandized in the 1920s. Prohibition was'an

equally popular movement at the turn of the century, but the schools did

not. take it up, and it died. The same can be said of other popular

movements in Roosevelt's time: prevention of cruelty to-Animals and

antivivisectionism, religious revivalism, even most of the popular music.

It may be, given this example, that the schools should think of

themselves as having long-term effects, and that school people should



believe that when they speak to the young about an issue with one voice,

the effect will be widespread in a generation or two or three. So it

may be now, for example, with respect to worldmindedness.

The Weakness of the Social Studies

One of the themes that recurred was the weakness of the social

studies. This was spoken of more by the English than by the other par-

ticipants. It seems that it is difficult to persuade educational

authorities in England to give a place to the social studies, as con-

trasted with history or geOgraphy. In England, "social studies" appears

to mean the study of social issues, and one is reminded of the discus-=

sion above of issues vs. disciplines. However, in the United States the

field is weak, too, especially in the elementary grades.

Evidence of this weakness comes from the widespread practice in the

elementary schools of taking time from the social studies whenever time

is needed for other purposes,-such as pageants and festivals, fund
.

drives; collections, and
.r

on. One would not take time from the "3 Rs"

for these purposes, but the social studies is so ill defined that one

can take time from it and it will not be missed..

Similarly, Man: A Course of Study was placed in grade 5 with almost

no attention to what was already there (typically,U.S. history). The

most widely accepted rationale for elementary social studies is Paul

Hanna's old expanding-environments theory,, despite the fact that the

approach has been under attack for years because it.does not correspond

with the facts of child development. Moreover, Hanna's 'own defense of

it (in conversation with this writer) was propagandistic--it was supposed

to lead inevitably toward worldmindedness.

The field is weak because it lacks an organizing conception of pur-

pose and an agreed-upon content. The conference did not face this prob-

lem, so the problem remains to plague us.

Politicizing the Curriculum and Research

A minor theme, at the conference, but one that recurred, was the idea

that the-social studies should be the expression of a political.program,

and that unless research in the field gave expression to social injustice,

it should not be done.

This position is outrageous, from the point of view which insists

that students be educated to form their own opinions, especially in the



-political sphere. It violates the freedom of inquiry of students and

researchers, and it promotes a fragile consensus instead of informed

opinion.

The theme arises from the fact that social injustice exists in Ger-

many, England, and the United States. The principal proponents of the

theme at the conference came froin fngland, where social education

appears to be programmatic in character. In the International Education

Association's study of,mathematics, it was found that the father's occu-

pation was most strongly related to achievement in Germany and that it

was very strongly related in England; 'the correlation was relatively

weak in the United States. Class"barriers do exist, but it is doubtful

that the way to rembve them is to turn the social studies into anti-class

propaganda.

The Research Agenda

Five lines of research that should be productive occurred to me

during the conference, both becadse of things said during the presenta-

tions and as a consequence of some private conversations.

Social Values and Mechanisms of Children

Descriptive research is lacking concerning what children's social

values actually are. Further work, a la Kohlberg, would be productive

of knowledge that would allow us to know better what we are doing with

children when we intervene in their social behavior. I did' some of this

years ago and reported it in a book, Children's Social Values: An Action

Research Study. .The book was badly reviewed and had no impact, but it

contains- some insights of value. One of them is the finding that chil-

dren spend much-of their effort in school keeping even the balance of

aggression and counteraggression, and that the teacher- ordinarily tips

the balance when he or she intervenes. Other equally interesting find-

ings are there to be inade. The techniques of developmental psychology

would serve the purpose.
. -

Nature and Content of Social/Political Education

It is interesting that, among the recurring themes of the confer- t

ence, there was little or no discussion of the nature and Content of

social/political education. The discussion dealt at some length with

the general aims of such programs, but scarcely at all with,what the



programs should include. I conclude that systematic thought in this

field would be productive. It is easy to find fault with the usual

American secondary social studies program, but apparently perplexing to

develop/.agreed-upon alternatives. In many high schools, the social

studies program is fragmented beyon& recognition.

If it were up to me, .1 would build the entire program around the

concept of national and world citizenship,-with a strong sequence/and

very solid content.. Perhaps a national conference on this topid/would

result in papers that would move the. problem toward ution.

Structure of. the'Social Studies

Closely related to the nature and content'of the social studies is

the structure of the field. As things stand, it is a scattering of dis-

ciplines, lacking cumulative effect.

-There are several important questions that call, for examination.

One of these is the place of hitory and geography. Should they be

separate subjects? Should they be combined? Made subordinate to an

overriding theme, such as citizenship? How should achievement in social

studies be evaluated? What about the relationship between social studies

and actual life? What kind of sequence would lead to cumulative knowl-

edge in this field?

What is needed are strong' proposals in response to questions of this

type. Perhaps the immediate way to generate such proposals is to give

awards for dissertations and papers that deal with the questions, to form

a high-level commission on the topic, to devote national meetings to the

questions over several years, and in general to call atte 'ion to the

problem and keep attention. directed to it for a----p-eriod of. time.

Effect ofSocial Studies on Attitudes and Behavior of Students

Several research studies have shown that participati
/on

in social

studies claSses ha's no perceptible effect on the civic-behavior of stu-

dents. Research is needed onwhy this is so and what can be done about

it. My own guess is that social stWTies'Programs do nat-deal with civic.
-----

competence--the skills required to take paft -in the political community.

In the absence of Instruction in' how to do things, the students do noth-

ing, or turn elsewhere for help. We could learn from the labor movement

in. this field.



Political Development

The growth and development of political knowledge, skills, and

attitudes among young people would be a very fruitful line of research.

In the absence of knOwledge in thiS field, it'is difficult to plan a

social studies, program intended to increase political knowledge, skills,

and attitudes. Such studieS should cover the-entire range of child

development, from the beginning of socialization, at age 21/2, to adult

life - -say,, age 25. Social studies people should learn enough of research

technique in child development to take part in such work. Graduate pro

gramsgrams should stress thefield, to the end that students may emerge from

such programs equipped to carry on the work.

/
Conclutions

From my point of view, theXonference was both productive and disap
//

pointing. It was instructi7 for me with respect to the social studies

in England and Germany. Certain ideas were presented with which I was

not familiar, so I felt educated. As I have indicated, I sorry that

there was not more talk about the content--the curriculum--of the field.

That will have to wait for another occasion, which I hope will come soon.



RELATED RESOURCES IN THE ERIC SYSTEM

Social/Political Education in Britain

Davies, Bronwyn. "An Analysis'of Primary School Children's Accoun's of
Classroom Interaction." British journal of Sociology of Education
1, no. 3 (October'1980), pp. 257-273. EJ 235 325.

.Describes the social world of childhood as told to, the author-by a
group of primary school children, with-particular reference to the class-
room. Results reveal a complex knowledge of the values of social inter-
action. Knowing how to be competent members of the classroom was a pri-
mary concern.

Dcmaine, Jack. "Sociology of Education, Politics and the Left in Bri-
tain." British Journal of Sociology of Education 1, no. 1 (March
1980), pp. 25-47. EJ 222 606.

Examines and cicizes theories and arguments in contemporary
sociology of education and points out limitations in these theories.
Topics discussed include the Labour party's contributions to educational
policy, education and democratic socialism, and political education in
the curriculum.

Derricott, Ray. "Social Studies in England: Perspectfves, Problems and
Reconsiderations." International Journal of Political Education 2,
no. 3 (August 1979), pp. 2137233.;, EJ 224 472.

Examines social studies in England in light.of political develop-
ments such as increase in demand for local educationalcontrol.ia Scot-
land and Wales and closer economic and social ties between England and
the. European Community. New directions for citizenship education are
.recommended which reflect these developments \and encourage students to
develOp critical-thinking skills.

...

Earries, Eileen. "Curriculum Continuity in-the- Social Studies." Educe-
.

tion- 6, no. 2 (October 1978), pp. 46-50.. EJ 199 016.

The. author presents 'a general framework of social studies concepts
and inquiry processes to be developed ihrthe middle years, hick corre-
lates to primary and secondary offerin& and which is approp iate to the
development stages of students ages S-13.

King, Ronald. "Weberian Perspective and theStudy of Education:" British
Journal of Sociology of Education (March 1980),\pp 7-23.
EJ 222 605.

.,.-

Considers the SociologiCIT'tesearOh,-orMax Weber in relation to
recent. sociology of education. Elemehts of hisapproach (social action,
power, authority and bureaucracy, ideology, and class) are compared w\ith
other approaches: 1



Social Science,Teacher 5, no. 1 (DeceMber 1975). ED 142 495.

This issue of Social Science Teacher contains articles and resources
related to/social science teaching on the elementary arid'secondary levels
in England. There are five sections: _articles, miscellaneous, reviews,
resources, and'briefings. The three main articles in the issue discuss
the role.of environmental studies in social science curricula, the third
world and third world studies, and pros and cons of interdisciplinary
programs.'

Social Science Teacher 5, no. 2 (February 1976), no. 3 (April 1976), and
no. 4 (June 1976); Social Science Teacher 6, no. 1,(October 1976) .

and no. 2 ( November 1976). ED 142 496.

All five 197,6 issues of Social Science Teacher are presented here.
They ccitain articles and resources for social science teaching on ele-
mentary..and secondary levels in England. The February issue examines
assessment of social science programs, the ideological potential of high
school sociology, and an experimental program of "linkage" whereby stu-
dents in two schools teach each other by exchanging learning packages.
Articles in the April issue focus on social change and social control as
gOalsof studying society, usefulness of traditional standard examina-
tions for new socialscience curricula, and an experimental sociology

_program which studies community rights.. The June and October issues are
special editions on school textbooks and curriculum projects, and games
and simulations, respectively. The November issue includes articles on
cultural studio and values education and on :teaching the concept of
role.

Social /Political Education in WestaGermany

Dumas, Wayne, and William B. Lee. "Politische Bildung: The Social
,StudieS in West Germany." History Teacher 9, no. 2 (1976), pp. ..28-
243. EJ 135 152.

The sequence, content, instructional goals, methods, materials, and
classroom environment of West German social studies education are
described.

Forsback, Marlene. The School as a Democratic Institution: The Problems
of Teaching Social Studies in the Federal Republic of Germany.
Bonn: Inter Nationes, 1974 (11 pp.). ED 107 590.

In recent years, political and social studies have been under revi-
sion in the individual states of the Federal Republic, of Germany. Many
'states have issued framework guidelines for the various school branches
and levels to provide teachers with orientation aids. Progressive edu-
cators see the goal of political and social studies as being more than
just the imparting of knowledge via political, social, economic, and legal
institutions. They are more concerned with awakening interest in these
things with the aid of a knowledge of interrelationships and events.
The goal is the articulate citizen capable of criticism and thus the
creation of the preconditions for democracy and further democratization.
Two learning objectives developed by the state North Rhine-Westphalia
are the ability and willingness to think in terms of political alterna-
tives, to work as a member of different social groups, and to display



concrete -teaching processes so that the school is a public showcase of a
democratic institution.

Hilligen, Wolfgang. ;-Report on the Distance Studies Course "Social
Studies." Bloomington, Ind.: Institute of German Studies, Indiana
University, 197.6 (72 pp.). -ED 129 667.

An innovatiV6'social studies teacher education program at the Uni-
versity of Tubingen, West. Germany, is described. The problems, aims,
and structure of the course of study as well as general theories .of
learning in West Germany are discussed and these educational phenomena
are compared with'their American counterparts.

Holtman:; Antonius. Some Remarks onthe Theory of Political Education.
Bloomington, Ind.: stitute of German Studies, Indiana University,
1976 (49 pp.). ED 129 666.

This theoretical discussion explores pedagogical assumptions of
political education in West Getmany.. Three major methodological orien-
tations are discussed: the normative-ontological, empirical-analytical,
and dialectical-historical. The author recounts the aims, methods, and
basic presuppositions-of each of these approaches. Topica,discussed
includT(What is and what is not learned.in schools, how teachers might
talk about. political education, how to formulate political and educa-
tional ideas theoretically and how to conceptualize them, to what degree
theoretical positions can be called political, how theories are discussed-
in political didactics, and literature on the disthssion of political
didactics within. West Germany. Views of socialist Herbert Marcuse and
liberal Karl Popper are compared in an attempt to show politics as the
con5rete expression of theories extracted from the humanities and the
sciences.: Remarks on the paper by Cleo Cherryholmes at Michigan,State
University and Klaus Hornung atPadagogische Hochschule, Reutlingen, West
Germany, are included. German 'bibliographic sources are cited in the
document.

Kuhmerker; Lisa. "When Sesame Street BecoMes Sesamestrasse: Social
Education for Preschoolers Comes to Television." Social Education.
40, no. .1 (January 1976), pp. 34-37. EJ 130 273.

A German version of the Sesame Street television series which inte-
grates social and political education is described.

Kuhn, Annette. "Leading Positions'-in Political Education in the Federal
Republic of Germany Today.." International Journal-of Political
Education 1, no. 1 (1977), pp. 33-43. EJ 168 609.

Surveys leading positions in\poIiticaf education in Western Germany:
and outlines the main aspects of neoconservative, liberal, and socialist

ugh t. .

Merritt, Richard L., et al. "Political Man in Postwar West German Educa-
tion." Comparative Education Review 15, no. 3 (1971), pp. 346-361.
EJ 045 630.



Minssen, Friedrich. Political Education in the Schools of the Federal
Republic of Germany. Bloomington, Ind.: Institute of German
Studies, Indiana University, 1976 (33 pp.). ED 129 665.

. This paper examines-West Germany's educational system by discussing
the status of K-12 political and social studies education. It was ,iot
until the late 1960s that social 'studes education was. introduced as a
subject on a wide scale into West Germany's school curriculum. The
reason fOr its introdUction and development was the desire to supplement
the traditional German conception of a democratic state with elements of
American democracy as a way of life. Empirical studies dealing with the
results of political education from the 1960s indicate that attitudes
regarding more democracy, less prejudice, and a greater.readiness to cri-
ticize and participate, in the political process have not changed much..
This is due to several factors: the lack of a Central institution which
would determine objectives of social studies education and deal with
pedagogical and methodological problems, the lack of special training of
many teachers in social studies, and the tendency of many tenured teachers
to rely mainly on poorly written textbooks and not to utilize audiovisuals
and other supplementary materials. Two reactions to the paper are also
included.

Renken, Gerd. "The.Stony Path Toward Responsible Citizenship: Forms of
Political Education in the Federal Republic of Germany." Western
European Education 6, no. 4 (1975), pp. 52-68. EJ 116 722.

The evolution of political education in Germany from the late 19th
century to.the present is outlined.

Ulsofer, Robert. "Political Education in German Instruction: Three
Models of a Politically Oriented Pedagogy." Deutschunterricht 24,
no. 2 (1972), pp. 5-1.3. EJ 061 586.

Social/Political Education in the United States

Barth, James L., and William R. Norris. "Where Have All the Inquiries
Gone?" Indiana Social Studies Quarterly 29, no. 2 (1976), pp. 26-32.
EJ 148 937.

Three teaching traditions of social studies are examined and com-
pared: (1) social studies taught as citizenship transmission (tradi-
tional), (2) social studies taught as social science and history, and
(3) social studies taught as reflective inquiry (reform).

Cherryholmes, Cleo H. "Social Knowledge and Citizenship Education: Two
Views of Truth and Criticism." Curriculum Inquiry 10, no. 2 (Summer
1980), pp. 115-141. EJ 227 840.

A summary and a critique of citizenship: education that defines it
as education for decision making within a democratic society. Ethical
and epistemological aspects of the fundamental assumptions are clari-
fied.
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English, Raymond. "Ten 'Discoveries' About Basic Learning." Social
Education 41, no. 2 (February 1977), pp. 105-107. EJ 152 385.

Ten conclusions about children's learning are presented from 15.
years of research by the Educational Research Council of.America. These
include effectiveness of short textbooks, interest in learning technical
Words, need for social science curriculum to challenge, and detrimental
effect of ingrained teacher attitudes to teach social studies by rote.

Morrissett, Irving.. "!Citizenship, Social Studies, and the Academician."
Social Education 43, no. 1 (January 1979), pp. 12-17. EJ 193 299.

Reviews and often refutes positions concerning the nature of social
studies. Focuses on how the social scientist relates to three commonly
accepted elements of citizenship education: (1) knowledge, (2) partici-
pation, experience, and decision making, and (3) values and attitudes.
Proposes an elimination of the.barrier between social'scientists and
social studies educators.

Morrissett, Irving. "Curriculum Information Network Sixth Report: Pre-
ferred Approaches to the Teaching of Social Studies." Social Educa-
tion 14, no. 3 (March 1977), pp. 206-209. EJ 154 277.

Survey results of 440 educators who designated preference for one of
these social studies approaches: history, experience, critical:thinkin,
social science, involvement. Although critical thinking was the first
preference, more than 70 percent of the teachers expressed belief that'
history was the most frequently used approach in American public sthools.

Popkewitz, Thomas S. "Myths of Social Science in Curriculum." Educational
Forum 40, no. 3 (1976),pp. 317-328. ..'EJ 145 750.

Examines certain assumptions about social research which guide
teaching and give power and authority to curriculum.

Rice, Marion J. ."Social Scienc-s as School Subjects: The Case fcr the
DisCiplines." Journal of Research and Development in Education 13,
no. 2 (Winter. 1980), pp: 123-132. EJ 233 073.

A .definition of "the disciplines" is presented along. with a case
for organiiing curriculum on the basis of the social Science's. Several
arguments. against the disciplines are disclissed and rejected.,

Rogers, Vincent, and Raymond H. Mudssig. "Social Studies: What-Is Basic?"
Teacher 98, no. 3 October 1980), pp. 41-49. EJ: 23/ 370.

In thin symposium, six social scientists examine their:fields (his-
tory, geography, political'science, economics, anthropology; sociology)
and identify essential concepts to serve as a foundation and a set of
guidelines for classroom work.

Comparative Views

Adult Political Education in West Germany and the United States: Papers
and Discussion. Bloomington, Tnd.: Institute of German Studies,
Indiana University, 1977 (34 pp.). ED-151 291.



t,

The document contains the texts of two speeches and a group discus-
. sion of adult political education in the United States andGermany from
a conference that compared recent social, economic, and political devel-
opments in the two countries. The first speech characterizes adult
political education in Germany as constituting ,approximately 10 percent
of the total adult education program. A clear relationship is indicated
between recent demands for political education and disillusionment with
highly industrialized mass society. Reviewof ten political education
curricula currently in use reveals high- interest among adults in West
Germany in business, the family in modern society, educational policy,
citizen action, the social market economy, and European integration.
The second speech focuses on the United Stases and explains recent adult
education demands as a result of dissatisfaction with corporate authority
and a demand for citizen participation at all levels of decision.making.
The third report presents a discussion by German and American educators,
government officials, and spokesmen from political institutes of the
first two papers. Topics discussed include.the relationship between
political action and political learning, causes of the renaissance of
interest in adult political education, cultural environment, and changes
in adult political perspectives as a result of political education. The
conclusion is that additional data on the nature of participation in
adult education programs will be required before valid cross-cultural
comparisons can be made.

Geipel, Robert. "Curriculum Development and Society: West German GeOg-
raphars Respond to the American-High School Geography Project."
Journal of Geography in Higher-Education 3, no. 1 (Spring 1979),
pp. 34 -35. EJ 203 848,

Compares emphases of the American High School . Geography Project

with the West German curriculum development project. Notes the German
project's stronger relationship io social issues and political educa-
tion. Concludes that the German geography project has lost momentum,
but that the ideas have reached most teachers.

Gross, Richard E., 'and David Dufty, eds. Learning to Live in Society:
Toward a World View of the Social Studies. Boulder, Colo.:. Social
Science Education Consortium and ERIC Clearinghouse for Social
Studies/Social Science Education, 1930 (294 pp.). ED 183 430.

Social studies education in 22 countries is described. The purpose
of the publication is to stimulate international communication and cross-
cultural study among practitioners in different countries. The introduc-
tion to the report discusses issues related to social studies education

.and to international communication. Common concerns, curriculum
approadhes, educational practices, and methods are outlined. Significant
differences are noted in terms of national wealth, quality of school,
life, attitudes toward the legitimacy of social-persuasion and social
activism, and attention given to individualization of instruction and
specific learning difficulties. _Comm-on problems include defining the
scope and nature of social studies, the lag between new knOwledge and
teaching, curriculum innovation,-assessment and examinations, develop-
ment of intercultural curricula, and -information-retrieval. Existing
communicatiQa4fforts in-research, program development, and professional



_bus alia, Brazil, Britain, Canada, China, Costa Rica, Denmark, the
Federal Rgpublic of. Germany, Guatemala, Indonesia, Israel, Japan, Kenya,
apua Nex:r Guinea, Philippines, South Korea, the'.Soviet Union, Spain,
Sweden, Tanzania, the United States, and Zambia. The basic format pre-
sents the social environment, the educational setting, an overview of
social studies education, curriculum descrIPtions, and school organiza-
tion. // -.

iLe ,'William B., and Wayne Pumas. 'Education in Western Germany: A Five
Minute Update." Contemporary Education 50, 'no. 1 (Fall 1978),
pp. 50-51. . EJ 195 487.

In question-and-answer format, this article outlines some issues
regarding perceptions about contemporary social studies education in
West Germany with some comparison between that system and the American
one.

Mehlinger, toward D., and Jan L. Tucker,' eds. Social Studies in Other
Nations. Washington, D.C.: National Council for the Social Stddie
1979 (102 pp.). ED 174 540.

This book describes social studies programs, citizenship education,
and major social studies issues in the Federal Republic of Germany,
Thailand, 'Jaw, Nigeria, England,' and the United States. The first
chapter considers the transnationalnatdre of the social studies, traces
the development of social studies, and discusses effects and need to
"internationalize" social studies in the United States. Next, the
section on Germany discusses .the organization of the public schodls and
political education in postwar Germany. Social change and institutional
reform are major issues. The report on England focuses onthe structure
of, the educational and examination system._ Major issues center around
cultural pluralism, decentralized Aecision making,,and multiethnic edir=-
cation. The final report on the United States discusses global chal-
lenges.

Nelson, Jack L. "Nationalistic vs. Global Education: An Examination of
National Bias in the Schools and its Implications for a Global
Society." Theory and Research in Social Education 4, no. 1 (1976),
pp. 33-50. EJ 145. 463.

This article discusses the history of nationalistic on;
describes examples of it in Poland, Germany, France, Russia, and China;
and examines selected requirements related' to it in the United States.
Several approaches for making nationalist education more relevant to a
global society are presented.

Reid, William A., and Decker F. Walker, eds. Case Studies in Curriculum
Change:.Great Britain and the United States. Boston: Routledge
and Kegan Paul, 1975 (268 pp.). ED 104 754. .

-In order to provide the eddcator with effective ways to translate
new curriculum vials into classroom practice, this book.presents seven
case studies of curriculum change in Great Britain and theUnited States.
The studies offer descriptions of a variety Of phases in 'planning and
- .



(2) "Negotiating Curriculum Change in a British College of Education,"
(3) "Curriculum DeVelopment in an Art Project," (4) "The Head Teacher as
Innovator: A Study of an English School-District," (5) "Handling Innova-
tiqn in the Classroom: Wo Scottish Examples,".(6) The Diffusion of
Keynesian. Macroeconomics Through American High School Textbooks, 1936-
70," and (7) "The Changing Curriculum: Theory and Practice."

Torney, Judith V., et.al. Civic Education in Ten :Countries: An Empiri-
cal Study. Stockholm: Intetnational Association for the Evalua-
tion of Educational Achievement, 1976 (341 pp.). ED 132 059.

The political education of young people in West Germany, Finland,
Iran, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Netherlands, New Zealand, SWeden, and.
United States is examined. Purposes of the study are to (1) define
civic education cross-nationally, (2) deal with methodological problems
in assessing student achievement and attitudes, (3) convey a detailed
picture of student kncwledge and attitudes, (4) assess -the impact of
home and schoql on knowledge, and attitudes, (5) relate characteristics
of school and national political systems to affective and -cognitive out-
comes, and (6) consider the place of a comparative civic-education study

in political socialization research. Classroom-administered questiOn-
naires covering factual knowledge, civic attitudes, perception and
understanding of 'political'processes, and background information were
answered by more than 30,000 10-year-olds, 14-year-olds, and pre-
university students. Answers were analyzed to show similarities in
political 'education. in different countries, to show processes of__

tom-compare -age=level-results.. Results showed that class-

room 'climate was more important than classroom practices. For example
more knowledgeable, less authoritarian, and more interested, though-hot------___,
necessarily more democratic, students attended schools where they were
encouraged'to have free discussion and to express their opinions in class.
Cause and effect was conjectural only, but mental development and age of
students proved important.
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C.

CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS

Note: This list is based on information obtained from participants
at the Guildford conference. In some cases, titles, affiliations, and
even names have changed; however, this list reflects information that
was correct as of July 1980. Tw6 of the chapter authors, Charles Townley
and Wolfgang Hilligen, were not physically present at the conference;
their papers were presented by others. .

FederaL Republic of Germani

Gunter C. Behrmann, Professor of Political Science and Education, Univer-
, sity of Osnabruck, Vechta -

Klaus Bergmann, Professor of History, University of Giessen
Siegfried George, Propssor of Social Studies, University of Giessen
Georg Groth; Professor of Economics, University of Berlin
Irmgard Hantsche, Professor of History and Political Education, Univer-

sity.of Duisburg
Hans-Helmuth Knutter, Professor of Political Science, University of Bonn
Ch:istine Kulke, Professor of Political Science and SocialEducation,

Technical University of Berlin
Jurta- ar ara ange-Quassowski, Laubbrink
Clemens Lessing;-PreSidentof the German Society of Political Education

and Minister of Education and Culture for Rhineland-Pfalz, Ostallee
Marge. Lessing, Teaching Assistant, Lahnstein Gymnasium, Ostallee
Peter Meyer; Director of Studies, Institute for. Educational Practices,

Breme ---
Karlheinz Rebel, Professor, University oub
'MArta Rebel, Teacher, Rottenburg
Dieter Schmidt-Sinns, Director, Federal Cente't for Political Education,

Bonn
Gisela Schmitt, Department of Social Sciences, University of Osnabruck,

Vechta
Gabriela Schrey, Political Science Department, University of Bonn
Hans Sussmuth, Professor of History and Political Education, University

of Dusseldorf
Rita Sussmuth, Professor of Comparative Education, University of

Dortmund/Bochun
:Susanne Thurn, Instructorniversity of Bielefeld

The Netherlands

Willem Langeveld, Lecturer in Political. Education,- University of
Amsterdam

Great Britain

Chris Brown,. Senior Lecturer in Education, Wei.t,idlands College of
Higher Education '

:Michael A. Clarke,. Humanities AdViser, Borough:of Waltham Forest., London



.Ted Cohn, Lecturer in Education, Brunel University
Bernard K. Down, Shoreditch College, Egham
Barry Dufour, Lecturer in Education, University of Leicester
James Dunlop, Senior Lecturer and Project Director, Jordanhill Project

for International Understanding, Jordanhill College of Education, -

Glasgow
. Roger Fielding, Teacher, Alumwell School, Walsall
Clive Herber, Department of History and Philosophy of Education, Univer-

sity of BirminghaM
Derek Heater, Humanities Department, Brighton Polytechnic
Roger Homan, Brighton Polytechnic
Ian Kershaw, Teacher,'Monkwearmouth School, Sunderland
James Lund, Tonbridge
Henry Macintosh, Ser.r.e.taryT-Saatherp Regional. Examinations Board

-----CMTEriiTeains, Senior Lecturer in'Education Studies, Bristol Poly-
technic

:-Otto Pick, Professor of International Relations, University of Surrey
Janet Strivens,-Lecturer in Education, University of Liverpool
John Sullivan, Trinity and All Saints, Horsforth, Leeds

. Hazel Sumner, Education Officer; British Broadcasting Corporation
Lawrence Taylor, Dean of Humanities and Head of History Division,

Bulmershe College of Higher Education, Reading
or, Schools Council Project, School o_ f _

__Education,-University of Liverpool
Geoff Whitty, Lecturer in Education, University of Bath
Michael F.D. Young, Senior Lecturer in Education, Institute of Education,

London University

United States

Cleo H. Cherryholmes, Associate Professor of Political Science, Michigan
State University

El-----.merIECrawson-,Assaciate Professor of Education and Director, Center
for the Development of Economics-Educat16n,_University of the
Pacific

Raymond English; Senior Research Associate, Ethics and Public Policy
Center, Washington, D.C.

Dan B. Fleming, Associate Professor. of Social Studies Edudation,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Arthur W. Foshay, Professor Emeritus, Teachers College, Columbia Univer-
sity .

Charles Foster, Specialist for Social Science, Office of Bilingual Educe-
tion,.U.S. Department Of Education

Geneva Gay, Associate Professor of Education,. Purdue University
-Judith A. Gillespie, Director, Program in Educational Theory, Indiana.

University
John D. Haas, Professor of education, University of Colorado, Boulder
Carole L. Hahn, Associate Professor, Division of Educational. Studies;

Emory University
Nicholas Helburn, Professor of Geography, University of Colorado, Boulder
Suzanne W. Helburn, Professor of Economics, University of Colorado,

Denver
Mary A. Hepburn, Associate Professor of Social Science Education,'Univer-

.

sitY of Georgia
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_William Haring,Reseaich Associate =Far Xest_Leharatory_for_EducatIonal
Xeseardh,-San Francisco

Hazel W. Hertzberg, Professor of History and Education, Teachers College,
Columbia University

Marcia L. Hutson, Administrative Assistant, Social Science Education
Consortium, Boulder, Colorado

Allan 0. Kowaslar, Professor of History, Trinity University '
Glenn Linuen, Associate Professor of History and Education, Southern

Methodist University
Fay Metcalf, Teacher, Boulder High School, Boulder, Colorado
Charles L.Mitsakos, Assistant Superintendent, Andover Public Schools,

Chelmsford-, Massaa-asetts

Irving Morrissett, Executive_Director, SociatSCience Education Consor-
tium, and Professor of Economics, University of Colorado, Boulder

Jack Nelson, Professor of Education, Graduate School of Eddcation,
Rutgers University

John Palmer, Professor of History and Education, University of Wisconsin,
Madison

Roberta S. -Sigel, Professor of Political Science, Douglass College,
Rutgers University

Georgianna Simon, Assistant Professor, Marygrove College
___Ann-Stoddard-, Associate-Professor of Socid-FSEienceEdueiii6n, University

of_No -r -th Florida

Judith V. Torney, Professor of Psycholbgy, University of Illinois at
Chicago Circle

Ann M. Williams, Staff Associate, Social Science Edtcation Consortium,
Boulder, Colorado

Stanley P:Wronski, Professor of Education and Social Science, Michigan

o
State University
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